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However, one day the devil appeared to Itje, and asked for food and drink. Itje instead gave
him stones, and the devil went off to Christ, who received him amicably and quenched his
thirst with human blood. To take revenge on the Samoyed, Christ, friend of the devil and
father of all Russians, came with his people to Siberia.
From the "Samoyed Epic of Itje" Scholbraid (1975: 96).
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SYNOPSIS
This thesis examines cultural variation and the processes of cultural change that form it
through a case-study of variation and invariance in the performance of Nadun, a ritual
performed in fifty-three communities in the Sanchuan region of northwest China primarily
by Mangghuer (Tu) but also Tiebie (Tibetan) and Qidai (Han Chinese) communities.
The text begins by placing the study in its regional context and situating the
research topic within the reemergence of area studies and recent discussion on Zomia and
the nature of regional formation in Asian borderlands. The introductory chapter also
provides details on Nadun (including a review of relevant literature), and background on
the theory and method employed in the study.
The second chapter of the thesis deals with the ontological foundations of Nadun –
beliefs and practices centered on an opposition between malevolent ghosts and benevolent
deities that can both manipulate human fortunes. This chapter also examines the impact of
Dge lugs pa Buddhism on these beliefs and practices.
The third chapter examines the social patterning of Nadun according to local
ideologies of age, gender, kin, and territory. Local idioms of hospitality, etiquette, and
festive atmosphere which pattern dyadic social relationships are also discussed.
Chapter Four deals with the impact of the state upon patterns of cultural diversity
and unity in China. In particular, it seeks to establish that significant elements of Nadun
represent an attempt by the Qing state to render Mangghuer populations legible,
conscriptable, and favorably disposed towards the state.
Chapter Five examines the impact of contemporary cultural trends – modernism,
globalism, and consumerism – in Sanchuan and on Nadun. This chapter in particular
examines the way in which global ideologies are co-opted by locally hegemonic ideologies.
This final chapter of this thesis generalizes the findings of the previous chapters into
three broadly applicable conclusions. It is first suggested that cultural diversity is most
accurately envisioned as noospheric diversity – diversity of ideologies or paradigms –
rather than as diversity of cultural groups, an approach which dominates contemporary
discourse on cultural diversity. It is secondly suggested that a further element of cultural
diversity is areal diversity – diversity in the number and nature of regions created by
meshworks of social processes within which ideologies circulate. The final generalizable
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conclusion of this thesis is that future attention should be paid to the role of certain
individuals in generating cultural diversity by creating regional variations and combinations
of translocal ideologies.
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This work has not previously been submitted for a degree or diploma in any university. To
the best of my knowledge and belief, the thesis contains no material previously published
or written by another person except where due reference is made in the thesis itself.
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TRANSCRIPTION NOTES
This thesis contains numerous non-English words written according to three different
transcription systems. Tibetan is written according to the Wiley transcription system and
Chinese is written in pinyin.
Mangghuer is written according to a system based on pinyin but varying in certain
aspects, the two most significant being the inclusion of 'gh' and 'kh'. 'Gh' has no English
equivalent but is similar to a 'g' sound pronounced at the back of the throat. 'Kh' is
pronounced similar to the 'ch' in 'loch'. The Mangghuer romanization system used herein is
known to probably less than half a dozen Mangghuer in Sanchuan. Slater (2003b) uses a
similar transcription, but I have here employed transcriptions provided by Wen Xiangcheng
based on his familiarity with the language as a native speaker.
Mangghuer contains many words of Chinese origin and readers familiar with
Chinese may find the Mangghuer romanization awkward. For example, the Mangghuer
term huangan in pinyin would need to be written as huan'gan to clearly separate the
syllables but because the term huang'an is meaningless in Mangghuer the transcription does
not require the apostrophe. Similarly, the Mangghuer term hong'huo is written honghuo in
pinyin; the apostrophe is required in romanized Mangghuer as 'gh' is phonemic.
A glossary of terms is provided at the end of the text. Readers familiar with Chinese
should be able to recognize the Chinese equivalents of terms based on their pronunciation
and meaning. Tibetan equivalents of terms have been provided where known, as these are
less apparent.
Many place names in Hehuang have several variations: a Tibetan name, a preliberation Chinese name, and a contemporary Chinese name. The glossary contains a list of
place names indicating alternative versions where these are known and will hopefully be of
some use in clearing up any confusion.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1. Introduction
What is cultural diversity and what are the dynamics that generate it? Contemporary
discourse on cultural change makes persistent use of such terms as Americanization,
Sinicization, Kinhization, Tibetanization, Tai-ization, modernization, Sanskritization,
globalization, and Westernization. These terms, and the models of change they encode,
suspiciously echo Ovid's promise:
''...to tell how bodies are changed
Into different bodies'' Hughes (1997: 3).

The same can be said for what Ramble (2008: 215) calls ''the lazy sobriquet of syncretism''
and the related terms hybridization, creolization, and mélange. By their focus on union,
blending, and the creation of novel forms, these terms imply the existence of cultures as
discrete, unitary bodies or species.
The twin terms of transubstantiation and hybridization create a double bind that
currently sets the frame of contemporary debates on culture change. Although the broad
aim of this thesis is to contribute to discussions on cultural change and diversity, I do not
adopt a position within the framework of the debate set by these terms. Rather, I ask, ''How
can a grounded, inductive, empirical study of cultural variation inform discourse on
processes of culture change?'' In doing this I concur with Barth's (1987, 1993) assertion that
the task of describing variation in its full richness is essential to understanding the
processes of change that underlie the formation of diversity.
Between 2008 and 2010 I conducted research on Nadun, a communal ritual
performed primarily by Mangghuer people in the Sanchuan region of northwest China.
Nadun consists of a number of danced performances, staged in order to delight a communal
deity and ensure their continued benevolence towards the community. I documented the
performance of the ritual in multiple locations over three years, and in doing so was
motivated to understand why certain elements of the ritual varied almost endlessly while
others remained consistent across time and space. My observations of the ritual also
provoked me to understand the broader context within which it takes place – not just the
1

specific ethno-linguistic context of the Mangghuer people who perform Nadun, but also the
wider regional and historical contexts within which it occurs.
My analysis suggests that this ritual cannot be interpreted simply as an expression of
a localized communal culture. Rather, its performance enacts ideologies – diffuse and
powerfully compelling motivations –originating from a number of sources, both local and
otherwise. Where these ideologies have most hegemonic control is where the least variation
occurs in ritual performance. In applying this understanding of variation to processes of
change, I suggest that terms such as Americanization, Sinicization, Kinhization, Tai-ization,
Tibetanization, modernization, Sanskritization, globalization, and Westernization are not
helpful in envisioning cultural change. Nor are approaches to human diversity based on
numbers of ethnic or linguistic groups particularly useful. What is required, instead, is an
understanding of how ideologies spread, circulate, and interact in space, and the role that
individuals play in this process. I begin my discussion in the middle – between ideologies
and individuals, in space.

2

1.2. Zomia and the Rebirth of Area Studies
In his 2002 paper entitled 'Geographies of Ignorance, Geographies of Knowing: Jumping
Scale in Southeast Asia', Willem van Schendel successfully resuscitated a seemingly
moribund concept – the culture area. The culture area concept first appeared in Austria in
the early twentieth century as the kulturkreis 'culture circle'. The theory of kulturkreis,
originating in the work of Fritz Graebner and Willhelm Schmidt (Jones 2003) and springing
from the general malaise of German romanticism (Kearny 1995), posited that all human
societies fall into discrete fields of influence emanating from a limited number of global
cultural centers. This idea of discrete fields of cultural similarity was then brought from the
Germanphone world into mainstream American anthropology by Alfred Kroeber (1929) in
his study of culture areas among the indigenous population of North America. Around the
same time, the concept was popularized in geography by Carl Sauer (Denevan and
Mathewson 2009).
The Second World War saw the culture area concept undergo a radical change.
Under the guidance of Ralph Linton (1945) the concept of cultural area was integrated into
the discipline of 'area studies' in the service of national security (Bashkow 2004). Following
the Second World War and the advent of the Cold War, this transformation culminated in
the academic program of area studies in the US becoming mandated under the National
Defense Education Act in 1958 (Katzenstein 2001). Seminal to this development was the
publication of Robert Hall's (1948) report to the Social Science Research Council, entitled
Area Studies: With Special Reference to Their Implications for Research in the Social
Sciences. Area studies became, basically, a weapon in the Cold War, with scholars being
encouraged to develop detailed, in-depth historical, cultural, and linguistic knowledge of
such regions as the Middle East, Russia, and East Asia to improve the quality of US
intelligence on those areas. Such scholars were primarily textualists who took the nationstate as their unit of analysis and aimed to produce non-generalizable, detailed descriptions
of the politics, history, religions, and culture of their focal region.
Such a program naturally suffered greatly with the demise of the Cold War and the
funding regimes it enshrined. However, area studies also went into decline due to critiques
from within academia (Rafael 1994). Katzenstein (2001) describes area studies in the US as
being 'under siege' and classifies critiques into two broad groups: rational-scientific and
3

cultural-humanistic. Cultural-humanistic critiques were particularly powerful within
anthropology, springing from the broad 'crisis of representation' in anthropology (Clifford
and Marcus 1986 and Marcus and Fischer 1999), including the assertion that much
ethnographic description amounted to little more that orientalist essentializing (Chow 1993)
and that much of the anthropological construct of place was nothing but a 'localizing
strategy' (Fardon 1990). 1 Another powerful challenge to area studies was the rise of
'globalization studies' in the 1990s (e.g., Barber 1996, Friedman 2000), and the increasingly
widespread impression that local differences are disappearing to make way for a
homogenous global culture.
In the midst of this 'siege', van Schendel argued for a reinvention of area studies by
pointing out that despite the many challenges to the intellectual regime of area studies, the
discipline remains strong, even coining such new 'areas' as Central Asia, thus capitalizing
on the event that was supposed to 'end' area studies – the conclusion of the Cold War.
However, he then goes on to describe how the nation-based gaze of area studies has
rendered certain facts invisible. He does this by discussing the transnational area he calls
Zomia (see Figure 1, below).2 He contends that Zomia fulfills the criteria of being an area
in the sense of a physical space with ''shared ideas, related lifeways, and long-standing
cultural ties'' (van Schendel 2002: 653). However, these commonalities are rendered
academically invisible because Zomia fails to fulfill two other criteria that would define it
as an academic area. First, Zomia is not a symbolic space representing a defined intellectual
problematique and program of research. Second, it is not an institutional space, an
intellectual endeavor with its own funding base, leading luminaries, intellectual lineage, or
dedicated publications. Van Schendel argues that Zomia failed to develop a presence as a
symbolic and institutional space because of ''political ambiguity, absence of strong centers
of state formation, and insufficient scholarly clout'' (2002: 657). It was therefore divided
into South, Southeast, East, and Central Asia and its existence as a substantive unit of
analysis was academically eradicated.

1 See also Rack (2005) for a review of the issue of place in anthropology.
2 Authors have applied various names to Zomia before and since van Schendel's 2002 paper. Michaud (2006)
discusses a region he calls the Southeast Asian Massif. Blackburn (2007, 2008) discusses a region he calls the
Extended Eastern Himalayas. Samuel (2005) speaks of the Southeast Asian Highland Complex. Robinne and
Sadan (2007) refer to the Indo-Chinese Massif. Each is contiguous with Zomia to varying extents.
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Figure 1: Zomia, from van Schendel (2002).
One reason van Schendel's revival of the area concept has been so successful is that
it firmly disengages the area concept from the Cold War area studies program by proposing
a trans-national region that had been integrated into previously identified regions. This
enabled an academic tabula rasa on which a new academic discipline could be built. Van
Schendel's paper has therefore seen a welter of publications arising in its wake (Formoso
2010, Giersch 2010, Jonsson 2010, Lieberman 2010, Michaud 2010, Perdue 2009, Scott
2009, Shneiderman 2010)3 and tentative moves towards a new field of Zomian Studies.4
3 In addition to these publications, the conference Asian Borderlands: Enclosure, Interaction, and
Transformation (Chiang Mai, Thailand 5-7 November 2010), held on themes inspired by Scott (2009), is
evidence of the impact of Zomian perspectives.
4 Van Schendel's proposal for a new culture of area studies is far more radical than simply the establishment
of new areas. Rather, he argued for the recognition of new types of areas united not necessarily by spatial
criteria, but rather by interconnectedness of 'flows' (see also Appadurai 2000). The interest in Zomia as a
physical space, therefore, meets only the first of van Schendel's concluding recommendations, for the
establishment of regions which crosscut traditional Cold War areas. His other two recommendations, firstly,
''to look for spatial configurations that are not compact territories'' and to find trans-national areas with
ephemeral architecture that ''changes, sometimes rapidly, in size, compactness, and complexity'' (van
Schendel 2002: 665) have not been as readily taken up. The failure of the second and third recommendation to
be more fully engaged is evinced by the debate over the extent of Zomia as a physical space (Scott 2009,
Shneiderman 2010). I believe that a greater focus on processes of regional formation, such as the one I
attempt here, would enable Zomian studies to transcend being focused simply on a physical space and to
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This opportunity has been most saliently exploited by James C Scott (2009) in his
work The Art of Not Being Governed: An Anarchist History of Upland Southeast Asia that
takes van Schendel's concept of Zomia as a region and argues that the most powerful
process underlying the structural unity of the region has been the reaction of highland
peoples to the pressures exerted by lowland states. Through analyses of subsistence
strategies, religious forms, and social structure, Scott shows how the people of this region
have created an anti-state space in which to escape taxation, corvée, and conscription. Scott
furthermore argues that the uplands of southeast Asia acted as a refuge for state-evading
peoples due to the action of the 'friction of distance' imposing a limit on state expansion.
Simultaneous to van Schendel's (2002) revival of the area concept in anthropology
and geography, the field of areal linguistics has grown in importance. This field of
linguistics is homologous to van Schendel's new area studies and Appadurai's (2000)
'process geography' in that it focuses primarily on the role of processes of (linguistic)
exchange in creating a unified region. Tracing its origins to Trubetzkoy's (1930), coinage of
the term sprachbund, areal linguistics investigates the processes by which multiple,
genetically unrelated language varieties within a delimited space come to resemble one
another over time. Muysken (2008) identifies thirty-two such sprachbund or language areas,
the most well-known examples being Southeast Asia (Enfield 2005), the Balkans
(Trubetzkoj 1928) and the Caucasus (Chirikba 2008). Of relevance to the current work is
Janhunen's work on what he calls the Amdo Sprachbund (Janhunen 2004, 2005).5
I concur with Campbell (2006) that the progress of areal linguistics has been
hampered by an obsession with how areas should be defined. What is needed are concrete
case studies of long-term multiple-language contact and its impacts. Rather than providing
increasingly detailed definitions of an area, such an approach would enable the
development of more sensitive tools and methodologies, and the carving out of a spatial
scale between micro-level community studies and macro-level studies, for example, at the
extent of a language family's distribution. This call for methodological innovation and
refocusing scale to the mesic level can also be applied to how we conceptualize and study
culture in China.
Patterns occurring at the regional, mesic scale in China, and the dynamics they
create Zomia as both a symbolic and institutional space.
5 Dwyer (1995) refers to the same region as the Northwest China Sprachbund.
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imply, are often overlooked by anthropologists studying at the micro-level and historians
studying at the macro-level. Anthropologists tend to focus on variation at the level of
particular communities and employ shallow historical depth, while historians tend to
emphasize change in the form of broad historical processes operating on large spatial scales
and comparatively long time scales. In the case of China, both approaches often amount to
an overemphasis on the state – with anthropologists focusing on communal resistance to the
state, and historians focusing on the expansion, physically and hegemonically, of the state.
The mesic, regional focus reveals a more complex picture of population structures than
either the macro- or micro- scales; the simplistic binaries of center-periphery, state-subject,
dominant-subaltern, and majority-minority all lose relevance (Rack 2005). Secondly, the
mesic perspective reveals a whole series of non-state and non-hegemonic processes of
change.
In the following section, I introduce the regional context of this study – the Hehuang
region – in light of these recent developments in area studies and areal linguistics. I do not
want to get bogged down in the issue of if this region is physically part of Zomia
(Shneiderman [2010], Perdue [2009], see also footnote four above). However, taking a
process-oriented view of regions (Appadurai 2000), it is important to note that Hehuang is
Zomian in nature in so far as this upland region contains a complex ethno-linguistic
population structure, an extreme diversity of vernacular traditions, a tendency towards
acephalous social organization, and is largely dominated by agro-pastoral subsistence
strategies that serve as state-evading mechanisms. The Hehuang region has also been
subject to the Zomian pressure of lowland state expansion, and in every respect resembles a
'shatter zone' (Ethridge and Shuck-Hall 2009) on the state periphery. In my description of
the Hehuang region I also provide a model for how a region can be delineated through
social processes rather than geographic criteria.

7

1.2.1. Hehuang
The Hehuang region lies in the northeast of China's Qinghai Province and adjoining areas
of western Gansu Province. 6 Contemporary state discourse classifies the region's
population into seven 'nationalities' (minzu):7 the Han – who I refer to as Qidai8 – the
dominant ethno-linguistic group of China;9 the Hui, Dongxiang, Salar, and Bao'an, Islamic
groups who I collectively refer to as Saotur;10 the Tu (Monguor); and Tibetans, who I refer
6 For attempts to geographically delimit the region see (Ding [2007], Ma and Zhou [2007]). I do not provide
population statistics in discussing the region and its inhabitants because my aim is to describe population
patterns rather than forms. Also, because I describe a non-administrative region and because population
statistics are organized according to administrative units, providing accurate figures is difficult. A final factor
is that as a region defined by process rather than space, Hehuang has an ill-defined, fluctuating population.
7 China officially classifies its population into fifty-six distinct minzu 'ethnicities' or 'nationalities'. The
strained context under which this system was constructed and the subsequent project to reify it have been
documented elsewhere (Cooke [2008], Mackerras [2004], Mullaney [2004a, 2004b]), as has the inadequacy of
the system to accurately represent ethno-linguistic diversity in China (Brown [2001], Harrell [1990], Yang
[2004]), its tendency to reify previously non-existent categories (Wellens [1998], Gros [2004]), and the
general irrelevance of such ethnic labels to local people (Shih 2001). Gladney (1994), Blum (2001), and
Schein (2000) have furthermore construed the project as being primarily aimed at creating an exoticised other
in distinction to which a majority Han identity could be constructed. Tapp (2002) argues that despite these
shortcomings, the classification project may have positively impacted certain local populations in
paradoxically strengthening traditional expressions of identity. Bulag (2003: 791) succinctly summarizes this
body of literature:
Western scholarship on ethnicity and nationalism in China has been overwhelmingly concerned with
China's identification and classification of minorities, how party policy has hardened the supposedly
fluid boundaries between ethnic groups into ethnonationalism, and how classified minority
nationalities on the ground continue to defy official pressures to Sinicize.
8 The ethnonyms I use in this thesis are in the Mangghuer language.
9 Qidai populations in the Hehuang Region employ at least three distinct language varieties: Qinghai Chinese
(Dede 2003, 2008); Huozhou Chinese (Dwyer 1992, 1995); and Lanzhou Chinese (Huang et al. 1960). It is
unclear how these linguistic differences are reflected in cultural practices, as scholarship on local Chinese
culture and its variation is lacking (see Dai et al. [1999], Feng and Stuart [1994], and Frick [1951] for detailed
accounts of Hehuang Chinese culture).
10 For information on the Hehuang Hui see Lipman (1998) and Gladney (1991). Information on the Salar can
be found in Goodman (2008), Hahn (1988), Li and Stuart (1990), Ma et al. (1993), Ma and Stuart, (1996), Ma
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to as Tiebie. The periphery of the region is also home to the Yugur, populations of whom
speak Mongolic and Turkic (Nugteren and Roos 1996a, 1996b) languages – in addition to
populations of Yugur that speak Tiebie and Qidai.11 Looking more closely at one of these
populations – the Monguor – will give us a better idea of the diversity in the area.
The official state classification posits the approximately 200,000 Monguor living in
China today as a culturally and linguistically homogenous population (Chen et al. 2005).
However, closer examination reveals great diversity among the population. They live in at
least three geographically distinct locations and speak four mutually unintelligible language
varieties belonging to two different language families (Janhunen 2006b). They also practice
a range of distinct vernacular traditions, best exemplified by distinctive annual communal
rituals focusing on the cult of territorial deities: the Nadun practiced by the Sanchuan
Mangghuer,12 the Bog practiced by the Huzhu Mongghul, and the Klu rol festival practiced
by the Reb gong Monguor. (Stuart et al. [1995], Dpal ldan bkra shis and Stuart [1998],
Xing [1998], Nagano [2000], and Buffetrille [2008]). What careful ethnographic analysis of
the Monguor populations has revealed is a considerable amount of human diversity hidden
within state discourse. The Qidai, Tiebie, and Saotur populations are perhaps similarly
diverse. In particular, the diversity among Saotur populations has been poorly explored –
what differences exist between Sinitic, Mongolic, Turkic, and Tibetic speaking Muslim
communities? What diversity is hidden within the rubric of this state classification?13
The name I use for this culturally and linguistically diverse region, Hehuang,
derives from the Chinese names of the two major rivers flowing through the region: the
Huangshui and the Huang He 'Yellow River'. Figure 2 below shows the system of valleys

et al. (1999), Ma et. al. (2001), and Poppe (1953). The Bao'an people are discussed in Li and Stuart (1991)
and Wu (2003). The Dongxiang are introduced in Li and Stuart (1991) and Kim (2003). Legerton and Rawson
(2009) also provide a few details on this poorly documented group.
11 For more on the general ethno-linguistic make-up of the area, see Janhunen et al.(2007), Janhunen (2004),
Janhunen (2005), and Janhunen (2006a, 2006b).
12 Mangghuer is the ethnonym used for Monguor in the Sanchuan region of Minhe Hui and Mangghuer (Tu)
Autonomous County (Slater 2003a, 2003b). Mongghul is used for Monguor in Huzhu Mongghul (Tu)
Autonomous County and Ledu County.
13 The description of the Kangjia language (Siqinchaoketu 1999), a Mongolic language spoken by a single
village community of Hehuang Saotur, supports Heijdra's (1998) suggestion that Saotur communities contain
much unexplored linguistic diversity.
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surrounding these rivers and their tributaries and therefore also outlines the major
population centers of the region, as settlements cluster primarily in the riverine valleys.
Superficially this appears similar to Skinner's (1977) use of river drainage systems to
delineate regions in China. However, a focus on drainage systems would delineate this as
two regions, whereas I argue that the two populations of the basins are united by the Tsong
kha or Laji Mountains that form the watershed between them to create a single region. In
doing so, I apply De Landa's (1997) concept of meshwork to regional formation, as a
complementary alternative to Skinner's nested hierarchies (Skinner 1964-5).

Figure 2: The drainage basins of the Huangshui and Yellow rivers and their tributaries.
The Tsong kha Mountain range is located between these watersheds.
De Landa (1997) defines a meshwork as a system of heterogeneous elements selforganized in complex, interconnecting and overlapping relations. He describes organic
urban formations that arise spontaneously and acquire ''irregular shape by following the
topographical features of the landscape, or … from the distribution of villages that have
been amalgamated'' (De Landa 1997: 30) as an example of a meshwork. He contrasts this
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with replicating hierarchies that are organized by external agents and composed of
homogeneous components, giving the planned city with its grids of boulevards as an
example. Skinner's (1964-5) identification of nested hierarchies in the marketing systems of
late-Imperial China is also a perfect example of such a system.
Drawing on the work of Deleuze and Guattari (2000), De Landa uses auto-catalytic
loops to model meshwork systems, and defines three key features (De Landa 1997: 64).
First, a set of heterogeneous elements is brought together via an articulation of
superpositions, that is, an interconnection of diverse but overlapping elements. … Second, a
special class of operators, or intercalary elements, is needed to effect these
interconnections. … Finally, the interlocked heterogeneities must be capable of
endogenously generating stable patterns of behavior.

In the present case, the heterogeneous elements are the various geographic sub-units,
populations, and ideologies of the region. The following discussion of the Hehuang region
begins by describing how certain heterogeneous elements – populations and geographical
features – of the region are structured. Discussion of the diverse ideologies of the region
forms the body of this work. Following this discussion of the region's diverse elements is a
description of the intercalary elements that cause the diverse elements to interlock and
superimpose – local institutions and the social processes they engender. The topic of how
stable patterns are endogenously generated by these interlocked elements in the meshwork
is taken up in the thesis's conclusion.
The diverse populations of Hehuang described above display a certain extent of
vertical population patterning, similar to what Leach (1973 [1954]) observed in highland
Burma. Altitudinally stratified ecological zones partly determine population patterns. There
are three major ecological zones in Hehuang (Qiang et al.2008): a lowland riverine zone
between 1,500m and 2,500m; a mid-altitude slope zone from 2,500m to 3,500m; and a high
altitude alpine zone from 3,500m to 4,500m (see Figure 3 below).14 Different subsistence
14 This classification focuses on major productive ecological zones, and does not include, for example, the
narrow rocky canyons or conifer forests found throughout the region. Tibetans in such locations as Xunhua
and Reb gong counties recognize a tripartite division along the lines described above (Klu mo tshe ring and
Roche 2011). Irrigated fields in the riverine zone are referred to as chu ma, unirrigated fields in the midaltitude slopes are called ri ma, and pastures in the high altitude zone are referred to as thang. Sanchuan
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strategies are practiced in each zone, and to some extent different ethno-linguistic groups
tend to practice certain subsistence strategies. In a very general way we find: Saotur and
Qidai farming wheat in irrigated fields in the lowland riverine zone; Monguor, Saotur, and
Tiebie farming highland barley in the mid-altitude slope zone; and Tiebie practicing
pastoralism in the high altitude zone.
The major substantive sub-unit of the region is the vale, which I define as a portion
of a riverine valley and its tributaries, sectioned off at either end by the narrowing of
surrounding mountains into canyons. Tributary valleys generally do not terminate in
canyons, but gradually rise in altitude through the mid-altitude zone into the high altitude
zone, and thus are deconstituted rather than terminated. The vale of Hualong is unique in
being a mid-altitude region surrounded by high altitude pastures with no riverine lowland
areas and no canyons to delineate it.

Mangghuer recognize a division between fertile plains chuan and mountain slopes shan, and between
irrigated fields sudai, and unirrigated fields hanti.
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Figure 3: Distribution of major ecological zones in Hehuang. Numbers indicate Hehuang
sub-regions, which I term vales: 1. Huangyuan; 2. Xining (including the Datong, Huzhu,
and Huangzhong valleys); 3. Ping'an; 4. Ledu; 5. Minhe; 6. Sanchuan; 7. Xunhua; 8.
Hualong; 9. Reb gong; 10. Gcan tsha (Jianzha); and 11. Khri ka (Guide). Shading
corresponds to altitude: white is the low altitude zone, light gray the mid-altitude zone, and
dark gray the high-altitude zone. Black represents man-made water reservoirs.
In terms of the relationship between altitude, ecological zone, and subsistence
strategy, it is important to not be dogmatic about the determining role of altitude
(McKinnon and Michaud 2000). Slope plays an important role by shifting the boundary
between agriculture and pastoralism, with pastoralism being practiced on slopes too steep
to terrace. Aspect also plays an important role, with fields and pastures on the northern side
of valleys, facing south, being more productive than those on the south, and pastoralism
being practiced in shaded gullies at the same altitude as farming in open sunny expanses.
The altitudinal stratification of subsistence and ethnicity is therefore complicated by slope
and aspect. Furthermore, the correlation of ethnicity and subsistence holds only at a very
13

general level. An exception to this pattern is demonstrated in Figure 4, which shows Saotur
engaged in high altitude pastoralism in Guanting Town, Minhe Hui and Mangghuer (Tu)
Autonomous County.

Figure 4: Saotur practicing high altitude pastoralism.

1.2.2. The Role of Mountains in the Hehuang Region
At the center of Hehuang, between the Huangshui and Yellow rivers, lies the Tsong kha
Range. These mountains rise to almost 4500m above sea level from valley floors that start
at 1,500m above sea level. In an article on the important role of these mountains in the
region, Tuttle (2010) examines the history of monastic institutions on either side of the
range, pointing out that in the pre-modern era the influence of monastic sites, as networks
of inter-relation and focuses of pilgrimage, transcended mountain 'barriers'. He also makes
the salient point that what appear today as barriers to people traveling in cars requiring
graded roads, did not have this characteristic in the era when people traveled on foot or on
horse-back. I here show how not only monastic networks, but also subsistence, economic,
vernacular religious, and recreational practices also drew people into the mountains and
14

united populations on either side of the range. The Tsong kha mountains thus served as an
attractor or eigenstate (De Landa 1997) that defined the Hehuang region. In the following
discussion I use the past tense, as I primarily refer to pre-1949 dynamics.
I first examine subsistence strategies and highlight the pervasiveness of agropastoralism as a subsistence strategy on both sides of the range. Even farmers in the core of
the lowland riverine valleys herded at least a few sheep in the hills and gullies around their
fields. Herding generally intensified moving higher in altitude, with mountain communities
farming in unirrigated fields having larger herds than riverine lowland farmers. In both
zones, an increase in herd size was a common strategy for households to capitalize on
surplus labor and generate wealth. Households with enough surplus labor could even send
members permanently to pastures to herd livestock. A wealthy man might have kept one
wife and their offspring in the pasture tending livestock, and another in the village with
their offspring to tend the fields. Apart from an increase in herd size, we can also note a
change in herd composition, for example from cows in the lowlands, to yak-cow hybrids in
the mid-altitude region, to yaks in high altitude pastures. Sheep were herded at all altitudes
and goats herded in rocky canyons.
The elaboration of the herding element of the agro-pastoral subsistence strategy and
the way it blended into full-time pastoralism also represented a state-evading subsistence
strategy (Scott 2009). While a full-time agriculturalist was bound permanently to a fixed
territory, agro-pastoralists could avoid taxes, corvée, conscription, and state violence by
retreating to the hills with their livestock, returning when life became peaceful, or
migrating permanently. See below for two examples of such migration. Given pastoralism's
capacity to maximize household wealth and evade the state, it provided a powerful motive
for lowland populations to maintain permanent relations with highland zones.
As well as providing a site of retreat and a region where excess labor could be
capitalized on, mountains also provided a powerful economic lure to valley communities.
Medicinal substances (which could be consumed or sold), lumber (scarce in the lowlands),
firewood (unavailable in the lowlands and necessary for cooking and heating, especially
during the long, cold winters), and wild foods (pheasants, fruits, berries, and mosses) were
all found only in the mountains and attracted lowlanders up onto the slopes. Lowlanders
today are still attracted up-slope in search of caterpillar fungus (Cordyceps sinensis), a
highly valued medicinal substance, the sale of which generates the majority of villagers'
15

cash income.15 Again, we see that mountains that were barriers to the state attracted locals.
In the same sense that mountains create barriers to 'state travel', the Tsong kha
Range also effectively created a barrier to large-scale commerce. Such important local trade
centers as Dung dkar, Xining, and Nianbo (Ledu) were located in the Huangshui River
valley. Trade routes also followed this river though large-scale trade routes crossing the
mountains were few. This absence created a price incentive for small-scale traders to cross
the mountains. We therefore traditionally found, for example, Qidai merchants appearing
every year in the Sanchuan region during the annual Nadun festival, leading donkeys laden
with pumpkins, a locally scarce commodity (WD).16 In the late twentieth and early twentyfirst centuries, peddlers bicycled along dirt roads through mountain communities vending a
range of household wares – kitchen utensils, washing detergents, and home-handyman tools.
Thus although large-scale commerce was excluded from the Tsong kha Range, this
exclusion created an incentive for small-scale, inter-community trade by a diverse range of
local actors, further uniting the population surrounding the range and creating an
interlocking regional meshwork. The difficulty with which commerce crossed the
mountains also provided an incentive for mountain villagers to attend regular markets in the
low- and mid-altitude regions, such as the markets held every third day in Guanting Town,
which attract local Mangghuer and Saotur from surrounding lowlands, and Tiebie from
nearby highlands. The perspective that the Tsong kha Range acted as both economic
attractant and incentive to petty trade at the local scale supports the observations made by
Giersch (2010), van Spengen (2000, 1995), and Rockhill (2004[1891]) that the Tibetan
Plateau has never been an economically isolated mountain fortress.
In addition to institutional religion, subsistence strategies, and trade, the Tsong kha
Range united surrounding populations in terms of vernacular religious practices. First we
note the prevalence of what da Col (2007) calls 'economies of fortune,' which imagine
worldly luck and fortune vertically.17 According to this model, a person can improve their
lot in life by ascending to the heights. Territorial deities possessed of efficacy that can

15 See Winkler (2005, 2008a, 2008b), Sułek (2009), and Stewart (2009) for more on Cordyceps sinensis on
the Tibetan Plateau.
16 Potanin (1893) also cites examples of Sanchuan Mangghuer travelling to Tiebie pastoral regions as tailors
and Qidai merchants selling brewing yeast in Sanchuan.
17 See also Sams tsho skyid and Roche (2011) and Clarke (1990).
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intervene in human circumstances were also typically thought to inhabit high places, and so
lab rtse and wobo – cairns to specific and generalized mountain deities – were placed on
high peaks. 18 These structures were typically renewed in annual rituals involving
communities surrounding the peak. In addition to these mountain cairns, farmers also
increased their worldly luck by worshiping at mountain lakes, and hail-preventing effigies
were put on peaks and ridges. These mountain structures and features and the rituals
associated with them correlated obtaining success with obtaining altitude, thus creating a
compelling motivation for lowlanders to congregate in the mountains.
Lay religious practices also joined communities on either side of the range through
circumambulation and pilgrimage. In addition to being the abode of deities that influence
worldly luck, certain mountains were also considered gnas ri, holy sites, the veneration of
which was a virtuous act that increased 'karmic storage' and improved one's next
reincarnation (Clarke [1990], Huber [1999], Huber [2008]). To this end, people made
arduous circumambulations of certain peaks in the Tsong kha Range, and made pilgrimage
to such sites as caves, birth places of holy figures, and locations where such figures
meditated or performed miracles. Hot springs with medicinal waters served as pilgrimage
sites; certain local tantric practitioners were also obliged to undergo a rite of passage
involving pilgrimage to and meditation at 108 sites in remote locations, often in the wilds
of the Tsong kha Range (Limusishiden and Roche nd) and; certain temples in the region,
known for the efficacy of the deities they enshrined, were also visited by pilgrims from far
and wide. Multiple networks of pilgrimage therefore crossed and wound throughout the
mountains.
A final way in which the Tsong kha Range joined populations is through recreation.
For example, antiphonal courtship songs made up a part of all folk repertoires in the region.
They were called hua'er in local Chinese dialects (Feng and Stuart 1994a), la ye in Tiebie
(Anton-Luca 2002), and kuguerjia in Mangghuer (Zhu et al. 1997). Such songs could be
sung throughout the year in a variety of contexts, but the most significant occasion on
which they were performed was during festive gatherings during summer. Such gatherings
attracted (and still attract today) enormous, multicultural crowds of people from throughout
18 See Ujiydeiin Chuluu and Stuart (1995) for a review on the literature on wobo (which they refer to using
the Mongolia oboo). Tshe mdo (2008) provides a photographic essay on lab rtse construction in Hehuang and
Berounský (2003) describes a lab rtse annual renewal ritual.
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Hehuang: Tiebie, Qidai, Saotur, and Monguor all gathered in the same place to sing to each
other. Significantly, because of taboos associated with singing such songs in the presence
of kin, these gatherings were outside village space and away from the ears of kin. The
forests of upper mountain slopes were perfect venues for these performances and
subsequent trysts. Courtship songs' lyrics were replete with imagery drawn from the
mountains, which, as non-village space and therefore outside everyday proscriptions
associated with kin, represented a space of social freedom and romance. In addition to the
singing of antiphonal courtship songs, the mountains also provide a space for other
recreation, including summer picnics and market fairs held at monasteries and temples,
during which these traditionally secluded retreats became bustling centers of performance,
commerce, communion, and romance.
While state and commercial travel tended to follow the 'easy' lateral valleys on
relatively broad roads suitable for carts and beasts of burden, locals more often crisscrossed
the region on the footpaths and pilgrimage routes snaking across the range. They were
attracted into the mountains in part by the capacity of such territory to allow them to
maximize their household labor capacity by elaborating the herding component of agropastoral subsistence strategies. Villagers also maintained an agro-pastoral subsistence
strategy to allow them to escape from the state and each other into the mountains. They
were also drawn across the range by the price barrier created by limits imposed on largescale commercial enterprises, were drawn into mountains to harvest valuable resources, and
were drawn across them to attend regular local markets. Lowland peasants also traveled
into the mountains to increase their worldly luck through various vernacular religious
practices, and also to improve their next reincarnation by increasing their karmic storage.
Finally, mountains also provided an attractive external space free from the restrictions
imposed within the village under the constant watch of people who all, in one way or
another, interacted as kin. These overlapping and interconnected pathways created a
regional meshwork with the Tsong kha Mountains at its center.
Seen from this perspective, mountains are not a hard barrier, but an 'easy' attractive
space, in many ways like water. In this sense, the Hehuang region is structured like other
dispersed regions which had at their center and as their reason for being bodies of water –
the Mediterranean region, the Malay world, the trading ports of the Indian Ocean, and the
Circum-Caribbean zone. While Scott (2009) uses a topographical relief map and the image
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of water being unable to flow uphill to explain the state's difficulty in penetrating
mountainous territory, viewed from the local peasantry's perspective, this topography must
be inverted, and mountains considered as sinks which, rather than repelling and separating
populations, attract and join them. Because of the significant role played by these
mountains in uniting local populations into a region, I delimit the Hehuang region as a
cultural area to any populations involved in repeated social processes that bring them into
or across the Tsong kha Mountains.
One factor encouraging local populations to utilize the 'frictionless' nature of
mountains was the almost continuous conflicts wracking the Hehuang Region for at least
250 years prior to 1949 (see Chapter Four for details). I have suggested that the pervasive
adoption of flexible agro-pastoral subsistence strategies by Hehuang peasants allowed
people to evade the state by fleeing their fields and migrating to pastures or other locations
with their livestock. State evasion was not the only reason for flight; inter-communal (for
example, over water rights or pasture access) conflict was also rife, as were inter-ethnic and
intraregional conflicts. Oral and written accounts of communal and individual flight suggest
that relocation was almost always intraregional, i.e., from one site in Hehuang to another.
The two accounts below are typical. The first describes the origin of villagers in Ske ba
Village, Mang ra County, Mtsho lho Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, and the second
describes the origin of villagers in Me tog lung ba Village, Chab cha County, Mtsho lho
Prefecture.
Ske ba is also the name of a village in adjoining Khri ka County, Mtsho lho Tibetan
Autonomous Prefecture, 175 kilometers from the prefecture seat. In 1942, certain residents of
Khri ka Ske ba moved to the current Ske ba Village in Mang ra County, bringing the village
name and beliefs with them. Certain elders stated that they moved to seek a better livelihood.
Before 1949, increasing numbers of people from Dpa' lung County in Mtsho shar Region and
Gcan tsha County in Rma lho Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, Mtsho sngon Province
escaped to Mang ra County, fleeing the oppressive rule of Muslim warlord Ma Bufang (Tshe
ring 'bum et al. 2008: 24).
In 1885, a family who were descendants of the Sa skya Clan in today's Hualong Hui
Autonomous County, escaped local unrest and came to 'Gag pad ma Village near Me tog lung
ba, and asked for shelter from a landlord. Later there was conflict with locals and they had to
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leave. While wandering, they reached an uninhabited valley with a favorable climate, and
settled there (Rin chen skyid, nd).

Although these two accounts are from the relatively recent past, we assume that in the
context of constant conflict, many more such internal migrations must have occurred. A
series of detailed community histories would go a long way to support the point, but it
seems clear that Hehuang was a 'shatter zone' in which the complex population structure
was partly formed by constant flights and arrivals of communities and individuals, ensuring
that no community remained isolated from events taking place in the wider region.
If the population was in a constant state of agitated admixture, it might be worth
asking why it did not 'boil down' to a single homogenous mixture. One factor maintaining
the ethno-linguistic diversity in Hehuang I have elsewhere called compulsory creative
community (Roche et al. 2010). This is the tendency of local communities to consciously
differentiate themselves from nearby communities and reinforce a sense of bounded
belonging to their local community through the performance of and compulsory attendance
at numerous annual communal rituals. Such rituals reassert the efficacy of local deities,
redefine local territory, and reify individuals' community membership and specific
placement within it. The result of such a system of rituals has been the long-term
maintenance of linguistic and cultural diversity in the absence of physical barriers.
The vale of Reb gong is a good example of this.19 The most densely settled portion
of the vale is in the lower mid-altitude zone at approximately 2,500m. Approximately
twenty-three kilometers in length, the vale runs north to south along the banks of the Dgu
chu River. The population of the administrative center of Rong bo in the south of the vale
on a terrace above the western bank of the Dgu chu River is primarily Tiebie, as are most
adjacent villages. Rong bo traditionally also had resident Qidai and Saotur populations,
which have increased significantly in recent years. Villagers in three large communities20
on the western side of the valley north of Rong bo are culturally Tiebie and self-identify as
such, but speak an archaic Mongolian dialect related to Mangghuer and Mongghul (Wu
[2003] and Janhunen [2003]). The eastern side of the valley is primarily Tiebie, except for

19 My description is based primarily on personal experience, but see also Snying bo rgyal and Rino (2009),
Janhunen et al. (2008), and Dpal mo mtsho (nd).
20 The villages are Gnyan thog (to the north of and adjacent to Rong bo), Sgo dmar, and Rka gsar.
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the region surrounding Tho skyA Town, where residents of Bod skor speak the same
archaic Mongolian dialect spoken across the river while residents of the township town
speak a local variety of Chinese, also spoken by local Saotur. Approximately nine
kilometers south of Tho skyA, also on the east side of the valley, residents of the three
villages of Upper and Lower Seng ge gshong and Rgya tshang ma speak a distinct Sinitic
language, Wutun (Janhunen et al. 2008). Intra-ethnic distinctions within the local Tiebie
population are also sympatrically maintained. For example, between local Bon adherents,
who are organized in an intricate inter-village ritual network, and Buddhist adherents. In
addition, differences in local vernacular practices are maintained within localized
communities. An example of this is the distribution of melodies to which Buddhist mantra
are sung. Certain tunes were bestowed on certain communities (villages and village
confederations) and then became their exclusive property. Associated with the tunes might
be such factors as style of singing (call and response or choral), occasions when the songs
are sung (funerals, during visits by dignitaries, specific dedicated occasions) and the singers
(women only, or all community members).21 This vale of Reb gong therefore contains at
least four distinct languages, three ethnic groups,22 two distinct religious communities
within one of those ethnic groups, and a host of localized vernacular traditions.
The resulting picture of Hehuang is of a region with an ethno-linguistic mosaic that
often existed in the absence of significant geographical barriers. When such physical
'barriers' did exist, they joined rather than divided populations, through pilgrimage, trade,
recreation, and the practice of mixed subsistence strategies which overlapped, creating a
regional meshwork. Almost constant conflict in the region over a period of nearly three
centuries caused numerous internal migrations that mixed the diverse populations, but
strong community identities enforced primarily through the annual round of vernacular
rituals ensured that distinctions were maintained, despite close proximity.23 So although it
is correct to speak of the population as mixed, this must be distinguished from 'blended' or
21 See Sujata (2005) for a mostly textual analysis of this musical tradition in the vale of Reb gong
22 As stated above, populations speaking archaic Mongolian dialects self-identify as Tiebie, as do those
speaking a Sinitic language on the west bank of the Dgu chu river in Upper and Lower Seng ge gshong and
Rgya tshang ma. The other two ethnic groups are therefore Qidai and Saotur.
23 De Landa (1997: 31) says of meshworks that ''whenever a heterogeneous group of people comes together
spontaneously, they tend to organize themselves in an interlocking ... pattern that interconnects them without
homogenizing them.''
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homogeneous. The population was complexly structured and despite much contact and
exchange, distinct identities and practices were maintained, perhaps because of, rather than
despite, the extent to which sub-populations were interconnected.
Having now examined the regional diversity and the processes which formed and
maintained it, the following section examines one of the region's distinct communities and
the territory it inhabits – the Mangghuer people of the Sanchuan region.
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1.3. The Sanchuan Mangghuer
In describing the Hehuang region above, mention was made of one of China's officially
recognized nationalities, the Monguor (Tu). Scholarship over the past thirty years has
shown that this group contains much linguistic and cultural diversity. In recognition of this
diversity I do not to use the term Tu. I use Monguor as a synonym for Tu24 where
necessary and otherwise employ localized referents: Mongghul for Monguor living
primarily in Huzhu25 and Mangghuer for Monguor living in the Sanchuan region of Minhe
County.26 Monguor in Reb gong generally self-identify as Tiebie, but where necessary I

24 There are several other good reasons not to use the term Tu. First is its alterity and the lack of specificity it
confers. Tu, literally 'earth,' figuratively means 'local' and therefore the compound term turen 'local person'
has historically been used in many locations in China to refer to local, typically non-Qidai populations (see
Brown [2002] and Deal and Hostetler [2006] for instances where 'Tu' has been applied to indigenous
populations, Sinic or otherwise). As second issue is the pejorative nature of the term, which can be gleaned
from the following joke.
A Tu man and woman decide to have a child, but also decide that they want their child to be Qidai
rather than Tu, to give it a better chance of success in life (since minority people are often
discriminated against). They therefore pay a Qidai man to have intercourse with the Tu woman (as
ethnicity is commonly decided on patrilineal grounds). When they are having intercourse, however,
the man's semen spills on the dirt floor of the house, and the woman, not wanting to waste the money
they have spent, uses her finger to scrape up the semen and impregnates herself with it. In the end,
however, the baby is born Tu, not Qidai, because of the tu (dirt/ earth) which had mixed with the
semen.
Such jokes are part of a broader strategy of discrimination involving the use of derogatory
homonyms of minority ethnonyms, for example zang 'dirty' for zang Tiebie and sa la 'piss and shit' for Salar. I
wish to clearly alienate myself from such practices.
25 Mongghul in Huzhu and adjacent areas of Datong Hui Autonomous County and Ledu County recognized
their territory as consisting of the Duluun Lunkuang 'Seven Valleys'. It was furthermore divided into two subregions: Fulaan Nara and Hailiqi (Limusishiden and Jugui [2010]). Faehndrich (2007) provides a discussion
of Monguor language varieties, focusing specifically on linguistic diversity in Mongghul.
26 The Mongolic and Sinitic speaking populations of Reb gong vale I consider ethnically Tiebie, and refer to
their languages as Bonan (Wu [2003], Fried [2010]) and Wutun (Janhunen et al. [2008], Janhunen [2009])
respectively.
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refer to them as Reb gong Monguor.27 I now turn my attention to a discussion of the
Sanchuan Mangghuer.

Figure 5: The location of Minhe within Qinghai Province.
The Sanchuan region consists of a drainage basin (Yang et al. 2003) and tributary
valleys located on the north bank of the Yellow River28 in the south of Minhe Hui and
Mangghuer (Tu) Autonomous County, in eastern Qinghai Province, on the border of Gansu
Province. The Sanchuan region and its Mangghuer population are divided among one town
and four townships: Guanting Town; and Zhongchuan, Qianhe, Gangou, and Xing'er Tiebie
Autonomous townships. Figure 5 shows the location of Minhe County in Qinghai Province
and Figure 6 shows the townships and towns over which the Sanchuan region is spread, and
the percentage of the total population in each which is officially registered as Mangghuer
(Tu).

27 Reb gong Monguor employ the term Dor rdo to refer to themselves; its application by outsiders is
however considered insulting.
28 This river is referred to as Moran by the Mangghuer-speaking inhabitants of Sanchuan.
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Figure 6: Minhe County with town and township borders. Towns and townships with
significant populations of Mangghuer are shaded. Unshaded towns and townships have
small Mangghuer populations that constitute less than three percent of the total population.
This figure is based on data from Chen et al. 2005.

The origin of the Sanchuan Mangghuer population is tied up with a debate over the
origins of the Monguor more generally, regarding whether they originated in the fifteenth
century with a group of Mongol soldiers swearing allegiance to the newly formed Ming
Dynasty (Schram 2006 [1954, 1957, 1961]), or if Monguors' roots can be traced much
deeper to the Tuyuhun people who ruled Northeast Qinghai during the sixth and seventh
centuries (Molé 1970) and their ancestors, the Xianbei, who are said to have originated in
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northeast China (Hu 2010).29
I will not delve into the intricacies of this debate,30 but contribute to it by presenting
data on village and clan origins gathered in Sanchuan. Clearly, whatever the origins of
Sanchuan Mangghuer, the contemporary population derives from a variety of sources.
DU:31 Our male ancestor came from Majiawan in Gansu Province. That place is near Liujia
Gorge Dam. I've never been there so I don't know about it. Ma people there also changed
from Saotur into Qidai or Mangghuer. When our male ancestor came here I think he
married a Tiebie woman. So, we think we are Tiebie and it says Tiebie on our ID card. We
don't give a pig offering to our graveyards now at New Year and Hanshi,32 as other
Mangghuer families do. We eat pork when we are alive, but after someone dies, we can't
offer them a pig.
DW: It is about 300 years since we came from Huozhou to Dengjia. We are the seventh
generation of Deng people in Dengjia. We have five generations of tombs and two
generations are currently living. Our female ancestor's tomb is still there. That woman took
her daughter and four sons from Huozhou to Dengjia; her husband had died in Huozhou.
Her children were Qidai but they married with local people, and later they became
29 Hu (2010) gives a decidedly Xianbei-skewed view of the debate, and is primarily a summary and
reiteration of Lü (2002). A more balanced summary may be found in Cui et al. (1999).
30 I do not detail the arguments because I consider it a bogus issue. The argument over the formation of
contemporary population patterns is reducible to an argument over the role of migration versus diffusion
(Adams et al. [1978], Nicholas [1997], Duke et. al. [1978]). For the case of the distribution of folklore, Sydow
(1948) has examined the roles of automigration (of folklore) versus migration (of peoples) and decided in the
favor of automigration as the major factor determining folklore distribution patterns in Europe. LaPolla (2001)
has discussed the undeniably important role of migration in determining the current distribution of SinoTibetan languages. However, cases of language shift (i.e., diffusion) are equally well documented in the same
context (Kim 2003). Genetic markers such as the 'Genghis gene' (Zerjal et al. 2003) can be used to determine
migration patterns, and indeed such a study has been conducted on the remains found at the 4,500 year old
Lajia site in Sanchuan (Yang et al. 2003). However, even if such studies are capable of pinpointing the
genetic origin of the Sanchuan population, they tell us nothing about contemporary cultural and linguistic
patterns, if we hold to the Boasian maxim that de-correlates race, language, and culture. One of the main
arguments of this thesis is that contemporary population patterns are best understood by a careful
investigation of the populations themselves.
31 Two letter codes such as this refer to specific consultants, and are used to provide anonymity.
32 See chapter three for details of Hanshi. Basically, Hanshi is an occasion on which ancestors are worshiped.
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Mangghuer.
DD: We Zhaojia people are from Qiaojia in Xing'er. The world ended because of some sort
of disaster, and only one boy from Qiaojia survived, because he had gone somewhere else
when the disaster happened. In Zhaojia, only one girl survived. One day the boy set out to
find if there were any other people around, and eventually he met the girl in Zhaojia Village,
so they got married. We call those two people Zhao Grandmother and Qiao Grandfather. So
now we have Zhao and Qiao people here in Zhaojia Village, but we all share the same
ancestors.
NH1: My ancestors were not local people. They came from a place called Da liushu, near
Liuhejia in Gansu. They came here way back in the old days. Back then, life was very
difficult so sometimes people just left home and went looking for a better place to live.
GH: All our elders told us that our ancestors were from Shaanxi, but I don't know which
place they came from.
DH: I heard that our ancestors were from Xi'an in Shaanxi Province. So Zhaomuchuan
people call Doujia people Xinanhuer 'Xi'an wind'. Our elders told us that we were from a
village near Da liushu in Xi'an. That's only my villagers, not all Zhaomuchuan people.
CH: In my village of Chuangkor, our ancestors came from Guang'huang in Zhujia Village.
But, at first our ancestors came from Sichuan Province. At that time this was a Tiebie area.
There was no special reason for our ancestors to come here. They came here just like one
big tree has many branches spreading out everywhere. People from other villages migrated
from nearby places, but originally their ancestors came from Da liushu in Sichuan or
Shandong Province or somewhere.
SJE: Here in Sijiaola, our ancestors were Qidai from Shaanxi Province, but after they
moved here they became Mangghuer
BJE: We Baojia people's ancestors were Tiebie. They came from Bao'an Wutun. I heard
that from elders, but I don't know where Bao'an Wutun is. Elders told us that Lajia people
moved from Langjia Valley. One old couple came here with their children, but Lajia
people's ancestors moved here before Baojia people. Lajia people's ancestors moved to
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Sijiaola Village first and built a monastery there. That place is called Lama shancheng.
Later, they moved to Baojia and built a buzi 'fort' here, so this area is called buzi. Then they
moved to Lajia Village, and built a monastery there. Baojia people's ancestors were one
elderly couple and their children.
MJSE: We are Qidai but our ancestors were Mangghuer. The river in that valley was the
border between Qidai places and minority places. People north of this river are Qidai, but
south of this river are Mangghuer and Tiebie. We didn't have any Tiebie name or
Mangghuer name for this river. So, the people on the other side, their customs are Qidai.
But on this side of the river, even though we are Qidai now, our customs are very
Mangghuer. On our ID card we are Mangghuer, but there are very few people who can
understand Mangghuer here.
ZH: Our ancestors were Tiebie. I don't know which Tiebie place our ancestors are from.
Now, we are all Mangghuer here.
NH1: The ancestors of Shang Majia people were Saotur. Once, a Saotur person died in
Hanshanjia, across the river from Shang Majia. The ahong33 was invited there from Shang
Majia, but after the ahong went there, a storm came and the Yellow River rose.
Unfortunately, one person then died in Majia. The ahong's manla34 shouted from this side,
''Hey, ahong! Please come back! Someone fell down!'' The ahong answered from the other
bank, ''I cannot come back because of the flood, please invite a manla to chant.'' But the
manla made a mistake. He thought the ahong told him to invite a lama35 to chant. So they
invited a lama. When the ahong came back several days later, he was very angry, ''You
invited a lama to chant at your funeral! So now you've followed the Mangghuer people.
Please become Mangghuer. I cannot chant here anymore.'' Then he left. After that, those
Saotur people became Mangghuer.
MH2: I heard that our ancestors came from Baitu hang near Nanjing. I heard that a war
happened there, so many people fled from there. I guess our ancestors escaped with them.
33 An Islamic spiritual and communal leader.
34 The ahong's disciple.
35 The Tiebie term bla ma, pronounced lama, refers only to respected spiritual teachers but the Mangghuer
term lama refers to any monastic practitioner of Dge lugs pa Buddhism. Qinghai Mongols and Huzhu
Mongghuls employ similar terms.
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MY: I heard that our ancestors were from east of Beijing. First, they moved to Dawang
Village near Lanzhou. Then, they moved here from Dawang. I heard that all Mangghuer
people were originally from the east of Beijing.

Regardless of their origins, it is indisputable that the Sanchuan Mangghuer today inhabit a
certain, reasonably well-defined territory. I refer to this region simply as Sanchuan, though
it is also known as Wudabu Sanchuan, Maying Sanchuan, Banuan Sanchuan, and Mani
Ghazher Sanchuan. I do not render Sanchuan into English using the literal translation
'Three Rivers', as this would be misleading, given the actual number of riverine valleys
inhabited by the Mangghuer, and the lack of clarity concerning what the three valleys of the
Sanchuan actually are.
Sanchuan is basically divided into two zones: a flat lowland zone where most fields
are irrigated, and an upland zone where fields are terraced and unirrigated. Within these
two zones are thirteen distinct regions, as shown in the figure below. These sub-regions are
the meaningful divisions of everyday Mangghuer life, for example when asking where
another Mangghuer person is from or where a bride-to-be will marry into. They are also
primarily the level at which local life occurs. Mangghuer spend most of their time within
the sub-region they live, and mostly interact with people from within the same sub-region.
They attend local rituals and social occasions, worship a local deity, are familiar with the
local landscape and its history, and in certain cases speak a local dialect.36 However, these
sub-regions are not recognized by the government administrative system.

36 These regions constitute what Dubois (2005) refers to as the local 'cultural sphere' – the space within
which a person could travel on foot and return in one day. He estimates that for Chinese peasants in Cong
County, this amounted to a distance of thirty kilometers. Given the rugged nature of the terrain throughout
most of Sanchuan, especially outside the central basin, this distance would be considerably reduced.
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Figure 7: Sanchuan sub-regions. Light shaded areas are flat lowland areas and darker
shaded areas are mountains. The thick black line to the south of Sanchuan is the Yellow
River. 1. Zhaomuchuan; 2. Xing'er; 3. Wushi Valley; 4. Puba Valley; 5. Kadiga; 6.
Gangou; 7. Shidie Valley; 8. Minzhu Valley; 9. Badaola; 10. San'erjia; 11. Shangchuan;
12. Hachuan and; 13. Sangbura. Shangchuan and Hachuan are separated by the Zhujia
River, not shown in this figure. Sangbura is an imprecisely defined but distinct section of
Hachuan.
Two important factors must be considered concerning the contemporary Mangghuer
population. One is its explosive increase over the past century, and the other is the history
of regional settlement. Regarding the dramatic demographic increase, Potanin (1893) cites
a figure of approximately 8,000 Sanchuan Mangghuer in 1884/5. Ma, Wa, and An (2009)
give a Mangghuer population of 43,585 according to a survey conducted in late 2005. This
equates to an increase of 545% over the past 120 years. Although the precise figures may
be questioned, the general pattern of dramatic increase still holds.37
37 This increase is partly due to the massive number of people killed in the military disturbances of the
nineteenth century, which left the region sparsely populated. Braudel (cited in De Landa [1997]) uses the
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Regarding settlement history, the Sanchuan population seems to have spread out
from a core population in Hachuan. As the following accounts demonstrate, this spread has
mostly occurred through a process of herders settling permanently in their pastures and
opening new fields for agriculture.
SH: My village ancestors were from Taiken and Zhaojia. One family was from Taiken, but
other families came from Zhaojia. This place was originally Zhao Tusi's38 herding place.
XWM: Our male ancestor is from Zhaomuchuan Yujia. That Yu person married Gan Tusi's
daughter, and Gan Tusi sent him here to control this area. At that time this area was Gan
Tusi's horse herding place and there were no people here, just grass. This village doesn't
have a long history – only three generations.
SJE: Many, many years ago, there was a living Buddha called Lajia Taiye in Shang Lajia
Village. He had a herding place in the mountains here. He built some sheep pens, and sent
some people to live here and herd for him. Those people stayed there and it became a small
village. After Lajia Taiye died, several villagers from Shang Lajia moved to where those
herders had settled because mountain people could grow potatoes, while at the same time,
people in the valleys didn't have enough to eat.
HQH: Elders told us that originally our village of Ximiaola was empty and very wild. Some
rich people from Hulijia sent villagers there to herd livestock, and later those people stayed
there.
BJE: Once a living Buddha from Baojia, called Wushi Zhighe, lived in Wushi Monastery
and studied scriptures there. That place is quite far from our Baojia Village and it was
inconvenient for villagers to go there daily to care for him. Therefore, Baojia people sent
some people to live near that monastery to farm and provide services for that living Buddha.
They farmed there, lived there, and herded there.
presence of wolves in agricultural and even urban regions and the extent of wolf-hunting to index low points
in population fluctuations in medieval Europe. Tellingly, wolves intruding into human habitation are a
prominent theme in Limusishiden and Stuart (2010) and Limusishiden and Jugui's (2010) accounts of
Mongghul life in Hehuang in the early twentieth century. Accounts of wolves were also commonly told by
Mangghuer in their seventies and older in the early twenty-first century.
38 Tusi were local leaders. See Chapter Four for more details.
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PBG: At first Zhujia people built some sheep pens here in Puba Valley, and people came
here to herd sheep. Later, they stayed here.

Having briefly introduced the population of the Sanchuan Mangghuer, the following
section introduces the Nadun – the focus of this thesis.
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1.4. Nadun
Nadun takes place annually in fifty-three Sanchuan locations between the twelfth day of the
seventh lunar month and the fifteenth day of the ninth lunar month. Appendix 1 provides a
complete schedule of all Nadun performances. The noun nadun is derived from the verb
nadu, meaning to play, joke, perform, or dance, and the term adequately summarizes the
basic content of Nadun: a series of danced performances. Before describing these
performances and the associated context of the Nadun, I first review the literature on the
subject.

1.4.1. Literature on Nadun
The earliest record of Nadun comes from Potanin (1893) who stayed in Sanchuan during
the winter of 1884-1885. It is worth quoting this important information at length:
Sanchuan peasants ... arrange popular festivals of their own. Thus, on a certain day in the
seventh month they have a festival called duolang sara nadun or 'the festival of the seventh
month'. The Qijia Clan carries out this festival on the sixteenth of the seventh month, the
Nuojie Clan on the thirteenth, and the inhabitants of Sangbura on the fourteenth.
Community members bake huge loaves of wheat flour for this day and they buy liquor.
Rich people make the loaves slightly less than one ell in diameter and acquire large
earthenware pots or gang full of liquor for the feast. All this is carried to the place selected
for the community gathering. They also take a box sealed with four locks to this place; the
keys to these four locks are in the custody of four key-keepers or laozher. Not one of them
is able to open to the box alone for the presence of all four is required. This box is kept by
one of the laozher, who has a more spacious and sturdy house. The laozher open the box
and take clothes as well as stage decorations and utensils from it. Persons from the crowd
are invited to wear these clothes for the dances and those who take the clothes pay a fee.
Meanwhile, the turaoqi examine the loaves and liquors. They demand additional
payment in money for bad supplies; it is allowed to change the liquor to a better one, in
which case the owner of the liquor is released from paying extra money. After this, the
turaoqi shout: ''Sit down and do not stroll around! Treat yourselves and watch the play!''
They serve liquor to everyone and distribute the loaves. Smaller loaves are given whole to
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lamas, while the larger ones are divided into two or four parts and served to the rest of the
society. The peasants dance in the ritual clothes in the middle of the circle formed by those
sitting. Other Sanchuan people told me that the peasants in Sanchuan arrange a theatrical
performance in the middle of the summer, and that they usually play scenes from the
history of Gesar Khan's adventures. I do not know whether this is a separate festival, or
identical with the ''plays of the seventh month''. In Shina Village (on the Huangshui River),
no dances are organized in the seventh month, but they do bake loaves.

Rockhill (1891, 1894) makes brief mention of Sanchuan and its inhabitants, who he calls
Tujen, but does not mention Nadun. Schram's (2006 [1954, 1957, 1961]) three volumes,
while purporting to apply to all Monguor, draw their ethnographic material from the
Mongghul and do not mention Nadun. In his writing on the 'Religion of the Tujen' Schröder
also makes no mention of Nadun; again he was working with the Huzhu Mongghul
(Schröder 1952/1953 [1962]).
The first English language description of the festival comes from Stuart and Hu
(1991). This article focuses on the role of fala 'trance medium'39 but also provides a brief
introduction to Nadun: its purpose ('a harvest festival and a time to beseech Heaven and the
gods to bring another good harvest' 29-30); timing (late summer); preparations (rehearsing
dances and preparing costumes, making steamed breads to offer to deities, and preparing
liquor); participants (men from neighboring villages); performances (procession, Farmer's
Dance, and Tiger Dance); and the fala's trance. The text also provides nine photographs of
various aspects of Nadun.
A subsequent article by Stuart and Hu (1993) provides greater detail on Nadun,
based on observations made in what the authors refer to as the Guanting/ Sanchuan region,
but which we call Hachuan. Stuart and Hu discuss the meaning of the word Nadun; provide
folklore concerning the origin of Nadun; describe how Nadun is organized, including a
description of where and when it is held;40 describe the Nadun ground, detailing ritual
paraphernalia and providing texts of two Nadun songs; detail individual performances
(Huishou, pole dancing, Zhuangjiaqi [Farmer], Three Generals, Five Generals, and
Shaguojiang); describe the role of the fala; and briefly discuss variation in how Nadun is
39 Following local pronunciation, we refer to the fala as huala.
40 Our description of the Nadun schedule differs from that provided in Stuart and Hu (1993). See Appendix
1.
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performed in villages without fala, in mountain areas, in villages with temples enshrining
the same deity, and how Nadun was performed in the past.
A number of papers collated and translated by Stuart and Limusishiden (1994)
discuss Nadun. Ma (1994a) discusses Nadun, translated as 'The Seventh Moon Meeting of
the Guanting Monguor'. He provides details of the origins; dates and places;41 preparation;
organization, including process (focusing solely on the Huishou), 42 and importance
(mentioning only Zhuangjiaqi [Farmer] and 'The General Who Killed Ten Tigers'). The
article is generally characterized by brevity and a lack of detail. A second article by Ma
(1994b) in the same collection, 'The Monguor Masked Dances' focuses on a single Nadun
dance, 'The Warrior Who Slew Tigers' and employs a Marxist, unilineal evolutionary
perspective to argue that this dance is proof of the Mangghuer's shamanic, herding past, and
offers little detail about the dance itself. A folktale collected in the same volume presents
the origin of Nadun (Lu 2004).
A final English text by Zhu and Stuart (1996) provides a translation of five Nadun
song texts collected in Sangbura in 1995. The authors briefly introduce the Sanchuan
Mangghuer and Nadun, and then present the song texts in Chinese characters, romanization
(Chinese pinyin and romanized Mangghuer), and English translations, with rich annotation.
The text also contains five photographs and a map showing eleven locations where Nadun
is held.
(Hu 2010) contains a short section on Nadun that describes Nadun as being
'characteristic' of 'Sanchuan Xianbei' culture. The author's interpretation of Nadun employs
a unilinear historical framework in asserting shared origins of the Mongolian Nadaam
festival (Pegg 2001, Petrie 2006) and the Mangghuer Nadun, and in claiming that the
Nadun reenacts the history of the Xianbei people, including their transition from
pastoralism to agriculture.
There is, of course, Chinese language literature on the Nadun. Wen and Xin (2004)
discuss the integration of the Nadun festival into the annual agricultural work and ritual
cycle. Ma (2004) gives a basic introduction to the Nadun, primarily focusing on how the
Nadun embodies values and beliefs unique to the Tu minzu 'ethnicity', in a Stalinist
reiteration of the idea that each ethnic group possesses its own unique culture. Wen (2005a)
41 Ma's schedule for Nadun also differs from ours. See Appendix 1.
42 Huishou is one of the Nadun performances. See below for further details.
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again takes up the topic of Nadun's place in the annual agricultural cycle, focusing on the
role of irrigation in impacting the social structure within which Nadun takes place. He
(2005) describes the recent revival of the Nadun and Wen (2005b) states that the Nadun is
related to the evolution from herding to farming, while also briefly introducing elements of
the Nadun related to belief system, agricultural lifestyle, kin and social organization,
military conscription, and local religion. Wen (2007a, 2007b) gives descriptions of
individual masked performances, again using a model of unilineal socio-economic
evolution and the leitmotif of the Mangghuer's transition from herding to agriculture. The
same author (2007c) once again discusses Nadun's place within the annual cycle of
agriculture and agricultural rituals, this time employing French sociologist Pierre
Bourdieu's concept of 'practice' (Bourdieu 1972). Xia (2008) employs a perspective
inspired by the revolutionizer of factory work practices and high modernist guru Frederick
Taylor (1856-1915) in asserting the benefits to physical health in performing Nadun.
Previous studies in Chinese and English lack a holistic areal perspective that
accounts for all fifty-three Nadun. For example, the detailed observations of Stuart and his
colleagues provide concrete descriptions of events and texts in specific locales, but as one
moves away from the focal community, such information becomes increasingly irrelevant.
These and the Chinese works focus on the Nadun as practiced in Hachuan, giving little
consideration to Nadun in the hinterlands. The Nadun throughout the Sanchuan area are
connected and share many elements, but focusing on a limited area has inadequately
revealed these commonalities and their underlying motivations.
A second problem concerns the exclusive association of Nadun with the Mangghuer.
Stuart and his colleagues make this connection by contextualizing their descriptions of fala
and Nadun in terms of Mangghuer population and culture. All Chinese authors reviewed
above also make a direct and exclusive link between Nadun and the Mangghuer, though
usually generalized to the Tu. Such a perspective ignores the fact that two Tiebie
communities (in Xing'er) and five Qidai communities (in Qianhe and Gushan townships of
Minhe County and Yongjing County of Gansu Province) perform the Nadun. 43
Additionally, local Saotur in Zhongchuan attend the Nadun and some are able to offer
43 To their credit, Hu and Stuart (1993: 27) suggest that, ''Research on nadun origins would benefit from the
study of festivals held at the same time by Tibetan-speaking Tibetans living in GS [Guanting-Sanchuan]
which at this writing we know very little about...''
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informed commentary on the performances and the religious significance of Nadun. Tiebie
in Xing'er attend Nadun and also venerate the same deities as local Mangghuer. It must be
noted that Nadun is now primarily a Mangghuer phenomenon, and (as I argue later)
probably originally was exclusively a Mangghuer one. However, in the complex
demographic environment of Sanchuan, an examination of trans-ethnic factors is essential
in understanding Nadun.
The Chinese language literature generally suffers from a dearth of detail, a tendency
to generalize from limited information, unreflexive deployment of a unilineal socioeconomic evolutionary framework, and the recurrent assertion of an historical transition
from pastoralism to agriculture. This assertion has much more to do with Marxist-Leninist
social evolutionary theory than local reality. Agriculture has been practiced in Sanchuan for
over 4,000 years (Yang et al. 2003) and although certainly interrupted by the dramatic
events which formed the Lajia archaeological site, the Hachuan region provides some of the
most expansive and easily watered terrain in the entire Hehuang area and therefore, it is
difficult to imagine it being uncultivated for very long, especially given its important
location along a significant trade route (described later) and the population pressures
brought on by the waves of migration and invasion which have wracked the area for at least
the past 250 years. It is likely that herding was practiced more extensively in the past, but in
the context of an agro-pastoral subsistence strategy, rather than a nomadic pastoral strategy.
Furthermore, we have already provided local accounts that describe how farming
communities expanded into herding communities, which in turn once again became
agricultural communities – developments that are anything but linear. The attempt to fit the
Nadun data into this unilineal model has resulted in much distortion.
Regarding the English language data, its great strength lies in the considerable detail
the authors provide, the clarity with which this is expressed, and also in the careful
annotation of the translated texts. However, as stated above, this literature lacks a
systematic, areal perspective that considers all Nadun. The authors themselves point out
that they deliberately adopted a strategy of focusing on a single case in order to provide
greater detail. Given the transport situation at the time the article was written, this was most
likely the only approach available, and represented a strategy for maximizing the veracity
of the account. Moreover, this literature consistently contextualizes the Nadun primarily in
terms of Mangghuer population statistics and distribution, an approach which I hope to
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show to be insufficient.
1.4.2. Nadun
The following description of Nadun is only a brief outline. A more complete description is
fleshed out throughout the rest of the text.
As the name suggests, and the literature review above describes, the core of Nadun
is a series of danced performances. As I detail in Chapter Two, the purpose of these
performances is to delight local deities and receive the benefit of deities' efficaciousness.
The Nadun is therefore structured around this fact.
Similar to the tripartite structure described by Overmeyer (2009) as a common
feature of north China local religious festivals, the core of Nadun basically consists of three
parts: welcoming deities, entertaining deities, and seeing the deities off.44 Welcoming the
deities involves bringing their images in palanquins to the performance grounds, usually the
day prior to the Nadun. The performance grounds are usually, though not always, situated
adjacent to the temple where the deity is housed. The deities are placed in a tent set up
specially for the occasion, where they are placed on tables with offerings of bread, edible
cooking oil which is burned in lamps, fruit, alcohol, water, incense, flowers, and money.
Paper offerings are also raised on poles at the other end of the Nadun ground, opposite the
tent.
On the day of the Nadun, deities are invited and welcomed through the performance
of an elaborate dance named Huishou that involves large numbers of male representatives
from participating villages moving in pseudo-military formations, some beating drums and
gongs. Huishou performances occupy approximately thirty percent of the performance time
in villages where it is performed.45 The Huishou may or may not be followed by a series of
44 This structure omits the lengthy preparation and follow-up activities. Additionally, it is worth noting that
Ortner (1991) posits an identical structure for Sherpa rituals, and suggests that this structure draws on
hospitality as a cultural schema.
45 This figure is derived from a sample of five Nadun observed in 2009 in Sangbura, Yangjia, Wangjia,
Enduba Valley, and Baojia. As described below, structured observations were made including the timing and
duration of each dance. Each Nadun lasted an average of five hours and forty-nine minutes, with Huishou
lasting an average of one hour and forty-two minutes, thus constituting approximately twenty-nine percent of
the total time, not including preparation time. It begins when the Huishou teams from two villages meet, and
concludes when the papers are burned.
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sung pieces accompanied by a dance performed using the poles with which the palanquin
was carried. After this deities are said to have arrived and been welcomed and the
entertainment begins.

Figure 8: Villagers perform Huishou in front of a tent where deities have been enshrined.
The entertainment, intended to delight local deities, consists of performances carried
out in costumes and masks. The dances which an individual village performs, and the
precise way they perform them, vary greatly. The descriptions below introduce each
performance. No single village performs all dances. Dances are basically of two types:
presentation pieces devoid of narrative that introduce certain characters to the audience, and
narrative performances that follow a storyline.
Zhuangjiaqi 'Farmer'. This masked performance typically involves six characters – an old
farmer and his wife, a young farmer46 and his wife, and two calves – and is loosely based
around a narrative whereby the old farmer educates the young farmer about farming
methods and the importance of agriculture as a way of life.
46 The young farmer is variously described as the elder farmer's son or grandson.
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Figure 9: Zhuangjiaqi performance.
Wujiang 'Five Generals'. This and the other 'generals' performances employs characters
from the historical novel Sanguo Yanyi, Romance of the Three Kingdoms.47 The characters
in this dance are Guan Yu, Zhang Fei, Liu Bei, Lü Bu, and Cao Cao (see Chapter Four for
details on these characters). The performance is a presentation piece introducing the
characters and lacks narrative content.
Sanjiang 'Three Generals'. This narrative performance pits the characters Guan Yu, Liu Bei,
and Zhang Fei in battle against Lü Bu. It begins with a presentation piece introducing Guan
Yu, Liu Bei, and Zhang Fei. Next, Lü Bu enters and delivers a 'challenge letter' – usually a
scrap of paper, cardboard, or plastic – to each of the Liu Bei, Guan Yu, and Zhang Fei, one
by one. Finally, the three generals engage in mock battle with Lü Bu and kill him.

47 This epic novel fictionalizes events that occurred after the end of the Han Dynasty (206 BCE – 220 CE)
and is described further in Chapter Four.
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Sanzhan 'Three Battle Formations'. Sanzhan is a more elaborate version of Sanjiang. It
incorporates more performers in more roles and is generally longer than Sanjiang though
the basic narrative is identical. Sanzhan is only performed in locations where Sanjiang is
not.

Figure 10: Wujiang performance. The characters, from right to left, are Guan Yu, Liu
Bei, Cao Cao, Zhang Fei, and Lü Bu.
Cunxiao da hu 'Cunxiao Beats a Tiger'. This performance depicts a young man named
Cunxiao fighting with and defeating a tiger and is performed in Yongjing County, Gansu
Province, and in Zhaomuchuan.
Wu da minzu 'Five Great Ethnicities'. This performance depicts four Saotur students being
lectured by their religious teacher, and is only performed in two villages of the Dazizhuang
confederation, in Minzhu Valley.
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Guanwu. This is a non-narrative presentation piece focusing on the character of Guan Yu.

Figure 11. Guanwu.
Figure 11: Guanwu performance.
Shaguojiang 'Tiger Killing General'. This narrative involves five characters: Shaguojiang,
the Tiger Killing General; one monkey; one or two tigers; one or two calves; and a
somewhat ambiguous character which usually occurs in a pair, and is variously described as
a woman or a religious specialist. The audience is also involved in this performance but the
number of audience participants is not fixed. The performance begins with all characters
entering the performance space, often with the Shaguojiang standing on a ladder carried on
the shoulders of four villagers. It is led or accompanied by the two women/ religious
specialists and followed by the calves, monkey, and tigers. The performance then narrates
how villagers' livestock – the calves – are attacked and killed by wild animals – monkeys
and tigers. Villagers then attempt to defeat these animals, and it is at this point that the
crowd participates by sending young men into the performance space to wrestle with the
tiger and monkey characters. Villagers are, however, unsuccessful and so the Tiger Killing
General fights with and defeats the wild animals.
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Figure 12: Shaguojiang performance. The Tiger Killing General crouches in the right of
the picture; to the left is the woman/ religious practitioner and; on the far left of the
picture is a tiger.
Wuguan/ Wuguer Wuniang/ Sanguer Sanniang Five Officials/ Five Officials and Five
Women/ Three Officials and Three Women. These dances all depict government officials
and their wives, and are presentation pieces depicting characters without narrative.
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Figure 13: Sanguer Sanniang performance.
These performances constitute the core of the Nadun and typically comprise approximately
sixty percent of the performance duration.
The next section of Nadun does not fit easily into the tripartite structure of
welcoming, entertaining, and seeing off. At the climax of Nadun a huala 'trance medium'
embodies one of the community's local deities who then communicates with villagers. The
deity informs villagers if the offerings were received and if the entertainment was adequate;
the deity may also give advice and make predictions about the coming year. The paper
offerings are then taken from their poles and burned, signaling the conclusion of the ritual.
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Figure 14: A huala possessed by the local deity, performs at the conclusion of Nadun.
The deities are then seen off and their images are returned in their palanquins to the
temple where they are usually enshrined. A small ritual called Nanshen 'Deity Pacification'
is held the following day to sooth and reassure the deities and secure them within the
temple.
Many peripheral activities take place during Nadun. Peers meet and eat outside,
picnicking under trees or sitting in temporary tent restaurants that sell boiled pork or cold
noodles. Youths gather to sing courtships songs in the woods or valleys near the Nadun
ground. Outsiders visit village kin or friends at their homes and are entertained. Most men
enjoy drinking beer or barley liquor on this day, often playing drinking games to encourage
each other to drink more. Merchants from the village and surrounding communities set up
stalls selling snacks, drinks, and children's toys. Games of chance, often for money, are
played in the thronging crowd. In some places a fortune teller may set up on the edge of the
Nadun ground, playing a two stringed fiddle called erhu and telling fortunes for visitors.
Performers costumed and wearing masks may collect donations from merchants as they
beat a gong, wandering through the crowds in the guise of two overly pious Tiebie, or a
general leading a monkey or tiger by a rope.
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The production of such an event is a massive undertaking.48 Nadun is the largest
ritual production in the Sanchuan annual calendar; in fact probably the only event larger
and more complicated than Nadun is the Zhuangzang ritual (described later), typically only
held every twelve years over the course of several weeks.
Nadun production is overseen by a team of four to twelve village men who are
selected the day after each annual Nadun (see Chapter Three). These men are responsible
for organizing all rituals associated with the local temple in the coming year. In the next
twelve months they need to organize dancers for the performances and collect money for
and purchase tea, liquor, and cigarettes for the performers, who may number several
hundred in the largest communities. These production managers must also ensure that all
masks, costumes, drums, and gongs are in working order, as well as the tent where the
deities will be housed. Individual households are responsible for steaming large wheat flour
loaves, called zhengbing, to offer deities, and for preparing papers that are burned at the
conclusion of Nadun. Families must also purchase and prepare much good food and liquor
for guests who visit them. Merchants prepare to close their store or entrust it to a friend or
relative while they attend Nadun, and select what produce to bring. Restaurateurs travel
from as far away as Xining to set up at Nadun.
Given the number of people involved, the number of performances, and the almost
endless paraphernalia required, there is enormous scope for variation in Nadun among the
fifty-three host communities representing three ethno-linguistic groups. The simplest
Nadun are meetings of organizers and a few curious onlookers in a temple courtyard; bread
is eaten and liquor drunk, and paper offerings are burned for the deity. The most complex
Nadun involve hundreds of performers and attract crowds of over a thousand. Dance
repertoires vary from one community to the next, as do the performance process and
costumes of what are superficially the same performance. Certain dances may be elaborated
while others are simplified in accordance with their local popularity. Some communities
attach great significance to Nadun, considering it the most important event of the year,
others pay little attention to it, while many communities have now abandoned the practice.
Different communities venerate different deities and invite different religious specialists to
attend Nadun. Communities have their own folklore, history, and norms concerning the
48 See Chau (2004, 2006) and Overmeyer (2009) for other examples of folk ritual production in northern
China.
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event. In addition to this spatial variation, Nadun has undergone and is still undergoing
temporal change.
This thesis analyzes the variation that now exists among different Nadun in order to
identify salient patterns of uniformity that are then employed to model the processes of
temporal change that formed Nadun's various contemporary manifestations. Finally, this
thesis also examines how these processes continue to transform Nadun today.
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1.5. Theory and Method
Before detailing the theoretical problem addressed in this thesis, I outline some
fundamental assumptions that lie behind it regarding the nature of history, culture, ritual,
and academic discipline.
Regarding the study of history, I concur with Ortner (1991: 82) in seeing a
''bifurcation of historical anthropology into what is generally called political economy on
the one hand, and structural history or ethnographic history on the other. The political
economists insist on the importance of studying the impact of large-scale political/
economic forces, such as capitalism and colonialism, on local societies.'' Ortner seeks to
balance the two modes of historical analysis by acknowledging the importance of such
large scale phenomena as capitalism and colonialism, while simultaneously interpreting
''the impact of such forces from the perspective of the culture on the receiving end of the
impact'' (Ortner 1991: 83). Shue (1988: 6) makes a similar exhortation to juxtapose "fine
local knowledge and detail against the most sweeping of trends and grand designs that we
are able to perceive in history." I have attempted to reproduce this mode of historical
analysis by beginning my work with a description of local ontology – the basic framework
Sanchuan people use to construct their reality – and then making an arc through
successively larger, non-local influences, beginning with the state and ending with global
ideologies: modernism, globalism, and consumerism. In moving to examine these massive,
global historical phenomena, my approach has been to first establish what these phenomena
are in their own right, and then attempt to establish how they are integrated into and impact
upon life in Sanchuan.
Parallel to these contrasting views of history – history as political economy and
ethnographic history – are two contrasting views of culture. Pierterse (1995: 61) adequately
sums up the first vision of culture: ''culture as essentially territorial... This is culture in the
sense of a culture, that is the culture of a society or social group … with the notion of
cultures as a whole, a Gestalt, configuration.'' Ramirez (2007: 91) has referred to this
perspective as 'ethnicism': ''a perfect correlation between a territory, language, and sociopolitical world.'' The opposing view of culture sees it as an assemblage, composed of what
Barth (1993) calls various 'streams'. Hymes (2002: 5) sums up one such view:
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[Culture is] not a smoothly coherent system but a lumpy and varied historical accumulation of
models, systems, rules, and other symbolic resources, differing and unevenly distributed,
upon which people can draw and through which they negotiate life with one another in ways
intelligibly related to their own experiences, places in society and purpose.

Appadurai (1996) encourages us to envisage such assemblages as being fractal in form; this
implies too great a degree of order and determinism for my liking. However, the opposing
view, that culture is a ''planless hodge-podge'' a ''thing of shades and patches'' (Lowie in
Bashkow 2004: 445) also seems extreme. How I envisage culture is more as ordered, but
irregular, disorder.
This view of culture is coherent with a particular view of rituals. Unlike, for
example, Geertz (1973) and Turner (1969), I do not view rituals as 'texts' originating in a
unified underlying symbolic order that can be decoded. Rather, I see rituals as venues in
which culture is simultaneously worked out and expressed, where meanings overlap and
even compete, and where there is significant room for actions and expressions that are
symbolically meaningless, but socially significant.49 As one example, Tshe dpal rdo rje et
al. (2010: 26) describe a moment during the preparations for a girl's coming of age ritual
when a family member is sent to invite her A zhang zhang bo 'maternal uncle':
The inviter brings two gifts when he invites the A zhang zhang bo. One is given because he
will be the A zhang zhang bo at the party, and the second because the family asks him not to
bring the girl a robe – the zhang lwa (robe given by the A zhang zhang bo). If he brings a
zhang lwa, then the family must give a horse to him at the party.

And then, tucked away in a footnote:
Tshe dpal rdo rje's paternal grandmother, Sgrol dkar (b. 1935), said that she had never heard
of or seen a horse presented to the A zhang zhang bo in Brag dmar nang Village [the focal
community of the study]. She commented similarly on the A zhang zhang bo giving a zhang
lwa to his niece.
49 I would define something as symbolically meaningless if the actors are unable to attribute explicit
meaning to it; it is socially significant if they do it nonetheless. Lewis (1988) deals with a similar issue in his
work on ritual in the West Sepik region of Papua New Guinea, Days of Shining Red.
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In the context of such symbolic redundancy, the aim of ritual analysis is not to decode or
interpret a text but to unscramble the various hands that have added imperative content to
the accumulated palimpsest, and to shed light on how local agents deal with and understand
the complexities of these events. Much of this perspective is drawn from the meticulous
ethnographic work of Stuart and his colleagues. This work on weddings (Blo rtan rdo rje
and Stuart [2008], Hu and Stuart [1992a], Ma 1990, Ma et al. [1999], Skal bzang nor bu
and Stuart [1996], and Tshe dbang rdo rje et al. [2010]), funerals (Narsu and Stuart [1994],
Rin chen rdo rje and Stuart [2009], Stuart and Hu [1992], and Zhu and Stuart [1999]), new
year rituals (Dai et al. [1999], Dpal ldan bkra shis and Stuart [2009], Feng and Stuart
[1994b], and Tsering Bum et al. [2008]), summer festivals (Dpal ldan bkra shis and Stuart
[1998], Feng and Stuart [1994a], Stuart et al. [1994], Stuart and Hu [1993], and Zhu and
Stuart [1996]), and other rituals and ritual practitioners (Libu Lakhi et al. [2008],
Limusishiden and Stuart [1994], Skal bzang nor bu et. al. [1999], Tshe dpal rdo rje et al.
[2010], and Zhu and Stuart [1997]) reveal the staggering amount of detail that local rituals
are loaded with, and suggest that such events resist simplistic interpretations.
A final basic assumption I make regards academic discipline. Although my training
is primarily as an anthropologist, I recognize, along with Gruzinski (2002: 20), that in order
to adopt a process-oriented mode of analysis to deal with the models of history, culture, and
ritual outlined above:
What is needed is 'nomadic' scholarship, ready to range from folklore to anthropology, from
communications to art history. Historical demography, family histories and genealogy, and
social history are as concerned with this issue as religious history and linguistics.

In that sense the work presented here is fundamentally transdisciplinary, involving
ethnography, anthropology, oral history, folkloristics, religious studies, microhistory, and
demography. It also crosses the disciplinary boundaries of Tibetan/ Himalayan studies,
Chinese studies, Mongolian studies, and the anthropology of Southeast Asia.
As stated earlier, my basic approach was to use variation in Nadun practice to better
understand the processes of change that underlie that variation. In adopting this method, I
share Barth's conviction that ''...analytical operations … should model or mirror significant,
identifiable processes that can be shown to take place among the phenomena they seek to
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depict. What this entails is an admonishment that we must always struggle to get our
ontological assumptions right: to ascribe to our objects of study only those properties and
capabilities that we have reasonable ground to believe it to possess'' (Barth 1987: 8).
Methodologically, this suggests ''... looking to [local] social life ... as [the] only reality and
authority ... as it enhances the anthropologist's chance to transcend received theory and
knowledge and to learn from the only fully valid source: people speaking and acting in a
living society'' (Barth 1993: 25).
My main methods for surveying the variation in Nadun performances were
participant-observation, structured observation, and video- and photo-ethnography. Semistructured in-depth interviews based on my observations of Nadun allowed me to 'get my
ontological assumptions right'. Finally, the development of a model which extracted
processes of change from the observed variation and local ontology necessitated that I
delay theorizing until late in the project. I will deal with each of these – documenting
variation, exploration of local ontologies, and model-making – separately below.

1.5.1. Mapping Nadun Variation
In recording the variation that existed in Nadun, I first had to identify what the nature of the
diversity was. My first impulse, drawn from both my training in biology and from the
received wisdom of contemporary discourses on diversity in anthropology and linguistics,50
was to assume that the diversity would be one of types. I was therefore prepared to see
discrete varieties of Nadun being performed in distinct regions, probably with good
historical and topographical justification for the divergence of localized varieties from an
original pure stock. I thought that my task would mostly involve mapping how traits
clustered in space and formed regional sub-traditions.
What I did not realize at that stage was how geography could not be taken for
granted as a containing element that structured space into regions. Instead, when taken as a

50 These models are themselves drawn from biology, both the Victorian 'natural history' tradition, and the
discourse of the biodiversity movement that arose in the late 1970s, and gathered much rhetorical force and
social momentum through its production of statistics on the extent of species diversity and the rate of its loss.
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venue for social processes, geography sometimes has a counter-intuitive role to play in
forming patterns of cultural distribution. This meant that Nadun performances did not
cluster into regional varieties in any but the most superficial way. Nor was the root of
diversity to be found in spatial isolation, phylogenetic branching, and divergence from a
root stock. I tried to figure out how space was constructed through social processes in the
absence of a determining geography by conducting interviews, a process I describe below. I
also tried to maximize the number of locations I visited in Sanchuan.
A second realization became apparent after observing just a handful of Nadun and
conducting three or four interviews – that not all variation is necessarily meaningful in the
local context. Certain elements of Nadun can vary endlessly without any significance being
attached, while other elements were remarkably resistant to change. In light of this, I
redefined my task as being to specify locally meaningful dimensions of variation, rather
than passively recording all variation between different Nadun performances. In order to
figure out which elements of variation were locally meaningful, I watched and attempted to
develop a connoisseur's eye for how Nadun was performed. Numerous, repeated
observations were essential to this approach.
In light of the need to travel throughout Sanchuan and to make repeated
observations of Nadun, I adopted a single case multi-site style research project approach
(Heimer 2006); the single case was Nadun and the multiple sites were all locations in
Sanchuan where Nadun was conducted. Field data were collected primarily through
participant observation, structured observation, and visual ethnographic methods
(photography and video). This research was conducted in Sanchuan sporadically over a
three year period, from 2008- 2010. Appendix 2 presents a summary of the field research:
dates and locations of visits, and the nature of activities undertaken.
Participant observation was conducted by attending some thirty-five Nadun in
addition to several other rituals (see Appendix 2 for details). I began by trying to make
sense of what was going on in the Nadun performances – what to expect within the
sequence of performances, and then to learn what these performances meant in the local
context. The classical ethnographic method of long-term participant observation in a single
community was not practicable in the present case.51 I began by simply watching, and after
51 There is no necessary correlation between the length of continuous exposure to a culture and one's
understanding of it. There probably is, however, a good correlation between limited exposure to a culture and
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watching one 'season' of Nadun, began taking notes the following year. These notes were
jotted in a pocket notebook and written up on a computer daily.
Structured observations of Nadun were also carried out. This involved the use of a
protocol to record the date, host village name, partner village name(s), deities enshrined at
the Nadun ground, and a 'runsheet' recording the sequence of performances and their
duration. The back of the page was used to map the performance space and temple layout,
and to record other notes. Systematically completing these protocols was at times
challenging in the lively atmosphere surrounding Nadun, and there are unfortunately many
gaps in my structured observation data. Nonetheless, such structured observations allowed
me to compare multiple performances in terms of structure and spaces. One limit of these
structured observations was that they did not record locals' speech about Nadun, as I was
unable to communicate with local people in Mangghuer and relied entirely on the
translation assistance of Mr. Wen Xiangcheng throughout the research period.52 I did
acquire a large passive vocabulary of mostly religious and kin terminology, as well as
toponyms, in Mangghuer. By the end of the dissertation period I was also able to
understand some simple conversation. I could also have simple conversations in a mix of
Modern Standard and Qinghai Chinese: ''How are you?'', ''Where are you from/ going?'',
''Have you eaten yet?'', and so on. I was slightly more conversant in A mdo Tibetan, and
many Mangghuer men know at least a little of this language; some are fluent. However, my
poor understanding of it. Given the impossibility of residing in Sanchuan, my strategy was to make numerous
fieldtrips to the region throughout my dissertation period. This was greatly facilitated by the fact that I was
able to take up my candidature remotely and reside in Qinghai's capital, Xining, a three to five hour drive
from Sanchuan, depending on the mode of transport and road conditions, throughout the period.
52 A common assumption in ethnography is that understanding a language is tantamount to, or at least a
prerequisite for, understanding the culture of those who speak the language. It hardly needs to be pointed out
that one can speak a language and have little understanding of the culture of those who speak it as their first
tongue. Regarding the proposition that understanding a language is a prerequisite for understanding the
culture of its speakers, I would argue that having a language strategy is a prerequisite (Thogersen 2006). In
my case this consisted of recognizing that the fluency I could achieve in three years of full-time study would
be unable to match Mr. Wen's English proficiency, based on fifteen years of formal and informal learning. My
strategy was also based in realizing that research in Sanchuan called for proficiency in at least three language
varieties: Mangghuer, Huozhou Chinese, and Lanzhou Chinese. Standard Modern Chinese proficiency was
also called for on occasion. Mr. Wen possessed these proficiencies and as indicated above, acquiring them
would have been a task exceeding the allotted time.
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linguistic skills were insufficient to use in actual research, except on one occasion where I
was able to converse with several Tiebie women in Xiera Village, Xing'er Valley, and ask
them about the local deity, their village location, and how they referred to local Mangghuer
people and their language.53

1.5.2. Nadun Ontologies
Interviews for this thesis were conducted by Mr. Wen in Mangghuer, and local varieties of
Chinese.54 We verbally established a loose interview guide prior to interviews, which Mr.
Wen then modified in consultation with me during the interview. Interviews were
conducted exclusively in consultants' homes, often in the presence of others, and either
videoed or recorded on a digital audio recorder. 55 Interviewees were primarily ritual
organizers and huala. We interviewed only four women, and no formal interviews were
conducted with any young people, as we were consistently directed to male elders as
appropriate consultants.56
53 From my field-notes, 9 October 2009:
Apart from saying hello and exchanging a few words with several Tibetan women, I spoke to one woman for
several minutes. Her name was Rin chen and she was from Danma (Brtan ma?) Village in Hualong County,
further up the slope. She comes to the temple every year and therefore also came last year. She knew where
Australia was because she had seen it on television. She lives with her husband, one son and his wife, and that
couple's three children who are five, two, and one years old. She had come with the two year-old, a girl. The
child's parents had gone to Ge'ermu as migrant laborers once the harvest was over. They had harvested wheat,
barley, beans, something else, and potatoes, for which she used the local Chinese word, yangyu. We spoke for
some time about my hands and how they were soft and smooth whereas hers were rough from many years
working as a farmer. There was a monastery up in the valley where she lived. Local Mangghuer called the
monastery and the village near it Ziger; I didn't find out the name of the monastery in Tibetan.
54 A complete list of interview dates, locations, and consultants is available in Appendix 2.
55 Ethical clearance was provided by Griffith University Human Research Ethics Committee, protocol
number IBA/02/09/HREC.
56 This in itself proved to be a significant fact, see Chapter Three for more. Although we did not conduct
formal interviews with young people, we did conduct a survey with twenty-six middle-school and college
students in Xining and Zhongchuan on their attitudes to Nadun and perspectives on tu 'local' versus yang
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Mr. Wen later verbally translated the interviews while I transcribed them. These
texts were the primary data set used for unpacking Sanchuan ontologies. My data treatment
approach was based loosely on the grounded theory approach (Charmaz 2006). Initial
interviews were open and exploratory and then became progressively focused as sensitizing
concepts (Bowen 2006) were gleaned from the transcripts. The initial, exploratory phase of
interviewing lasted approximately twelve months, after which data was coded and sorted in
order to clearly establish the 'ontological assumptions' (Barth 1987) of the description that
constitutes this thesis. After this initial coding and sorting, we conducted subsequent
focused interviews on salient topics identified in the coding and sorting process.
Interviewing lasted until November 2010. Throughout the text such two letter codes as DU,
WD, and MM appear to refer to interviews with specific consultants. These codes appear
both in quotations and when information or opinions are sourced from interviews.
Videoing and photography also responded to this sensitizing process, with
progressively more concentrated visual attention on documenting matters of salience that
emerged from the coding and sorting of interview transcript data. A concerted attempt was
made to document Nadun performances in such a way that was coherent with local
ontologies, and to therefore provide a visual complement to the textual data in interview
transcripts. As such, numerous photographs appear at the end of each chapter in order to
illustrate analytical points. Photography was also used to analyze such elements as audience
composition, costume (including mask) variation, the spatial arrangements of objects and
performers, and differing social interactions that take place surrounding Nadun. Video was
used to analyze performance processes.

1.5.3. Modeling Variation and Change
There were two major obstacles to overcome in modeling the observed pattern of variation
and the processes of change that lay under it. I first of all needed a model that would locate
the origin of variation within a framework of local meanings, and secondly needed a model
that could explain patterns of diversity based on variation in performance elements rather
than types.
'exotic'. See Chapter Five for details.
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The first step in assembling such a model was found in the work of Ward (1979,
1985). In an article examining Cantonese theater (Ward 1979), the author begins by
discussing Harrison's (1913) theory that all art, including theater, is a progressive evolution
from ritual and religion and Leach's (1954) contention that ritual is expressive or symbolic
action as opposed to technical action. Ward then embarks on a lengthy and detailed 'native
exegesis' of Cantonese theatrical performances, including explanations of how cosmology,
color, movement, sound, spatial organization, and atmosphere all contribute to creating a
meaningful experience which is both simultaneously artistic and ritualized, expressive and
technical. She concludes by abandoning Harrison and Leach and their binaries of art/ ritual
and technical/ expressive action as being unrepresentative of the observed facts of
Cantonese theater. Instead, Ward proposes that ''if one is to interpret the native insider's
understanding of their own culture one must try to comprehend – and use – their categories,
not impose one's own'' (Ward 1979: 36). In this perspective, observed facts act as a
provocation to discover local theory, rather than as evidence within debates over
supposedly objective, universal theory.
Much of Ward's work is based on her application of Levi-Strauss's (1953) concept
of conscious models. Levi-Strauss suggested two types of models could be recognized:
those of the observer/ anthropologist, which he called unconscious models, and those of the
people under study, or conscious models. Within the context of trying to explain the
tensions of unity and diversity within 'Chinese culture', Ward (1985) developed this idea to
recognize three types of conscious models:


internal observer's models, ''models of the socio-cultural arrangements of Chinese
subgroups other than his own'' (Ward 1985: 51);



immediate models: ''his own subgroup's model of its own socio-cultural system as
they believe it to be'' (Ward 1985: 51) and;



an ideological model: a ''version of what they believe the 'true Chinese' literati
model to have been'' which ''being based ... upon ... relatively uniform literati
practice ... vary comparatively little''(Ward 1985: 51).

This approach is flawed in that it posits a necessary focus on groups as collective entities.
Secondly, it posits that group culture is modeled as a whole. Thirdly, Ward's approach
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suggests that 'literati culture' as an extraneous element intrudes into local culture, and
therefore sets up a binary of the sort proposed by Redfield (1956) in his discussion of great
and little traditions in India.
Nonetheless, by breaking Levi-Strauss's concept of 'conscious models' into a variety
of models, Ward provides a method for thinking about culture as a non-unitary assemblage,
and therefore to begin circumventing the simplistic conflation of groups and culture.
Particularly provocative are her suggestions regarding how conscious models generate
variation. With specific reference to variation in Chinese religious practices, Ward states:
Because formally the literati despised the popular cults we should expect perhaps the greatest
variety of all to appear in this sphere. There is a good deal of evidence in support of this
contention. In other words, there being no literati derived model for religious behavior
outside the state and ancestral cults (which were uniform), the popular cults could develop to
suit local fancy – and did (Ward 1985: 55).

This quote is important, as it implies that non-variance exists where hegemony is active –
the state and ancestral cults – and variance exists in the absence of hegemony – popular
cults. Ward goes on to expand this idea, stating that ''ideological models derived from
literati practice could not be entirely relevant to non-literati social life, which therefore had
still a good deal of freedom to develop local idiosyncrasies in such fields as, for example,
the sexual division of labor, village organization, and popular religion'' (Ward 1985: 59).
What is illuminating in this approach is the notion that hegemony and in-variance are
related; what is unfortunate is the stark binary between literati models on one hand, and
everything else on the other.
Developing from Ward's basic approach, I began visualizing culture not as
consisting of two models – an immediate 'folk' model and a literati 'ideological' model but
as a series of models (see the diagram below).
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A. B.
Figure 15: A. Ward's approach. The red circle represents the 'ideological model';
everything outside of the ideological model is subject to variation. B. My approach.
Numerous models interact; the variable region exists outside the purview of all the various
ideological models.
I therefore began to dissect Nadun for patterns of invariance in order to reconstruct which
models were operating hegemonically. For example, there is nonvariance in how gender
was deployed in Nadun – performers, even in female roles, are always men. I therefore
assumed that local gender models must operate hegemonically, and set about investigating
local theories about gender. In a similar vein, age ranking, specific forms of deity
veneration, the depiction of certain characters in the masked performances, the attitudes and
expressions adopted by performers, and the layout of the performance space all displayed
high degrees of consistency and therefore provoked investigation of the models underlying
their production and their local hegemony. My assumption was that consistency resulted
from the operation of hegemonic models and variation occurred more or less randomly
outside the field of hegemonic influence ''to suit local fancy''. Extending this model from
spatial variation to temporal change, it is necessary only to note that aspects that do not
vary in space are less likely to vary in time.
Before proceeding to a description of the structure of this text, a final note on my
use of the word 'ideology' throughout this text is necessary. Where Ward uses 'model' I use
ideology. I employ the term not in the Marxist sense of mystification and false
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consciousness,57 or derivative uses such as those of Althusser (2008) and Gramsci,58 but in
the more loosely defined manner in which anthropologists Ortner (1978), Mills (2003), Du
(2002), Hutheesing (1990), Winther (2008), Humphrey and Onon (1996), and Abu-Lughod
(1999) use it. The latter frames her use of the term by defining it as ''... the stuff of
definitions of the world, that which allows people to understand and act'' (Abu-Lughod
1999: 276, n.24). I prefer to use Zizek's definition; he speaks of ideology as a ''generative
matrix'' (Zizek 1994: 1) and an ''elusive network of implicit, quasi-spontaneous
presuppositions and attitudes that form an irreducible moment of the reproduction of nonideological (economic, legal, political, sexual...) practices'' (Zizek 1994: 15).
The choice of the term ideology is relative. I do not use the term 'model' because of
its cognitive and computational associations and the lack of agency they imply. I do not use
'system', for example 'kin system' or 'social system', because of the functionalist
implications so soundly debunked by Geertz (1957). However, I also do not employ
Geertz's culturalist, interpretivist (Martin 1993, Brown 2007) framework with its focus on
symbols and their meaning, in order to avoid the logocentric, intellectualizing implications
of such discourse (Mills 2003), as already described. Avoiding meaning and symbols also
allowed me to avoid structuralist binary oppositions and the quasi-mathematical ''inversion,
transposition, and other logical transformations'' (Barth 1987: 6) they evoke to explain
cultural patterns.59 I also rejected the terms 'knowledge' and 'traditions of knowledge'
(Barth 1993) as these also imply a rationalizing, cognitive focus that does not fit the picture
of how ritual is practiced in Sanchuan.
Importantly, using the word ideology and its permutations reflects what I see to be
the fundamentally imperative nature of the motivations lying behind ritual and other action.

57 Zizek (1999: 24): ''The most elementary definition of ideology is probably the well-known phrase from
Marx's Capital: ''Sie wissen das nicht, aber sie tun es'' – ''they do not know it, but they are doing it''.
58 See Zizek (1994) for a discussion of these various definitions of ideology.
59 See Mueggler 2001 for a recent example of the persistence of such transformations in supposedly poststructural anthropology
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1.6. Structure of the Text
The majority of this text deals with Ward's assertion that a large part of change can be
explained by treating it as inventiveness and random variation outside a core region of
stability and invariance of models. In order to understand how Nadun has changed and why
it varies I spend much time looking at what is invariable in its performance to better
understand the multiple models motivating ritual performance.
Each of the following chapters (except the conclusion) follows the same basic
pattern. I begin with descriptive vignettes that are fictional collages, pieced together from
actual occurrences, designed to evoke the events of Nadun in general, but representative of
no specific time or place. The vignettes highlight the different aspects of this complex ritual
that the remainder of each chapter focuses on. Following the vignette in each chapter, the
bulk of each text discusses a certain aspect of the ontological foundations of Nadun.
Loosely, these may be summarized as religion (Chapter Two), social organization (Chapter
Three), the state (Chapter Four), and modernity (Chapter Five). The final section of each
chapter returns to Nadun and by presenting a series of artifacts – research objects including
photographs, field-note and interview excerpts, reconstructions of video, and translations of
texts – provides an exegesis of specific elements of Nadun based in the previously outlined
ontology.
Chapter Two: Deities, Monks, and Mediums introduces the fundamental ontological
basis of Nadun – a practice of deity veneration based on the belief that deities possess
power to respond to human requests in an efficacious manner. Humans and deities are seen
to take part in a direct, largely unmediated relationship. This chapter also discusses the
impact of Buddhism on local beliefs and on Nadun practices.
Chapter Three: Wives, Elders, and Strangers describes the models of social relations
from which human-deity relations are drawn. Models of hierarchical relationships based on
age and gender are described, and the nature of territorial groups between which egalitarian
relationships are the rule are also introduced. This chapter also introduces the idiom of
guest-host relationships that structure many important interactions, social and other, in
Sanchuan.
Chapter Four: Farmers, Officials, and Generals looks at an attempt, made by the
Qing government, to infiltrate the ontological basis of Nadun in order to propagate state
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ideologies of loyalty based in martial virtue. Having established the ontological foundations
in the two previous chapters, it is at this point that I begin examining issues of culture
change.
Chapter Five: Revolutionaries, Laborers, and Youths, studies how three ideologies
of the contemporary era – modernism, globalism, and consumerism – have impacted on life
in Sanchuan in general, and on Nadun in particular.
In the concluding chapter I provide a summary of the cultural dynamics that have
led to the variation in contemporary Nadun practices. Based on this, I suggest that cultural
diversity is best thought about firstly at the level of ideologies rather than ethnic groups
(noospheric diversity), and secondly at the level of regions within which such ideologies
circulate and interact (areal diversity). I also suggest that we need to pay more attention to
the role of key individuals, such as ritual organizers, in negotiating publically acceptable
solutions to ideological contradictions or vagaries, as these individuals have an important
role in determining large-scale cultural patterns of diversity and change.
I have painted my picture of Nadun with a broad brush. This text covers material on
a broad range of topics that are treated in considerable depth. I ask the reader to keep in
mind the overall purpose of the text: to explore the dynamics of cultural change through an
exploration of variation and invariance in ritual performance.
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CHAPTER TWO: DEITIES, MONKS, AND MEDIUMS
Side-lit by the slanting rays of an afternoon sun, a crowd is dispersing slowly downwards from a
threshing ground that sits on a terrace, below which spreads a tree-filled village of pisé houses
clustered not far from the north bank of the Yellow River. At the northern end of the much-trampled
threshing ground, a large white cloth tent is pitched, from which two palanquins, adorned in strips of
silk and small embroidered figures, are being removed. They are each hoisted up by poles laced
through iron rings at the palanquin corners, onto the shoulders of four young men, who dash off as soon
as they have distributed the burden among themselves. They run erratically, at times plowing into the
dispersing crowd and scattering people in every direction, grimacing and smiling in turn as they lunge
and twist.
The smaller, less decorated palanquin is carried uphill to the village temple while the other
larger, more brightly-decorated palanquin is carried on a concrete path out of the village, and alongside
a cool, broad canal. A group of about a dozen men accompany the palanquin, maintaining a brisk
jogging pace as they go, not even pausing as they circulate the role of palanquin carrier among the men
in the group. Sweat drips down their faces. The palanquin is heavy, in part, because of the load of
densely packed Tiebie Buddhist scriptures contained in the statue enshrined within; in the past, the
image would have been all but empty, containing only the rotted remains of a snake, a bat, and several
birds.
After about twenty minutes they arrive at another threshing ground, in another village on the
north bank of the Yellow River. This one is shaded and without a crowd, but, like the last one, has a
large white cloth tent set up facing south from the north end of an empty space. The palanquin is set on
a table in the tent to the right of another palanquin that was already in the tent. The group of men sit in
a circle on the ground in front of the tent to drink tea and liquor, and to rest, chat, and smoke cigarettes.
As the men sit, first one, and then a group of villagers, emerge from lanes snaking between the
village houses. One man is leading a sheep by a horn. Two women come carrying a bottle of liquor, a
bottle containing several fresh flowers, and a live rooster. Another man comes carrying a brown rooster
in each hand, both of them dangling pensively upside down. Each person puts aside their animal for a
few seconds and kowtows three times in front of the palanquins, kneeling and then placing the
knuckles of their clenched fists on the ground before bowing their head. A man in the tent takes each of
the animals, fumigates them with sticks of incense, pours some water on each, and places some white
and yellow papers on the head of the sheep. The liquor and flowers are placed on the table in front of
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the palanquins, and the people depart, leading their animals. The men on the threshing ground have
finished their liquor, tea, cigarettes, and discussion, and head home, leaving two young men to sit with
the palanquins in the tent. The sun sneaks away between the trees and darkness falls on the village.
The threshing ground is shrouded in mist the next morning, but is a hive of quiet activity. Opposite the
tent, at the south end of the threshing ground, five poles, the tallest of which is approximately the
height of an electricity pole, have been raised, and from them hang long pieces of yellow and white
paper that billow in the wind. North of these poles, two shorter poles have been raised with a rope
strung between them. Villagers are emerging from the mist with baskets on their backs full of white
and yellow papers which they hang from the rope, forming a dense, drooping layer that almost reaches
the ground. Villagers also burn paper in front of the tent, piling incense sticks on top of the paper as it
burns. They then take a step or two back to kowtow towards the palanquins in the tent. These are
surrounded by burning oil lamps, flowers, and large, decorated steamed breads, which villagers have
also brought in their baskets.
Much later in the day, after many hours of dancing, talking, eating, and drinking, the crowd has
gathered in front of the tent. Two lines of about six men are fronted with drums hung from red strips of
cloth strung over their shoulders and around their chests. They are beating the drums furiously,
accompanied by about a dozen men beating gongs. Behind them on either side, men, women, and
children are squashed together, straining on tiptoes and craning their necks. The noise from the drums
and gongs is extremely loud – the low, soft booming of the drums over-layered by the sharp refractive
shards of gong clangs. The heavy rapid rhythms of the drums and gongs slip in and out of synch as they
boom on and on, while everyone continues looking about. Everyone is waiting.
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2.1. Introduction
The vignettes above describe aspects of a cult of territorial deities that is central to Nadun. Nadun is
performed to thank deities for their protection, to ensure a good harvest in the coming year, and to
avoid incurring the deities' wrath. In this chapter I describe the cult of territorial deities and its
ideological basis. Although various deities are worshiped, related ideologies are consistent throughout
Sanchuan, and, to some degree extend beyond self-identifying linguistic, ethnic, and religious groups.
These ideologies posit that territorial deities are both powerful and efficacious in affecting individual
and group luck, and hence in ensuring prosperity. After describing these ideologies of power, efficacy,
and luck, I describe local Buddhist ideologies and their impact in Sanchuan.
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2.2. Causality in Sanchuan
I stated in the previous chapter that I considered the explication of local ontology (Barth 1987) to be an
essential step in the process of ethnographic research. In the section that follows I lay out what I
consider to be the ontological basis of Nadun. The first section deals primarily with agents – beings,
objects, and forces that are averred to exist and which are thought capable of impacting the human
world in Sanchuan. In this section I examine how the agents are seen to influence human affairs, and
what evidence locals offer to support their averals. Having laid this foundation, the subsequent section
describes what it is that the agents act upon when they manipulate human affairs. Together these two
systems – one of agents and one of objects – constitute an averal field positing an ideology, however
loosely integrated, of causality – of why and how what happens, happens. This system of causality is
described below as one of divine manipulations that bring about events in the human world.

2.2.1 Deities and Ghosts
A fundamental distinction between pughang (deities) and dughuli (ghosts) is generally made by
Sanchuan Mangghuer. 1 Deities are protective and benevolent whereas ghosts are harmful and
malevolent. Both of these classes are furthermore associated with other harmful or helpful beings,
objects, and forces, which have related impacts on human life and similarly, have related methods of
interaction through which these impacts can be manipulated.
Evil or harmful forces and entities are elliptically referred to as mao yama 'bad things'. This
most commonly refers to ghosts, which are sometimes described as the souls of deceased people (QN,
CH, CY), and sometimes as evil spirits with no connection to humanity (BSN). In addition to ghosts,
other 'bad things' include:


sha, sometimes described as a harmful microbes (SY), gas or wind (QN, NH1, CH), beings
(BSN), or energy (NH2). Sha emanates from trees that are cut or earth that is disturbed, from
brides-to-be en route to their new home and corpses en route to the grave;

1 Writing about the folk religion of Taiwan, Yu (1990) problematizes the widely used ghost-deity binary by giving
examples of ghosts (malefactors) who came to be worshiped as deities (benefactors). No such examples exist in Sanchuan.
However, the distinction between zashen and jiashen (discussed below) does break down the strict ghost-deity binary.
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stones that have been deformed by human activity and have, in their unnatural state, acquired an
almost animated state, including the ability to harm humans (BSN, TH). The prime example of
this is a millstone, which acquires its ability to cause harm over the course of countless rotations,
which amplify its unnatural, deformed state.



zangfeng (dirty wind), an undetectable current which can cause paralysis if encountered (CH);



xieshen (CY) and zashen (NH1, DH, GH, CH, CY, DD), classes of deities similar to the
miaoshen described below, but which primarily harm humans. Xieshen may cause harm to any
humans without discrimination, whereas zashen are usually thought to be hosted in the home of
certain families that propitiate them and whom they do not harm.2



Tiebie property (GH), discussed in more detail later.3



huar 'tombs'. Ancestors that are thought to reside in tombs may be disturbed or become
uncomfortable in their 'home' and may therefore cause harm to their descendants. Although it is
the ancestor who harms the living, people generally speak as if the tomb causes the problem
(CH).
All these mao yama can cause mao 'disasters, misfortune' in order to torture4 individuals,

families, and communities. Mao may include:


physical or mental illness;



such destructive natural phenomena as earthquakes, floods, and hail storms, and;



diseases or loss of livestock.5



Thought of in a similar way to mao, but not referred to by any specific name, are the following
disasters, which may also be caused by mao yama to torture individuals and various corporate

2 Zashen may also be referred to as banshen bangui 'half deity, half ghost'. Consultants were hard-pressed to provide
specific examples of this class of deity. The names we were able to locate were: Yangsui, Baimazashen, and Heimazashen.
3 As explained later, it is actually deities resident in Tiebie homes that harm people, rather than the objects brought from
Tiebie homes. However, most local people discuss such situations as if the object itself actually causes the harm.
4 The verb used in Mangghuer differs according to whether a deity or mao yama is doing the torturing. Deities are said to
ruala whereas mao yama haila. As with the case of tombs and Tiebie property, people usually talk as if the indirect agent is
responsible, i.e., they will say that a sickness ruala-s a person.
5 Mangghuer invoke such disasters elliptically when scolding one another by saying, ''Qimei xian lairini – May nothing
good come to you.''
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social groups:


failure in educational and other examinations, and failure in business ventures;



loss or damage of property, from constantly losing small things to having one's house collapse;



increased verbal arguments and physical fights, which one does not win and;



decreased agricultural output, or the complete destruction of one's crops by flood, storm, or fire.

The most serious misfortunes are known as bershijia or wershijia; such disasters dramatically affect a
large number of people (CH) and include such wide-scale natural disasters as earthquakes and floods.
The Cultural Revolution (see Chapter Five) is sometimes referred to as bershijia or wershijia. Another
form of large-scale calamity is guanbing, which affects an entire village community.
In order to avoid or ameliorate disasters, harmful beings may be contained, expelled, or
suppressed; such actions must be performed by various yiren 'religious specialists':


yinyang, literate householder Daoist practitioners;6



huala, trance mediums who embody deities;7



huashi, text-recitation specialists who memorize and recite scriptures while dancing to delight
deities and;



nianjiangui, 'seers' who are able to see deities, ghosts, and other numina.

Lama 'Dge lugs pa Buddhist monks' may also suppress, confine, and expel mao yama but are not
considered yiren. Another specialist that may be called to assist yinyang, and huashi in dealing with
mao yama are sumuqi, who are lay practitioners. They hold a stick, spindle, rolling pin, or table leg that
becomes inhabited by a deity and is then used to communicate with the deity by, for example,
remaining still to provide a negative answer and moving to provide a positive answer.8
Although there exist such preventative measures as a yinyang chanting to purify a room or lama
performing lama nadun (Tiebie 'cham, or masked Buddhist dances, see de Nebesky-Wojkowitz [2007]),
6 Chau (2006: 56) describes yinyang as ''geomancers'' who ''specialize in the determination of auspicious dates for
weddings and funerals and in auspicious sites for houses and graves.'' See also Chau (2003) and Johnson (1994, 1997) for
more on the role of yinyang in the folk religious practices of northwest China's peasants.
7 Stuart and Hu (1991) provide an introduction to these figures, whom they call fala.
8 For comparable practices among the Mongghul, see Schram (2006 [1954, 1957, 1961]), Ha and Stuart (2008) and
Limusishiden and Stuart (2010).
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malevolent forces and beings are generally dealt with using curative rather than preventative measures;
that is, the problem is dealt with after it has occurred. As stated above, curative measures seek to
contain, expel, or suppress malevolent forces.
Curatives that contain, in the sense of restrain, malevolent forces are used by yinyang and huala
to capture malevolent forces and are always a precursor to expulsion. They begin by locating the
harmful entity, usually within the space of a family compound (see Chapter Three and Appendix 3), but
perhaps also within village territory, or, least commonly, in extra-territorial space. This step of location
is unnecessary in cases when a person is possessed by an evil entity. A nianjiangui may be invited to
direct the huala to where the ghost is, or its location may be determined by a yinyang using divination
(see below). Once the malicious entity has been located, it is captured and contained under a black
bowl or in a goat-skin bag or a bottle.
The captured malevolent entity is generally removed from the home or community in its
container, and may be buried, burned, or thrown into the Yellow River. None of these measures are
thought to destroy the malevolent force but temporarily remove it and discourage it from returning.
Other measures aimed at expelling malevolent forces generally seek to frighten them. Huala
may cure illnesses with the assistance of a gangdao (ax), also called a yuedao, and gangbian (metal
flail, though conceived and described as a whip), or spectacular displays involving fire9 or heat.10 If
the number of evil beings is thought to be large, beans, highland barley grains, or wheat grains, are
scattered throughout a room or courtyard to expel them. All these actions are thought to frighten the
malevolent beings into fleeing. The most elaborate, large-scale expulsion rituals occur during a drought
when a xiannü (heavenly woman, see below) is believed to have created an artificial dam in which to
birth her illicit child.11 Rather than capturing, threatening, or frightening the xiannü, she is expelled by
locating the body of water where she resides and polluting it by throwing explosive devices and dogs –
dead or alive – into the water (CH, DH); lama may also burn sar12 towards the direction of the body of
9 A fire is constructed by stacking sticks into a triangular column. A pot of oil is placed atop this and when it boils, the
huala sprays liquor from his mouth onto the oil, resulting in an eruption of flames. See Snying bo rgyal and Rino (2009) for
accounts of a similar practice among Reb gong Tiebie.
10 MH1 stated that in curing illnesses in the past he heated seven bricks, which were laid out in the afflicted person's
compound's courtyard in the shape of the Big Dipper and over which he would walk. He would then take a sword that was
thrust into flames until red hot, lick the blade, and blow hot air from his mouth onto the afflicted person.
11 Heavenly beings are forbidden from engaging in intercourse.
12 This is an incense offering consisting of food items (usually meat and roasted barley) to be eaten by the entity to whom
the offering is made.
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water. A general formula for expelling evils is expressed by DD ''… we expel [evils] to behind a black
mountain, in the center of a blue river, to a place we can't hear with our ears or see with our eyes'' –
though evil cannot be destroyed, it can be placed at a great distance from where it can no longer do
harm.
Curative measures designed to suppress rather than contain or expel evil forces are practiced by
yinyang and lama. Yinyang suppress evil forces through the use of:


shazhuang, wooden sticks of varying length inscribed with scriptures written in classical
Chinese characters, and which have one end inserted in the ground at strategic locations in order
to suppress sha (SJE, NE, DH);13



leitai, mounds of earth, approximately one meter high, containing consecrated stones, that
suppress sha at cosmologically strategic locations from where sha emerges from the ground
(SY, CY);



fuzhang/ fudao, Daoist paper charms containing traditional characters written by yinyang which
prevent mao yama from entering a household or other area (CY) and;



chapai, storm suppressing effigies typically built out of doors in high places facing north,
consisting of branches and, often, a goat skin (DW, DP, MH2, NE, GJC).



black bowls may be buried by a variety of yiren in order to suppress ghosts, sha, and other mao
yama (KJG).

Lama sponsor the construction of ter (stupa) and mani kurleghe (prayer wheels), in order to suppress
evil forces. Other suppressing objects that may be associated with either lama or yinyang are wobo and
benkang. Wobo are mountaintop cairns dedicated to vaguely identified deities that contain model
weapons used by these deities in suppressing mao yama in a specific territory. Benkang are earthen
constructions containing ca ca 'stamped clay Buddha images' and benba 'protective vase'. Benba are
generally considered efficacious in suppressing mao yama and may also be buried beneath wobo and
leitai, or in a household courtyard garden.
In addition to the suppression, containment, and expulsion of malevolent entities, misfortune

13 These texts, and most other texts described in this chapter, take the form of what Chau (2006) calls text acts: ''The
presence of the text assumes a fetishistic power. They act upon their audiences and produce effects (awe, submission,
recognition, etc.). More than (and sometimes rather than) reading these texts, the audience feels the force of their presence''
(Chau 2006: 97). In this case, the 'audience,' importantly, includes non-human actors.
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can be avoided or ameliorated by recourse to helpful entities. Helpful beings, forces, and objects
include:


Tiangire; sometimes conflated with Tian tang 'Heaven'; sometimes though to refer simply to the
sky; sometimes thought to be a supremely powerful deity that dwells in the sky



miaoshen, territorial deities;14



shenxian and xiannü, who are immortals thought to be, in some vague way, helpful to humans
(NE, BSN, SY, MY, DH);



jiashen, (home deities; private or family deities) that are helpful only to the families that host
them, but may cause harm to other community members in order to benefit their host. Jiashen
are referred to as zashen by those who consider them more harmful than helpful (NH1);



sizhu, deities that reside in Dge lugs pa Buddhist temples;



Shanshen and Tudi, two deities that always occur together in village temples and represent the
local 'owners' of mountains and earth, respectively, and;



numerous other named but only vaguely recognized and understood deities, including
Guanshiyin Pusa,15 Bazha Ye, Mawang Ye,16 Mani Laoye,17 and Wobo Laoye.18

In addition to being able to help humans, these different beings may also harm people who offend them
or fail to fulfill obligations to them. Since my analysis here focuses on the miaoshen (due to the
important role they play in Nadun) I expand on the description offered above, and then restrict further
comments regarding benevolent forces primarily to miaoshen.
Miaoshen are deified historical figures who led a virtuous life and were rewarded with
deification, usually by an earthly or celestial emperor. For example, CY stated that the miaoshen Suojie
Ye, Mojie Ye, Hechi Ye, and Xiansheng Ye were all generals who served the first Ming Emperor Zhu
Yuanzhang and were deified by him for their loyal service; ASJ stated that the miaoshen Riza Ximao
14 Miaoshen as a general category includes zongshen 'public deities' which are widely worshiped by a large community in
addition to deities specific to localized communities. Erlang shen, described in detail later, is the most obvious example of a
zongshen.
15 This deity is specifically venerated in Shancheng Monastery, a Daoist institution.
16 Both venerated in Baojia but not considered miaoshen.
17 Venerated by maniqi, lay religious practitioners (described below).
18 This generic name refers to the deity inhabiting a wobo. Specific wobo are thought to be inhabited by named deities, but
these names have now been mostly forgotten.
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Ye in Xing'er Valley was a pious woman who died at an advanced age after a life of religious devotion
and was deified by a local reincarnated lama. The account below also expresses the idea that miaoshen
are deified humans:
YM: In history, they were many powerful generals. They were real people who did many good things. For
example, Chairman Mao did a great job for people and a long time in the future, he will become a deity.
Any person who does many good things for other people will become a deity...

CY, NH1, and DU also asserted that the origins of miaoshen can be found in such novels as Fengshen
Yanyi (The Enfeoffment of the Gods) and Xiyou Ji (Journey to the West).
There are twelve miaoshen in Sanchuan:19


Erlang Ye (Daidi, Didi),20



Silang Ye (Daidi)



Xiansheng Ye (Daidi),



Suojie Ye (Daidi)



Mojie Ye (Longwang)



Hechi (also Heichi) Ye (Longwang)



Jinlong Ye (Daiwang),



Shuicao Ye (Daiwang),



Heihu Ye (Daidi),



Jiutian Shengmu Niangniang (Niangniang Ye),



Riza Ximao (Niangniang Ye), and



Zhenwu Zushi.21

19 The deity's title, in parentheses, follows their title. The particle Ye, meaning 'grandfather' is always affixed after deities'
names as a sign of respect. The Ye is dropped when using the more complete title of the deity, for example, Erlang Ye
becomes Erlang Daidi. The title Daidi means 'great emperor', Didi 'grandfather', Longwang 'dragon king', Daiwang 'great
king' and Zushi 'ancestor'. Niangniang Ye is a general appellation applied to all female deities. In addition to these
commonly used names and titles, each deity also has a long title, for example, Hongshi Baoshan Mojie Longwang (NH1)
and Suojie Weifang Longwang (HC). However, such titles are rarely known or used.
20 This deity is enshrined in Hulijia but is venerated throughout Hachuan, Zhaomuchuan, Xing'er, and Wushi Valley.
21 This deity, now the zongshen and miaoshen of Wushi Valley, was previously a jiashen venerated in the home of the
founding ancestors of the area. See Grootaers (1952) for more on this deity.
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All but the two Niangniang deities are male. Deities are enshrined in miao, temples that serve one or
more villages, creating a territorial unit known as bingjia.22 The miaoshen are responsible for taking
care of all the people that live within their bingjia. One is born into a bingjia and into the cult of a
specific miaoshen in the same way that one is born into a kin group; conversion does not occur.23
Within the temple, deities may be embodied either as statues,24 paiwei (a deity's image or name
painted on a small wood board, or on the temple wall), or nanzi (a deity's image, generally with a
retinue, painted on a silk cloth).
Erlang Ye (also known as Erlang Shen, Erlang Daidi, Chuanhua Erlang, Chuanhuang Erlang,25
and Huozhou Didi) is considered by all Sanchuan Mangghuer, except those in Minzhu Valley, to be the
zongshen 'communal deity' of Sanchuan; his cult seems particularly important in Zhaomuchuan, Wushi
Valley, Puba Valley, and the west end of Hachuan. The Erlang miao is currently in Hulijia. Erlang Ye's
statue was originally brought from across the Yellow River in Huozhou to reside in Sanchuan some
time early in the twentieth century, by Zhu Haishan, a lama about whom more will be said below. The
origins of the Erlang cult are said to be traceable to the region of the Min River in the Chengdu Plain of
Sichuan Province.26 This is corroborated by the following local accounts:
SJE: I heard that Erlang Ye came from Sichuan. He was born in Sichuan and died in Sichuan. Elders say
that he was a general who collected grain from people for the government. The government gave the grain
to soldiers. That man did many good things for local people, and after he died, local people built a temple
to worship him.

CY: Erlang Ye is from Sichuan, from Guanjiang Cheng. He did many good things for local people. He
controlled the river and established an irrigation system. So, after he died he was sent to the northwest. It's
very difficult to say who he was. There are many different ideas about him.

22 See Chapter Three for further discussion of bingjia.
23 However, when a woman marries patrilocally into her husband's village, she afterwards worships the deity venerated in
her husband's village. This is largely a matter of convenience; she also worships her natal village's miaoshen when she
returns home to visit her family.
24 Such a statue is referred to as pughangni bie 'deity's body'.
25 Some people prefer the name Chuanhua Erlang, literally 'Erlang wearing flowers' but figuratively 'Colorfully Dressed
Erlang', while others prefer Chuanhuang Erlang 'Erlang wearing yellow'.
26 Wang (2006).
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Prior to his permanent relocation in Sanchuan, Erlang Ye's statue was brought annually to Sanchuan,
though the exact details of this are unclear.
In part, the way deities are conceived conforms to the 'imperial metaphor' (Feuchtwang 2001)
whereby deities are perceived to be heavenly bureaucrats.
CY: The deity deals with everything: crops, livestock, sickness, pain, disasters, wealth … he's just like a
township official.

According to this model deities receive requests on behalf of humans, deal with those they are able to
satisfy, and plead the case to their superiors to satisfy requests beyond their ability or purview. Such
interpretations tend to be offered by yinyang, whose deities are organized into departments, such as the
leibu 'thunder department' (responsible for controlling weather) and whose deities are always depicted
in vertically ordered hierarchical arrangements. The more common lay model of deity interaction,
however, is an interpersonal one which embeds ghosts, humans, and deities in a network of unmediated
dyadic relationships (Hymes 2002). In such a model, the outcome of interaction between deities and
humans, and between deities and ghosts, depends not on power derived from an ascribed role in a
hierarchy, but on the contingencies of how two entities get along on a particular occasion. As an
example, the following quote from a huala offers an explanation for how deities treat disease:
HQH: It's like when someone is doing something wrong and an elder goes to ask him to stop doing it.
Maybe he won't listen to that elder because he doesn't have a good relationship with him. However, if
another elder comes to ask him, he might listen to that person. Maybe that second elder is his relative or
good friend, or maybe he's more persuasive than the first elder. Like this, sometimes an illness can be
treated by my deity, but sometimes my deity cannot help. That's not because my deity's power is
insufficient, it's just that the ghost paid more attention to a different deity. Different locks have different
keys. If you lose something, then maybe you ask some of your friends to look for it. Maybe you went
there but you didn't find it. I went there but I didn't find it. But then someone else went there later and he
found it. That doesn't mean he is more clever than us, he's just luckier.

The difference between the imperial and inter-personal models can be seen in two metaphors
used to describe how humans communicate with deities. Aligning with the imperial metaphor is the
burning of biao 'petitions' to deities, an action that constitutes an important aspect of most formal local
rituals. In the same way that letters of request might be submitted to an earthly official, these yellow
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papers, representing the supplicant's unspoken hopes and dreams, are burned and thus 'sent' to deities
for their consideration, to be either dealt with by the recipient deity or passed up the chain of command.
In conversation, however, when asked about deities, most Mangghuer refer not to petitions, but rather
to the imagery of cell phones, where the outcome of communication depends on the strength of the
'signal' rather than the recipients' rank. Such unmediated communication contrasts starkly with the
imagery of submitting a letter to an anonymous bureaucratic mechanism. While the imposed ritual
action implies an imperial metaphor, locals' everyday discourse suggests an interpersonal model. The
prevalence of this dyadic, inter-personal model of human-deity relations is also evident in the way
people communicate with deities outside the structure of formal ritual.
Humans most frequently interact with miaoshen by burning incense and rapeseed oil in miao
and at home. These offerings are considered 'food' for deities (MG) and are offered twice a day in the
miao by a miaoguan 'temple keeper'. Jingshui 'clean water' and liquor are also offered to deities, in
small bowls or cups placed in front of paiwei or statues, and papers are also burned as offerings –
qianliang 'grain and money paper' and baogai/ huan 'parasol paper' are the main papers offered and, on
ritual occasions, they are raised on huangan 'poles'. Biao, which have already been described, are also
burned for deities. As with the burning of incense and oil, the burning of paper is thought to 'deliver'
items from the human world to the deities: qianliang deliver grain and money and baogai deliver
parasols. Shousi, propitiatory offerings of animals,27 are also made to deities; the animal – a cock, a
male pig, or a ram – may either be killed for, or simply presented to, the deity, in which case it is
fumigated with incense and then has water poured on it. When the animal shakes, this indicates the
deity has accepted it. The process of making a shousi by actually killing the animal is complex and will
not be discussed here. Khadeghe 'white silk scarves', guanjilie ghadar 'silk bolts',28 and qi 'colored
cloth flags' may all be displayed as items that please and display respect for deities. Nadun dances and
huashi's singing and dancing are also considered offerings for miaoshen. All these offerings have the
aim of delighting deities to ensure that they continue offering protection from malevolent forces, and to
avoid causing offense and incurring their wrath.
27 I here follow Humphrey and Onon (1996: 145) in distinguishing between sacrifice and propitiation:
By 'sacrifice' I refer to the mystical giving-up of the life of the animal in return for a transcendental energy, which
infused the social group with keshi (blessing, good fortune, luck). ‘Propitiation’, on the other hand, exchanged the
animal’s flesh for a variety of definite returns, such as the spirit agreeing to stay away or remove a disease.
28 Guanjilie ghadar literally means 'quilt cover'.
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Apart from the huala, to be described below, miaoshen also communicate with humans through
the use of gua, a generic term for divination which may refer to the use of shuoghor 'divination
blocks'29 or qianzi 'divination sticks'.30 People may wish to communicate with the miaoshen for such
reasons as:


to determine the cause and cure for a disease;



to inquire about the likely outcome of a new undertaking, such as a school examination or
business venture, or;



to locate lost people or livestock.
Shuoghor are usually made from a single conical cylinder that has been cut along the long axis

to produce two half cylinders, each with a flat and convex surface. They are typically able to fit in one
hand and are most commonly made of wood or cow horn. There are two methods for using shuoghor.
One is to obtain yes/ no answers from the deity by throwing the two shuoghor. If the two upwardfacing surfaces of the shuoghor are the same (two flat surfaces or two convex surfaces), this indicates a
negative response; a positive response is obtained if the two upward facing surfaces are different – one
convex and one flat. A more complex method requires four shuoghor. Each combination of the four
shuoghor represents a different, set answer to a specific type of question, such as the cause of a disaster
or the necessary remedy. The deity may, for example, be asked to provide information about the cause
of a disease and the course of action needed to remedy it. Three convex and one flat upward surfaces
may indicate that the supplicant has promised something to the deity but not given it, and then the
shuoghor may be thrown again to determine the necessary course of action: repaying the debt; offering
incense and oil; offering paper; or repaying double the amount promised (MG).31 Below is an account
provided by a huala regarding the use of gua.

29 Such divination blocks are widely used throughout East Asia. Kuah-Pearce (2006) reports that they are called mubei in
Fujian province. Buffetrille (2008) identifies them as rwa mo in the Tiebie communities of Reb gong, whereas Snying bo
rgyal and Rino (2009) call them gua for the same region. Ahern (1981) gives a detailed account of the use of divination
blocks in Qidai folk religion and Fadiman (1998) attests to their usage among the Hmong. Hansen (1990) cites Cheng
Dachang (1123-1195) as positing their origin in the use of oyster shells for divination.
30 Qianzi is a generic term referring to long, thin, flat sticks and as we shall see later is also used in other contexts.
31 The facing surfaces of the shuoghor and their relative orientations may be significant in a further complication of this
system.
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MH1: Several days ago, a man from Gushan came to ask the reason for a sickness. I made a gua and
laughed. I told him that the problem was not serious … he had promised a sheep for the temple. I told him
''You gave a sheep, but your temple deity didn't get it, some other deity got it. Please kill another sheep for
your miaoshen. Then your sickness will be cured.'' I can tell people what will happen in that family if I
make a gua.

Qianzi in this case are flat pieces of wood about fifteen centimeters long and one centimeter
wide. Around fifty of these are kept in a container in a temple, and each has a different short message
written on it. The supplicant shakes the container and when one stick falls out, the message written on
it, or the message it refers to in a qianshu 'qianzi book' provides an answer. Interpretation by a
miaoguan or other literate person may be necessary.32
The primary reason people seek assistance from deities is because of deities' ganyan 'power',
also called shentong. Ganyan is a property unique to deities, though different deities may have larger or
smaller ganyan. Ganyan is conceived primarily as the ability to help humans by sending suitable rain to
nourish crops, but also has a more general meaning of offering protection and ensuring prosperity. DH
explains this below, in relating the speech the deity gives to villagers during Nadun through the huala:
I will give you gentle breezes and gentle rain showers. I will give you much grass. Many livestock will fill
your yard. I will keep evil winds and storms away and expel them to a distant place. I will give you a
peaceful life.

A deity with much ganyan is described as lingyan 'efficacious'.33 Lingyan involves the ability
to bring about desired effects, for example, the ability of a deity to cure disease or find lost livestock. A
deity with little ganyan cannot be lingyan.34
Ganyan is also related to the terms kuji, benshi, and huama. Kuji refers to physical strength,
may be applied to humans, animals, or machines, and is conceived of as either 'large' or 'small'. Benshi
32 See Chau (2006) for a detailed description of how these are used in Shaanbei.
33 Ganyan is the noun and lingyan is the adjective form. However, an object or person can be lingyan without possessing
ganyan. For example a nianjiangui who efficaciously cures disease is said to be lingyan, but does not possess ganyan.
Similarly, qianzi and shuoghor can be lingyan without having ganyan.
34 Chau (2008) discusses the concept of ganying, from which the Mangghuer concept of ganyan seems to be derived.
However, whereas Chau states that in Shaanbei ganying can be defined as 'responding upon feeling' and is applicable to
inter-personal contexts as well as supernatural ones, among the Mangghuer the concept of ganyan exclusively pertains to
deities and their power to respond to human requests.
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refers to effective talent, capacity, or skill. It is typically employed for people, including yiren. For
normal people, benshi might refer to their ability to be successful in earning money, passing exams, or
achieving high yields in agriculture. For yiren, benshi refers to their ability to successfully dance, sing,
chant or otherwise perform in a skillful, impressive way. Huama is an adjective which implies that
something is powerfully so; kuji, ganyan, and benshi may all be huama in addition to being large or
small.
When Mangghuer pray to deities they generally call the deity by name or, more commonly by a
term of address such as Daidi, and then make a request. They may also say, ''Ganyan nang shiki –
Show your ganyan'' for example when a huala is trying to cure a disease, or when a storm is
approaching before harvest time. That the deity's power, rather than the deity itself, forms the focus of
veneration, is attested to by the fact that many Mangghuer do not know deities by name, but instead
beseech pughang in general for assistance.
Numerous rituals associated with the ganyan ideology and the cult of miaoshen are performed
throughout Sanchuan. One example is the Zhuangzang ritual, during which a hole is opened in the base
of a miaoshen statue and a live snake, magpie, swallow, and lamardeghe (Oriole, Oriolus spp.) are
placed inside the image. This is envisioned as renewing the deity's organs and failure to do so reduces
the deity's ganyan and renders it less lingyan. In addition, locals say that a deity whose organs are not
renewed begins to feel uncomfortable and will therefore ruala villagers. Another ritual connected to the
ganyan ideology is the Zhuanshan ritual.35 This ritual takes place in Spring after crops have sprouted,
and involves carrying the deity enshrined in a palanquin or litter around the village territory. After this
tour, the deity is expected to employ her or his ganyan in order to protect crops within his or her
territory from hail, strong winds, and excess rain.
Apart from ritual manifestations, the ganyan of miaoshen is also attested to in hao 'invocation
scriptures' used by yinyang, huashi, and occasionally lay people, to summon the deity during rituals.
Following is a translation of the hao of Heichi Longwang – 'Black Lake Dragon King' – taken from an
unpublished hand-written manuscript photographed in Wangjia Village.36

35 This ritual is also referred to as Lang qingmiao 'circumambulate green shoots'.
36 Once again, Chau's concept of text acts is useful here. The fact of the text, rather than its specific content, is what is seen
to be of importance to audiences. Most invocation scriptures cannot be understood by those reciting or hearing them; the
text is read as a series of sounds rather than as a string of lexical items with identifiable meanings.
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1.

青石宝山黑池龙王

2.

身穿红袍显威灵

3.

又骑黄龙驾祥云

4.

头顶玉皇掌乾坤

5.

卫城小将玉帝门

6.

唯有我主在西山

7.

二查山顶有龙宫

8.

行风风调

9.

行雨雨顺

10.

掌上感应显神通

11.

手指杨柳一枝春

12.

大悲大愿

13.

大圣大慈

14.

青石宝山黑池威灵龙王

1.

Qingshi Baoshan Heichi Longwang

2.

Shen chuan hongpao xian weiling

3.

You qi huanglong jia xiangyun

4.

Tou ding Yuhuang zhang qiankun

5.

Wei cheng xiaojiang Yudi men

6.

Wei you wo zhu zai Xishan

7.

Ercha Shanding you longgong

8.

Xing feng feng tiao

9.

Xing yu yu shun

10.

Zhangshang ganying xian shentong

11.

Shouzhi yang liu yi zhi chun

12.

Da bei da yuan

13.

Da sheng da ci

14.

Qingshi Baoshan Heichi Weiling Longwang
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1.

Green Stone Treasure Mountain Black Lake Dragon King!

2.

You wear a red robe, and appear very majestic.

3.

You ride a yellow dragon that floats on auspicious clouds.

4.

The Jade Emperor above your head controls the sky and earth.

5.

Little generals who defend the Jade Emperor's city live just inside the city entrance,

6.

But our deity lives on Western Mountain.

7.

The Dragon Palace where you live is on top of Ercha Peak.

8.

When you direct wind, the wind will be very gentle.

9.

When you command rain, the rainfall will be well distributed.

10.

You use your hands to direct wind and rain.

11.

When you point your finger at a poplar or a willow, its branches will turn green.

12.

With infinite compassion and the capacity to fulfill wishes!

13.

With supreme holiness and unparalleled mercy!

14.

Green Stone Treasure Mountain, Magical Black Lake Dragon King!
In addition to ritual and text, the ganyan of miaoshen is also attested to in local oral accounts.37
BSN: Once I went with other villagers to Shaliuhe to dig for gold. We didn't find any gold there, but we
used up all of our money and everything else we had … food, everything. We couldn't get home, so I went
to the top of a mountain and cut qianliang there. When I finished cutting, I shouted, ''Please save us,

37

The drama of such accounts is frequently heightened by the use of onomatopoeia:
BJH: Then he put some liquor in his mouth. Then he pu spat the liquor towards me.
SH: I heard a sound like keng and he made a noise like heng.
DD: I, the deity Yangsui, can cut off my own head, za!
ZH: Weng, the deity possessed me.
DD: The huashi held a cock and then bit it on the back, pao and spat out the blood pu towards the palanquins.
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Huozhou Didi!'' Then Erlang Ye appeared and told me, ''Please go to the other valley. There is some gold
there and each person will earn 3,000 RMB.'' Then, I followed his instructions, and led villagers to that
valley. We found a lot of gold there; each of us dug out sixty to seventy grams per day. We dug like that
for six weeks and thought we had done really well for ourselves, but Erlang Ye tricked us. He told us that
we could earn 3,000 RMB each, but the gold we had found was worth much more. So one day, robbers
came and took most of our gold. Each person was only left with 3,000 RMB. Many people said, ''This is a
very good place to dig for gold, we should dig more.'' But I advised them, ''That's enough. Erlang Ye told
me that each person could only make 3,000 RMB, so let's go home.''
CY: Saotur people conquered Dazizhuang Village, but in retaliation, our temple deity, Mojie Ye, punished
them. Snakes bit Saotur women's fingers when they went to cut fodder on the mountain sides. The roofs of
people's houses collapsed and many Saotur died. Many Saotur saw a red-faced man in a red robe scolding
them, shaking his finger at them. So, they couldn't stay in Dazizhuang anymore and they moved away.
SJE: Once, some people from here went to earn money in Huozhou. However, when they got to Huozhou,
Saotur people began killing locals, and everyone fled. People from here went to the temple in Huozhou
and wrapped up the statue of Erlang Ye in a sash. They carried Erlang on their shoulders and held his hat
in their hands. Eventually they arrived at the bank of the Yellow River, which was in flood. The men
wanted to swim across and escape, but they couldn't. Then, one of them put on Erlang Ye's hat and placed
Erlang Ye on his back and said, ''Erlang Ye, I will carry you across the Yellow River. If you don't help me,
we will die together. If you help me, I will carry you across the Yellow River and I will build a temple for
you.'' Then he jumped into the Yellow River, and the waters swept him to the opposite bank. Even though
he couldn't swim, Erlang Ye helped him. However, within a year, that person died. Elders said that Erlang
Ye was very powerful; he used his power to help a person who couldn't even swim to cross the Yellow
River in flood. But that person shouldn't have worn Erlang Ye's hat. He couldn't carry Erlang Ye's power.

The third account above illustrates another important aspect of miaoshen's ganyan; its role in spreading
the cult of individual deities. Miaoshen cults are not spread through proselytizing. Rather, new centers
for the cult of a certain deity are established when miaoshen images are taken (usually covertly) from
one temple to another. Miaoshen are transferred because of their ganyan. A community facing such
disaster as drought or disease, may seek the protection of a new miaoshen by simply relocating the
image of a deity from one temple to another.38 They may even travel some distance – from Sanchuan
to Lanzhou or to Huozhou – to obtain an image of a deity that has acquired a reputation for its ganyan.
38 None of our consultants were able to explain what happened to the previous miaoshen and its image.
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The account below (collected in Dazizhuang) provides one example of such an event and its
consequences.
DD: Elders said that they stole our Mojie Ye from Nuojie Village. They went at night and colored their
faces black. They broke into the temple and knocked the deity down from the altar with an open palm.
Then, they put Mojie Ye upside down into a bag. If they didn't do it that way, he would have been angry at
them and sent disasters. After they stole Mojie Ye from Nuojie, our villagers heard that Nuojie Ye
villagers would come to forcefully take it back. So, my villagers made a fake one, another statue, out of
mud. The Mojie Ye we stole from Nuojie is made from sandalwood. We hid the wood Mojie Ye
somewhere and decided to give the mud Mojie Ye to Nuojie people. However, Nuojie people didn't come
to take it, so now we have two Mojie Ye in our temple. We call them Shuguo (Big) Didi and Mula (Small)
Didi.

It is important to note that in this system, the spread of deities' cult is predicated on the ganyan
of the miaoshen. For the purpose of the present analysis, it can be argued that what is being spread is
not so much a cult of a specific deity, but more important, the ideology of miaoshen ganyan. Deities
are interchangeable, but the ideology of ganyan remains constant.
Despite the testimony of ritual, invocation scriptures, and oral accounts, for local people in
Sanchuan, the greatest proof of deities' ganyan are huala. Huala are males who embody miaoshen. In
interviews, the huala often used the word dizi 'base' to refer to both themselves and the deity they
embody (e.g. CH, MH2). The huala's performed embodiment of the deity is referred to as diaoli
'dancing'.39 The main occasion on which huala dance is Nadun but they also dance on a variety of
other occasions:


in rituals to cure illness;



during the Zhuangzang ritual;40



to obtain water during droughts;



during the Zhuanshan ritual when deities are taken on a tour of the bingjia territory;



to expel xiannü41 and;



at funerals and weddings.42

39 The term diaoli-kuni being the nominalized form meaning 'a dance'
40 This empowerment ritual replaces the 'organs' of deity statues. The exterior of the statue is also repainted.
41 Only in Zhaomuchuan.
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Performing in Nadun and curing disease are huala's two main activities. Ability to cure illness is the
sign of a deity's lingyan whereas Nadun is the occasion the deity's ganyan is demonstrated through the
huala. This is done primarily through piercing his cheek(s) with qianzi 'metal skewers', dancing, and
collecting papers.
The huala's embodiment of the deity at the conclusion of Nadun is framed by the insertion and
removal of qianzi. All of the following serve to illustrate the ganyan of the miaoshen possessing the
huala:


the number of qianzi a huala pierces;



the qianzi's size;43



the force with which these are pierced;



the absence of pain felt by the huala;



the lack of blood from the wound, and;



the absence of scars at the site where qianzi were pierced.

The significance of the qianzi themselves is attested to by the qianzi being smithed over a period of one
hundred consecutive days, during which oil is poured on them rather than water (PH, BH). Once made,
the qianzi are kept in the temple and precautions are taken to maintain their cleanliness, as
contamination by sweat, blood, or garlic harms the huala.
Qianzi are definitive of the huala role – a huala is someone who embodies a deity and pierces
themselves with qianzi. YM states that, ''Qianzi reveal the deity's power to people. If someone pierces
qianzi, then people think he is a real huala, and will believe that the deity's power is very strong.'' The
huala DH concurs, saying ''If they don't give me qianzi, nobody will believe me.'' Many but not all
huala undergo an investiture ritual known as Kaiguang in which an elder huala pierces them with
qianzi for the first time. It is only after this that the huala is considered a real huala and is able to
deliver verbal prognostications. Huashi on occasion embody deities, and certain male villagers treat
diseases by embodying deities, but the crucial difference between these roles and that of a huala is the
habitual use of qianzi.
A huala typically pierces at least one qianzi through his cheek during Nadun. The huala in
42 Only in Wushi Valley, including Puba Valley.
43 CHL states, ''Our qianzi are much thicker than others. Our qianzi would kill a person if the deity didn't help him.''
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Dazizhuang and Enduba Valley, both now deceased, were famed throughout Sanchuan for piercing ten
qianzi: one through each cheek, one in each ear, two in the shoulders, two in the pectoral muscles, one
through the skin of the throat in the region of the Adam's apple, and one through the tongue. The two
accounts below provide reminiscences of the previous Dazizhuang huala, who died in approximately
2001.
DD: The huala here used to pierce ten qianzi. One year the huala put a qianzi very forcefully into his
shoulder – it went right in to the bone. When he pulled it back out, the tip had bent from hitting the bone
and so it tore out some of his flesh. Then he threw that qianzi away and put another one in his shoulder.
DU: The previous huala was very powerful when he danced. He stabbed qianzi very quickly – one per
second. He stabbed qianzi in his ears by wrapping his arm around his head using his right arm for his left
ear and his left arm for his right ear. We couldn't see that very clearly, because he was so fast.

As indicated in the statement above, the way in which the huala danced was also taken as a measure of
the miaoshen's ganyan.
DX: Our huala jumps one chi high when he dances. He can jump one chi high and he can shake the earth
when he dances because Erlang Ye picks him up and drops him on the ground. If he dances, ghosts flee to
a very distant place because of his strong body and loud voice. His voice is heard by all the village.

The huala's ability to correctly collect paper offerings also testify to the miaoshen's ganyan. The paper
offerings prepared for Nadun include a guanhuan – a collection of papers prepared for the deity by the
miaoguan and offered by the entire community. The huala must be able to identify the guanhuan first
among numerous other huan, and without prior knowledge of its location. After piercing qianzi, he
must identify the guanhuan, which is then burned as an offering to the miaoshen, as are all other huan.
A huala risks being labeled rigui by not piercing with qianzi, by not dancing energetically, and
by being unable to identify the guanhuan. The term literally means 'fuck ghost' but figuratively means
of poor quality; that is, the huala fails to adequately demonstrate the deity's ganyan.44 Other evidence
of a deity's ganyan includes the huala's ability to cut their forehead with a blade, lick hot swords, and
walk on hot bricks described above (see footnote 9), and also to run long distances while possessed, as
44 The term is also used to describe a huala who is thought to cheat people by feigning trance and demanding offerings, for
example of livestock, for the deity which the huala himself actually consumes.
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described below:
YM: My great grandfather was a miaoguan and my grandfather was a huala. There were many huala
when my great grandfather was very young. Before we built this temple in Yangjia, we shared a temple
with Qijia and the huala was from Qijia. Then, Guoyuanlu's father from Wenjia became a huala. After he
became too old to dance, the huala from south Wenjia appeared. He was sick for a long time before he
became a huala, because his family didn't want him to be a huala. Every time Nadun came, they tied lady's
clothes around his abdomen. This helped him not become possessed, but he became sick after every
Nadun. After several years, tying women's clothes couldn't help him anymore, so they locked him in his
home, but he jumped over the courtyard wall.45 He ran from his home to the Nadun ground, falling over
forwards, getting up again, falling over forwards… over and over, all the way, because the deity wanted
him to run very fast, but he couldn't run that quickly with his human body. He ran to a place near the Qijia
temple. He grabbed and shook a big thick tree there that normally, no-one could shake. But he shook it
very violently. It looked like he was going to uproot it.
DPB: I heard that Niangniang Ye's dizi was Qiao Shengcai. He didn't want to be the huala, so he escaped
to Lanzhou at the beginning of the fifth month so the deity would not possess him on the fifth day of the
fifth month during the Zhuanshan ritual. On the third day of the fifth month, he felt very uncomfortable,
very stressed. On the fourth day he jumped up and ran back to Weijiashan from Lanzhou.46 On the
morning of the fifth day, he ran to the Dazizhuang from Weijiashan without any shoes.47

To summarize, miaoshen are one of several numina that Sanchuan Mangghuer are familiar with.
These numina may be malevolent and cause disasters and misfortune or they may be benevolent and
seek to protect humans and ensure prosperity. Miaoshen are benevolent beings that are responsible for
territorial communities called bingjia. The source of miaoshen's ability to protect their community is
the deity's ganyan 'power'. Evidence of local beliefs in the ganyan of miaoshen can be seen in rituals,
scriptures, and oral narratives. However, the huala is the most palpable evidence of the ganyan of
miaoshen. Huala are humans who, through piercing qianzi, performing such feats of strength as
jumping, climbing, and running, and through their ability to identify the guanhuan, embody the ganyan
of miaoshen.
To conclude, I point out that the ganyan ideology and the role of the huala to some extent
45 Courtyard walls are usually four to five meters tall.
46 A distance of almost ninety kilometers as the crow flies.
47 See Snying bo rgyal and Rino (2009) for a similar account collected among Reb gong Tiebie.
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transcend ethnic and linguistic boundaries, as the following account illustrates.
CH: Older people told us that one of the Niangniang Ye huala once walked into the Yellow River and
pierced a spear into his body. Villagers should have stopped him, but they didn't. When that huala danced
back to Gaishang, even Saotur people were very surprised and knelt down on the ground. They stuck their
tongues out in surprise.

In part, this socially transcendental nature of the ganyan ideology can be seen by the fact that huala are
invited by Qidai, Saotur, and Tiebie to treat sicknesses and ameliorate disasters. The following two
accounts demonstrate this:
GH: One day several years ago, an old Tiebie man came to my village riding a horse. He came here
looking for me. He had asked an old man nearby where I lived, and that old man led him to my home. That
Tiebie man didn't speak Qidai very well so we couldn't communicate. He said, ''Grwa ba red, grwa ba red,
A monk, a monk,'' and pulled at his neck.48 I know what that word, grwa ba means. It means lama. That
was late in the afternoon. He just pulled at the skin on his neck again and again and didn't go home.
Eventually I called the other huala in my village and brought him to my home. I told him, ''Today,
we should go help this old Tiebie man, or he will stay here in my home.'' Then, we started to leave for his
home. I rode the horse and the other two walked.49 It was a long distance. When the sky became very dark,
we arrived there.
After drinking some tea, we went to their monastery. We found a monk in that monastery. He had
broken his arm. He was in great pain, but the benbenzi50 there couldn't help him. After making a gua, I
told that monk, ''You hurt the sizhu, and the sizhu is very angry with you.'' Then, I asked the other huala to
dance. After the other huala danced, he ran to that monk's home. He pointed to a roof beam. Then, the
other monks took that beam to the temple. When we went back to that monk's home, his pain had
disappeared. The monk had stolen that beam from the monastery and took it to his home. His pain ceased
immediately after the other monks took that beam back to the monastery.
GH: Once I went to treat a sick Salar man in Anduo.51 He said that he had been sick for eleven years. His
hands and feet were swollen. The first time I treated his hands in just one day. He was sick because he had
48 Pulling at the skin on the neck is a local Tiebie gesture of begging or pleading.
49 Allowing the huala to ride the horse was a sign of respect.
50 Benbenzi are household tantric practitioners of the Rnying ma pa Tiebie Buddhist sect.
51 In Xunhua Salar Autonomous County.
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moved earth somewhere52 and had also brought some Tiebie stuff into his home. The Tiebie's deity
punished him. Several days later he phoned me again. He said that his arms had recovered, but his feet still
had problems. So, I went there again. His feet got better and better after I came back.

As indicated in the account above, another aspect of the transethnic dimension of the ganyan ideology
is the fact that removal of property from the Tiebie homes is thought to cause illness; this belief is
expressed by Mangghuer, Qidai, and Saotur. It is thought that because Tiebie people have much faith in
their deities, their deities have much power.53 Removing property, whether by theft or by accident,
from a Tiebie household, angers their tutelary deity and the deity's ganyan sends illness. Such illnesses
are thought to be the most severe and include long term physical disability and severe mental illness.
That a disease originating in the ganyan of Tiebie deities can afflict Mangghuer, Saotur, and Qidai, and
be treated by Mangghuer religious practitioners, is proof of the transethnic nature of the ganyan
ideology, and helps to explain why Nadun is celebrated by Mangghuer, Qidai, and Tiebie, and attended
by Saotur.

52 Moving earth may release tusha 'sha from the earth' that may cause a person to fall ill. In a similar way, cutting trees
may release musha 'sha from trees'.
53 Given the extensive scholarship on Tiebie religions, very little has been written about how Tiebie conceive of and
experience dad pa 'faith'. The best treatment of the subject is from Ekvall, who suggests that dad pa is ''best translated by
the word 'faith', but ... it is a stronger and more inclusive term than the English word. It includes acceptance, adherence and
even adoration above and beyond all the nuances of faith, belief and trust'' (Ekvall 1953: 337). See Ekvall (1964) for an
extended discussion of the topic.
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2.2.2. Mangghuer Economies of Fortune54

Having described the affective agents of the ideology of causality, I now describe the object of these
agents' actions. Neither ghosts nor deities, nor the yiren that serve as their intermediaries, can act
directly on human beings. Instead, humans are acted upon indirectly, through the manipulation of
individual and group ami 'fate' and diandiar 'luck' (see the figure below for a schematic representation
of this).

DEITY
GHOST

FATE
LUCK

HUMANS

Figure 16. Causality in Sanchuan.
An individual's ami is the result of actions in a previous lifetime; performing religious
observances and leading a pious ethical life result in a better ami in one's next life. As death approaches,
elders engage in increased religious activities. They often become maniqi 'lay religious practitioners'.
Alternatively, an elder male may become a miaoguan. Religious activities in old age are thought to
improve ami, and help fulfill the aspiration of being reborn as a person, preferably in a family near
where one previously lived. At death, family members may make a mark on the corpse or observe birth
marks and other characteristic features of the body which will be looked for when babies are born in
the area. A male may be reborn as a female and a female as a male, but the new person is nonetheless
thought to inherit the ami of the person they reincarnated from. Between death and rebirth, a person's
ami is reassigned to a new body.55 The ami acquired in a previous life determines the circumstances of
54 I take the phrase 'economies of fortune' from da Col (2007) who adds to an extensive literature on Tiebie concepts of
luck, fortune, and personhood. For other contributions to this literature see Sams tsho skyid and Roche (2010), Clarke
(1990), Diemberger (1993), Huber and Pedersen (1997), Lichter and Epstein (1983), Mills (2005), Samuel (1993), and
Schicklgruber (1993). Such literature appears lacking by comparison in the anthropology of Qidai societies. However, see
Harrell (1987). Material on Mongolian economies of fortune is also limited, see Empson (2006), Ermakov (2008), and
Humphrey and Onon (1996).
55 Stuart and Hu (1992: 68-69) state that after death the soul is taken to 'Hell' and then ''After a period of atonement, during
which recompense is made for previous evil, the deceased is given another life, which may range from that of a very good
human life to a very miserable life to, worse still, the life of some lowly animal (e.g., a pig)''.
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rebirth, for example, if one is reborn into a good family, gets along well with others, and meets ample
opportunities in life leading to success.56
Further exploration of the role of maniqi sheds light on the concept of ami. The account below
gives an outline of the typical activities performed by maniqi.
WG: We chant in the miao on the first, eighth, and fifteenth of every lunar month, and we also chant if a
family invites us, mostly at weddings and funerals, but whenever the family asks. If we go chant in the
miao we bring oil to light lamps and also bring incense. When we go to people's homes on normal
occasions we don't take anything – they give us oil to light lamps and incense to burn. When we go to a
funeral, we bring paper to burn and also bring shangko, thin funeral bread which is burned for the
deceased.
What do we maniqi chant? We chant scriptures from the Mani Ganben. We also chant some other
scriptures – zaligudong scriptures. It is forbidden to chant zaligudong scriptures in the temple, but we can
chant whatever we like at home. We chant all the scriptures, but we don't know what they mean. Many
maniqi cannot read, they memorize the scriptures – but we all have our own copy of the Mani Ganben.
Even though we don't know the meaning of those scriptures, we chant them as often as possible to bring
peace to everybody in the world. We hope that everyone in the world can benefit, and that includes
ourselves – we hope we can have a better next life, but who knows if that is possible?

The main role of maniqi is to chant, and the function of chanting is seen to be the improvement of one's
next incarnation. Maniqi's role, therefore, is to manipulate ami. Lama are also concerned with the
manipulation of ami – their role will be discussed further below.
Unlike ami, diandiar or yunqi is restricted to one's current lifetime and is variable; while the
ami acquired in one life remains constant in the next, diandiar may change over time, and can also be
manipulated. Diandiar may be described as ha 'terrible' and mao 'bad', or gezai 'good'. Furthermore,
diandiar may exist for individuals and for such corporate social groups as families and for entire
regions, for example, the Sanchuan region – these groups do not possess ami.
Bad diandiar manifests as illness, accidents and injury, an inability to earn money, a propensity
to fail exams, to lose things, to quarrel with others (and lose), and generally fail in all endeavors; the
difference between diandiar ha and diandiar mao is only a matter of degree. Diandiar gezai is the
56 A term related to ami that could be glossed in English as 'fate' is yuan. Examples of yuan include two people from
distant places meeting and becoming friends, or having an innate ability to perform a task without training. The first is the
yuan of the two people to meet, the second is the yuan of the individual to succeed at the given task.
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opposite – not only an absence of failure but the presence of success in many realms of life. Generally,
diandiar is thought of vertically with diandiar ha and mao being low and diandiar gezai being high.
Diandiar can therefore be manipulated by physically moving higher. For example, prior to exams,
students climb hills, and prior to undertaking migrant labor, adults do the same, both in the hope of
raising their diandiar.
Certain omens may also help in learning future diandiar and hence enable actions to be taken to
either avert or encourage it. A crow cawing, for example, portends death and bad diandiar, whereas
magpies and their calls are signs of visitors and diandiar gezai. A snake crossing a path signifies an
obstruction to diandiar, but this may be avoided by making a way around the snake. Encountering
empty containers when departing to begin new endeavors indicates low diandiar whereas full
containers indicate the opposite and therefore that success will ensue.57 Meeting a whirlwind anywhere,
under any circumstances, is considered a bad omen for they are made by ghosts and other evils that
lower diandiar. Apart from these methods for manipulating diandiar, people also believe that doing
good deeds can raise one's diandiar.
In a vague way, diandiar is thought to be associated with, or reside on the head. Women have
the ability to lower a man's diandiar by touching him on the head or upper body. For this reason many
elderly, conservative Mangghuer men never visit female barbers. Walking under women's pants, shoes,
or socks, or any contact between women's clothes and the upper body of men is similarly damaging to
men's diandiar; hence, ''Go home and wear your wife's head scarf!'' is considered a serious insult
among Mangghuer men.
In the same way that maniqi manipulate ami, yiren, including huala, huashi, yinyang, and
nianjiangui, manipulate diandiar. Having a low diandiar makes one susceptible to attacks from ghosts
and harm from sha, whereas a high diandiar ensures strength and health. If family members experience
ill health, this is often thought to be caused by malevolent beings, but ultimately the cause may be that
the family's diandiar is low and needs to be raised. In order to avoid such a situation, individuals and
families often ask the help of yinyang or huala in determining auspicious timings for actions that may
57 Sams tsho skyid and Roche (2011) discuss the same phenomenon among Tiebie in Phug sde Village, Bsang chu (Xiahe)
County. The account from Forman (1936: 78) comes from the same region:
A rider rode ahead throwing blue muslin kadakhs over the buckets of water carried by women whom we passed
along the road. A full bucket of water crossing one's path at the outset of a journey is a good omen – and empty one,
a bad omen. So he carried a whip, too, with which he lashed any unfortunate with an empty bucket who had not
seen us coming in time to dash away from the road.
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potentially lower diandiar. These include:


on what date and at what time to take a corpse out of a home for burial;



at what time to bury a corpse;



on what date and at what time a bride should leave her natal home, arrive at the groom's home,
and when she should kowtow to her parents-in-law the first time;



on what dates to move earth or cut trees;



on what dates to relocate a tomb and;



on which date and at what time to begin building a new household gate or

courtyard walls.

During such times certain people, based on their zodiac sign within the traditional Qidai zodiac system
of twelve animals, must avoid the corpse or new bride, because their diandiar will make them
particularly vulnerable to harm by sha. Failure to avoid the corpse or bride for the determined people at
this time may result in death (BSN, MY); other people whose diandiar is high are not harmed by the
sha. Similarly, sha may injure or kill people if they dig soil or cut trees at a time when their diandiar is
low.
Yiren may also choose auspicious locations to build new structures in order to maximize
diandiar; this practice is discussed further below.

2.2.3. Conclusion
The system of causality described above consists of agents and objects. The agents are ghosts and
deities whereas the object these agents act upon are luck and fate. Ghosts are malevolent agents,
whereas deities may be malevolent or benevolent. Yiren deal with malevolent agents to avert or
ameliorate disasters by containing, expelling, and suppressing malevolent forces with ritual
interventions. People may also improve their worldly luck by interacting with deities through burning
papers and oil or making animal sacrifices; the outcome of these interactions is indicated by shuoghor
or qianzi. Alternatively, humans and deities may interact through the person of the huala, who
embodies a deity. At the pivotal intersection between humans, deities, and luck, is the deity's ganyan
'power', which enables them to be lingyan 'efficacious'.
In the next section, I describe the impact of Buddhism on communities in Sanchuan. While the
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system of causation described above is central to Nadun, I delineate a much less important role for
Buddhism.
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2.3. The Mangghuer Encounter with Buddhism

Buddhism in Sanchuan has a long history. Potanin (1893) speculates that the history of Buddhism in
Sanchuan dates back to the early diffusion of Buddhism from India into China along the Silk Road.
Local folklore (GJ) regarding Buddhist images carved in stone in Ganjia Monastery states that they
date back to the Sui Dynasty (581-681 CE). The proximity of Sanchuan to Bingling Temple, a
prominent Buddhist center that reached its peak during the early Tang Dynasty (618-917 CE), also
supports the early diffusion of Buddhism in this area.
This early diffusion of Buddhism, however, seems to have had little discernible impact on
contemporary Buddhist practice in the area. There are presently about fourteen Buddhist monasteries
scattered throughout Sanchuan, all of which belong to the Tiebie Buddhist Dge lugs pa Sect,
originating in the reforms of Rje tsong kha pa (1357-1419). Such monasteries as Zhaomuchuan
Monastery have no lama, while most have a small population of between one and ten lama. Folklore
(CH, Feng and Stuart 1993) suggests Kadiga Monastery existed during Rje tsong kha pa's lifetime; it
now houses a nanzi said to be painted with his blood. Additionally, Tshe brtan Monastery in Xing'er is
also the 'Mother' monastery of Dan tig Monastery in Hualong County, where the assassin of the last
Tiebie king meditated after fleeing central Tibet.58
Despite this long history, concentration of significant sites, and the number of temples and
practitioners in Sanchuan today, the contemporary local impact of Dge lugs pa Buddhism appears to be
relatively minimal.59 In the following pages I demonstrate this by describing the limited role of the
lama, the way in which Buddhist deities are discussed in Sanchuan, and how local landscape is
conceived. In beginning below with the latter point, I take up the topic of mandalaization.
Ramble (2008: 187-188) describes mandalaization as a process which deprives landscape:
... of its natural chaos and order it in a variety of different ways: typically, the shape of the place is
58 Glang dar ma was assassinated by Lha lung dpal gyi rdo rje in approximately 842 CE (Stein 1972).
59 Proper weight must be accorded to the modifier relatively. My purpose is to compare Sanchuan and other 'Buddhacised'
locales (Buffetrille [1998]). I am not making a statement about the importance of Dge lugs pa Buddhism to Mangghuer
people. For this perspective see for example Zhu and Stuart's (1999: 341) definition of the Mangghuer who: '''may be
understood as a collection of people who, while demonstrating considerable variation in language and cultural presentations,
are related in speaking dialects with numerous affinities to Mongol, are non-Islamic, are much influenced by Dge lugs pa
Buddhism, and dwell primarily in eastern Qinghai and adjoining Gansu provinces'' (emphasis mine).
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simplified to the quincunx of a mandala; the census of its streams, caves, lakes, and other features is
standardized to auspicious numbers – seven, thirteen (in the case of Bonpo sites), 108, and so on; rocks are
reported to be composed of precious substances or are attributed with a variety of shapes from the stock of
imagery favored by the convention – usually religious instruments and animals; placegods of entirely local
significance are pulled into the periphery of the mandala as minor protectors, and major tantric divinities
are set at the centre.

Landscape in Sanchuan is not conceptually mandalaized by locals, whereas in many other areas that
have undergone conversion to Dge lugs pa Buddhism, this 'taming'60 is the first step in a process of
converting not only the local populace, but also the local landscape and the deities embodied therein.61
As opposed to mandala-based metaphors of space, metaphors focusing on meiqi are commonly
used in Sanchuan. Meiqi is a positive numinous force that flows beneath a landscape like water; one
consultant (MH2) even stated that meiqi is actually spring water.62 Meiqi is able to bring prosperity
and security to a place or region. Its ability to do so increases in relation to the extent to which the
meiqi is connected to other 'streams' of meiqi. The connectivity of a locale's meiqi may be manipulated
to increase or decrease the prosperity of a region, as shown in the following account.
SJE: Elders said that there was a thick pine forest on the mountains near Hongtai Village in Puba Valley in
the past. That forest was called Black Forest. At that time there were many clever people in inner China.
When those clever people discovered that many powerful people were appearing in the northwest, they
came to cut off the meiqi for this whole region. There is a gap on the mountain near Hongtai Village today.
Elders told us that that gap was dug by people from inner China. That mountain is called Luotuo (Camel)
Mountain, though many people also call that Nanzi Mountain. There is a small hill near which is the head
of the camel. People from inner China cut the neck of the camel by digging out the earth that connected it
to the camel's body. They cut the camel's neck and then that camel died, and so this place became poorer
and poorer and poorer. Near that gap, you can see white earth on top of the mountain, but there is red earth
under the white earth – that is the camel's blood.
When people from inner China came to dig that, they dug in the daytime, but in the nighttime, the
earth came back. Every morning those people found that the earth had returned to the hole they had dug.
Then later they dug that hole day and night, and one day, blood came out from the camel's neck. The blood
60 cf. Samuel (1992), Mills (2003), and Mumford (1989).
61 For examples of mandalaized landscapes see Mills (2003), Epstein and Peng (1999), and Ramble (2008).
62 MH2: ''... meiqi is 'spring'. When a spring arrives somewhere, that place will become very prosperous, very rich. There
are many powerful people in Nuojie Village because there are many springs flowing under Nuojie Village.''
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flowed along the valley. It flowed to Baojia Shawar. When that blood saw a young boy there, it changed
its appearance to look like an old man and asked the boy, ''Hey boy, did you see a person going towards
the south?'' The boy answered, ''No I didn't see anyone going south.'' That boy said that he hadn't seen
anyone, so the meiqi stopped there. If the meiqi had gone into the Yellow River, the camel would have
come back to life again. I am sure there is meiqi underground.

The limited impact of Dge lugs pa Buddhism in Sanchuan is also suggested by the way in which
Buddhist deities are discussed in comparison to local discourse on miaoshen. Mangghuer in Sanchuan
talk about sizhu 'monastic deities' and miaoshen differently. Vagueness and disinterest characterize
discussions of sizhu. Mangghuer do not identify with sizhu as they do with miaoshen, probably because
the same two sizhu – Qiguru Danqian and Luozi Tianwang – are found in all Sanchuan monasteries.
Even though certain miao in Minzhu Valley chisi chimiao 'enshrine miaoshen in Buddhist monasteries,
and sizhu in miao' (DU, CMG, MJSE), little personal connection with Buddhist deities is expressed.
This may be due to the fact that the kurten 'Buddhist mediums' that once embodied these deities have
all gone, or as appears to have happened in the case of one kurten in Wushi Valley, have become
huala.63 Once renowned for such displays of power as impaling themselves with swords and spears
(SY, DX, MG, DPB, SH),
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the kurten were perhaps already in decline prior to 1958. The presence of

these impressive figures may have inspired people to speak of sizhu with the same deference with
which they now speak of miaoshen, but in the absence of kurten, the sizhu have been relegated to a
position of indifference by most Sanchuan Mangghuer.
A further fact suggests that Dge lugs pa Buddhism has had limited impact on Mangghuer: the
limited role played by lama. Reincarnated lama are locally referred to as amitu laoye or geigan (also
63 CH states that local elders refer to him as kurten or naichun, the latter of which appears to be from the Tiebie gnas
chung, the so-called 'state oracle' of Tibet (Tsepak Rinzin 1992, Peter, Prince of Greece and Denmark 1978). For materials
on kurten in the Mongolian cultural realm, see Bumochir Dulam and Oyuntungalag Ayushiin (2006). Schram (2006 [1954,
1957, 1961]) and Limusishiden and Roche (nd) also describe kurten among the Mongghul.
64 SH provided the following account:
The kurten put a curved sword in his stomach. My father helped him to pound the end of the sword into his abdomen
with a big stone. When the point of the sword hit the spine, I heard a sound like keng and the kurten made a noise like
heng. When the kurten went out to return the earth [which the family had moved thus causing sickness], he stabbed a
spear into his stomach and the spear went right through his body and about forty centimeters came out the back. It was
really unbelievable. I was very young, but I can still remember it very clearly. I was very frightened when I saw that.
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shuguo geigan) and are recognized as a separate class of lama, which I say more about below. Lama
reside permanently in ximie 'Buddhist Monasteries'. Their main function is reading scriptures. On the
first and fifteenth of every lunar month, unless they have been called to villagers' homes to chant, lama
gather in their monastery to chant the Molan scripture. They also gather in the monastery to chant on
the Buddha's birthday (the eighth day of the fourth lunar month), and the day of Buddha's death (the
fifteenth day of the fourth lunar month).
Outside the monastery, lama are invited to villagers' homes to chant on various occasions.
Shortly before, or immediately after, a person's death, lama are invited to chant for the deceased for
three days as locals believe this helps the deceased achieve a better reincarnation. Lama also chant on
the seventh, fourteenth, twenty-first, twenty-eighth, thirty-fifth, forty-second, forty-ninth, and onehundredth day after the death (see below). Thereafter, lama are commonly invited to chant annually on
the anniversary of the person's death. Lama are also invited to chant:


for a person's sixtieth birthday;



for celebrations held when an elderly person completes their coffin;65



to treat diseases;



to renew wobo (see above);



on Hanshi or Qingming when families renew their ancestral tombs; and



in order to ensure family prosperity in general, or in the case of recurrent disaster, to chant
Ping'an Jing.66

Lama also divine using their fingers or beads to find lost livestock or other property, and also burn sar
to expel evil.
In communities where Dge lugs pa and other forms of Tiebie Buddhism exist, Buddhist
practitioners play a diverse range of roles, providing various services to the community. Such roles
rarely conform to the Western ideal of ascetic hermits engaged solely in meditation. In order to deal
with this variety, Samuel (1993) makes a useful distinction between shamanic and clerical practitioners.
Shamanic practitioners are primarily concerned with such worldly objectives as curing illness or

65 People commonly begin preparations for death when they turn sixty. They commission carpenters to build a coffin and
hold a party when the coffin is completed. They may have it painted prior to the party or later, and then hold a second
celebration. For further details on these celebrations, see Chapter Three.
66 This is the Qidai name for the scripture. We were unable to obtain the Tiebie name.
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ensuring material success and prosperity, and include: sngags pa 'tantrins'; lha pa, dpa' po, sku rten,
'mediums';67 mo ba 'diviners'; gter ston 'treasure revealers';68 grub thob pa 'yogins'; and sprul sku
'reincarnated lama'. By contrast, clerical practitioners are concerned with correct ethical behavior, the
acquisition of merit, the cultivation of good karma, and with improving subsequent rebirths. The
ordained monk is the typical representative of clerical Dge lugs pa Buddhism (see Mills 2003).
Aligning this system with Mangghuer concepts of causality outlined above, the shamanic forms
can be said to be concerned with diandiar, whereas the clerical forms are primarily concerned with ami.
In Sanchuan, lama do influence diandiar, primarily through chanting scripture. However, dealing with
diandiar is principally the role of huala, who act by recourse to ganyan of the miaoshen in curing
rituals and in Nadun. Huashi, yinyang, and nianjiangui also play roles in manipulating diandiar.
Though lama manipulate diandiar, this role is limited, and lama are only one of several practitioners
who may be consulted. However, lama have exclusive claim in dealing with ami and sotereological
concerns.
This 'division of labor' is evident in funerary practices, described in detail by Stuart and Hu
(1992). Two practitioners are involved: the yinyang (though this role is filled by huala in Puba Valley
and Wushi Valley) and lama. Yinyang deal explicitly with the corpse and the pollution it causes to the
living. Central to their role is determining the timing of key events during the funeral to minimize
possible negative impacts on household and individual diandiar. Yinyang determine when the coffin is
to be taken from the home, when it is to be placed in the ground, and which people should avoid the
coffin during this transition. Lama, on the other hand, deal exclusively with the deceased's soul. They
chant in order to guide the deceased through the trials of the afterlife and to ensure a positive rebirth.
Yinyang manage the diandiar of the living; lama manage the ami of the deceased.
Further evidence of lama's limited importance in manipulating ami and sotereological concerns
is provided by their behavior and community reactions to it. Unlike in nearby Tiebie communities, it is
not considered shameful if lama disrobe or are unchaste.69 I believe this is because in Tiebie areas
these actions would be thought harmful to individual and community luck that is predicated on the
concept of purity, (Sams tsho skyid and Roche 2011) especially the purity of monks, (Makley 2007) the
violation of which can have community-wide effects. On the other hand the role of lama in Sanchuan is

67 See Bellezza (2005) for a thorough literature review on the role of these various mediums.
68 See Gyatso (1993).
69 The situation of lama among the Mangghuer is somewhat similar to the situation described by Hua (2001: 104) among
the Na of southwest China: ''Even those who had already pronounced their vows did not observe chastity.''
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primarily concerned with the ami of individuals and the behavior of lama is not seen as impacting
communal diandiar. The role of lama in supporting maniqi is also evidence of lama's focus on dealing
with ami by supporting Niuniu.70 A final fact suggesting that lama are primarily concerned with
manipulating ami is that Sanchuan lama are not expected to be able to debate or teach Buddhist
philosophy. Their role is to read scriptures thought to be efficacious in manipulating the ami of the
deceased or elderly; they are not expected to understand these scriptures, which are, after all, in a
language foreign to them. 71 Ritual role, public conduct, interaction with maniqi, and limited
understanding of scriptural content indicate the lama's sotereological orientation and focus on the
manipulation of ami.
This sotereological focus can most clearly be seen in the way reincarnate lama are viewed in
Sanchuan. If miaoshen are venerated because they represent the possibility of manipulating diandiar,
reincarnated lama are venerated because of their ability to manipulate ami. Therefore, at Nadun in
Enduba Valley on 3 October 2009, the reincarnated lama of nearby Wofo Temple was seated on a table
at equal height with and to the right of the local miaoshen (in this case, Jiutian Shengmu Niangniang
Ye); the table was decorated with flowers, fruits, two bottles of liquor, and bread, as was the table in
front of the deity's palanquin. The lama was venerated with kowtows; people kowtowed first to the
lama and then to the miaoshen. There are very few such reincarnated lama in Sanchuan, perhaps less
than half a dozen, but they wield considerable influence. An example of this is alterations made to the
Zhuangzang ritual for Erlang.
Prior to about 2002, the Erlang Ye image kept in the Erlang Miao in Hulijia, had chouzang
'stinking organs' made from living animals that were renewed on a regular basis, as previously
described. However in 2002, the reincarnate lama of Zhujia Monastery intervened to have Erlang's
chouzang replaced with xiangzang 'fragrant organs' also known as jingzang 'scripture organs' consisting
of Buddhist scriptures written in Tiebie and do not require renewal. This decision was made in line
with Dge lugs pa proscriptions on taking life and mirrors interventions made by Dge lugs pa
practitioners elsewhere to proscribe dmar mchod 'red offerings' (blood sacrifices) that involve the
taking of life.72 The replacement of Erlang's chouzang with xiangzang has been controversial, as the
70 Ortner's (1978) analysis of this ritual among the Sherpas of Nepal posits it as an expression of Tiebie Buddhist 'ascetic
ideology'.
71 The focus on the texts' efficacy may not necessarily be predicated on linguistic context, however. Mills (2003) describes
a similar focus on textual efficacy in Ladakh, where a Tiebie dialect is spoken and where Tiebie Buddhists texts could,
presumably, be understood.
72 Childs (1997) deals with the issue of animal sacrifice in Tiebie Buddhist communities in Nepal.
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quotes below illustrate:
GH: Some huala in Hachuan went into trance and said, ''You put scriptures in my stomach. I feel very
uncomfortable, and my power has diminished.''
DX: Two years ago, in the afternoon after people carried Erlang's sedan from Lajia Nadun to Guanting
and put the palanquin in Gaishang's tent, a terrible hailstorm came and destroyed much of the crops in
Lajia, Zhujia, and Gaishang – all in just thirty minutes. The huala danced and said, ''My stomach is too
heavy and uncomfortable.'' People said that this was because the Zhujia Lama had changed the organs to
jingzang, and Erlang Ye was punishing people for that.

After much conflict, Erlang Ye's organs were reconverted to chouzang prior to Nadun in 2010.
I refer to the authority that allowed the reincarnate lama to tamper with Sanchuan's most
important deity as karmic charisma. This authority is derived from the perceived fact that such
individuals are able to manipulate their own ami in order to be reborn again in the human realm. Given
the local importance of manipulating diandiar, and miaoshen's central role in doing this, the fact that a
lama could mandate a change effectively reconfiguring this relationship is proof of the strength of
karmic charisma. That locals argued intensely for eight years before re-empowering their deity with
chouzang is a sign of the importance of karmic charisma and individuals seen to be invested with it.
However, it also ultimately demonstrates the senior position that matters relating to diandiar and
ganyan have over those regarding ami. It also illustrates the relative position of the two institutions
which represent these concerns: temple cults and Dge lugs pa Buddhism. The picture that emerges is of
a limited field of influence for Dge lugs pa Buddhism as an institution, limited to the impact of a few
individuals, mostly amitu laoye, invested with karmic charisma. An example of such a person is
Sanchuan's most locally famous modern personality, Zhu Haishan (1894-1980).
Also known as Zhu Lama, he was born in Jielong Village in Puba Valley. Zhu and Stuart (1999:
35) write: ''His path to success seems to be based on the formula that other Monguor monks also
applied: a winning personality plus fluency in Monguor, Mongol, Tiebie, and Qidai that allowed them
to facilitate between different groups of Dge-lugs-pa devotees... Knowledge of these languages was
surely a major factor when the ninth Panchen Lama chose Zhu as his translator in 1923 while he was in
Qinghai.'' In this capacity he traveled widely throughout Inner China and Tiebie regions, particularly
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within the Sino-Tibetan frontier region.73 Zhu Haishan was responsible for building the first school in
Sanchuan, as well as recruiting the teachers and students for the schools; in total he built thirteen
schools throughout Sanchuan (DW), including a girls' school (YM, WG) in Qinjia near Guanting and
established a library in Guanting (DW). Significantly for the present case, Zhu Haishan also seemed to
have had the authority to permit the fission of communities and the building of new temples, for
example in Xiera, Xing'er (CHS) and Puba Valley (MG). PBG also reports that Zhu Lama constructed
the wobo that is today at the summit of Nanzi Shan in Puba Valley. As stated above, Zhu Haishan was
also responsible for permanently relocating Erlang Ye from Huozhou and instating him as the zongshen
of Sanchuan.
I have argued that outside of the persons of such reincarnated lamas as Zhu Haishan, Dge lugs
pa Buddhism has had limited impact in Sanchuan. Such individuals have demonstrated the total
mastery of Dge lugs pa's locally construed purview – the manipulation of ami– through the practice of
intentioned reincarnation. They thus mirror miaoshen and their total manipulation of diandiar. And,
after all, miaoshen were also humans once. Apart from amitu laoye, rank and file lama have very
limited roles. They are essential in funerals as manipulators of ami, but in other circumstances are only
one of several practitioners that may be employed to manipulate diandiar. Furthermore, it is the texts
they recite, rather than the lama themselves which are seen as efficacious. Dge lugs pa Buddhism has
manifestly failed to impact Mangghuer life in arenas where Dge lugs pa Buddhism has been successful
elsewhere – in constructing landscape, in providing a diverse range of practitioners, and in inspiring
devotion to its deities.74
It is important to point out as a final note that rather than the conflicts or syncretic syntheses
often described for the interaction of Tiebie Buddhism and local traditions elsewhere (Mumford 1989),
the Sanchuan situation resembles the operation of niches in classical ecological theory. Lama and other
religious practitioners, and the broader institutions they represent, co-exist primarily by dealing with
different concerns – lama with ami and huala, yinyang, huashi, and nianjiangui with diandiar. This
73 See Tuttle (2004) for a description of the Panchen lama's activities in the Sino-Tibetan frontier regions, preaching
Buddhism and agitating for the Nationalist government, and his reliance on local translators and intermediaries. See Wang
(2000) for a discussion of the Mongghul lama Lcang skya Rol pa'i rdo rje, who was a cultural broker between the Tiebie
Buddhist clergy and the Qing Dynasty's Qianlong Emperor. Lcang skya Rol pa'i rdo rje appears to have fulfilled a role
similar to Zhu Lama, though on a different scale.
74 For monographic works describing communities in which Dge lugs pa and other forms of Tiebie Buddhism have had
relatively more success in achieving hegemony, see, for example, Aziz (1978), Balikci (2008), Desjarlais (2003), or Ortner
(1989, 1991).
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exclusive division of labor raises the possibility that what may appear as syncretism in similar contexts
may simply represent a failure to recognize the exclusive domains of certain practitioners and
institutions. Additionally what may seem like the dominance of one tradition over another might more
accurately be described as the expansion of certain concerns and the diminishing of others.
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2.4. Conclusion
In this chapter I have outlined what I regard as the ontological basis of Nadun. The ritual is premised
on the existence of deities who possess efficacious power, ganyan, enabling them to manipulate
humans' worldly fortunes, diandiar. The importance of ganyan is attested to through numerous rituals,
texts, and oral accounts. Deities and their ganyan are most manifestly present within communities
when embodied in the huala, most notably during Nadun. Huala are judged primarily according to
their ability to withstand the pain of piercing themselves with thick metal skewers, but also their ability
to dance with displays of physical strength, to correctly locate specific offerings during Nadun, and to
perform such feats as running long distances or licking hot swords. Huala are also important for their
role in suppressing and expelling dughuli 'ghosts' and other mao yama 'evils'.
People in Sanchuan interact with deities in unmediated, dyadic relationships, through offerings
which often take the form of a direct exchange of goods for services – grain and money, oil, liquor,
flowers, and livestock in exchange for the deity positively manipulating the supplicant's diandiar in a
specific endeavor (e.g. taking an examination) or event (e.g. an illness). Such exchanges are often
framed in terms of securing appropriate wind and rain in order for crops to thrive, but are more
generally directed towards avoiding calamity and ensuring the prosperity of communities and
individuals by raising their diandiar.
The nexus of ganyan, diandiar, and huala is a major concern for Sanchuan people and imparts
great significance to temple deities and their cults. By contrast, the institution of Dge lugs pa Buddhism
is comparatively unimportant, with lama's role being limited to the manipulation of ami 'fate'. In this
context, however, the person of the amitu laoye, the reincarnate lama, is possessed of karmic charisma,
an air of authority derived from their manifest ability to manipulate ami to the same extent that
miaoshen manipulate diandiar.
In the next section I show specific elements of Nadun that derive from the general principles
outlined in this chapter so far.
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2.5. Artifacts
The artifacts below exemplify aspects of the Nadun motivated by ideologies of power, efficacy, luck,
and karmic charisma. These artifacts are drawn from field-notes, interviews, videos, and photographs
and are accompanied by brief comments explaining how each exemplifies ideologies of power, efficacy,
and luck. Two final artifacts focus on the encounter with Buddhism and the role of karmic charisma in
Nadun. The artifacts are drawn from Nadun in a variety of locations. The purpose is to demonstrate that
despite the variation inherent in Nadun, the basic ideological content remains constant.
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Artifact 1: Interview excerpt, Wenjia 22 August 2008.
WD: We dance Nadun to thank deities. Some young drummers and gong beaters are very happy when
they dance – that's because of the deities. The origin of people's happiness is the deities' happiness.

Artifact 2: Interview excerpt, Shanzhaojia 5 September 2008.
SH: We dance Nadun to repay deities. Deities protect us and after we get a good harvest, we should
thank them.
Artifact 3: Interview excerpt, Dazizhuang 1 December 2008.
MM: Elders told us that we dance Nadun to repay deities. We thank deities with bread made from the
best flour.

Artifact 4: Interview excerpt, Ganjia Chuan 4 October 2009.
GJC: We have to dance. If we don't dance, then our deity is very angry and punishes villagers.

Comment: These interview excerpts unambiguously assert that the motivation for holding the Nadun is
to venerate local deities, and also affirm the direct, dyadic nature of human-deity relationships.
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Artifact 5: Mujia Temple 13 October 2009.75

Artifact 6: Niejie 5 October 2009.

75 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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Artifacts 7 and 8: Longbu 31 August 2008.
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Comment: Deities may be brought to the Nadun ground in the form of a flag, paiwei, or as a statue
enshrined within a palanquin in a tent.
Artifact 9: Sijia, Enduba Valley 3 October 2009.

Comment: Liquor, incense, oil, butter, fruit, sweets, English walnuts, bread, flowers, water, and paper
are placed before the miaoshen (Jiutian Shengmu Niangniang Ye). These offerings are intended to
delight the miaoshen and therefore enlist the miaoshen's ganyan for the community's protection and
prosperity. The large metal disc in front of the palanquin is an embodiment of the local sizhu. Enduba
Valley employs the chisi chimiao system of mutual enshrinement.
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Artifact 10: Xiera 9 October 2009.

Comment: Huangan on a threshing ground adjacent to the Xiera miao, where Nadun was held. On this
occasion, Nadun consisted of maniqi chanting at the temple and individual villagers making offerings
to the deity. The huangan were then taken down and burned with the assistance of a man imitating a
huala.
Artifact 11: Majia 21 August 2008.76

76 Photograph by Deng Yulong.
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Comment: The baogai raised on huangan in Hachuan are large and elaborate.
Artifact 12: Gamaka 16 October 2009.

Comment: Even at this very simple Nadun, huangan are raised for the miaoshen. Gamaka villagers are
self-identifying Tiebie who refer to Erlang Ye as Ge sar rgyal po (see Chapter Four for more on Ge sar).
At the Nadun we witnessed, about half a dozen village men sat in the temple courtyard and waited for
representatives from Chenjiaola, a village on the mountain above this valley-bottom village, to arrive.
Artifact 13: Dazhuang 14 October 2009.
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Comment: At the conclusion of the Dazhuang Nadun the huala, in this Tiebie village referred to as lha
pa, is possessed and holds a gangdao. Qianliang and biao are being burned in the center of this picture.

Artifact 14: Doujia 7 September 2008.77

Comment: The Doujia huala has pierced himself with a single qianzi and runs towards the guanhuan
holding his gangdao.
Artifact 15: Puba Valley 23 October 2009.78

77 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
78 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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Comment: The Puba Valley huala shakes his head to remove the qianzi. TH states, ''When the time
comes, the qianzi will fall out if I shake my head just twice.'' MH1 concurs:
If the deity leads me to take out the qianzi, then I just shake my head and the qianzi fall out on the ground
by themselves, but if the deity doesn't want me take out the qianzi, even if I pulled on the qianzi as hard as
I could, I could not get them out.

Artifact 16 and 17: Sijia, Enduba Valley 3 October 2009.

Comment: The deity's importance to Nadun is such that, in communities that currently have no huala, a
villager often performs the huala role at the end of the Nadun. Here a villager comically performs the
role of huala. Meanwhile the local Nadun organizers hold and display the huala's ten qianzi (below).
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Artifact 18: Baojia 25 October 2009.

Comment: DD said, ''When I carry the palanquin it is sometimes very light on my shoulders, it feels
like there is nothing there, but sometimes it feels very heavy and I sweat and I can't control myself
when I run.''
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Artifact 19: Shanzhaojia 5 September 2008.79

Comment: Villagers line up to have Erlang Ye's palanquin carried over their heads. This is thought to
raise their diandiar.
Artifact 20: Interview excerpt, Guojia 21 December 2008.
GH: The reason we Guojia people don't dance masked performances is that if we dance with masks,
dancers will die. Once, villagers danced with masks, but later, all those dancers died, and then we
stopped performing the dances.

79 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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Comment: The purpose of Nadun is to manipulate communal diandiar. For the majority of
communities, this takes a positive form – Nadun is held in order to delight the deity so as to ensure
communal diandiar. But in some cases, the performance of certain aspects of Nadun instead of
delighting the deity, anger her or him and cause the deity to ruala people in anger. In such cases, these
aspects of Nadun will be omitted. This is true in the above case, where masked dances are not
performed.
Artifact 21: Field notes, Mujia Temple 13 October 2009.
At 10:50 the sedan is brought out from the temple, being carried by four men in their early thirties at the
oldest. They run to and fro sluggishly, occasionally turning in one direction or the other. Instead of
taking the sedan directly to the platform outside, they run around a little … back and forth, back and
forth, spinning, occasionally running towards the crowd and scattering onlookers before turning around,
occasionally plowing directly into the crowd and causing great confusion.
After several minutes, some people seem to be becoming more amused, others more upset.
People start yelling at the men to finish. The taller huashi (both are beating drums) fans his drum
forcefully at the sedan, using two hands, every time it comes in his direction. Eventually, an old man
comes forth and 'encourages' the sedan to move in the right direction … they toddle off anticlockwise
around the temple… and after moving into the distance, they return again, much to general consternation.
Several old men gesture at them, and come out to grab the sedan from them, until eventually, after
twelve minutes they plow through the crowd and down the path from the temple terrace and into the
field where they rush about, sometimes going straight for the edge of the field terrace before spinning
around again.
Having left the temple, they still seem reluctant to go to the platform where the palanquin should
be placed. They continue this for several minutes, again rushing into the crowd several times; a fairly
large crowd has gathered around the platform. Elder men gesture again for them to finish, shouting and
coming forward to take the sedan, until eventually they put the sedan on the platform, assisted by several
elder men, at 11:06. The sedan now faces north, with the temple on the deity's left side.
Two boxes of fireworks are then set off. Elders burn papers, kowtow, offer incense and liquor,
and tie small sewn images on the sedan. This continues for several minutes among a thronging crowd.

Comment: This intense period of activity demonstrates that when the palanquin is brought out, the
bearers' behavior demonstrates the deity's power. Later in the day when the palanquin was returned, the
bearers similarly took a long, erratic route, bothering and boring people. An elder yelled, urging them
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to hurry up and finish, to which one bearer replied, ''It isn't us doing it, it's the deity.'' In all instances
where the deity is enshrined in a palanquin, the men carrying it weave, lurch, run, twist, and turn, in a
visible, visceral display of the miaoshen's power.
The fireworks, beating of drums, the sewn images, the burned papers, the kowtows, even the
crowd itself, may all be regarded as petitions to the miaoshen, in this case Xiansheng Ye, to intervene
in the life of individuals and communities by manipulating their diandiar.
Artifact 22: Notes from video, Xiawan 13 September 2008.
Nadun in Xiawan is a momohui 'bread meeting,' which is also called a chihui 'eating meeting' elsewhere.
The proceedings are relatively simple: male villagers gather at the temple, bringing steamed bread their
wives have prepared, liquor, cigarettes, and qianliang. The miaoguan begins by throwing shuoghor to
see if the deity, in this case Jiutian Shengmu Niangniang Ye, is happy to remain in the temple. On this
occasion the shuoghor gives a positive answer, and so the qianliang are hung on the temple eaves. If
the answer had been negative, huangan would have been raised in the field adjacent to the temple.
For a few hours, the village men and children sit in the temple courtyard. Children play while
men drink liquor and chat. Then, the miaoguan decides that it is time to conclude the proceedings.
While one man beats a gong, the miaoguan stands in front of a burner in the courtyard. Another man
hands him qianliang and another hands him pieces of bread, which are burned with a small splash of
alcohol from a cup the miaoguan's holds in his left hand. After burning paper in this way for two
minutes, the gong beating ceases, and the miaoguan turns to make a short speech.
1

Zha, ninggesa qi ma Ghazher Suzong.

2

Qimeidu shisansa jiaoduer, shisan shisi qini nadun bi sa.

3

Qini baohuini nuoqighaji.

4

Du zou shiwudu kuersa hai yao qimeidu nanshen geji.

5

Ninggesa Ghazher Suzong.

6

Qi ma shi nazherdu kuerji lan hong dang yu geji.

7

Du zou wanmindu kuji kuerji,

8

Zhuangjiani baoyou shangchang gesa.

9

Ghazher Suzong, du zou ningdu zhongxing rending jiajia huhuni pangong bang.

10

Jiajia huhu dushi changqian baogai bang
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11

Qimeidu ma shi xiezeng geser bang.

12

Zai qimeidu shi shang you sanshisan tian ni Yuhuang Laoyesa jierbariji.

13

Xiahuang ni Dizangwang Pusasa jierbariji.

14

A, zou shi haiyou Mahanshanni Qinglong Daiwangsa jierbariji,

15

Houshan Shanshen Daiwangsa jierbariji.

16

Kanggeda Huaini Huoro Daiwangsa jierbariji.

17

Ai, zai qimeidu muni ma shi chisi chimiao, bensi sizhusa jierbariji.

18

Henan Erbei Xitian Dasheng Chuanshu Daidisa jierbariji.

19

Laomiaoni hushusa jierbariji, yimiaodu luoshen.

20

Qianshan Wobo Laoyesa jierbariji,

21

Du zou benshan longkou longwangsa jierbariji.

22

Zhaohua Shancheng, liang wan jiaojie Mojie Longwangsa jierbariji,

23

Ninggesa hai qian you Shanshen, hou you Tuzhusa jierbariji,

24

Ninggesa Ghazher Suzong, qi longnian guankan ge ma.

25

Qini ma shi zou shi ni xia you baozhuang geji qini jiujiang pangong dajiadu daidao geba sha?

26

Daidao geba gesa qi yige bai.

27

Bi ge nao a. (shuoghor kerlalang)

28

Ai, hujiang, hujiang!
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1

Zha!80 Then, you, Local Deity...

2

Since the thirteenth day we have worshiped you every day; the thirteenth and fourteenth days are your
Nadun days.

3

We villagers gather to hold your baohui.81

4

And then, on the fifteenth day we will hold a Nanshen82 ritual for you.

5

Then, Local Deity...

6

You stop wind and rain in the summer time.

7

And then, you help all people.83

8

You protect crops until they arrive on the threshing ground.

9

Local Deity! And now, here are zhengbing84 from people of all surnames and all households.

10

All families offer long qianliang and baogai to you.

11

We thank you and give you such things.

12

And then, we pray85 to the Jade Emperor of the thirty-third layer of Heaven.

13

We also pray to Dizangwang Pusa below.86

14

Ah! We also pray to Qinglong Daiwang87 on Mahan Shan.88

15

We pray to Shanshen Daiwang89 in the hinterland.90

16

We pray to Huoro Daiwang in Kanggeda Forest.91

80 Zha is a vocable without identifiable lexical meaning. The vocables ah and ai also appear in this speech. Such vocables
add emphasis rather than metrical symmetry.
81 Baohui is an alternate name for Nadun.
82 A pacification ritual held to calm the deity the day after Nadun.
83 The term wanmin literally means 10,000 people but figuratively means many or all people, humanity in general.
84 These large steamed breads are prepared by all village households for Nadun and are offered to the deities.
85 Jierbari = pray with hands clasped palm-to-palm in front of the face
86 The expressions used for 'below' is Xiahuang. This refers to the underworld where souls go after death for judgment.
The name is often glossed as Hell, but is better rendered as 'purgatory' since the souls are eventually released rather than
trapped for eternal damnation. Here we use the value-neutral 'below'. Dizangwang Pusa is the King of Xiahuang who judges
the souls of the deceased based on their actions while living.
87 The name of this unidentified deity literally means Blue Dragon Emperor (Great King).
88 A mountain in Gansu Province.
89 The name of this unidentified deity literally means Mountain Deity Emperor (Great King).
90 Houshan, literally 'behind mountain'.
91 Mount Kanggeda is located on the border of Gangou Township and Manping Town in Minhe County. The lower slopes
are forested and the upper slopes and peak are rocky.
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17

Ai! We also pray to the sizhu enshrined in monastery and temple.

18

We pray to Henan Erbei Xitian Dasheng Chuanshu Daidi.92

19

People from laomiao93 also pray to you, and bring their deity to our temple.

20

We pray to Wobo Laoye on Qian Shan.94

21

And then, we pray to the Longwang living on this mountain pass.95

22

We pray to Mojie Longwang from Zhaohua Shancheng which is the border of two wanzi.96

23

Then, in addition, we pray to the Shanshen in front and Tuzhu behind.

24

Then, Local Deity, please look with your dragon eyes.

25

Did you receive the zhengbing cooked by villagers down here and take it to all the deities?

26

If you really did take them to all the deities, please rest awhile.

27

I will take a look. (throws shuoghor)

28

Ai! You have given, have given!

The remaining papers are piled and burned and the liquor, cigarettes, and bread are distributed among
the crowd, who then disperse.
Comment: This represents the minimal performance for Nadun. The deity is consulted, given offerings,
addressed, and consulted again to ensure that the offerings have been received and are satisfactory.
Nadun always consists of at least this, hence my assertion that most important ideologies in Nadun are
those concerning the miaoshen and their power and efficacy.
Artifact 23: Song texts provided by WD, 8 April 2010.
Translations of two texts of songs known as qixing, only sung during Nadun, are given below. They are
typically sung by two people and simultaneously describe how miaoshen protect people and prevent
disasters, and also invite the miaoshen to continue offering protection. These songs are also seen as an
92 Chuanshu Daidi (Erlang Ye) Great Master of Western Heaven, from Henan Erbei.
93 Laomiao literally means 'old temple' but here refers to the founder or ancestral temple of which the local temple is a
branch.
94 We were unable to identify this mountain.
95 The village of Xiawan is located near a col on an unnamed hillside. 'The Longwang on this mountain pass' does not refer
to any specific deity; the Xiawan miaoshen is the female deity Jiutian Shengmu Niangniang Ye.
96 A wanzi is a bowl shaped depression or cirque on a mountain or hillside where villages are often located.
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invitation to deities to attend Nadun, after which they are present. The lyrics may be either improvised
or fixed; in each village, each miaoshen is sung a separate qixing song. Zhu and Stuart (1991) have
transcribed and translated five qixing texts. Below we transcribe and translate two texts provided by
WD.
二郎爷
1.

七星，远来的七星。

2.

叫了七星开天门。

3.

开了天门开神门。

4.

开了神门请万神。

5.

请了万神请二郎。

6.

二郎爷头戴三山帽。

7.

二郎爷身穿黄蟒袍。

8.

二郎爷腰系金龙带。

9.

二郎爷脚穿登云靴。

10.

二郎爷手拿济救万民牌。

11.

二郎爷骑的是白龙马。

12.

白龙马吃的是灵芝草。

13.

白龙马饮的是五江水。

14.

白龙马戴的是霸王叉。

15.

白龙马备的是景泰蓝。

16.

二郎爷骑上龙马下会坛。

17.

二郎爷下了会坛点会手。

18.

三姓会手都有喜。

19.

点罢会手请神位。

20.

某某年的七月十五。
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21.

三姓人等跳宝会。

22.

龙堂宝会谢神嗯。

23.

无数钱粮谢神恩。

24.

长久宝盖谢神恩。

25.

头缸头酒谢神恩。

26.

九江蟠贡谢神恩。

27.

谢了神恩谢万神。

Erlang Ye
1.

Qixing, yanlai di qixing.

2.

Jiao liao qixing kai tianmen.

3.

Kai liao tianmen kai shenmen.

4.

Kai liao shenmen qing wan shen.

5.

Qing liao wan shen qing Erlang.

6.

Erlang Ye tou dai sanshan mao.

7.

Erlang Ye shen chuan huang manpao.

8.

Erlang Ye yao ji jinlong dai.

9.

Erlang Ye jue chuan dengyun xue.

10.

Erlang Ye shou na jijiu wanmin pai.

11.

Erlang Ye qi di shi beilong ma.

12.

Beilong ma chi di shi lingzhi cao.

13.

Beilong ma yin di shi wujiang shui.

14.

Beilong ma dai di shi bawang cha.

15.

Beilong ma bi di shi jingtailan.

16.

Erlang Ye qi shang longma xia huitan.

17.

Erlang Ye xia liao huitan dian huishou.

18.

Sanxing huishou du you xi.

19.

Dian ba huishou qing shenwei.
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20.

XX nian di Qiyue Shiwu.

21.

Sanxing rending tiao baohui.

22.

Longtang baohui xie shen nen.

23.

Wushu qianliang xie shen nen.

24.

Changjiu baogai xie shen nen.

25.

Tou gang tou jiu xie shen nen.

26.

Jiu jiang pan gong xie shen nen.

27.

Xie liao shen nen xie wan shen.

Erlang Ye
1.

Seven Stars,97 Seven Stars from far away.

2.

Ask the Seven Stars to open Heaven's gates.

3.

Having opened Heaven's gate, open the deities' gate.

4.

Having opened the deities' gate, invite all98 the deities.

5.

Having invited all the deities, invite Erlang.

6.

Erlang Ye wears a three mountain hat on his head.

7.

Erlang Ye has a yellow python embroidered on the robe he wears on his body.

8.

Erlang Ye wears a golden dragon belt around his waist.

9.

Erlang Ye wears a pair of dengyun xue.99

10.

Erlang Ye holds jijiu wanmin pai100 in his hands.

11.

Erlang Ye rides a white dragon horse.101

97 Here Qixing 'Seven Stars' seems to refer to a single individual rather than seven individual stars, as the next line Qixing
is asked to open Heaven's gate.
98 Literally 10,000.
99 Literally, cloud-mounting-boots. Such footwear is often said to be worn by deities and to enable the wearer to fly. Such
boots are generally black with white soles and have upturned toes.
100 Literally, a 10,000-people-saving-board. This magic wood board stops storms and prevents misfortunes. This board is
similar to the lingpai or shazhuang used by yinyang.
101 A beilong ma 'white dragon horse' is said to have the ability to shape-shift and take the form of a horse or a dragon. In
the form of a horse, the beilong ma retains some of its dragon strength and stamina.
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12.

The white dragon horse eats lingzhi cao.102

13.

The white dragon horse drinks the water of five rivers.

14.

The white dragon horse wears a regal bit.

15.

The white dragon horse has an enamel saddle.

16.

Erlang Ye rides a dragon horse and comes to the Nadun ground.103

17.

Erlang Ye arrives at the Nadun ground and summons Huishou performers.104

18.

All Huishou performers105 become happy.

19.

Having finished summoning Huishou performers, the deity takes his seat.

20.

The fifteenth day of the seventh month of XX year.

21.

The people of three surnames dance Nadun.106

22.

We dance Nadun to repay the deity's107 kindness.

23.

We give countless qianliang to repay the deity's kindness.

24.

We give eternal baogai to repay the deity's kindness.

25.

We give the first jar of the first batch of liquor to repay the deity's kindness.

26.

We give zhengbing to repay the deity's kindness.

27.

Having repaid the deity's kindness, we repay all deities.

锁脚爷
1.

七星，远来的七星。

102 Lingzhi cao, literally 'efficacious grass,' refers to Ganoderma spp., (polypore bracket fungi) which do not grow in the
Sanchuan area. Sanchuan people believe it is only consumed by magical animals. For example, the deer depicted in longlife paintings is often depicted with lingzhi cao in its mouth. Lingzhi cao is widely used in traditional Qidai and Tiebie
medicines.
103 Literally huitan.
104 We translate dian huishou as 'summon Huishou performers'. Dian means 'to call,' as in 'to call the roll.' Huishou refers
to the participants in the Huishou performance and for the sake of clarity we employ the somewhat redundant 'Huishou
performers'.
105 In this case, the singer sang sanxing huishou 'three surname Huishou', referring to the three surnames of the
participants – Wen, Yang, and Zhang – in Wenjia Nadun.
106 See footnote 86.
107 Here, the deity refers to Erlang Ye.
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2.

叫了七星开天门。

3.

开了天门开神门。

4.

开了神门请万神。

5.

请了万神请锁脚。

6.

锁脚爷头戴九龙帽。

7.

锁脚爷身穿红蟒袍。

8.

锁脚爷腰系金龙带。

9.

锁脚爷脚踏风火轮。

10.

锁脚爷手拿济救万民牌。

11.

锁脚爷骑的是黑龙马。

12.

黑龙马吃的是宝山的草。

13.

黑龙马饮的是宝泉的水。

14.

黑龙马戴的是霸王叉。

15.

黑龙马备的是景泰蓝。

16.

锁脚爷骑上龙马下会坛。

17.

锁脚爷下了会坛点会手。

18.

三姓会手都有喜。

19.

点罢会手请神位。

20.

某某年的七月十五。

21.

三姓人等跳宝会。

22.

龙堂宝会谢神嗯。

23.

无数钱粮谢神恩。

24.

长久宝盖谢神恩。

25.

头缸头酒谢神恩。

26.

九江蟠贡谢神恩。
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27.

谢了神恩谢万神。

Suojie Ye
1.

Qixing, yanlai di qixing.

2.

Jiao liao qixing kai tianmen.

3.

Kai liao tianmen kai shenmen.

4.

Kai liao shenmen qing wan shen.

5.

Qing liao wan shen qing Suojie.

6.

Suojie Ye tou dai jiulong mao.

7.

Suojie Ye shen chuan hong manpao.

8.

Suojie Ye yao ji jinlong dai.

9.

Suojie Ye jue ta hong'huo ling.

10.

Suojie Ye shou na jijiu wanmin pai.

11.

Suojie Ye qi di shi heilong ma.

12.

Heilong ma chi di shi baoshan di cao.

13.

Heilong ma yin di shi baoquan di shui.

14.

Heilong ma dai di shi bawang cha.

15.

Heilong ma bi di shi jingtailan.

16.

Suojie Ye qi shang longma xia huitan.

17.

Suojie Ye xia liao huitan dian huishou.

18.

Sanxing huishou du you xi.

19.

Dian ba huishou qing shenwei.

20.

XX nian di Qiyue Shiwu.

21.

Sanxing rendeng tiao baohui.

22.

Longtang baohui xie shen nen.

23.

Wushu qianliang xie shen nen.

24.

Changjiu baogai xie shen nen.

25.

Tou gang tou jiu xie shen nen.
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26.

Jiu jiang pan gong xie shen nen.

27.

Xie liao shen nen xie wan shen.

Suojie Ye
1.

Seven Stars, Seven Stars from far away.

2.

Ask the Seven Stars to open Heaven's gates.

3.

Having opened Heaven's gate, open the deities' gate.

4.

Having opened the deities' gate, invite all the deities.

5.

Having invited all the deities, invite Suojie.

6.

Suojie Ye wears a nine-dragon hat on his head.

7.

Suojie Ye wears a robe embroidered with red pythons on his body.

8.

Suojie Ye wears a golden dragon belt on his waist.

9.

Suojie Ye stands on wheels of wind and fire.

10.

Suojie Ye holds a jijiu wanmin pai.

11.

Suojie Ye rides a black dragon horse.

12.

The black dragon horse eats grass from Treasure Mountain.

13.

The black dragon horse drinks water from Treasure Spring.

14.

The black dragon horse wears a regal bit.

15.

The black dragon horse has an enamel saddle.

16.

Suojie Ye rides a dragon horse and comes to the Nadun ground.

17.

Suojie Ye arrives at the Nadun ground and summons Huishou performers.

18.

All Huishou performers become happy.

19.

Having finished summoning Huishou performers, the deity takes his seat.

20.

The fifteenth day of the seventh month of XX year.

21.

The people of three surnames dance Nadun.

22.

We dance Nadun to repay the deity's108 kindness.

23.

We give countless qianliang to repay the deity's kindness.

108 Here, the deity refers to Suojie Ye.
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24.

We give eternal baogai to repay the deity's kindness.

25.

We give the first jar of the first batch of liquor to repay the deity's kindness.

26.

We give zhengbing to repay the deity's kindness.

27.

Having repaid the deity's kindness, we repay all deities.

Artifact 24: Field notes, Puba Valley 23 October 2009.
Before the villagers finished dancing, the huala became possessed.
The huala was in his late seventies or early eighties. He had a red cloth tied around his head. He
wore a dark blue tunic that came to mid-shin level. It was tied at the waist with a red sash. He also had a
long thick white goatee. Beneath the tunic he wore dark blue suit trousers tucked into the socks and
black canvas shoes.
A crowd quickly gathered when he went into trance. A sedan pole was held horizontally and the
miaoguan assisted the huala, who pushed one qianzi through his cheek and was prevented from piercing
himself with a second. Before attempting to pierce with the second qianzi, a yellow flag with green
characters on it was brought in front of the huala, who pointed at it over and over again with the point of
a qianzi. The qianzi were shaped like swords. It was after pointing at the flag that the huala tried to stab
the second qianzi but was prevented. He was then given two zhengbing and a bottle of liquor and ran
towards the huangan.
He sprayed liquor into the air from his bottle at each huangan. I think he only visited three or
possibly four of the huangan and did not visit the huangan that were closest to the temple and next to the
deity platform. After visiting each huangan he stood beneath the huangan furthest from the temple
entrance and threw pieces of bread into the air as the huan were being burned. He then ran back to the
deity platform where the sedan pole was again raised, and he orated once more – loudly, in a staccato
voice. I am not sure if the miaoguan was interpreting for him or if what he said was intelligible.
The huala shook his head to remove his qianzi. He did not use his hands. It took one or two
minutes for the qianzi to fall out. All the while he kept his right hand on the sedan pole. The miaoguan
took the qianzi that fell out and wiped it with a biao. The huala put his arms by his side, bent forward
rigidly, and jumped on the spot a few times. He then became exhausted, put both hands on the sedan
pole, leaning forward heavily. When he stood, he collapsed backwards into the arms of a man waiting
behind him. Someone came forward to blot the blood on his cheek with a piece of biao. There was no
blood. The huala clasped his hands together and bowed towards the palanquin and then walked off to
have an enormous cup of liquor. The crowd dispersed immediately after.
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Comment: This is a fairly typical huala performance. The disinterested crowd sat dispersed in groups,
eating and drinking, but then jumped up and rushed to where the huala was and strained to hear what
he said. They watched wide-eyed as he pierced himself with qianzi and then followed him as he ran
back and forth between the deities and among the huangan. They gathered to watch especially as he
shook his head to remove the qianzi; it is thought to be the deity who removes the qianzi by allowing
them to fall out.
Artifact 25: Field notes, Yangjia 3 September 2009.
After Wujiang, villagers began beating drums and gongs, but no new huala appeared. The people
crowded around, forming two groups, leaving a space between the deity images and their tent, and the
huan and the bread tent. Everyone looked towards the bread tent expectantly. Fireworks were set off in
front of the bread tent as the drumming continued. The atmosphere grew increasingly tense, with the
beat rising in intensity from time to time, then slacking off. Some elder men started to become visibly
agitated at the non-appearance of the huala, and two or three got together and discussed what to do;
eventually they agreed that someone would imitate a huala.
The man who most people thought would be the next huala was unaffected. He beat a drum with
the others near the deity tent. He did appear somewhat nervous and laughed a lot, but was not possessed.
He was widely thought to be the next huala because his grandfather was the previous huala and because
seven or so years ago, his family sent him away from Sanchuan because he felt agitated during Nadun.
They worried he would become prematurely possessed (he would have been twenty-four or so at that
time). He went to Lha sa to do business, made some money, came home, built a house, and settled down.
Now that the old huala is retiring, he is the perfect candidate. Nonetheless, he did not go into trance.
Consequently, the Yangjia miaoguan pretended, holding the gangdao in his right hand and waving it
about lackadaisically. His left arm was bent behind his back with the hand at the waist. He pranced back
and forth with the characteristic steps of a huala, unconvincingly. The disappointed crowd gradually
dispersed as he performed.

Comment: In this case, the previous huala had retired. People were expecting a new huala to appear at
the critical moment at the conclusion of Nadun. The crowd gathered to witness the miaoshen manifest,
but disappointingly, only saw someone imitating a huala. Since many deceased and retired huala have
not been replaced by new huala, many Nadun now conclude with someone, usually an elder male,
playing the huala role without being possessed. So important is the role that even an imitation huala is
better than none.
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Artifact 26: Reconstruction and transcription based on video taken by Zhu Jinliang and Wen
Xiangcheng in Lajia 26 October 2001.109
A: Burn biao! Burn biao!
B: Old Man, please tell us if you want to say anything.
Huala: Chuanhuang Erlang with seventy-two forms! Today in Lajia Village, Nadun was held. Both
Sky and the Earth were pleased. However, you villagers don't believe in me.
[He then jumps and motions his hand for qianzi, but qianzi are not given]
C: Hushen,110 we believe in you! We believe in you! We trust you, Hushen.
Huala: The deity Erlang comes to the human world and visits the Nadun ground. You sit in your sedan
and watch us dance Nadun. Then you collect your qianliang when Nadun finishes, and go up to
Heaven and tell the Jade Emperor what happened. After that, all Lajia people benefit from great
goodness and great auspiciousness, and everything goes well.
D: All of us believe in you very deeply, please collect your qianliang happily. Collect your qianliang!
Collect your qianliang!
[The huala then runs to indicate the order the huangan should be taken down.]
Huala: All Lajia people invited Chuanhuang Erlang, and Silang Daidi to Nadun. All deities and all
people are very happy. The deities expel quarrels, battles, bad things, illnesses, pain, disasters,
evil wind, storms, and hail to a wild, empty, lifeless plain. From today on, all Lajia people will
benefit from great goodness and great auspiciousness, and everything will go well.
All: Great!

109 This video is available online at http://www.archive.org/details/MinheMangghuertuNadunInBaojiaVillageWith
GaishangAndLajiaVillages.
110 Hushen 'protector deity' is a term of address for miaoshen.
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Artifact 27: Nanjia 10 September 2010.
A: We all believe in you very sincerely. If Didi has something to say, please ask the huala to translate
for us. Please collect your qianliang after you have said something to us. Old Man, please tell us
what you want to say. [To villagers around him]: Right?
B: Please collect your qianliang. Please ignore any small mistakes we've made in the past year. There
are many people in our village and it is inevitable that in a year, some people make some small
mistakes.
C: Please tell us what big mistakes we have made, but please ignore any small mistakes we've made,
because you're a deity and you have a very big heart.
D: We are burning biao for you. You should say something to us.
C: Please borrow the huala's mouth to tell us if we did something wrong. And then, please start to
collect your qianliang.
E: If you always pay attention to our small mistakes ... well, we are many people from different villages,
and you are a deity. You shouldn't worry about such things.
Huala: You don't believe with one mouth and one heart.
F: What did he say? What did he say?
Miaoguan: Beat the gongs!
[Then the huala pierces himself and runs outside. He indicates which huangan should be taken down in
which order.]
Miaoguan: Then, you, Old Man, have collected your qianliang, and we villagers have finished our duty
today. So, if you have something to say, please tell us. Please hunhula.111 Did you get your
qianliang? Is this the time to collect your qianzi? Please hunhula to us. If we didn't make you
very happy, or if we didn't make you happy enough, please don't punish us villagers.
Huala: You people with many different surnames ... it is a very big village, and most people are poor.
But you believe in me with one heart and one mind. On Nadun on the thirteenth of the eight
month,112 I collected your qianliang. From today on, elders will not meet disasters, nor will
youths meet with disasters. Many educated men will appear and people who go out to make
111 In this case the verb hunhula means to orate and is derived from the noun hunhu 'oration'.
112 The Nadun is actually held on the sixth day of the eighth lunar month.
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money will get rich; they won't meet with any disasters. I will bring peace and security for all of
you.
Miaoguan: Great! [To villagers:] Please beat the gongs!
Comment: Both of the artifacts provide texts taken from the huala's oration at the end of Nadun. In
both cases the huala confirms that he has received villagers' offerings and communicates that he will
expel evils and prevent disasters, thus ensuring prosperity for the community. This critical moment in
the Nadun has a largely phatic impact, signifying that communication has successfully occurred,
reconfirming the direct, dyadic relation between deities and people.
Artifact 28: Ganjia Chuan 4 October 2009.
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Artifact 29: Mujia Temple 13 October 2009.

Comment: The bundle of straw at the top of the huangan is thought to bring good luck and whoever
can grab it will have a prosperous year and may be conferred sons. Young male villagers struggle to get
it. The capacity of this bundle of grain to increase one's diandiar may be due to its high position, and
its association with the miaoshen that attend Nadun.
Artifact 30: Interview excerpt, Wushi Valley 25 October 2008.
EH2: Zhu Haishan said, ''Please let Erlang Ye go anywhere he wants. If he doesn't want to go somewhere,
please don't carry him there.'' Saotur Aruer people carry his sedan to their village when they go around the
fields, but they don't carry his sedan to the Nadun. They have no Nadun. Hulijia people also have no
Nadun. Every village has Nadun, but why doesn't Hulijia have Nadun? It is because Zhu Lama had a
meeting with all the village leaders to decide the Nadun dates. Hulijia people sent a young boy there
because they were very arrogant. After the young boy came back to the village, the village leaders asked
him, ''What did Zhu Lama say in the meeting?''
He said, ''He decided Nadun dates.''
The village leaders asked, ''What did he say about our village's Nadun date?''
The young boy answered, ''He didn't say anything about our village.''
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So the village leader felt this was very serious and went to beg, clutching at Zhu Lama's leg.
Zhu Lama asked, ''Did that young boy tell you nothing?'' He knew that they had sent a young boy.
The village leader begged him for a date to dance Nadun and so Zhu Lama said, ''OK, but first invite all
the leaders from Wudabu Sanchuan together. When all the leaders get together, I will come.'' It was very
difficult to get the Wudabu leaders together. It would require much money, so the Hulijia leader gave up.
That's why Hulijia has no Nadun now. They invite some yinyang to perform rituals on their Nadun day.

Comment: This story demonstrates that the Sanchuan people recognized Zhu Lama's authority to
mediate between them and Erlang Ye. They also recognized that Zhu Lama possessed the authority to
mediate among themselves. It was not the lama's erudition, ritual prowess, nor his ethical sophistication
that villagers responded to but rather his karmic charisma. When the Hulijia leader begged, tugging
Zhu Lama's leg, he was not pleading to have access to Zhu Lama's power, he was pleading for Zhu
Lama to restore his access to Erlang Ye.
Artifacts 31 and 32: Interview excerpts, Chaizi 1 December 2008 and Chaizi 7 March 2009.
DU: Our huala stabbed ten qianzi once, before Liberation, and once after. In 1958, the huala was eighteen
years old. The living Buddha in my village was fifty years old at that time. The living Buddha said, ''Poor
guy, you are so young – too young to stab so many qianzi.'' But nobody could control him. He stabbed
himself with qianzi. But after that time, the huala never pierced himself with the qianzi for the sizhu, the
qianzi in his tongue.

CY: I heard that when the living Buddha saw the huala stab himself with ten qianzi, he was very sad and
wept. Then, the qianzi in the huala's tongue fell out by itself. The living Buddha told the villagers, ''From
today on, please don't ask the huala to stab his tongue with the qianzi for the sizhu. If anything bad
happens, I will take responsibility.''

Comment: These two artifacts demonstrate the lama presenting himself as a representative of ethical
Dge lugs pa Buddhism. As with the replacement of Erlang's organs with scriptures, the concern is with
the unethical nature of pain and bloodshed, and their inappropriate nature as offerings for deities.
These two artifacts, in addition to Artifact 30, demonstrate the nature of Dge lugs pa
Buddhism's impact on Nadun. The explicit ethical aspect has had relatively little impact on Nadun,
whereas the charismatic person of the lama, has had a profound and sweeping, though not immediately
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visible impact on Nadun, by re-organizing the entire festival.
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CHAPTER THREE: WIVES, ELDERS, AND STRANGERS
Two deities are enshrined in palanquins placed on desks in a tent pitched at the north end of
a dusty threshing ground. One palanquin, slightly larger and more richly decorated than the
other, is to the right of the smaller palanquin.
A group of women in their sixties dressed in long, dark blue robes, their heads
covered with black headscarves, sit on straw strewn on the tent's dirt floor. They chat
among themselves, occasionally looking out of the tent towards the huangan raised at the
other end of the threshing ground. Children come and go, occasionally crawling into the lap
of one of the sitting women.
Outside the tent a crowd mills expectantly and aimlessly among the stalls selling
drinks and snacks, the boiled pork vendors, the cold-noodle stalls, and the games of chance.
Occasionally someone is pulled away by a peer to join a table of men drinking liquor and
playing loud and boisterous drinking games, or to a home to be fed fried bread and pork
noodles. As a pulsating noise in the distance grows louder, the crowd begins to gravitate
back to the edges of the threshing ground. Standing in the center of the threshing ground
looking out, it is obvious that the majority of the milling spectators are women.
From a track leading out of the village, the dancers enter the threshing ground in
two parallel lines to the accompaniment of booming drums and crashing cymbals. Men
dressed in long white robes and black jackets are at the front of the lines. Some of them
carry paper fans and flowers, while those at the front carry painted wood weapons. None of
the men in this first group of dancers is younger than their mid-fifties. All wear broad
smiles on their faces as they forcefully raise their arms up and bring them down again, step
by step, to the beat of the drum. Behind them comes a second group of men wearing blue
trousers, white shirts, black vests tied with red or yellow sashes, and straw hats. They carry
drums slung over their shoulders on red sashes. Behind them men wearing blue robes and
bright sashes carry gongs which they beat with padded sticks. These men, too, wear broad
smiles as they move energetically forward in time to the beat of the drums and gongs,
lifting their knees and elbows high in the air. Behind them follows a row of teenagers and
younger boys wearing long blue robes and white, conical straw hats topped with red tassels.
They carry brightly-colored flags dangling from long wooden poles, and look about from
side to side, shyly grinning at each other as they shuffle uncertainly forward.
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Later that same day the dancers are seated. A man moves among them with a bottle of
liquor and a bowl. As he stops at each dancer he pushes the bowl towards them and then
refills it once they have emptied the contents. Occasionally a man shakes his head and
holds up a hand to which the liquor bearer replies with a smile as he pushes the bowl into
their open palms, or tips its contents down their throats. A second man moves up the line of
seated dancers with a tea kettle and a handful of bowls. Another follows with cigarettes.
Meanwhile, a man in his fifties in a tent at the south end of the threshing ground,
near the huangan, dons a woman's dress. After receiving help to fasten the dress at the back,
he shoves a bundle of cloth into a large papier-mâché mask, takes a shot glass of liquor into
his mouth and then sprays it into the mask. He next fixes the mask to his face with the help
of a young man who ties it on at the back. Turning to face the young man, the older man
reveals the transformation – smooth white skin, rosy cheeks, full womanly lips, and dark
round eyes beneath a glossy black papier-mâché topknot.
The elder man cum young woman leaves the tent and walks onto the threshing
ground, following another elder man, this one costumed as an old man. These two are
greeted by a pair of men in their fifties, dressed in blue suits and holding hands as they grin
from ear to ear and melodically call, ''Da hao! Er hao! Excellent Superb!'' their neck veins
straining as they sing. Later in the ensuing performance, the character of the old man – a
farmer – shakes his fist at the character of a younger man – his son – who is so incompetent
he cannot even kowtow properly. The farmer invites half a dozen men in their sixties and
seventies from the audience, offers them liquor and begs their advice. Eventually he teaches
his son how to farm, all the while followed by the young white-faced woman who shuffles
along. And while these men perform as women, actual women stand on the sidelines
watching.
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3.1. Introduction
I argued in the previous chapter that Nadun is based on dyadic relationships between people
and deities. If human-deity relations are the core of Nadun, then an examination of how
humans interact is also needed in order to understand the ontological foundations of the
ritual. In this chapter, I examine how people interact with one another in terms of kin
relatedness, relative age, and gender, as well as how relationships based on territory pattern
interactions. Dyadic interactions extend beyond these parameters into the transethnic space
of the 'us' and 'them'. Typically, dyadic interactions based on age and gender are
hierarchically structured, while interactions within and between territorial groups are
egalitarian. Beyond this, transethnic interactions can be characterized as being ambiguously
neither egalitarian nor unequal, but rather rely on the production and deployment of group
stereotypes that assert unequivocal difference.
In addition to exploring the nature of these dyadic relationships based on gender,
age, territory, and ethnicity I also discuss the situated roles of host and guest. The model of
guest/ host etiquette provides an idiom which enables corporate groups to interact
dyadically, and is therefore fundamental to understanding how groups, in addition to
individuals, interact.
I begin at the level of the family, focusing on the role and status of women,
particularly married women, in Sanchuan
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3.2. Kin Ideologies – Gender and Age
3.2.1 ''A New Bride is Not Human'': Ideologies of Family, Lineage, and Women
Ger is Mangghuer for 'family,' 'household,' 'home,' 'house,' or 'room.' A representative
Mangghuer ger currently consists of three generations and six people: an elderly man and
his wife, a son of the elderly man and his wife, and their two children. The laoshangpu
bulai1 'youngest son' generally remains in his natal house after marriage while his senior
male siblings settle neolocally. A son typically moves out when his immediately younger
brother marries and brings his wife into the home. The youngest son may choose not to
remain in the natal home if he must go elsewhere to take an official job, or if there are
conflicts between his wife and other household members. Conversely, elder sons may not
leave the house when their younger siblings marry if the family is too poor to afford a new
house and fields; each son is given an equal amount of fields, a house of equal size, and an
equal amount of furniture and utensils when they leave their natal home. Prior to the
implementation of the national family planning policy (Jihua shengyu zhengce) in 1979
families were larger and poorer and therefore could often not afford to divide. At this time a
single ger might have contained as many as eighteen people. Living in such a household
was difficult because conflicts easily occurred.
The ger is a corporate land-holding unit that owns fields, a house, agricultural tools,
trees (fruits, nuts, and lumber), furniture, and utensils. Income earned by ger members is
usually shared among all ger members, or more specifically, is controlled by the male head
of the ger, the zhangguidi 'box controller', i.e., the person who controls the household
wealth. As a corporate unit the ger also has many ritual responsibilities. The following
rituals all involve the ger as a significant unit:


Zhengyue shiwu2

1 The local Qidai term diandianwar is also often used.
2 'The Fifteenth Day of the First Month'. Each family makes a straw torch at dusk on this day. The torch is
taken into the main room of the house and lit, and then carried into every room of the house. Seven piles of
dry grass are then arranged outside of the courtyard gate, lit, and then jumped over by each family member.
Then, one person from each family takes a torch to the top of a nearby hill or mountain, where they then wave
it for several minutes.
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Eryue er3



Qingming/ Hanshi4



Wuyue dangwu5



Nadun



Bayue shiwu6



New Year



Layue ba7

Some, though not all ger, celebrate annual birthdays for members – mostly the young and
elderly. Members of the ger are also responsible for calling back family members' lost
souls.8
3 Eryue er, 'Second of the Second' is considered the birthday of 'the five crops': rice, wheat, corn, beans, and
sorghum. On this day the ger gathers and eats dishes of fried beans and fried wheat.
4 'Tomb Sweeping Day'. Male members of a jiawu 'minimal lineage' (see below) clean and repair their
ancestors' tombs and make offerings to ancestors.
5 Wuyue Dangwu 'Fifth of the Fifth. On Wuyue Dangwu, women fry chive-filled breads. Children are given
new clothes to wear and colored threads are tied around their wrists, neck, middle fingers, or ankle; these
threads are said to protect them from snakes which are waking from hibernation at that time. In some villages,
the miaoshen is taken from the temple in a litter or palanquin to circumambulate the village's fields.
6 Bayue shiwu 'Fifteenth of the Eighth'. On this day, people in Sanchuan cook cakes that are thirty to forty
centimeters in diameter. These cakes are made from wheat flour with crushed walnuts and much sugar. A
plate of fruits and a dish of cold noodles are also prepared. These three dishes are taken onto the roof of the
house before the moon rises, where they are left overnight as offerings to the moon. People eat cold noodles
on this night.
7 Layue ba 'The Eighth of the Last (i.e., twelfth) Month'. Mangghuer people eat meizhuer 'wheat porridge' on
this day. Wheat grains are soaked and left outside overnight, after which it has hardened. The hard grains are
beaten with a wood mallet to crack and remove the seed cases, then the mixture is winnowed. This grain is
boiled with either pork or mutton and then eaten.
8 A person may lose their soul if they are suddenly frightened and will then become lethargic and lose their
appetite. A yinyang may be invited to call the lost soul back. Alternatively, two methods may be used by
family members to call the soul, as described by BSN.
A normal person may also call back someone's soul. A family member makes a tiny dog out of dough
when someone loses their soul. A colored string is tied around the dog's neck and that tiny dog is put in
the kitchen stove, in the front, where the fuel is put in, onto the embers after the fire has gone out. If you
later find that tiny dog in the ashes it means that the person's soul has returned. But if the dog has
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The corporate nature of the ger is also reflected in each ger having its own diandiar,
which may manifest in several ways. If crops fail and livestock fall ill and die, this may be
due to the household diandiar. As with individuals, there are ways to assess and manipulate
the diandiar of households. For example, if a hen calls early in the morning, this is a sign of
impending bad diandiar for a ger. If a dog howls at any time during Spring, this indicates
bad diandiar, and the dog is banished from the home compound for several days to wander
in the village, fields, and surrounding gullies and hills where sheep are herded, to draw
away the bad diandiar. The birth of such deformed livestock as lambs lacking ears or tails
is a sign of bad diandiar. One seemingly paradoxical sign of bad diandiar is a bumper
harvest; it is thought that Heaven has provided much grain to be used in hosting a funeral,
and it is believed that a household member will soon die. One sign of a household's good
diandiar is when flowers in a family's courtyard garden bloom abundantly.
Several measures can be taken to manipulate family diandiar. The location or
orientation of a house influences the family's diandiar and either or both of these may need
to be changed if the family experiences misfortune. If a family has a jiashen, a huashi may
be invited to delight this deity and improve the household's diandiar. Yinyang and lama
disappeared then that person's soul has not come back. If you don't see the dog in the ashes it must have
run away out through the chimney; the family must go outside to look for it. If the family finds the
burned dog under haozi (a malodorous grass approximately half a meter high) it must be picked up and
carried back to the house in one's shirt tails.
We also call the soul back using jujubes. Three jujubes are put in a pot of water, fire is put under the
pot and the water is heated. Then family members shout the person's name very loudly as the water
comes to a boil. If the three jujubes come together after the water has boiled, it means that the person's
soul has returned. The family members shout, 'Please come home!' They might shout, 'X, please come
home. Don't be afraid of pigs and dogs. There is food and drink at home.'
Ideas concerning soul loss are widespread and relatively consistent among peoples of the region,
though the rituals for calling back the lost soul vary greatly. For materials on soul loss in the Tiebie context
see Karmay (1998) and Morse and Morse 1966; see Ermak (2008) for the Mongolian context; Humphrey and
Onon (1996) write about soul loss among the Daur; Libu Lakhi et al. (2009) write about soul loss among the
Namuyi; Desjarlais (1989a, 1989b, 1992) writes about soul loss among the Yolmo; Mueggler (1999) and Li
(2001) describe soul loss among the Yi; Hutheesing (1990) discusses soul loss among the Lisu; Eberhardt
(2006) describes soul loss and soul calling rituals among the Shan of northern Thailand; Walker (1972) details
soul loss and soul-calling among the Lahu; Hsu (1967) provides details of soul loss and soul calling among
the Bai and; Harrell (1979) reviews the literature on soul concepts and soul loss in the Qidai context.
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may also be invited to a household to chant thus improving the diandiar of the ger.
A conspicuous sign of the corporate nature of the ger is structure and nature of the
household compound – several rooms inside a walled, gated compound.9 This space is
occasionally ritually marked by the burning of straw at the gate to purify those entering the
compound of evil encountered outside. This might be done if a baby has recently been born
to the ger or if a ger member is returning from such a potentially polluting location as a
house where a dead body is laid out awaiting burial (Zhu and Stuart 1999, Stuart and Hu
1992). Such fires symbolically mark off the ger and create a relatively pure space within
the family compound.
Although the ger is a corporate unit, it is also internally differentiated. Family
members call each other by terms of address based on relative age rather than relative
generation (see below). Rules of decorum apply; in-married wives face a particularly
elaborate complex of restrictions, as can be seen through an examination of joking
behavior.10 Restrictions on the in-married wife's joking behavior apply primarily to males;
she may engage in joking with any female in the ger except her husband's mother. She may
have a joking relationship with her husband's grandfather however, this is usually not
reciprocal in that the grandfather sometimes jokes with her, but she does not initiate joking
with him. She may joke with her husband's younger brothers, but not with her husband, her
husband's father, or her husband's older brothers. This restriction extends also to most male
relatives: her husband's elder paternal cousins, her nephews, and any of her male
descendants.
Meals are occasions during which social relations within the ger are explicated. All
food preparation is done by the mother and in-married wife. When food is served,
grandparents are seated in the position of honor in the warmest place on the kang and are
served first; ideally the grandfather is served first and is seated to the right of the
grandmother in the seat of honor.11 Next, the father is served, followed by the children in
order of age, irrespective of gender. The children and their father also sit on the kang.
9 See Appendix 3 for a diagram of a Mangghuer compound. See Ortner (1978) on the house as a symbol of
family corporeality among the Sherpa of Nepal, and Moller (2003) for the same in Kamoan, North India.
10 A joking relationship here refers to the ability to engage in sexual humor.
11 This is locally described as being to the left of the grandmother, giving the direction from the perspective
of agent rather than observer, as is typically done when speaking or writing English. In this context, see Hsu
(1967:44): ''The left hand side is regarded as the side of higher honor.''
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Finally, the woman eats. She does not sit on the kang but sits instead on a stool by the stove;
in the past she ate outside on the porch or in the kitchen.12
The position of in-married wives is made explicit during the wedding process,
which basically serves to transfer a woman from her natal ger and patriline to a new ger,
but not a new patriline. Before describing the relevant parts of the wedding process it is
necessary to examine the patriline, or jiawu, in more detail.
The jiawu is probably best called a 'minimal lineage' (Middleton 1965). It is a
lineage in the sense that it contains all the patrilineal descendants of a single male ancestor.
It is minimal in the sense that the size of the jiawu is limited; once a jiawu reaches a certain
size, it splinters into two or more smaller jiawu.13 The maximum size of a jiawu may be as
many as eighteen ger; the minimum size is two. A typical generational depth for a jiawu is
four generations. Jiawu are not usually named, and people refer to them by adding the
name of a senior male member of the jiawu, for example, Wen Deliang's jiawu; the name
used, however, is not necessarily the name of the founding member of the jiawu. The term
huangshu is used interchangeably with jiawu.
The jiawu's common property is limited to their ancestral graveyard, which a single
jiawu shares unless it is large and about to split, in which case it may have two or more
graveyards. Graveyards are the focal site of one of the jiawu's most important annual rite:
the cleaning of the ancestral graves on Qingming or Hanshi (see below).
Other ritual activities that focus on the jiawu are weddings and funerals. When a
wedding is held, every able-bodied member of the jiawu is called to assist the ger in
purchasing, preparing, and offering food, liquor, and cigarettes, and lending furniture to the
12 Pegg (2001) discusses seating and serving in a Mongolian ger. Ortner (1978) provides insightful, nuanced
descriptions of the same in the context of Sherpa eating and feasting, and Tshe dpal rdo rje et al. (2010) and
Rin chen rdo rje and Stuart (2009) provide descriptions of seating and serving of food during rituals in two A
mdo Tiebie communities.
13 Guo (2005) divides Qidai lineages into three types. The first are the large lineages of south China,
especially Guangdong, described by Freedman (1958). The second, described by Cohen (1990) are found in
north China, are comparatively small, and have a weaker social role. Guo also posits a third type, which he
states is found in eastern China and is intermediate between the large powerful lineages of the south and the
small, relatively weak lineages of the north. Although the Mangghuer jiawu most closely resembles the
northern lineages described by Cohen (1990) it also resembles the Hakka lineages described by Skinner (1997:
10): ''… their lineages are genealogically shallow (or else based on spurious southeastern agnatic links), small,
and weak.''
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family. At funerals, jiawu constitute the mourning party, though the primary mourners are
the deceased's offspring. Female jiawu members are required to lament in the main room of
the house of the deceased where the corpse is laid out. Jiawu members also celebrate the
birth of a new baby and the sixtieth birthday of male members together (see below).
In terms of collective work, jiawu provide mutual assistance in such agricultural
activities as harvesting, plowing, and threshing. Jiawu members also help each other
butcher a pig for each ger prior to the New Year celebratory period. A ger in a jiawu sends
a share of meat to all other ger in the jiawu after butchering an animal. Members of a jiawu
also cooperate in building houses.
Terms of address within the jiawu are somewhat relaxed; relative age is used rather
than generational status. Relations within the jiawu are generally close; each ger within the
jiawu visits every other ger during the New Year period. Children within a jiawu generally
prefer to play with other children in the same jiawu and will play with more distantly
related village children only if children from their jiawu are absent. If there is discord
within a ger, for example a marital dispute, jiawu members intervene uninvited to solve the
conflict, whereas more distant relatives and unrelated villagers never do so.
Jiawu members share a common diandiar through sharing a common graveyard that
impacts the fate of all its members.14 If jiawu members suffer illnesses and death, or if the
members of the jiawu are unsuccessful in undertaking migrant labor, in academic pursuits,
or in obtaining official employment, then the position of the graveyard may need to be
relocated, or individual tombs may need to be repaired.
Marriage in Sanchuan is not usually considered a contract between two people but
instead involves the larger corporate units of ger and jiawu.15 At marriage, a woman leaves
her natal jiawu and ger and is incorporated into a new ger.16 She will never belong to this
jiawu in the same way that her husband and future children do. An in-married bride is akin
14 Because of this impact on the jiawu's collective fortune, Hsu's (1967: 41) comments about the Bai also
apply in Sanchuan: ''...a 'good' graveyard is the concern of every family, rich or poor.'' Limusishiden and
Roche (nd) describe a similar situation among the Mongghul.
15 Mangghuer weddings have much in common with Tiebie weddings in Hehuang. See Tshe dbang rdo rje et
al. (2010) and Blo rtan rdo rje and Stuart (2010) for two detailed monographic studies of Hehuang Tiebie
weddings. See Hu and Stuart (1992b), Ma (1990), and Qi et al. (1999) for details on Mangghuer weddings.
16 The part of the wedding during which the bride-to-be leaves her home is called dahula 'to farewell' or 'to
see off'.
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to a prosthetic limb or transplanted organ: incorporated but fundamentally alien.17
The marriage process is described in Ma (1990: 198) as follows:
… matchmaking, which, if successful, will require several trips by the matchmaker to the
young woman's home; preparations by both the bride's and groom's families, which culminate
in the actual wedding ceremony; the first day of the actual wedding ceremony, which may be
further divided into two parts-preparatory activities at both the bride's and groom's homes; the
second day of the wedding, during which the bride and her entourage are taken to the groom's
home by two representatives of the groom, the bride's entourage is entertained for most of the
day, and the maternal uncle of the bride and the maternal uncle of the groom are seated
together in chairs of greatest honor; and the third and final day of the wedding ritual, also
held at the groom's home. Like the second day, the third day features many wedding songs
virtually identical in content and structure to that of the second day; the guests of honor on
this day, however, are the bride's father and the groom's most respected maternal relative. It is
these two relatives who are praised in song rather than the two maternal uncles of the
previous day.

It is important to note that the bride and groom's relatives, particularly their maternal uncles,
are celebrated at the wedding rather than the couple themselves.
An important aspect of the marriage process, missing from the description above, is
the xinren sha: the bride's sha.18 BSN describes this sha as resembling a forking branch of
fire emitted from the bride's chest. She begins to emit xinren sha when she rises from the
kang in her natal home to leave for her new home; the sha disappears when she reaches the
new home. This sha is considered powerful enough to cause the death of anyone whose
17 I strive in the discussion that follows to provide an explanation for women's polluting status vis-a-vis
deities by recourse to women's ambiguous status within local kinship ideologies. This is not a general
assessment as to the position of women in Mangghuer society, which is beyond the scope of the present study.
The following two positive features of the women's role in Sanchuan should be noted. Firstly, after marriage,
women maintain exclusive control over specific family property; this is stored in boxes stacked on the kang in
the main room of a house, and the woman possesses the only key to these locked boxes. Secondly,
Mangghuer women commonly ride motorcycles in public, something almost never seen in nearby Tiebie
communities.
18 The term xinren literally means 'new person' and may refer to a bride or groom who is about to be brought
into a household through marriage. However, in the following discussion I use 'bride' in place of xinren. This
is both the socially more desirable and more common form of post-marital residence.
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diandiar is sufficiently low at the time of encounter. Significantly, the only other time the
human body emits sha is as a corpse being transferred from house to graveyard. I argue that
corpses and brides are both liminal; their status as persons is in-between social categories.
Brides leave their natal ger and jiawu when they leave their home and remain in a liminal
state until they reach their new home and are integrated into their new ger. The liminal
status of xinren is expressed by CH, ''... I heard a nianjiangui say that when a new bride
gets on horseback, she is not human.'' The xinren is not human in the sense that she lacks a
defined social position within a corporate kin group. Similarly, when a corpse is taken out
of the house, it is also socially transferred between social positions – from being a member
of a ger and a jiawu to being a xianren 'ancestor'.19
After marriage a woman is incorporated into her husband's ger but not his jiawu.
She does not take her husband's family name, though her children do. Her position in the
family hierarchy remains low until her sons marry, bringing new wives into the household.
The difficult life and ambiguous position of the in-married wife is reflected in bridal
laments performed during the wedding20 (Hu and Stuart 1992: 115):
Eihou … How can I satisfy all mother-in-law's family?
Eihou … In other people's home,
Eihou … How can foolish me live?
Eihou … In other people's home,
Eihou … I'll be just like a poker, poked here and there,
Eihou … I'll be poured here and there just like vegetable oil.

Ma (1990: 210):
How fond my grandfather has been of me,
His heart has been as long as a cotton thread.
But the grandfather in mother-in-law's home,
(His) heart is just like a black thorn jabbing, hurting me!

19 This association between liminality and danger reflects observations by Leach (1964) and Douglas (2008
[1966]) to the same effect.
20 See McClaren and Chen (2000) and Watson (1996) for discussions of Qidai bridal laments and
Hutheesing (1990) for Lisu bridal laments that evoke a similar nostalgia for one's natal family.
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After death, women's souls are thought to return to their natal homes (DRV). And
although a woman's body is interred in her husband's jiawu's graveyard, in the same tomb
as her husband, she is buried lower in the ground than her husband (NH1) and according to
his age and generation rank within the jiawu, rather than being allotted a unique position
herself within the graveyard.
The incompletely incorporated status and person-hood of women has implications
beyond their social role and status. Women are generally viewed as polluting, for example,
a woman can lower a man's diandiar by touching his body, particularly his upper body.
Women may also cause men to fall ill, as observed by DH, ''A sick man said that one day
he was sleeping and a woman walked over him. Since then, he had become sick.''21 The
following account shows that women's ability to damage males carries over to the realm of
deities:
BSN: Whenever a jiashen took bread from other families, he shouted from the roof ''Come
and get it! Come and get it!'' Once a jiashen shouted from the kitchen roof through the
skylight, ''Come to receive bread! Come to receive bread!'' Then the lady in that family
received bread first.
Then, their jiashen shouted again, ''Come to receive me! I'm coming down!'' Then, that
lady took off her pants immediately and tied knots in the bottom of the legs. Then she held
her pants out by the waist. The jiashen jumped down and landed in the pants and the woman
tied up the top. She then carried the pants to the Yellow River and when she had reached the
river she untied her pants and threw the jiashen into the Yellow River. After that, there was
no jiashen in that family. That's the only way to get rid of a jiashen.

The only way to overcome the helpful but ultimately parasitic jiashen was to contain it with
a heavily polluted garment – women's trousers. The ability of women's garments to contain
and control deities extends to a method of preventing possession in a huala, as explained by
the Doujia huala:
DH: I felt very uncomfortable during my village Nadun. I ran to my home before the time to
21 Mills (2003) discusses this vertical dimension to pollution but does not examine in detail its specifically
gendered nature. Hutheesing (1990) provides an excellent, detailed discussion of how female impurity flows
downwards and can potentially pollute males among the Lisu.
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collect baogai arrived. I tied my wife's scarf around me and stayed at home. I felt very
uncomfortable but Erlang Ye didn't make me dance.

The polluting power of women is such that contact with their garments, even 'higher'
garments such as the headscarf, are contaminating to deities. To this end, there is
sometimes animosity between women and huala, as evident in the following account:
DPB: One year they held Nadun in Baijia Village. Miller Shuangbao's wife took a zhengbing
to the tent. When she got near the tent, the huala saw her and beat her with his ax and then
she ran away. The huala followed her, so she ran home. The huala even followed her all the
way to her gate, but the villagers stopped the huala. If nobody had stopped him, he would
have killed her.

Such a position of women vis-a-vis deities precludes any potential for significant 'religious'
roles for women, except from the aforementioned role of maniqi. The vast majority of yiren
are male. The only female yiren role is nianjiangui, a role which, given its focus on ghosts,
is predictably female. In this regard it is interesting that the huashi who perform to delight
deities are described as being dressed as women. There is complex folklore to explain this
which I will not repeat here. Another explanation is offered by DX, ''Our deity really likes
women to dance. His favorite thing is to see women dance.'' However, in the presence of a
deity so vulnerable to pollution from women, men must cross-dress to delight him. In light
of this, two female religious practitioners are important exceptional cases.
Erlang Hua, a native of Guojia in Zhaomuchuan, is the closest equivalent to a
female huala in Sanchuan. She describes herself as a ''big, silly, woman.'' Deeply devoted
to Erlang Ye, she has previously toured throughout Hehuang collecting donations to build a
bell for her village miao. Upon her return she was able to open the jammed lock that
villagers, key in hand, had been unable to open during her absence. Soon after, she also
collected money for and sewed a cloth covering for Erlang Ye's palanquin. Her deep
devotion to Erlang was, and is, marked by signs similar to the possession that huala
experience, ''... my heart starts to shake and my mind becomes cloudy. I cannot control my
mind. Sometimes I run outside. Every time people pull down baogai and beat gongs, I feel
just as if I were drunk.'' On one occasion, however, she publicly crossed the threshold from
devotion to possession, as described below.
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EH1: I pierced myself with qianzi but I don't know how I did that. After I took out the qianzi
there was no blood on my cheek. … After that time, villagers didn't give me qianzi again. The
son of Big Nose from Shang Majia said (scornfully), ''Please give her qianzi whenever she
jumps up to dance. You, a woman, want to be a huala?''

The last part of Erlang Hua's account reflects local opinion about the event, as does
the following quote from GH, ''The miaoguan shouldn't have given her qianzi.'' As stated
earlier, the use of qianzi defines the beginning and end of a huala's performance. In fact, it
could be said that the use of qianzi is definitive of the huala's role. Erlang Hua's use of
qianzi and its implicit claim to embody the deity transgressed local norms about appropriate
behavior for women. Erlang Hua herself expresses these norms when she calls herself a
''big, silly, woman'' and when she says:
EH1: I always beg Erlang Ye, ''Please forgive me, please don't catch my body. I'm a lady. I'm
very shy when I have to face people.'' They always scold me and say, ''You, a woman, want
to be a huala.'' They don't think Erlang Ye actually possesses me as his huala. They scold me
but I cannot help myself.

The idea that women and deities are somehow antithetical is also reflected in the fact that
women in a state of possession are thought to be possessed by ghosts rather than deities.
Ghost possession is seen as a dangerous state, comparable to insanity. Possession of women
is negatively viewed and usually leads to extreme measures. The second case-study of a
female religious specialist is a woman from Qijia Village who is referred to as a
nianjiangui, a pejorative term for a person able to see ghosts, gods, and other numina.
QN: In a sheep year, I got this disease. A xiannü caught me – two xiannü caught me. People
thought I had been caught by ghosts. So they squeezed the muscle in my thumb web and my
Achilles heels, and they tried to exorcise the ghosts out of my body.
My family captured me and locked me in a room after I was possessed. Sometimes
people came and tried to restrain me and when my family held me very tightly, I couldn't feel
any pain. Once I kicked away three strong men who were holding me, but then they grabbed
me again. I always ask the xiannü to leave me alone because it is difficult for me to have
them around all the time. But, they say, ''We can't leave you… only when you die can we
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leave.''
My family brought me home and beat me with whips on the day I was first possessed,
but it didn't affect me. Then, my husband put a box of wheat on the table and lit a lamp. Once
I pointed at my husband with my finger, and suddenly he became mad. We two were both
mad. He recovered after just three months but I was mad for three years.

This account has several notable points, first of which is the woman's averal that she
was possessed by xiannü while villagers claimed that she was possessed by ghosts. Second
is the woman's reluctance to be associated with deities, similar to Erlang Hua's. Third is the
violent method in which she is dealt with – beating, violent manipulation of sensitive
pressure points, and being locked up. Fourth is her characterization of her condition as
insanity. Huala report symptoms of physical illness at the time prior to and at assuming the
role of huala – headaches and stomach ailments. They also experience mental affects –
'cloudiness', anxiety, feelings of intoxication – but never characterize these as madness (DH,
GH, CH).
Perhaps the most intimate association with women and the strange, liminal, antideity world of ghosts is the claim that women engage in intercourse with ghosts.
BSN: One day an old man from Qinjia went to collect livestock dung in the mountains. He
found a woman lying there on the mountain, and she was moving like someone was fucking
her. Her mouth was full of saliva and her pants were pulled down around her legs. When a
ghost fucks a woman, the ghost makes that woman dream that their father, brother, or son is
fucking them. Then she won't tell her dream to anyone because she'll be ashamed, and the
ghost will be able to fuck her again and again after that. But if a woman tells her dream to her
husband, then the ghost will leave her alone.

Although female ghosts sometimes have intercourse with men, the vast majority of
such incidents happen between male ghosts and human women. The manner in which
ghosts mask their activity is telling: they cause the woman to dream of having sex with
male kin, an unimaginably shameful act. Furthermore, it is only through admitting this
shameful dream to her husband that the woman can escape being 'attacked' again by the
ghost. Such a phenomenon has much to say about Mangghuer ideologies of kin and gender.
To summarize, ger and jiawu are patrifocal and patrilineal groups that are corporate
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in the sense of having their own diandiar in addition to that of constituent individuals'.
Married women are incorporated into their new ger but not their jiawu. At the moment of
transfer from their natal to their married home a woman is structurally equivalent to a
corpse – between social roles – and is equally dangerous. This liminality continues, to a
lesser degree, throughout a woman's life until her death, and has certain important
implications for her position in relation to ghosts and gods. First, women are seen as
polluting to both men and deities and are thus excluded from holding the position of
religious specialists. Female possession is generally characterized as possession by ghosts
and as insanity, and is harshly dealt with. The strange, liminal, anti-deity position of women
within the social structure is perhaps best summed up in their sexual liaisons with ghosts:
they dream of intercourse with male kin and feel shame that can only be ameliorated by
confession to their husband; failure to do so may result in continued assault and perhaps,
eventually, death.
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3.2.2. ''We ask Elders to Sit in Important Seats'': Age Hierarchy Ideologies
The above suggests that Mangghuer men are 'above' women in the social hierarchy, due to
women's liminal status within the post-marital jiawu. This places women in a social
position that renders them polluting and dangerous to deities. In the same was as they
recognize a general gender hierarchy, Mangghuer also recognize an age hierarchy, with
elders at the top and younger people at the bottom.
Mangghuer concepts of age are embedded in an idealized life cycle, summarized
below in a Mangghuer funeral speech (Zhu and Stuart 1999: 184):
In the first thirty years my dead grandfather called oxen and drove horses, doing a peasant's
labor of plowing and planting fields and was on the first or second call of corvée duty. In his
middle age he held tea in both hands and served food respectfully to his parents and finally
attended to their funeral by spending much money and using many things and, for his young
generations, he saw them married and become couples. In his old age, he counted prayer
beads and worshiped Buddha, built temples and established stupas and watched the home...

Ignoring childhood, which rapidly gives way to young adulthood, the life cycle consists of
three main stages, each with different concerns.22 Young adulthood is concerned primarily
with physical labor – agricultural work and compulsory corvée. Adulthood is concerned
with filiality to parents, demonstrated by very costly funerals. The adult male23 is also
concerned with organizing marriages for his children. It is telling that this falls as his
concern during adulthood rather than having worried about his own marriage as a young
adult. Having fulfilled the duties of holding funerals for parents and marrying out children,
the man in his old age may turn his attention to religious practice in order to cultivate his

22 Du (2002) provides an excellent description of idealized life cycle concerns among the Lahu; Cohen
(2005) does the same for the north China context; Eberhardt (2006) devotes her monograph to the life-cycle
among the Shan; and Childs (2004) gives an excellent account of the life cycle in a Tiebie community of
Nepal.
23 The choice of gender is deliberate. A woman's ideal life cycle is to contribute labor to her household until
marriage, and to then contribute to her husband's attainment of life goals until, in old age, the life goals of
both men and women become essentially identical, and focus on death and the afterlife and the manipulation
of ami.
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ami in preparation for his next reincarnation. In this phase of life he may become a laozher
– a respected elder.24
Most of our interviews were with laozher aged fifty and older, primarily because
they were directed to talk to us when we visited a village. Villagers considered these men to
be both the possessors of and legitimate representatives of a certain knowledge – historical
knowledge based in Chinese literacy, a certain patrilogic, a knowledge of descent through
the male line, and of migration and origins of surname clans, all contextualized within the
Chinese dynastic framework. When these men would or could not answer a question they
consistently made appeals to the shortcomings of their elders. ''Elders never told us such
things,'' was a common reply to questions consultants would or could not answer
themselves. Although elders certainly provided a certain type of information, it is doubtful
they were presented to us as consultants because this sort of knowledge was prestigious or
considered of interest to investigators. Rather, this knowledge was presented as prestigious
because of the people who possessed it and the position conferred on them within the scope
of idealized life history and Mangghuer age hierarchy ideology.
Laozher are also the most common source of authority appealed to by and brought
to bear on villagers.25 They may be asked to call back a woman who has left her husband
has returned to her natal village, and filed for a divorce. They are also appealed to in
disputes between families or villages over access rights to resources, for example pasture or
trees. In the first account below, a huala describes his attempt to retire and how the
authority of laozher was invoked to convince him not to. In the second account, a locally
renowned artisan describes how he sought out elders' permission before innovating Nadun
mask design.
MH2: After I returned from Sangbura temple, I thought that I was too old to dance in Nadun,
but Sangbura villagers came repeatedly to invite me to dance. They sent respected laozher to
invite me, so it was very difficult for me to refuse them. So, I went to dance for several years
24 The general terms for elder are xidiersang kun 'people who became old,' nasitai kun 'people with (high)
age,' and nasi bersang kun 'people who became aged'. Terms of address for elder males are didi and yeye,
whereas nini and nainai are used for elder females. Laozher are distinct from these more general categories of
elder by being invested with authority in ritual production and conflict mediation.
25 Humphrey and Onon (1996) discuss the authority wielded by elder males among the Daur, and Ekvall
(1968) discusses the same among A mdo Tiebie.
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after returning.
MM: I heard that people didn't like to dance Wujiang because if they wore Wujiang masks
they couldn't see the ground – the distance between the two eyes was not correct. I asked
laozher to agree before I changed the masks to make them easier to dance in.

Elders' authority is also marked in numerous everyday practices. The example
above of the serving of meals in a Mangghuer household demonstrates this. Elders are
seated in the best (warmest and most interior) places and are served first. In situations
where a variety of food is available, elders will be served the best food, typically a meat
dish. Children, young adults, and adults typically wait for elders to begin eating before they
do. A particularly conspicuous sign of respect for elders is the wearing of beards. A young
man should not wear a beard while his father is alive. This sign of dignity and wisdom is
reserved for laozher and for a young man to not shave suggests he hopes his father will die.
A brief examination of naming practices, feasting at weddings, New Year festivities, and
'retirement' and coffin parties will further elaborate Mangghuer age hierarchy ideologies.
Mangghuer kinship terms explicitly mark kin for relative age. In place of the single
English terms 'brother' and 'sister' are the Mangghuer terms gaga and diao referring to elder
and younger brother, respectively. Ajia and xijun diao refer to elder and younger sister,
respectively. Relative age is an important principle pervading Mangghuer kin terms.
Villagers address generationally senior elders with such kin terms but are addressed by
their personal name. Use of personal names is also common among those of the same
generation.

26

In addition, generation-relative terms of address are employed in

communities that maintain jiapu 'kin almanacs', books that provide a list of Chinese
characters according to which all descendants of an ancestor must be named; in some cases
these books also list all the descendants of a single ancestor and the wives of all male
ancestors. Within a certain generation, all males receive the same surname, and in
accordance with their jiapu, the same first character in their personal name. Two people
meeting each other and exchanging names should be able to determine appropriate terms of
address if they have a common surname and are familiar with the characters listed in their

26 Teknonymy – referring to parents using the names of their children – may also be employed when
addressing elder males.
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jiapu. However, because of the amplification of differential reproductive rates over time,
this may result in a child having a generation name senior to a man many years older than
him; this elder man must nonetheless address the child as 'uncle' or 'grandfather'.
Furthermore, descendants of founding ancestors may continue to refer to each other
by age-relative terms depending on the relative age of their founding ancestors. Each male
founding ancestor of a location sires a lineage, which in this case, is called a huang. Each
huang is named sequentially from eldest (first) to youngest (last). For example in a village
with three huang, the members of the second and third huang must refer to all members of
the first huang as elder relatives, regardless of age.
The system of names extends beyond potential kin. Within Sanchuan, all
Mangghuer-speaking strangers with whom a Mangghuer person converses are addressed by
kin-terms. But since an exchange of names does not help determine relative generation, two
people must reckon their relative age difference in order to know how to address one
another.
The use of jiapu and terms of address relative to generation were not resumed after
the Cultural Revolution in at least one situation, despite an opportunity for revival:
NH1: No. Our jiapu is in Nanjia in Liuhejia in Jishi County. Those Nanjia people and we
have the same ancestors. Once, they asked we Nanjia people to take a jiapu from there but we
never went there to get it, because if we got it, our generations would be mixed up …
grandsons would become grandfathers. We don't have a jiapu so we just give names for
children using any characters, but for those Nanjia people in Liuhejia it really depends on the
jiapu. Grandsons would become grandfathers! If we had gotten that jiapu, we would have
had to change all the children's names and it would have been very difficult and complicated,
so we gave up.

Part of the unwillingness to revive this system is that generational naming systems
should make life less complicated, however, this is not the case. Terms of address indicate
to the speaker the appropriate attitudes and behaviors they should adopt towards a person,
for example, whether or not they may engage in joking. Furthermore, it also determines
where people should be seated and in what order they should be served food. This is
important not only at family meals, but also on any of the numerous occasions at which
villagers gather to feast: weddings, funerals, coffin parties, and newborn parties.
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Like the more general respect for elders, respect for parents and grandparents is an
integral part of daily Mangghuer life that is also displayed on specific ritual occasions. In
the past, though less frequent today, offspring were expected to kowtow to their parents
whenever they returned to the household from a village social occasion. One occasion on
which respect for age status is conspicuously displayed is New Year. After rising early on
the morning of the first day of the New Year, each ger in a jiawu sends a member to
kowtow to senior jiawu members in order of seniority. Those kowtowed to offer good
words and extend their best wishes to their descendant, wishing students success at school,
laborers to earn much money, officials to get promoted, and farmers to have good crops.
The order of visits replicates the order in which the jiawu members' tombs will be laid out
in their collective graveyard (see below).
In the same way that less serious social obligations descend from senior to junior
relations, relations become more intense and obligatory after an elder becomes an ancestor.
Ancestors are respected in the same way as elders, though they are also feared for their
potential ability to cause disasters to their descendants. Two festivals focused on ancestors
that are observed interchangeably are held during the third lunar month. These festivals are
Hanshi and Qingming. The exact date of these festivals changes each year and is
determined according to the solar period. Either of these occasions may be celebrated
collectively by a jiawu. Members go together to their ancestral graveyard and burn
qianliang for their ancestors. Males clean the exterior of individual tombs, removing
weeds,27 sweeping the surfaces, and adding a layer of fresh earth on the surface. Adult
women may burn paper but may not clean tombs as women walking on a tomb is thought to
be polluting and disturb those within.
Since it is thought that ancestors bestow descendants, ancestors are beseeched for
children by childless couples on this day. Couples with children but no boys beseech the
ancestors for male children by beating the man who has no male children on the exposed
calves with a thin wood cane. On the same day next year, the man must sacrifice a male pig,
ram, or cock to his ancestors. If they have not provided him with the desired offspring he is
beaten on the calves again. Jiawu members typically cooperate in sacrificing a male pig,
ram, or cock to their ancestors on this day, regardless of whether children are being asked
for, in addition to cleaning the tombs.
27 Haozi grass (see footnote 8) is considered to be good luck and is therefore not cleared away.
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The transition from elder to ancestor is not as rapid as might be implied by the
dangerous liminal state that occurs when transferring the coffin from the house to the grave.
Although the age of one hundred is frequently mentioned in funerary orations, a much more
realistic life-expectancy during most of the twentieth century was somewhere in the sixties.
Men particularly begin making preparations for death when approaching this age. The first
of these, held primarily by wealthier men, is the sixtieth birthday party, Liushi dashou
nuoqi, while the second event is the party held upon the completion of an elder's coffin.28
Annual birthdays are not celebrated by the Mangghuer; everyone becomes one year
older at the New Year. However, individual birth-dates are known and remembered, and
celebrations are held when a person turns sixty. A man generally celebrates his sixtieth
birthday and his wife celebrates at the same time, regardless of her actual age. The age of
sixty represents a transition in one's life. The person should now cease fieldwork and
devote themselves to religious activities as a maniqi. In practice this is impractical for most
sixty-year old Mangghuer. It is only wealthier Mangghuer or those with sufficient
household labor who hold this celebration, which generally lasts two days. The following
paragraphs describe a Liushi dashou nuoqi which took place 1 October 2006.
On the first day of the Liushi dashou nuoqi, lama and maniqi were invited to the
celebrants' home. During the ritual, lama sat on the kang inside the main room of the house
and chanted,29 while maniqi sat in the courtyard outside, chanting and spinning hand-held
prayer wheels. The ritual's highlight involved the celebrant couple undergoing a ritual
cleansing with water blessed by the lama that was poured from a vase into the couple's
hands, rubbed on their heads, and used to rinse their mouth. The couple wore wuhuang
pai30 and other vestments usually worn by lama during tantric rituals.

28 This party is locally referred to as Huancai, meaning to flip over a coffin. After completing a coffin a
carpenter lies it face down, and the coffin owner's nüxiang (women who have married out of a person's jiawu)
turn it over.
29 Most local Mangghuer generally do not know what scriptures are chanted by lama on this or any other
day, nor do they particularly care; their main concern is the number of lama that are invited – the more the
better. Usually five or seven lama are invited and are paid for their services with bread, tea, and/ or a little
cash. The family, particularly the celebrant, feels proud and distinguished to be able to invite lama, especially
a relatively large number. Sometimes the lama bring drums, bells, and zhigheling (a reed wind instrument),
but these are not required.
30 This hat has five vertical lobes arranged in a fringe standing up from the wearer's forehead and each
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In addition to the chanting and ritual cleansing, speeches were given at the ritual's
beginning and end. At the ritual's beginning a guest gave a speech praising the birthday
couple, and a member of the host family replied praising the guests.
[Speech by the leader of the maniqi]:
Today is our brother, Jiliang's, sixtieth birthday.
So, first we should thank Sky and Earth,
Secondly we should thank our ancestors,
In the first thirty years of life, you had parents and you were very good to them,
When your parents got old, you served them well,
Later you carried their coffins high on your shoulders,
And buried their bodies deep in the ground.
In the second thirty years of your life, you fed your children
And helped them establish families.
You are someone who has contributed much,
So you have a very happy life now,
And today you hold your sixtieth birthday.
You have had a very long life,
But we hope you will live longer,
And reach a very high age,
Just like the undying pine tree on South Mountain

[Everyone bows].
[Then a man from the host family replies]:
The blue sky is above us,
Emperors and kings are on the earth,
So, we live by drinking water and by eating the food from the earth.
We are protected by the sky and the emperor.
My uncle and aunt were born in the happy world that has many lotus flowers,
And they grew up under the red flag.
bearing a deity images.
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My uncle and aunt worked hard in the fields when they were young,
And they met each other and got married.
When they were adults,
They fed their parents,
And held very big funerals for them when they died.
They fed their children,
Helped them to establish families,
And built new houses for them.
My uncle and aunt gave many banquets for their parents and children,
And they also helped their children write their names on golden signs.31
When they entered the gate of their sixties,
They became elders.
Now as they step onto the road of old age,
They invited maniqi to chant and repay Sky and Earth.
Maniqi grandfathers and maniqi grandmothers in their seventies and eighties,
Tied red silk cloth across my uncle's and aunt's left shoulders,
And tied green silk cloth across their right shoulders.
You have done many things for my uncle and aunt,
I hope their children will repay you later.

At the end of the ritual, after the lama had left, speeches were given after maniqi had been
given a meal of deep-fried bread, fried meat and vegetable dishes and gifts of a little cash,
bread, incense, and matches.
First, the hosts gave a speech again praising the guests, and the guests then replied
thanking their hosts.
My uncle and aunt worked very hard in the fields,
Just like sweaty cows and sweaty horses,
In the first thirty years of their lives.
In the second thirty years of their lives,
They were very good to their parents,
And they carried their coffins high and buried them deep when they died.
31 Such signs were posted to display the names of those who had obtained official rank by passing
government examination (Miyazaki 1981).
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They fed their children,
And gave banquets with very good liquor and meat,
To help their children establish families.
Now they have entered the gate of their sixties,
And have become elders,
So they started praying to Sky and deities,
And to their ancestors.
They invited grandfathers and grandmothers from the mani hui.32
You chanted for one whole day,
So we should offer you good food and good drink.
However, because we are poor we just offered you cheap tea and tasteless food.
We have gifts for our two miaoshen and Pusa Ye.
You chanted a lot but we gave you only a little.
We cannot repay what you have given us,
So my uncle and aunt's children will kowtow to you.
And all we relatives will bow to you.

[Children kowtow and relatives bow].
[Leader of maniqi]:
Today, the host invited us to your home to chant mani.
It is our pleasure.
You shouldn't kowtow to us, but to Sky, Earth, deities, and Pusa Ye.
Right?

[Other maniqi]: Yes.
[Leader of maniqi]:
On your sixtieth birthday,
You invited deities and offered incense and lamps for them.
32 Mani hui 'mani association' refers to the group of village elders who regularly chant mani together in the
village temple (see Chapter Two).
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The sky and the earth, gods, and Buddhas are here,
Thousands of Pusa are also here.

As guests departed they sang dao, 33 again praising the hosts using much hyperbole,
describing the mountains of food and vast amounts of liquor they consumed, and
apologizing for the enormous piles of trash they left behind them. They insisted, however,
that the trash would become gold after three days and the host family would therefore be
rewarded for their generosity with riches. The host replied by singing Om mani padme hum
to the same dao tune.
Villagers came to the celebrants' home on the second day of the ritual, where
members of the celebrants' jiawu assisted by cooking and serving food and liquor. Speeches
were given at the beginning of the celebrations, first by the host and then by the guests.
These speeches were identical to the welcoming speeches just described. In 2010 it was
common for someone to bring a Western-style birthday cake, and for guests to sing ''Happy
Birthday'' in Chinese. Next, guests put cake icing and cake on the celebrants' faces. They
believe this is a Western custom at birthday parties.34 When guests left, no speeches were
made, as the guests had not received any gifts or payment and did not need to formally
thank the hosts. Dao were sung, however, first by the guests, using lyrics similar to those
sung on the day before; the host, rather than singing Om mani padme hum as on the day
before, sang lyrics thanking the guests for coming, and apologizing for serving tasteless
food, watery liquor, and offering cheap, grass-stuffed cigarettes.
As stated above, such parties are not always held. The transition from laborer to
religious practitioner, though ideal, is often not achieved. However, all Mangghuer die and
the coffin a person is buried in is a perennial concern. Family members begin planning a
coffin for an elder who reaches the age of sixty and upon completion of the coffin a party is
held. Often, a married couple holds the celebration jointly; only relatively wealthy families
who can afford a good coffin (see below) hold this celebration.
The coffin party is a happy occasion. Elders feel secure knowing they will have a

33 Dao are Mangghuer folk songs that may be sung on any festive occasion. For more on dao see Qi et. al.
(1999).
34 Säävälä (2009) provides an interesting parallel to the use of birthday cakes in Sanchuan in her discussion
of the use of birthday cakes in India.
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good resting place after death. Their descendants know that after the elder's death, they are
less likely to be troubled by the deceased if their body rests in a good coffin. The best
coffin is gonggai 'curved cover', a wood box with a convex cover. Poorer people are buried
in flat-lidded coffins. Painting a coffin is another indication of its quality. A good coffin is
painted red and features a dragon for males or a phoenix for females.
Certain wealthy families may have a coffin party after the coffin is built, and then
again after it is painted. If a person dies unexpectedly, a flat-topped wooden coffin is
purchased or quickly made, and covered with red paper or cloth instead of painted. A third
feature marking a coffin's quality is its the material from which it is made. The best coffins
are made entirely of shigheba 'juniper'. Coffins of lesser quality can be made of any wood,
but every coffin must contain at least a small piece of juniper wood to prevent damage by
subterranean chuanshanjia 'pangolins'; such disturbances upset the deceased's soul and who
may then cause problems for living descendants.35

35 Pangolins are not currently found in Sanchuan, nor have they ever been in living memory.
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Figures 17 and 18. Mangghuer coffins. Drawings by Wen Xiangcheng.
The completion of a coffin and the coffin party are scheduled for the same
auspicious day, chosen either by a yinyang or huala. The carpenters, painters, village
friends, and close relatives are invited. Often, though not always, maniqi are invited and
chant as the person celebrating and the maniqi are peers. A speech employing much
hyperbole is given at the beginning of the party by the hosts. It expresses gratitude to the
guests for attending; the hosts apologize for the terrible food, weak liquor, and so on.
Guests reply with effusive praise. After the speeches, much food is served and liquor
consumed. Songs are not sung and upon conclusion of the party, no further speeches are
given unless maniqi have chanted and been paid, in which case they give a speech praising
the host for his generosity, who replies by demurring.
After the party the coffin or coffins are stored somewhere in the house, filled with a
mixture of juniper branches, grain, and books and covered with a cloth. People take care
not to place shoes or underclothes, especially women's, atop the coffin to avoid polluting it.
Coffin parties and sixtieth birthday parties mark the beginning of the transition from
elder to ancestors. Around the same time, an elder usually begins wearing conspicuous
maniqi dress – long dark blue, brown, or black robes – at all public occasions. The social
restrictions which apply to adults and those younger are relaxed, particularly for women. At
this stage of life, women begin publicly drinking liquor and smoking tobacco. Elders' focus
– both males and females – becomes generating good ami for themselves and for all
sentient beings, which increases their social prestige, as does having successfully
completed the obligations associated with an idealized life cycle. Elders at this stage, as
they make preparations to become ancestors, are accorded all possible respect. This is
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particularly true for men.
One final observation may be offered to further flesh out the nature of the idealized
life-cycle in Sanchuan: ghosts of unnatural death. Hu and Stuart (1992a) in their discussion
of sources of illness among the Mangghuer, introduce the category of 'unhappy ghosts'.
These are the souls of people who have died young or have committed suicide, and both are
deemed harmful due to the fact that they have died before their time.36 The corpses of such
people are burned (Stuart and Hu 1992) in the belief that this destroys both the body and
soul of the deceased. The remaining ashes and bone fragments are buried at a site selected,
usually, by a yinyang, but such a site is never within the jiawu graveyard. Such measures
are taken to protect the living by destroying and rendering void the deceased, rather than
providing them with a comfortable 'home' in the afterlife. I argue that these people became
ghosts because they were unable to successfully complete the life-cycle, and were unable,
in life, to begin the transition from human to ancestor. These unhappy ghosts are not simply
the specters of individuals who died before their time, but are also specters of a cultural
schema that posits a certain idealized life cycle. If this is not successfully completed the
result is an incomplete person who, as in the case of the bride-to-be or corpse en route, is
inherently dangerous to the living.

3.2.3. Conclusion – Age and Gender in Sanchuan
Age and gender form the two most common structuring principles of everyday dyadic
interactions in Sanchuan. It is primarily according to these ideological coordinates that
people know how to interact. Age and gender impact terms of address, greetings, the order
in which people act and move, where and how bodies are placed, how actions are
interpreted, the language register used, and sense of self. While gender presents a
dichotomy of possibilities, age is a ranked series. The intersection of these two variables
predicates the Mangghuer person to a large extent. However, age and gender are not the
only organizing principles of everyday interactions. To explore these further I now examine
larger non-kin territorial groups influencing how Mangghuer interact with one another on a
daily basis.
36 See Limusishiden and Roche (nd) for 'unhappy ghosts' among the Mongghul.
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3.3. Territorial and other Non-kin Groups
3.3.1 Village, Territorial Cult, and Confederation
Above the level of the ger and jiawu are large territorial groupings that are less dependent
on kin relations. Just as ger and jiawu predicate social relations based on age and gender,
these larger territorial groupings predicate social relations based on the hierarchy imposed
by guest-host relations. In the section that follows I describe larger, non-kin territorial
groupings, beginning with the benjia 'village'.
The benjia occupies a transitional space between kin and non-kin groups. Within the
benjia, almost all male members share the same surname, which provides its name to the
village, for example, Qijia, Wenjia, or Doujia. Male benjia members who do not share this
surname either married into the village or are the descendants of males who did. Because of
the rarity of matrilocal marriage, such families are few in any given village and the relative
age of a village can also be estimated by the number of surnames. Women who have
married into the village do not share the same name as village men, unless they had the
same surname in their natal village. Their children take the village surname. Benjia are
exogamous; marriage within the benjia is considered incest.
Benjia are corporate in their ownership of collective property: the roads, paths, and
irrigation system of a village. In terms of ritual responsibilities, members of each ger in a
benjia, except those from the deceased's jiawu, are obliged to send one or two people to
assist when a family holds a funeral. Benjia may also assist at a wedding if there are
insufficient jiawu members available. Members of a single benjia also often conduct certain
communal rituals together, such as constructing a chapai or renewing a wobo.37
In terms of collective labor, benjia members help each other build courtyards and
orchard walls. This system of mutual assistance is not compulsory; people help those who
have helped them or from whom they expect future help. Also, people may ask members of
their benjia to help them harvest if jiawu members are insufficient but again, there is an
expectation of reciprocity.
Relationships within the benjia are more formal than within the jiawu or ger; people
call each other using terms of address based on relative generation, as described above.
37 See Chapter Two for more on chapai and wobo.
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However, the proscriptions on women are less strict at this level, and women may engage
in joking relationships with any same-generation male members of the benjia she marries
into. However, within the context of a woman's natal benjia, such behavior is proscribed.
The next largest territorial group is the bingjia, a territorial unit based on villages
sharing a common territorial temple. The significance of the bingjia has decreased greatly
since the state reorganized populations into dui 'work teams' after 1958. Historically bingjia
were led by one or a team of paitou 'irrigation leaders'38 depending on the community's
size. This position has now in most practical aspects been conferred upon the duizhang
'work team leader'.39 This role includes:


communicating government policy to villagers



collecting money from villagers for irrigation system maintenance



announcing villagers' death by shouting the deceased's name in the village lanes,
and asking villagers to burn paper for the deceased,



bringing several unrelated villagers to a groom's home to give zhang 'silk cloth with
calligraphy' and,



organizing corvée labor required by the government.

Potanin (1893) additionally reports that paitou were responsible for conducting rituals to
divert storms and for keeping livestock from fields during the growing season. However the
paitou now is responsible only for managing the annual ritual cycle in the village miao:


constructing chapai,



Zhuanshan (circumambulating fields in Spring),



Zhuangzang (empowering the miaoshen by renewing the statue's organs), and



Nadun

38 Paitou are known by various terms, depending on location. Alternative names include turaoqi and shuipai.
One paitou generally leads the others and is referred to as da paitou.
39 Huare Duojie (2009) discusses the role of village leaders in a Tiebie community in northeast Minhe
County and Overmeyer (2009) provides a description of village leaders and their roles throughout northern
China. Similar community roles, combining leadership of communal agricultural and ritual cycles, have also
been described in Nepal (Ramble 2008).
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Bingjia historically often shared common water resources for both drinking and
irrigation, but after completion of a large irrigation channel through Gaishang, Zhongchuan,
and Sangbura in the late 1960s, the unification of bingjia through resource sharing has
diminished. People generally consider other bingjia members as somewhat remote from
them, but not total strangers. Terms of address are based on relative age. It is acceptable to
marry within the bingjia. The main roles of the bingjia concern Nadun.
Both bingjia and benjia are corporate in the sense of sharing a common diandiar,
manifested most often as the success or failure of crops, but now also through the success
of members in migrant labor. Nadun manipulates the diandiar of bingjia. If dancers dance
well and please the deity, then their miaoshen increases the community's diandiar.
However, in some communities, dancing certain performances in Nadun lowers the
diandiar of the bingjia and leads to such disasters as death and crop failure (see Artifacts,
below).
The ger, jiawu, benjia, and bingjia can be envisioned as a concentric series (see
Figure 19 below). Not only are members of one level encased in the next but so is the
diandiar of one corporate group included in the next level. This can be seen, for example,
in the spread of misfortunes from a family tormented by a ghost, to their jiawu, and benjia;
such disasters generally do not extend to the level of bingjia (BDH).

Bingjia
Benjia

Jiawu
Ger
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Figure 19. Concentric organization of social units and diandiar.

Above the level of bingjia, villages are organized into localized groupings that I
refer to as confederations. There is no Mangghuer term to refer to these confederations.
Each had its own unique name. The majority of Mangghuer villages in Sanchuan were
organized into such confederations (see Figure 20 below). Although these groups
sometimes had a leader, as in the case of the Beihu in Wushi Valley, they often did not.
Membership of a confederation may have been predicated on a variety of conditions:
common patrilineal descent; participation in the cult of a common deity; sharing of a
common water source; or affiliation to a Dge lugs pa Buddhist monastery.

40

Confederations were sometimes confined to a delimited geographical area, as with
Zhaomuchuan, though they often were not.

40 Villages associated with a single monastery were collectively referred to as a terdi, equivalent to the
Tiebie lha sde, (see Mills [2003] and Sams tsho skyid and Roche [2011]). In addition to providing material
support to the monastery, generally in the form of grain, terdi also had ritual obligations and rights at the
monastery.
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Figure 20: Confederations in Sanchuan: 1. Zhaomu qi hu – terdi (see footnote 40,
above) of Zhaomuchuan Monastery; 2. Wu zhuang wu miao; 3. Shang liu hu; 4. Ha san
hu - the Shang liu hu and Ha san hu were tentatively united as the terdi of Ghada
Ximie in Puba Valley; 5. Qi zhuang wu miao; 6. Shidie Valley; 7. Mujia Temple; 8.
Ganjia chuan; 9. Dazizhuang; 10. Enduba Valley/ terdi of Wofo Monastery 11.
Badaola/ terdi of Yuantong baofo Monastery; 12. Terdi of Sangbura Monastery; 13.
Wenjia Monastery; 14. Wangjia Monastery; 15. Hulijia Monastery; 16. Zhujia
Monastery - the extent of the terdi of each of these four monasteries is currently
unclear. Additionally, approximately half the population of San'erjia were terdi of
Sangbura Temple, and half were terdi of Wenjia Temple, though spatially the two
populations were mixed.
Significantly, the confederation seems to have been the largest unit in which
Mangghuer in the early twentieth century identified themselves in our interviews. 'Tuzu'
and 'Mangghuer' were terms usually only elicited with prompting, and more often than not,
'Sanchuan' seemed to be given more as a geographical unit, rather than as something one
belonged to. When discussing confederations, however, consultants frequently added kun to
the name of a confederation to indicate people of a certain confederation. The only time we
encountered the term Mangghuer without elicitation was in the compound Mangghuerqi – a
person who travels to Mongolia on business (CH).
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3.3.2. Dasini kun
Kin groups – ger and jiawu – and territorial groups – benjia, bingjia, and confederations –
all exist in the sense that they confer roles and responsibilities on their members and also
have a collective diandiar. A final category, dasini kun 'our people' does not exist as a
social entity in the same way as these kin and territorial groups. Nonetheless this group
predicates certain important behaviors and attitudes that are relevant to Nadun.
At the most general level dasini kun is applied to all those who speak the
Mangghuer language. However the phrase dasini gi 'our language' can refer to either
Mangghuer or Chinese,41 depending on the context. It might be used to refer to Chinese,
for example, when people say of a Chinese-speaking foreigner that they are speaking dasini
gi. The term dasini kun may also be extended to non-Mangghuer when a location is added
to the phrase. For example a Saotur person may be described as dasini Guanting kun and a
Tiebie may be a dasini Xing'er kun by inhabitants of Guanting and Xing'er, respectively.
Anyone who is not dasini kun is an outsider, a stranger. In terms of hospitality and
etiquette, such people are generally treated as being in a hierarchically superior position to
dasini kun because they are considered guests (see below). Nonetheless they are considered
dangerous in some way, as hospitality is obligatory and yet strangers are not part of the
reciprocal system of hospitality and etiquette and therefore may potentially bankrupt their
host. Strangers are furthermore often considered to be guizhen kun 'respectable people' who
have the capacity to travel great distances and who also have expensive tastes.
Apart from these generalities about strangers, other specifics may be noted. As
previously described, Tiebie are noted for their great faith in their deities and the ensuing
power this gives their deities. This is evidenced in the nature of diseases said to be caused
by Tiebie deities. This faith, however, is often characterized and lampooned as overzealous
piety. Furthermore, Tiebie are stereotyped as being wild, dirty42 and naïve in matters of
commerce and other worldly things. Because of this, prior to the early 1980s marriage with
Tiebie was avoided and seen as a last resort. This has changed somewhat in the past thirty
years as more Mangghuer travel to Tiebie locations to undertake trading and migrant labor
(see the discussion in Chapter Five), and currently inter-marriage with Tiebie has become
41 Both Modern Standard Chinese and the local Qidai dialect.
42 Hence the common appellation khara Tiebie 'black Tiebie'.
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more common, though it is generally restricted to the bringing of Tiebie wives into
Mangghuer ger. Historical solidarity between Tiebie and Mangghuer may also be noted, for
example, in the case of Gamaka in Xing'er, whose Tiebie residents spent several decades
residing in Chenjiaola, a Mangghuer village on the mountain slope above Gamaka, during
the period of Saotur agitation in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century (AS).
In contrast, intermarriage with any Saotur is strongly proscribed. Mangghuer
generally think that marriage with Saotur people creates many difficulties for the new
couple because one must adapt to a radically different religion and diet.43 Mangghuer
generally denigrated the Saotur as a group, considering them cunning (rather than
intelligent) 44 and inbred. 45 Nonetheless relations between Mangghuer and Saotur
individuals and communities are generally harmonious. Mangghuer and Saotur individuals
and communities live side-by-side in Gaishang and nearby areas of Zhongchuan,
particularly in Saotur Aruer. Many Saotur are also fluent in Mangghuer, through this is
becoming increasingly uncommon as Modern Standard Chinese comes to serve more and
more as a local lingua franca. In stark contrast, Mangghuer and Saotur in Minzhu Valley
are not as strongly integrated owing to historical memories of the violent events of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century, first of the Saotur uprising of 1895 (Lipman 1998),
and then of the subsequent brutal reign of the Saotur warlord, Ma Bufang.
Mangghuer stereotypes of Qidai generally construct two categories: Xiabier kun
'lowlanders' and local Chinese, who are referred to simply as Qidai. Xiabier kun are
considered outsiders and may be referred to as Wadala, an onomatopoeic term referencing
the unintelligibility of their language, or as Laohou'er 'monkey draggers', referencing the
fact that in the past, Xiabier kun sometimes came to Sanchuan as itinerant entertainers
bringing chained monkeys with them to perform for crowds. Shaanbei merchants who
opened stores in Gaishang comprised another important category of Xiabier kun. One
43 Hansen (2005) sites similar reasons for proscription against marriage between Saotur and non-Saotur in
Xiahe County, Gansu Province.
44 Mangghuer see this distinction between cunning and intelligence in Saotur's business acumen, but
disinterest in institutional education. Qin Yuxiang (personal communication) reports that the communal origin
myth about Shang Majia residents being descended from Saotur (provided in Chapter One) is often told in jest
to explain why villagers are relatively successful in business.
45 The accusation of inbreeding springs from Saotur practicing preferential cousin marriage, which
Mangghuer consider incestuous.
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stereotype about Xiabier kun, prevalent in the past but uncommon now, was that their
women were masculine and dominated the men, thus reversing traditional Mangghuer
gender roles.
Qidai living in such places as Gangou Town and Yongjing County are usually
referred to as simply as Qidai. Sanchuan Mangghuer generally regard themselves as
culturally similar to Qidai but able to speak a language that Qidai do not. The binding of
women's feet by Qidai and Sanchuan Mangghuer in the early half of the twentieth century
was a visible and often commented upon sign of this cultural similarity – local Saotur and
Tiebie never bound women's feet.46 Despite this perceived similarity, the stereotype of
local Chinese is that they generally live in places that are worse than Sanchuan – higher,
colder, drier, and generally less agriculturally productive. Consequently, Sanchuan
Mangghuer are reluctant to let their daughters marry into Qidai homes, which reflects more
of a concern about place and prosperity than a prejudice against a group of people.
This, then, is the extra-ethnic space of stereotypes inhabited by the Mangghuer: the
wild and zealous Tiebie, the crafty Saotur, the peculiar Xiabier kun, and the Qidai,
essentially the same as the Mangghuer in every respect except for language and location.

3.3.3. Conclusion
This section described the Mangghuer territorial groups benjia, bingjia, and confederations.
Benjia are territorial units with many kin characteristics whereas bingjia are purely
territorial units based on the sharing of a single miao and participation in a common
territorial cult. The confederation is often the legacy of a bingjia grown too large or of a
temple that has fissioned and spawned one or more branch temples. Membership in any of
these groups dictates certain rights and responsibilities and predicates certain behavior.
In addition to describing these groups, I also described the stereotypes that
Mangghuer maintain about people outside recognizable local territorial groups, and who
thus do not qualify as dasini kun 'our people'. These included stereotypes about Tiebie,
Saotur, and Qidai, who are divided into Xiabier kun and (local) Qidai.
46 Brown (2007) states that in the case of Taiwan, foot binding formed a conspicuous marker between Han
and non-Han.
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3.4. Hospitality and Etiquette
Do you come here so that nobody will have a place to sit?
Do you come here so that nobody will be able to eat?…
Don't you know convention and etiquette?

(Hu and Stuart 1992: 78)
Membership in the various kin and territorial groups discussed above predicates certain
behavior within a pervasive system of hospitality and etiquette. In what follows I describe
such salient features of this system as its obligatory nature, the emphasis on displays of
respect, the generosity of hosts and guests' attempts to resist, the use of hyperbole and
humility in this contest between host and guest and finally, the transparent and reciprocal
nature of hospitality. I also discuss how hospitality serves to enforce the dyadic guest-host
relationship by creating a pervasive, lively atmosphere characterized as hong'huo 'red and
fiery'.47
The obligatory nature of hospitality must first be noted. On certain formal hosting
occasions, guests must visit and hosts are obliged to offer them hospitality. Such occasions
include when a family holds:


a wedding,



funeral,



sixtieth birthday party,



coffin party,



celebration for a new child, or



a gathering upon the completion of a new house.

New Year, Hanshi, and Nadun are also occasions when hospitality and etiquette are
required. For each occasion it is obligatory only for certain people to visit, and perhaps at
such times as during the New Year period when jiawu members are visited in ranked age

47 Note that our spelling differs from the Modern Standard Chinese pinyin honghuo as 'gh' is phonemic in
Mangghuer pinyin.
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order. A guest failing to visit on an obligatory occasion insults a family.48
Regardless of the occasion, a visitor is offered tea, food, cigarettes, and liquor (the
last two usually only for men, but also for elder women). To not offer is very insulting to
the guest; even an unwelcome guest is served tea. Hosts never ask, "Would you like
something to eat or drink?" or "What would you like to eat or drink?"; they simply offer.
Hosts must offer and guests must accept what is offered. Furthermore, hosts must joyfully
offer to guests – the more joy the better. Offering halfheartedly or angrily is inhospitable.
The most important feature of hospitality is showing respect to guests. Guests are
regarded by hosts as being in a hierarchically superior position to them. There are several
ways respect for guests is shown: greeting guests, bowing, offering seats, the way in which
objects are offered to guests (and what is offered to guests), and the way in which food is
displayed. The food itself is also an important aspect of hospitality.
Let us imagine a hypothetical situation in which guests are arriving at a home for an
obligatory visit to one of the formal hosting occasions described above. A household
representative comes and greets the guests. The further from the house the guests are
greeted the more polite it is.49 Furthermore, the greater the number of hosts that come out
to greet the guests, and the greater their seniority in terms of age and gender, the more
respectful the greeting.
Having arrived, the guests may be bowed to on formal occasions. Two types of bow
are used in Sanchuan. One is zuoyi, which is a slight bow made from the waist with hands
bent in front with one hand clasped over the other fist. The other type of bow is the terghai
mergu 'kowtow'. Zuoyi is more commonly seen at gatherings where respect is being
displayed to villagers. For example at a wedding, when a member of the hosts' jiawu offers

48 Balicki's (2008:281) observations from Sikkim are relevant here:
Attendance at and contribution to these domestic rituals are mandatory for each corporate household.
Participation and contribution define village membership and non-participation or non-invitation
suggests exclusion from the village's community...
Participation in village rituals and in displays of hospitality and etiquette may variously constitute household,
jiawu, and village membership. Similarly, failure to partake in these would nullify membership.
49 The same is true for sending off guests. The Mangghuer term for 'goodbye' sao literally means 'stay' and is
said by guests to hosts as they leave.
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chopsticks to guests, he or she first makes zuoyi three times before giving the chopsticks.
Terghai mergu is used for maniqi, ancestors, lama, weijia,50 laozher, deities, wobo, holy
lakes, and the corpse of deceased family members. It is rarely used as a greeting for guests,
but may be used to mark respect during a formal hosting occasion.
Guests are seated according to rank after they have been greeted. The most basic
ranking is age-related. Eldest are most senior and youngest most junior. Gender divisions
also apply with men being accorded better seats than women. At such occasions as
weddings, ajiu 'maternal uncles' are guests of honor and are seated in the best seats
regardless of age. The best seating is always the most interior, furthest from the entrance
and surrounded by the most number of guests on both sides.51 On formal occasions such as
weddings and funerals, the rule also applies that seniors are seated to the right of juniors.52
Once guests have been welcomed and seated, they are served with food, tea, liquor,
and cigarettes. It is considered most respectful to make offerings with two hands, though
one hand is acceptable. Food, tea, and liquor should be offered in bowls and cups that are
not chipped or cracked. Chopsticks used for eating should not be broken or damaged, and if
a family has chopsticks from several different sets, they rummage through a pile to find a
matching pair before offering them with the large end towards the guest. Locals generally
think that the best cup that can be offered is a wanzi53 – a cup with a saucer and a lid.
Offering guests food, tea, and liquor in chipped or cracked cups and bowls, and offering
them dirty, bent, damaged, or mismatched chopsticks, are all considered insulting.
The way food is laid out on the table before guests is also a sign of hospitality. New
50 Weijia are an individual's mother's jiawu. The most important member of the weijia is the ajiu; the
mother's brothers.
51 See footnote 12 for references that describe seating and serving on such occasions. Ortner's (1978: 83)
astute observations are relevant here, and to the following discussion.
Status is a theme throughout the entire hospitality event. The process begins ... with the seating. The
little seating drama, here everyone modestly tries to sit lower than his rightful place, but then allows
himself to get pulled into his proper seat, somewhat parallels the dramas of serving food – pressure,
resistance, and finally acquiescence.
52 The inverse applies when guests depart. The most senior guests exit through doors and gates first,
followed by more junior members.
53 Sanpaotai in local Qidai.
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dishes are always placed in the center of a table. If an old dish is to be moved from the
center to make way for a new dish, it is moved towards the edge of the table furthest from
the person sitting in the most senior position. This is done so that there is an unobstructed
route of access between the most senior guest and the best, freshest food.
The food which is offered is of course important, and this can be best described by
applying a principle of generosity.54 The food offered should be of the best possible quality.
For example, when offering bread, fried bread is considered of better quality than steamed
or baked bread. Meat (usually pork, but also occasionally mutton) is considered the best
food, and if a family is unable to offer meat they attempt to at least offer egg. After meat
and egg, all vegetables occupy a broad lowest tier in the food hierarchy. The amount of
food offered is also important. Particularly on formal hosting occasions, the host should be
seen to offer a bountiful spread with much surplus. It is considered good if there are
leftovers. Guests generally never eat all the food in a bowl, otherwise it is refilled.55
The principles of quality and quantity apply to all aspects of formal hosting
occasions. Families borrow money, furniture, and utensils to host weddings, funerals, and
other formal gatherings. Families who do not spend exorbitantly on such occasions are
gossiped about and their offerings described as miangan 'thin, insubstantial'.56 A poor
family who spends much money on a formal hosting occasion but may not have such food
delicacies as meat is nonetheless praised. A rich family that skimps is insulted, usually
behind their backs but sometimes publicly. Families may spend years recovering from the
financial burden of a single feast.
An important aspect of host generosity is their insistence that guests eat and drink a
great deal. Even on informal occasions, guests are vociferously and energetically
encouraged to eat as much as possible, and if alcohol is being drunk, to drink as much as
possible. For example, if noodles are being offered the guest is encouraged to eat another
bowl after finishing the first. If one asks for half a bowl or just a little, the bowl is refilled to
the brim. Liquor is usually offered by the male host on a saucer or tray in shot glasses that
54 Humphrey and Sneath's (1999: 17) observation that ''respect for age and seniority'' and ''an immense
generosity to guests'' are characteristic of the Mongolian cultural realm could also be applied throughout
Hehuang.
55 Children typically do empty their bowls and women at weddings also eat all the food in their bowls. Men
who eat greedily and empty their bowls quickly are accused of being just like a woman at a wedding.
56 The opposite of a miangan feast is a dayan 'rich' feast.
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range in size between a thimble and a tumbler. If one accepts drinking a single cup, then
usually two are offered with the encouragement that, ''People have two legs to walk on.'' If
two are accepted then often a third will be offered with the explanation that, ''Three is a
good number.'' If this is drunk, a fourth cup may be offered. Cigarettes are also offered with
similar generosity so that a guest may be smoking two cigarettes jammed end to end, have a
third tucked behind their ear, and still be offered a fourth. If food is not offered persistently
to guests, they may complain by saying, ''Was this food just put here for me to look at?''
Within this context of host generosity there is the equally important fact of guest
resistance. Guests politely refuse anything offered and only accept food, drink, cigarettes,
or other items after much insistence. Excuses are made – that one has just eaten, is sick and
does not wish to drink, does not smoke, has quit, and so on. These excuses are ignored and
the hosts insist. The guest may successfully refuse an offer only by objecting many times
before the host concedes. In addition to offering food and other items, the push and pull
between guest and host is evident during seating. Someone is offered a seat, refuses it, and
sits somewhere else in a position lower than the one accorded by their social rank, but is
eventually dragged into the place originally offered to them. As guests arrive and assume
their places at large gatherings such as weddings, there is much scuffling before everyone
assumes their place. Failure of the guests to assume their correct positions may result in real
arguments and even physical violence, especially if guests are already drunk. They may
complain, "I am of such-and-such a generation and yet, here I am, sitting in this lowly
position while that person of such-and-such (lower) generation sits above me!"
Involved with the conflict between host generosity and guest resistance are idioms
of hyperbole and humility. Guests effusively praise hosts and their offerings. The amount,
variety, and quality of food and other offerings are amplified in the extreme. The hosts
reply with humility, downplaying, even denigrating, the quality of the service provided and
the things offered. They, in turn, praise the guests as being of high status, finely dressed,
and accustomed to the best possible quality food, liquor, and cigarettes. The following
wedding song demonstrates these idioms of hyperbole and humility. The first song is sung
by men from the bridal entourage as they reach the groom's home (Hu and Stuart 1992:
123):
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We worthless insignificant men saw your courtyard from afar,
It was hazy in fog,
We saw the courtyard from near at hand,
It is a city surrounded by bricks.
As soon as we worthless insignificant men entered your lane, formed by two dragons, leading to
your courtyard,
We worthless insignificant men rushed to see,
Your grand Y Family's courtyard gate as a tiger gate,
Your gate opens as a tiger opens its mouth.
Your zhaobi57 is built as a mandarin duck zhaobi,
You mandarin duck zhaobi guards the gate,
At your zhaobi's base lies a lion,
From the lion's belly rises a mast,
About the mast coils a gold dragon,
On the mast's head crouches a phoenix.
Your left is guarded by left-blue-dragon.
We insignificant men's courage is small and we are too timid to enter the gateway.
In your Y Family's home is built a thunder gold-dog.
We insignificant men's courage is small and we are too timid to enter the gateway.

After a brief exchange the groom's side then sings in reply:
The first sound we sing for you,
The heavens open this propitious day for you and Earth opens thousands of unobstructed way.
In the early morning of this night of happiness when everything is unobstructed, the cock crows
three times,
On your grand X Family's noble land the bride mounted,
On our insignificant Y Family's inferior earth, the bride dismounts.
When uncles mount,
Your left feet step on plum blossom stirrups,
Your right feet cross over the horse's saddles' centers,

57 [footnote in the original] Zhaobi refers to an adobe wall section commonly constructed outside homes and
the village entrance. Zhaobi are believed capable of protecting homes and villages from evils.
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Uncles' left hands hold dragon-crouching reins,
Uncles' right hands grip black tiger whips,
When uncles mount,
It's just like Lord leaving Cao's campsite.58
Greeting you at ten li distance,
Our horses are not equipped well and are not satisfactory,
Welcome uncles, please come on.
Greeting you at five li distance,
My insignificant Y Family's waiters are not satisfactory,
If we greet you outside the courtyard gate,
The table and bench are not satisfactory,
Welcome uncles, please come on.
If we greet you inside the courtyard,
The food and plates are not satisfactory,
If we greet you in the three-roomed main compound,
The eight-immortals tables are not satisfactory,
If we greet you on the poorly made slabstone kang,
Our poor cow-hair felt is not satisfactory,
Welcome uncles, please come on.
Heaven and Earth, male and female, many directions,
Our rich storehouse is to the east

In this tug of war between hyperbole and humility we catch a glimpse of guest
etiquette, the inverse of host hospitality. Apart from refusal and humility, the most

58 [footnote in the original] This refers to the historical novel 'The Three Kingdoms' by Luo Guanzhong,
written in the fourteenth century describing the Three Kingdoms (AD 220-265) which refers to the Wei
Kingdom (220-265), Shu Han Kingdom (221-263) and the Wu Kingdom (222-280). Cao Cao gains control
over the last emperor of the Han dynasty and sees that his son seizes the throne, establishing the Wei
Kingdom. Meanwhile, Guan Yu swears an oath of brotherhood with two other men – one of whom is Liu Bei,
a distant descendant of the Han emperor and who eventually is installed as emperor of the Shu Kingdom.
Guan Yu becomes a renowned general but is eventually captured by Cao Cao. Though Cao Cao treats him
well, he never forgets Liu Bei and when the opportunity arises, he flees from Cao Cao's camp. Guan Yu's
name has become synonymous with loyalty and integrity (Shi 1988: 507). In the Guanting region, Guan Yu is
much venerated and there are local folklore accounts linking the name 'Guanting' to Guan Yu. - In the text of
the song 'Lord' refers to Guan Yu and this a supreme compliment is paid to the 'uncles'.
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conspicuous aspect of guest etiquette is gift giving. There is a high degree of transparency
in gift-giving. Gifts are always brought on formal hosting occasions and when visiting a
family to make a request. For example, when visiting consultants for interviews, we
brought at the very least a bottle of liquor. Gifts are never wrapped. When bringing gifts to
a house, guests are usually met at the compound gate or in the courtyard, and gifts are
immediately taken, carried inside by the hosts, and then placed on the baxian59 table in the
center of the family's main room, in clear view of everyone in the room and anyone
entering. All the members of the house generally know exactly what gifts the guests have
brought by the time they enter the main room of a home.
A larger scale example of this principle of transparency is evident at weddings when
gifts brought by guests are recorded in writing by a person literate in Chinese. The name of
the ger presenting the gift is recorded and next to it, a description of the gift. Individuals do
not usually present gifts; if they wish to make individual gifts they present them to their
family head who then includes them with the family gift. The gifts are publicly displayed in
the courtyard of the family receiving the bride and the name of the ger giving the gift is
written on the gift. For example if shoes are given, the name of the family is written on a
slip of paper and placed inside the shoe.
Transparency of gift-giving is likely related to the obligation of reciprocity. After
holding a formal hosting occasion, a family keeps the gift register for many years. The gifts
they reciprocate with must be of at least equal value to those given, and must account for
inflation. It is furthermore considered polite to offer a gift of slightly higher value than the
gift one was offered. Continuing the example of the wedding above, each family knows the
value of the gift given to the family. When the family giving the gift holds a wedding or
other gathering they expect a gift of equal or greater value from the family. They similarly
have an idea of all the families in the village, regarding what gifts they have given to them
and therefore what gifts they can expect to receive.
The above discussion primarily focuses on the dynamic of etiquette and hospitality
that occurs between individuals and ger. NH1's account below demonstrates how these
principles are applied to larger groups, in this case to an entire confederation on the
59 The baxian table stands in a households main room directly opposite the entrance. A gonggarawa 'shrine
cabinet' is typically on the table and images of various deities are enshrined within and offered incense by
household elders.
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occasion of them crossing the Yellow River to visit Jiutian Shengmu Niangniang Ye's
laomiao to pray for water.60 This account contains many instances of hospitality and
etiquette, and their violation.
NH1: We go pray for water every Tiger Year. The last time was about twenty years ago. To
begin with, about ninety villagers gathered at our temple, and then we asked the huala to go
into trance. We beat drums and gongs and then the huala went into trance and pierced his
cheeks with qianzi. After that, we picked up Niangniang Ye's palanquin and left the temple.
All the villagers wore hats made of willow branches and tied willow branches around their
ankles. They wore the long robes we wear in Nadun, and also carried flags; some villagers
brought drums and gongs.
We set off for Juetan Si, across the Yellow River in Gansu Province. We stopped to
rest, eat, and drink in several places: first in Khuaiter, then in Tiegong. Then we crossed the
Yellow river in rafts made from boards laid over inflated sheep skins, and rested in Ghada
Doro. The next rests were in Erjia, and then Dati.
Then we reached Juetan Si.61 A little distance from the village, the villagers came out to
welcome us, and our huala went into trance and pierced his cheeks with qianzi. When we
arrived he came out of trance and removed his qianzi inside the temple. It must have some
connection with Qutan Si in Ledu, because we sing a song: ''Qutan Si is on the other side of
the Yellow River from Juetan Si.'' We think that our Niangniang Ye originally came from that
temple, so that is why we visit there. We put our palanquin in the temple with their
Niangniang Ye, and our statue went on the left, because she was the guest. That night we
stayed in the village: one or two Sangbura people stayed in each house. The following
morning after eating breakfast at our hosts' homes, we went back to the Yellow River to pray
for water.
We came to Ma lamani cha62 on the way. We weren't expecting anything from them,
but when we arrived Ma lamani cha villagers came out, greeted us with food and drink, and
took us to a big, old, hollow elm tree. The villagers asked us to cut that tree down for them.
They were afraid that a strong wind might blow the tree over on a house any day. They were
60 See Overymeyer (2009) for a discussion of water rites in northern China.
61 This is the name of both the temple and the village.
62 Ma lamani cha literally means 'Ma lama's tea', but has the meaning in Mangghuer, to not get what one
expects. On a past trip to get water from Juetan Si, Sangbura villagers waited in this village, expecting to be
received with food and drink, but no one appeared. After this incident, Sangbura villagers started to call the
place Ma lamani cha and forgot the original name of the place.
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also afraid their deities would punish them if they cut the tree down but with our Niangniang
Ye visiting they felt we would all be protected from disaster. So we pushed that tree over and
it fell down very easily.
We went to get water from the Yellow River. First, we put a long colorful string in a
small copper bottle, and stopped the bottle up with a jujube. Then a yinyang chanted
Niangniang Ye's hao, burned incense and qianliang, and we put the bottle in the water while
an old man stood on the bank holding the other end of the string. Doing that is just like
fishing with a fishing hook. Once the bottle was in the water we waited. We waited for more
than an hour and then we pulled the bottle out to see if there was water in the bottle or not.
There was just one, very small drop of water in there, but that was enough, so we built a small
fire, melted some candle wax, and sealed up the bottle.
After the bottle was sealed up, we returned to our village. The huala danced all the
way back to protect the water. We visited Erjia in Gansu and Wangjiler in Sanchuan on the
way back. But then, near the water pumping station in Nuojie, something strange happened:
Longwang Ye from Nuojie Village stole our water. Our huala sensed that, and started to
dance very energetically. He told us that the water had been stolen from our bottle, and that
we needed to look for it. We searched all over the place for more than half an hour, before the
huala discovered that Longwang Ye had hidden the water in a big tree. The huala threw his
gangbian at the tree and a single drop of water fell from a leaf and onto a villager's face.
I don't remember if we put that water back in the bottle but we then did return to our
village and put Niangniang Ye back in her temple and the huala took out his qianzi. I don't
remember what we did with that bottle at the temple. Then it rained. It didn't rain much, but it
did rain.

It is important to note in this account how the Sangbura villagers are all treated as a
single unit in the situated, dyadic guest-host relationships that emerge between them and
the inhabitants of the villages they pass through. What this entails, therefore, is that the
villagers assume structural equality among themselves, therefore transcending the typical
structures of unequal dyadic interactions. In this case it is achieved by villagers adopting
shared appearances (willow branches, bare feet) and behaviors. However, the way this is
typically achieved in Sanchuan rituals is through the production of a certain atmosphere
unique to formal gatherings: hong'huo.
Hong'huo has been translated by Chau (2006, 2008) as 'red-hot sociality.' Although
Chau writes about the concept of hong'huo among the Shaanbei Xiabier peasantry, much of
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what he says is of relevance to the case of Sanchuan. One crucial difference is that
hong'huo lacks the connotation of prosperity among the Sanchuan Mangghuer, who
therefore do not say that a person or a family is hong'huo. Rather, hong'huo is used solely
to describe an event that is crowded, noisy, and lively.63 Weddings, happy funerals, hua'er
gatherings, coffin parties, yangguo,64 sixtieth birthday parties, house-warming parties, and
celebrations for a new child all can, indeed should, be hong'huo. It is considered a great
shame if such events are not hong'huo, and people may afterwards gossip about the event
and the hosts' failure to achieve a sufficiently hong'huo atmosphere.
A place, in itself, is usually not described as being hong'huo, but rather it is the
event taking place at a site and the people who gather to join in that are hong'huo. People
would therefore not usually say that Gaishang is hong'huo, but rather that market day is
hong'huo (in particular the last market before New Year celebrations, as many people come
to stock up on provisions). However, certain restaurants might get a reputation as places
where hong'huo things are more likely to happen, and it is generally thought that big cities
have more hong'huo events than the countryside.
Noise is a critical element in hong'huo. Noisiness is not valued in and of itself –
crying babies, people shouting, smashing crockery, and most loud mechanical noises (for
example the blasting of the horns of trucks driving through Gaishang, or the sound of
motorcycles speeding along country lanes) are considered irritating. Nonetheless, it would
be unthinkable to have any celebratory occasion – for example, the purchase of a new car,
passing an important exam (especially college entrance examinations or examinations to
take an official government job), or opening a new restaurant – without setting off
firecrackers in an attempt to make the event more hong'huo. The shouting that accompanies
the playing of finger games also adds to the hong'huo, as does the singing, dancing, and
loud joking that ensues when party-goers become drunk. Loud speakers are also often used
to make an event more hong'huo. Importantly, noise must be made joyously. The loud
wailing at the funeral of someone who has died prematurely is not at all hong'huo;

63 How colorful an event is might be seen to attribute to how hong'huo it is, though the most important
criteria are those described above.
64 Yangguo are danced and sung performances that take place during the New Year. See Holm (1991) for a
discussion of the related Qidai musical form yangge. Harris (2004) provides a detailed account of how yangge
practices migrated from Shaanxi, through Gansu and Qinghai, to Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region.
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inversely, the greater the joy of the noise-makers, the greater the hong'huo.
Chau (2006, 2008) interprets hong'huo both on an individual existential level (''I
make hong'huo, therefore I am''), and as the sensorial production of the social, whereby the
senses are externalized and both lie within and constitute a social collectivity. What I wish
to add to these arguments is that the purpose of creating this collective, sensory sociality is
the facilitation of dyadic guest-host relationships. Basically, hosts create hong'huo
collectively, while guests experience it collectively. Hong'huo does not reduce the
participants of an event into a single, undifferentiated mass but instead reduces the
multiplicity of (mostly hierarchical) social and kin relations to a single guest-host binary.
The more pervasive and intense the hong'huo at a hosted event, the more complete the
communion of guests, and the more intimate the nature of the dyadic relationship
constituted therein.
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3.5. Conclusion
Ideologies of hospitality and etiquette pattern many social relations, providing principles
according to which hierarchicalized relations based on age, gender, and membership of
territorial groups are enacted. Specifically these principles are:


obligation,



displaying respect,



host generosity,



guest resistance,



idioms of hyperbole and humility,



transparency, and



reciprocity.

Gender, age, and territorial group provide the coordinates for determining an individual's
social 'location' relative to one's self while ideologies of etiquette and hospitality provide
the 'route' for navigating a social landscape consisting of many such 'landmarks'. Such
ideologies impact on life most significantly on formal hosting occasions, where a hong'huo
atmosphere is essential in establishing dyadic guest-host relations, but also pervade
everyday interactions, down to the most basic level of eating daily meals. Unfortunately,
such ideologies are typically overlooked by researchers in favor of more obvious and
dramatic, but far less pervasive, ideologies – those of the state. This is the next chapter's
topic. Now, however, I present the artifacts below to show how ideologies of age, gender,
territorial group, etiquette, and hospitality impact on the Nadun.
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3.6. Artifacts
Artifact 1: Interview excerpt, Yangjia 14 March 2009.
WG: Men went to dance Nadun, women stayed at home to cook for guests. Women from
other villages went to watch Nadun but they never danced in Nadun.

Comment: The consultant was ninety-two years old at the time the interview was conducted,
and had therefore seen Nadun both before and after the Cultural Revolution. Her comment
suggests that women have never danced in Nadun and shows that during Nadun, women
who have married into a village are all at home providing obligatory hospitality to guests.
Nadun is an important social occasion in Sanchuan when obligatory visits are paid to kin
and friends. It is wives' duty to offer hospitality to these guests. The final thing to note from
this quote is that the women who attend Nadun are from other villages. There is a paradox
in this as most women attending Nadun are out-married women returning to their natal
village. In addition to watching the Nadun these women visit their natal families where they
are entertained as guests.
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Artifact 2: Longbu 31 August 2008.

Artifact 3: Qijia 4 September 2009.

Comment: In both instances, the audience consists almost entirely of women. Such starkly
gender skewed scenes are somewhat atypical, but women generally form the majority of
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Nadun audiences. As described above, such women are out-married individuals visiting
their natal families.
Artifact 4: Mujia Temple 13 October 2009.65

Comment: Mujia Si performs what is probably the most complex Zhuangjiaqi dance, in the
sense that it consists of the most parts. One section depicts three women weeding, an
exclusively female task. As with all female characters in Nadun, these three female roles
are played by men. Female character roles performed by men in Nadun are:


Zhuangjiaqi – two wives



Shaguojiang – two wives/ huashi



Wuguan Wuniang/ Sanguan Sanniang – the officials' wives

Artifact 5: Zhuangjiaqi speech, Taiken 7 September 2007.
Father [to laozher]: What should I do? My son doesn't listen to me, and he bullies me
almost every day.
Laozher A: Now, almost all children are like this. They always bully their parents. If they
65 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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wanted to, maybe they would even ride them.
[Then the son sits on his father's back while the father kowtows. His father falls down on
the ground.]
Laozher A: Please help the old man to stand up. Help him! Help him!
Father [to laozher]: This good-for-nothing hurt my back with his bottom. [To the son:] Son
of a donkey-fucker! Kneel! Kneel properly! Today we invited elders to our house, so
you should kneel down and kowtow to them very politely. We don't have good food
or drink for elders. [To laozher] Please help me educate my son. He makes me angry
every day, and one of these days I'll burst from anger.
Laozher A: Nowadays almost all youths are exactly like him.
Father: I only have one son. His mother spoils him, and so he learned many bad habits.
Now he has grown up and doesn't listen to us. What shall I do? Please tell me, laozher.
Laozher A: OK, let me say something to him. [To the son:] Please work hard in the fields.
It's not good to gamble. Do you understand?
Father: Son, please listen carefully to what the laozher grandfathers are saying!
Son: OK, I will.
Laozher A: If you cultivate crops as best you can, you can have a very good harvest. Then
all of you will have enough food to eat.
Laozher B: Please don't visit gambling houses. Cultivate your crops as best you can.
Laozher A: As a farmer, you should cultivate your crops carefully. You shouldn't just hang
around doing nothing.
Son: He doesn't give me any money. How can I live if I don't gamble?
Father: If I give him enough money, he spends it recklessly. Sometimes he even goes to
visit prostitutes.66
Laozher C: You son and his wife are still young. If you teach them how to be good farmers,
they will be good farmers. They will listen to you.
Father [to son]: I've gotten old now and I've lost all my strength, so you don't show me any
respect. [To laozher:] Maybe one day they will kick me out of home and I will have
to live in a cave at the foot of a mountain.
66 Sheng'huo qu, literally, 'go to the living quarters'. This implies visiting the living quarters of a large work
site where many prostitutes gather, for example, at the Jishi Gorge dam construction site.
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Laozher A [to father]: Please don't be angry. Your son and his wife will show respect to
you later. [To son:] From today on you should be good to your parents.
Father: Please listen to what the laozher grandfathers are saying. [To laozher:] If you don't
educate them, they will kick me out of home.
Laozher A [to son and wife]: OK, from today on, you should cook good food for your
parents – make delicious dishes for them.
Laozher B [to son and wife]: Please show respect to elders. Everyone will be old one day.
Father: His wife only knows how to put on make-up and dress up beautifully.
Laozher A: From today on, please spend less time on doing your make up. Don't dress like
a flower every day. If you have good food, please offer it to your father and mother. If
you have good cloth, please make clothes for your father and mother or for elders.
Please be good to your parents. Please don't gamble. Just cultivate the crops to the
best of you ability.
Son: OK, I will listen to laozher grandfathers.
Father: Did you hear what laozher grandfathers said?
Son and his wife: Yes, we heard.
[Son and wife kowtow and then dancing resumes].
Comment: This oration demonstrates the presence of age and gender ideologies in Nadun.
Both the son and his wife and are ideally subject to the elder farmer's authority, but when
this prescription is not observed, laozher are appealed to as the source of ultimate authority.
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Artifact 6: Baojia 25 October 2009.

Comment: Male performers dance Huishou.
Artifact 7: Sijia, Enduba Valley 3 October 2009.

Comment: Men of various ages sit with a performer in a tent in which the deity is enshrined
during Nadun. Maniqi and children are the only females permitted to sit in this tent.
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Artifact 8: Dazizhuang 11 September 2008.67

Comment: Males play the drums and gongs that accompany the dances in addition to
performing all the dances.
Artifact 9: Dazizhuang 11 September 2008.68

Comment: Laozher typically assume key roles in the masked dances.
67 Photograph by Rahima Hayes.
68 Photograph by Rahima Hayes.
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Artifact 10: Puba Valley 23 October 2009.

Artifact 11: Qijia 4 September 2009.
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Artifact 12: Yangjia 3 September 2009.69

Comment: Artifacts ten, eleven, and twelve depict laozher in Huishou.
69 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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Artifact 13: Yangjia 3 September 2009.

Artifact 14: Yujia 31 August 2008.
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Artifact 15: Yujia 31 August 2008.

Comment: Artifacts thirteen, fourteen, and fifteen depict age ranking in the Huishou
performance. In artifact thirteen, a group of laozher from Wenjia lead the village team to
Nadun in Yangjia. During Huishou laozher generally hold flowers, flags, fans, and the
weapons held by the five generals in the Wujiang dance. Artifact fourteen shows young
adults, who usually occupy the middle ranks of a Huishou team and carry drums and gongs.
Artifact fifteen shows children at the end of a Huishou team carrying flags.70

70 Epstein and Peng (1998) discuss a similar age ranking among Klu rol performers in Reb gong.
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Artifact 16: Baojia 25 October 2009.

Comment: This artifact shows the Zhuangjiaqi performance. At left (seated) is the character
of a young farmer. The character of the elderly farmer stands to the right (center). This
performance demonstrates local age and gender hierarchies: the wives are subject to their
husbands' authority; the young farmer is subject to the elder farmer's authority; and all are
subject to laozher's authority.
Artifact 17: Yangjia 3 September 2009.

Comment: Famers receive advice from laozher during Zhuangjiaqi.
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Artifact 18: Sijia, Enduba Valley 3 October 2009.

Comment: This artifact depicts part of the Shaguojiang dance as performed in Enduba
Valley, where it is particularly popular. Villagers emerge from the crowd at this point in the
performance in order to wrestle with tigers that, according to the performance narrative,
have attacked villagers' livestock. The villagers wrestle the tigers to the amusement of the
audience. The humor derives from a role reversal. Performers playing the role of tigers are
youths, whereas villagers who emerge to wrestle with them are their seniors. Nonetheless
the performance prescribes that the young men should defeat their seniors. Youths typically
exploit this role reversal to the extent that when the Tiger Killing General appears, typically
played by laozher, the youths must be restrained by the crowd so that the hero of the
performance may come and 'kill' the wild animals.
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Artifact 19: Xiera 9 October 2009.71

Comment: Xiera Village is territorially divided into a Mangghuer and Tiebie section. The
Nadun held in the village attracts both portions of the population, in addition to Tiebie who
live in the village's mountainous hinterland and practice pastoralism. No danced
performances are held in Xiera Nadun. In Xiera Nadun, as in many others, elder women
participate in their role as maniqi. In the context of Mangghuer gender ideologies and ideal
life cycle, this is the only Nadun role women may participate in.
Artifact 20: Interview excerpt, Hongzhuer 19 December 2008.
HD: I danced the character of Guan Yu in the Wujiang performance and the character of
Zhang Fei in the Sanzhan performance. I dance Guan Yu in Wujiang every year in Zhaojia.
My villagers should dance Wujiang in Zhaojia. Zhaojia villagers shouldn't dance Wujiang in
their village – they dance Wujiang here. That's a rule we have.

71 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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Comment: Such arrangements within a bingjia are typical. Whereas hierarchy typically
structures social interactions, here the focus is on ensuring equality between bingjia
members. A system of reciprocity is thus enforced whereby performer exchanges are
instituted when Nadun is held within a bingjia. The exact nature of these reciprocal
exchanges differs however, the above example is typical in its emphasis on reciprocity
between bingjia members.
Artifact 21: Interview excerpt, Baojia 25 October 2009.
BJE: We Baojia people had Nadun before Gaishang and welcomed Lajia first. Then we
welcomed Gaishang. Lajia Nadun was after our Nadun. In Lajia Nadun, they welcomed
Baojia Huishou first, then Gaishang. In Gaishang Nadun, they welcome Baojia people first,
then Lajia.
WX: Why do you Baojia people welcome Lajia Huishou first?
BJE: Elders never told us why. Gaishang is much bigger than Lajia and Baojia people irrigate
all our fields with water from Gaishang River, so we should invite Gaishang first, but
traditionally, we invite Lajia first. When we carry Erlang from Wushi to our village, a
villager from here goes somewhere near Lajia with a gong, beats it, and then that person goes
near Gaishang and beats the gong. Then he comes back.

Comment: This artifact emphasizes the reciprocal nature of bingjia relations. Here, a
rotating system of hierarchy exists between three villages to ensure that each has a chance
to be treated as the main guest at one Nadun. This is done in contradiction of other rules of
seniority based on size and control of resources. The individual going to inform Lajia and
Gaishang of Erlang's arrival is another example of equality among the three villages within
the bingjia.
Artifact 22-24. Field note excerpts, diagrams of Huishou formations.
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Artifact 25: Field notes, Nanjia 10 September 2010.
The first guest Huishou team to arrive was Shanzhaojia. They had about twelve people. The
Nanjia team went out on the road leading west, south of the temple, and waited for the team
to appear. The Nanjia team beat their drums and gongs while waiting, and a paitou with
firecrackers went. As they waited, the sound of drums and gongs mostly drowned out the
sounds of the Shanzhaojia Huishou's instruments. Then, in a pause between beats, the guests'
drums could be heard, the two teams' beats immediately fell into syncopation. Although the
Shanzhaojia team could not be seen, the guests and hosts' drums syncopated perfectly. When
the guest team appeared downhill, the host team went down to welcome them. Firecrackers
were set off, and the two liquor-givers went ahead of the host team to welcome the guests
with liquor. The host team stopped and their ranks parted to allow the guest to come through,
while the syncopated beating continued. The liquor-givers grabbed the last few drummers and
literally poured liquor down their throats while holding their heads. The guest team then went
inside the temple to greet Erlang Ye while the hosts continued to dance outside. Soon the
other guest team, the Yujia Huishou, arrived and the process of welcoming was repeated –
syncopation of the two teams' drumming, firecrackers, liquor, parted ranks, and visiting
Erlang.

Comments: Although Huishou teams are divided according to benjia, the performance
serves to assert the integration of the teams and hence of the bingjia. Parallel and
interlocking patterns are repeatedly formed by the two teams. One example of this is the
common pattern whereby drumming rhythms are formed by interlocking, alternating drum
strokes performed by two Huishou teams, forming a single rhythmic structure. Although
the initial greeting is structured by unequal guest-host roles, the relationship is subsequently
collapsed into one of equivalence and integration. This enforced equality enables the
bingjia as a whole to engage in a dyadic relationship with the deity.
Artifact 26: Interview excerpt, Baojia 25 October 2009.
BJE: Hongtai people show everything on Erlang's palanquin to Baojia people – how many
cloths there are and what other things are in the palanquin.

Comment: This artifact demonstrates egalitarian relations within a confederation. As the
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palanquin is handed over from Hongtai Puba Valley villagers to Baojia villagers they
meticulously document all the items in and on the palanquin, in the same way that gifts are
recorded at a wedding and other formal hosting occasions. The transparency in this case is
designed to prevent conflicts arising later over accusations of theft or mismanagement, but
also reflects the transparency enforced by local ideologies of hospitality and etiquette.
Artifacts 27 and 28: Nanjia 10 September 2010.

A: Host
B: Guest
A: Hey, what shall we do now?
B: Please do whatever you want, it's up to you. We have danced for a long time and now I'm
out of breath.
A: OK, we should do just like the proverb says and mix three religions into one – let's not
worry about the details.
B: Yes, let's do that.
[Drummers drum and gong-beaters beat the gongs.]
A: Now, how about we throw all quarrels, disease, pain, disasters, and everything bad to the
top of Huang'guang Mountain.
B: Great!
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[Drummers drum and gong-beaters beat the gongs.]
All: Great!

Comment: This brief interaction, and the process of consultation it depicts, demonstrates
the production of equality within the bingjia. Instead of issuing directives, as would be
common between two people engaged in a hierarchical relationship (for example, husband
and wife, an elder and youth), the host invites the guest to engage in a collaborative process
of decision making. As the second half of the conversation makes clear, this is so that the
two Huishou teams can cooperate in ensuring the continued prosperity of the bingjia.
Artifact 29: Wenjia April 08 2010.
WD: In the past, we always referred to the four hu bingjia. Most people didn't know what the
four hu were, even some elders. The four hu bingjia consisted of: Wenjia, Shijia, Tianjie, and
Huojia making one hu together; then, Zhangjia and Tianjie making one hu and finally; Qijia
comprising two hu. Each hu chose one laozher each year, so there were always four laozher
associated with Qijia temple.
When China opened, and people started to dance Nadun again, Qijia Guiyin Baozhang –
a quiet, honest man who didn't like to make trouble – suggested that we should change the
way that we chose laozher. He said, ''We should let Wenjia have their own laozher – Yangjia
too. Shijia, Tianjie, and Huojia should be included in one of Qijia's hu. Now, whenever a
laozher from Wenjia goes to collect donations from Tianjie, Shijia, or Huojia, people don't
respect him, because Wenjia is far from those villages and people are not familiar with each
other. Also, if a laozher comes from one of those three villages to collect donations in Wenjia,
people won't give him anything.''
Chunhulong from Qijia went crazy when he heard that. He said, ''We won't give
Wenjia people a laozher. If anyone from Wenjia becomes a laozher, we will hang our Qi
character upside down.''72
At that time the village leader of Wenjia was Xiying's father. He became very angry
when he heard what Chunhulong said, and then and there decided, ''Let's separate!'' Then we
separated and we stopped going to Qijia temple. Yangjia and Wenjia were bingjia. We
Wenjia people decided to stop going to Qijia temple and so Yangjia people also had to stop
going. Yangjia people supported Wenjia people. After that we Wenjia people only danced
72 This oath is made to prove the speaker's sincerity.
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Nadun with Yangjia.
We had to choose a day to dance Nadun the first year after we separated from Qijia.
The only thing we cared about was that we danced our Nadun before Qijia. But we forgot one
thing – if we danced before Qijia we would have to carry the palanquin all the way from
Sangbura. That's quite far! If we had decided to dance on the seventeenth, we would have just
needed to carry the sedan from Qijia. But we Wenjia people are very proud of ourselves, so
we decided to dance Nadun before Qijia. We collected money and wheat to make a tent and
Nadun clothes. I made the palanquin and drums. Wenjia and Yangjia people spent a great
deal of money after we separated from Qijia.

Artifact 30: Ganjia 2 October 2010.
GJ: I guess we separated from Nuojie about seventy years ago. At that time there were very
few households in Ganjia – even now we don't have many people here. When my father's
generation danced Nadun, we shared one temple and danced Nadun together with Nuojie
people. Songjia, Nuojie, and Ganjia shared one temple and danced Nadun together. At that
time we Ganjia people were very few, and Nuojie people always chose the da paitou from
among their villagers. Songjia people and Ganjia people had to listen to them and do
whatever they said.
Once, Ganjia people went to Nuojie to dance Nadun, but arrived at the Nadun ground
in Nuojie a little bit late. When Ganjia Huishou arrived, the paitou from Nuojie scolded
Ganjia people. I don't know if that's really true or not, but that's what I heard from elders.
There was a person in my village. He has died now, but he would have been about my
age. People called him Uncle Guanshou. His father's ajiu's home was in Nuojie. His father's
ajiu was a da paitou that year. When the da paitou was scolding Ganjia people very loudly,
Uncle Guanshou's father said, ''Hey, it doesn't matter!'' The da paitou was his relative, and he
thought that his ajiu would listen to him, but he didn't. He just scolded him, ''I am a da paitou.
I have the right to scold everyone here. You Ganjia Huishou are late. If you want to dance
with us, please come on time. If you don't want to dance with us, then just go home.'' He
scolded him and then started beating Guanshou's father with a stick. That made Ganjia people
very angry. Actually, Nuojie people always scolded Ganjia people in every temple ritual,
because we had very few people in our village, but Nuojie was a big village, so they could
push us around. So Uncle Guanshou's father shouted, ''Let's go home! We will never dance
Nadun with Nuojie people again.'' From then on, we Ganjia people stopped dancing Nadun
with Nuojie people.
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After China reopened, Sanchuan people started to dance Nadun again. In that first year,
when Nuojie people started to dance Nadun, they had a meeting on their xiaohui day, and
some elders suggested that they should invite Ganjia people to dance with them. But we
didn't go dance with them. We discussed among ourselves and said, ''We shouldn't always
talk about that problem. It happened a long time ago, before Chinese Liberation. But if we go
dance with Nuojie people again, they will scold us over some very small things.'' We decided
that they hadn't liked us in the past, and they wouldn't like us now, so we gave up. Ganjia and
Nuojie are very near, and Ganjia people have many relatives in Nuojie. We really like to
marry each other, but we don't like to dance Nadun with each other.

Comment: In the same way that Zizek (2009) sees the financial crisis of 2008 as a failure
that revealed the true nature of contemporary capitalist ideology, so the two accounts above
of the breakdown of bingjia relations demonstrate the true nature of the relationship. It
demands egalitarian relations between its members, or it ceases to exist. I have argued that
the purpose of this egalitarianism is to facilitate a direct, dyadic interaction with the deity,
one enabling the community to assume a host role and in providing hospitality to the deity,
demand of him or her reciprocity in providing protection and prosperity to the community.
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Artifact 31: Mujia Temple 13 October 2009.73

Comment: This photograph depicts a performance depicting two Tiebie who fall over one
another attempting to perform exaggerated prostrations. This performance, locally
considered humorous, plays on the stereotype of Tiebie as simultaneously unconcerned
with physical cleanliness (the two Tiebie prostrate fully in the dirt again and again) and
piously overzealous.
Artifact 32: Interview excerpts, Dazizhuang 30 November 2008 and 18 December 2008.
MG. We called that dance Abudur Yousihur. Abudur and Yousihur are two Saotur names.
The people in the dance are supposed to be Saotur. In this performance, at first an ahong
stood on a stool and asked four other Saotur, "Have you eaten pork? Have you drunk pork
soup?" The others answered, "We haven't eaten pork, but we have drunk pork soup." The
aim of this performance was to insult Saotur people. Now because there aren't any problems
between us and the Saotur, we've changed the name to the Wu da minzu 'The Five Great
Ethnicities'.
73 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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In the past, Saotur people thought this performance was insulting, so they came to
ask our villagers to stop doing it. However, because we continued to dance Abudur
Yousihur, the Saotur people and my villagers went to court. The provincial leader, Ma
Bufang, was a Saotur, so Saotur people told him that Mangghuer people were dancing a
performance that insulted the Saotur. My villagers said, ''If we dance this performance, the
deities will grant us a peaceful life throughout the year.'' So, Ma Bufang scolded the Saotur
people, ''If you think this performance insults you, you can stay at home, you don't need to
go see it. Nobody invites you to go, right? If this performance is good for people, and helps
them to have good harvests, then it is also good for you. You also live there and so you will
benefit. From today on, please don't go see this performance if you are going to feel
insulted.''
On Nadun day the Saotur people from Dongshan came and stood across the river
from Dazizhuang. My villagers prepared many long sticks to use if there was a fight and hid
them in the tent where the sedans were. If those Saotur had come to fight us, we would have
beaten them. But nothing happened. When we danced Nadun, they just stayed on the other
side of the river.
DD. One year during Ma Bufang's time (1938-1945), Saotur from Damajia and Dongshan
fought with us. They thought that our performance insulted them, so they came to fight with
us. We beat them to the ground because we had more people. Then they went and told Ma
Bufang about the performance we had, and he asked them, ''Did they invite you there to see
it?''
They answered, ''No.''
''Did they come with palanquins to bring you?''
''No.''
''Then fuck your mothers! Whatever they dance is their custom. Just stay at home when
they do it. If I buy one kilogram of pork and shove it down your throats I think you'd eat it.
Somehow I don't think you would slit your throat to take it out.'' So at that time, we won.

Comment: The two accounts provide the historical origins of the Wu da minzu dance,
performed only in Dazizhuang. In terms of social structure, this performance exploits the
boundary between dasini kun and strangers.
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Artifact 33: Interview excerpt, Dazizhuang 1 December 2008.
MM: The ahong's face looks very impressive, with its big ugly mouth. In the past we
danced Abudur Yousihur to insult Saotur people so, we made these masks with big mouths
and ugly faces. Now we've decided to change the masks to make them more attractive.

Artifact 34: Dazizhuang 11 September 2008.74

Comment: The mask maker's description of the masks, and their comical appearance,
convey their original intention to offend.

74 Photograph by Rahima Hayes.
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Artifact 35: Interview excerpt, Dazizhuang 30 November 2008.
WX: I saw two Tiebie in your Nadun. Why do you dance the two Tiebie?
MG: Tiebie collect money for the village temple. First they collect money from the stallholders and later, they give each businessman a piece of bread.
WX: Do they give a piece of bread to every businessman?
MG: Yes, because they collect money from them all. It's like, if I collect money from you,
then I offer you lunch.

Comment: Nadun in Enduba Valley, Dazizhuang, Sangbura, and Hachuan all feature such
characters. Although the role is played by two men dressed as Tiebie in Enduba Valley and
Dazizhuang, in Hachuan and Sangbura it is played by one male dressed as the Tiger Killing
General leading another dressed as a monkey by a sash. The interview excerpt expresses
the way this performance mirrors the reciprocity of everyday guest-host relations.
Artifact 36: Sangbura 2 September 2009.
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Comment: In this photograph Erlang Ye's palanquin is being taken from Sangbura to
Yangjia by Yangjia villagers. As Erlang Ye's host for the Nadun the following day, it is
their responsibility to come receive this important guest. When Erlang Ye's palanquin is
being transferred from one village to the next, the host of the next Nadun comes to receive
the palanquin. They may come to the village which has just held Nadun or they may meet
the palanquin halfway, but they never wait inside their village to receive Erlang Ye.
Artifact 37: Baojia 25 October 2009.

Artifact 38: Wangjia 6 September 2009.
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Comment: Both these photographs show Erlang's palanquin enshrined in the Nadun tent.
Artifact thirty-four shows Erlang's sedan in the seat of honor, to the host's left. Artifact
thirty-five shows Erlang again in the seat of honor, this time in the center of the five
palanquins. When a married couple pose for a portrait, the man stands to his wife's left; in
family portraits he stands in the center of the family.
Artifact 39: Gaishang 29 October 2009.

Comment: Generosity is shown in hosting the deity. Zhengbing are stacked on a table in
front of the palanquins in the same way that food might be stacked in front of a guest at a
feast.
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Artifact 40: Sijia, Enduba Valley 3 October 2009.

Artifact 41: Yangjia 3 September 2009.
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Artifact 42: Gaishang 29 October 2009.

Comment: These three artifacts demonstrate performers creating a hong'huo atmosphere
during Nadun. The first shows two drummers during Huishou. Drummers and gong-beaters
beat their instruments enthusiastically and joyously, attempting to make as much noise as
possible, interspersing the beating with shouts of ''Da hao! Excellent!'' Firecrackers are also
set off throughout Nadun (artifact forty-one). Dancers gather periodically into small groups
to shout, ''Da hao! Er hao! Excellent! Superb!'' during the Huishou performance (artifact
forty-two). All of these actions create a hong'huo atmosphere and thus facilitate a dyadic
relationship between the community (as hosts) and deities (as guests). The drums, gongs,
and performers' shouting are not considered music by Sanchuan locals. They might better
be thought of as noise-making or hong'huo-creating technologies.
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Artifact 43: Gaishang 29 October 2009.

Artifact 44: Baojia 25 October 2009.
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Comment: The above photographs show two Huishou teams meeting. The village hosting
Nadun assumes the role of host and comes to meet the guest Huishou team a short distance
from the Nadun ground. They then light their papers first and use their paper to light the
guests' paper. The hosts offer liquor first and then guests reciprocate.
Artifact 45: Baojia 25 October 2009.

Artifact 46: Sijia, Enduba Valley 3 October 2009.
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Artifact 47: Longbu 31 August 2008.

Comment: The previous three artifacts show dancers being welcomed to the dance ground.
Dancers are welcomed with calls of ''Da hao! Er hao!'' Dancers are welcomed as guests to a
hosting occasion.
Artifact 48: Baojia 25 October 2009.
BJE: In our Nadun, our paitou invite paitou from Lajia and Gaishang to sit near the Nadun
tent. We offer them tea and bread.
WX: Do you invite them to sit anywhere near the tent or do you have a certain place for them?
BJE: We ask Lajia people to sit on the left side, and Gaishang people to sit on the right side.
During the Lajia Nadun, we sit on the left side and Gaishang people sit on the right
side. During Gaishang Nadun, we Baojia people sit on the left and Lajia people sit on
the right.

Comment: This artifact demonstrates how paitou from other villagers are hosted during
Nadun.
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Artifact 49: Dazizhuang 18 December 2009.
DD: There are many zhengbing in the tent and we can eat as much as we want. They make tea
for the dancers. They put a very big pot near the Nadun ground to boil tea. In Enduba Valley,
the village holding Nadun invites other villagers to have lunch for two days, xiaohui, and on
Nadun. They kill sheep for other villagers. If there is no meat other villagers laugh at them.
Here, we don't have that custom.

Comment: This artifact discusses how visitors are hosted during Nadun in Dazizhuang and
Enduba Valley. Although both villages provide hospitality in different ways, some sort of
hospitality is nonetheless obligatory.
Artifact 50: Baojia 25 October 2009.

Comment: A laozher is offered a bowl of liquor by a paitou from the host village. The
laozher is a visiting guest.
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Artifact 51: Baojia 25 October 2009.

Artifact 52: Puba Valley 23 October 2009.75

75 Photograph by Elena McKinlay.
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Comment: Both artifacts demonstrate refusal of hospitality. In the first, a laozher is invited
during the Zhuangjiaqi dance. The elder farmer invites laozher to give advice to the
younger farmer during this performance. When invited from the crowd to the center of the
performance space, laozher typically refuse and sometimes are literally dragged to
participate in the performance. In the final artifact, a hand is raised to indicate to the person
offering tea that the recipient wants no more. Such small displays of refusal are numerous
throughout Nadun.
Artifact 53: Nanjia 10 September 2011.

Comment: Offering and refusal – a paitou from the host village offers liquor to a guest.
Artifact 54: Lajia 26 October 2001.
A: Burn biao! Burn biao!
B: Old Man, please tell us if you want to say anything.
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Huala: Chuanhuang Erlang with seventy-two forms! Today in Lajia Village, Nadun was
held. Both Sky and the Earth were pleased. However, you villagers don't believe in
me.
[He then jumps and motions his hand for qianzi, but qianzi are not given]
C: Hushen, we believe in you! We believe in you! We trust you, Hushen.
Huala: The deity Erlang comes to the human world and visits the Nadun ground. You sit in
your sedan and watch us dance Nadun. Then you collect your qianliang when Nadun
finishes, and go up to Heaven and tell the Jade Emperor what happened. After that, all
Lajia people benefit from great goodness and great auspiciousness, and everything
goes well.
D: All of us believe in you very deeply, please collect your qianliang happily. Collect your
qianliang! Collect your qianliang!
[The huala then runs to indicate the order the huangan should be taken down.]
Huala: All Lajia people invited Chuanhuang Erlang, and Silang Daidi to Nadun. All deities
and all people are very happy. The deities expel quarrels, battles, bad things, illnesses,
pain, disasters, evil wind, storms, and hail to a wild, empty, lifeless plain. From today
on, all Lajia people will benefit from great goodness and great auspiciousness, and
everything will go well.
All: Great!
Artifact 55: Nanjia 10 September 2010.
A: We all believe in you very sincerely. If Didi has something to say, please ask the huala
to translate for us. Please collect your qianliang after you have said something to us.
Old Man, please tell us what you want to say. [To villagers around him]: Right?
B: Please collect your qianliang. Please ignore any small mistakes we've made in the past
year. There are many people in our village and it is inevitable that in a year, someone
make some small mistakes.
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C: Please tell us what big mistakes we have made, but please ignore any small mistakes
we've made, because you're a deity and you have a very big heart.
D: We are burning biao for you. You should say something to us.
C: Please borrow the huala's mouth to tell us if we did something wrong. And then, please
start to collect your qianliang.
E: If you always pay attention to our small mistakes... well, we are many people from
different villages, and you are a deity. You shouldn't worry about such things.
Huala: You don't believe with one mouth and one heart.
F: What did he say? What did he say?
Miaoguan: Beat the gongs!
[Then the huala pierces himself and runs outside. He indicates which huangan should be
taken down in which order.]
Miaoguan: Then, you, Old Man, have collected your qianliang, and we villagers have
finished our duty today. So, if you have something to say, please tell us. Please
hunhula. Did you get your qianliang? Is this the time to collect your qianzi? Please
hunhula to us. If we didn't make you very happy, or if we didn't make you happy
enough, please don't punish us villagers.
Huala: You people with many different surnames... it is a very big village, and most people
are poor. But you believe in me with one heart and one mind. On Nadun on the
thirteenth of the eight month, I collected your qianliang. From today on, elders will
not meet disasters, nor will youths meet with disasters. Many educated men will
appear and people who go out to make money will get rich; they won't meet with any
disasters. I will bring peace and security for all of you.
Miaoguan: Great! [To villagers:] Please beat the gongs!
Comment: These are the same two orations presented at the end of the previous chapter.
Here my analysis focuses on elements relevant to ideologies of age, gender, territory, and
ethnicity. First, the deity in both cases is referred to as Old Man, placing the deity in a
senior position vis-a-vis the community in a dyadic relationship. In fact, the verb used for
the deity's oration, hunhula, is precisely the same verb used when a laozher advises or
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admonishes a youth. It may also be noted that the Nanjia huala communicates to the
community by referring to 'elders' and 'youths', thus while communicating to the
community as a dyad, the deity reinforces the existence of dyads within the community.
Note also how the villagers ask the deity to treat them as a single functional unit –
by ignoring the deeds of a few wrongdoers – and the deity beseeches them to act as one in
believing in him with one heart and mind. It is also clear from these orations that the Nadun
is seen as entertainment for the deity, who sits and watches from the palanquin, and who
should be delighted. The huala also confirms in his hunhula in both cases that the deity has
received the offerings from the villagers, implying that he is satisfied with them.
Importantly, in the system of local hospitality, this implies an obligation to reciprocate. In
this case the deity deploys his ganyan to manipulate communal diandiar and bring
prosperity to all.
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CHAPTER FOUR – FARMERS, OFFICIALS, AND GENERALS
On a cool autumn morning, mountaintops are shrouded in mist. Several hundred people
huddle around a damp threshing ground, high above the thin, eroded valley floor. People
have their autumn coats zipped up to the neck, and head scarves are tied tightly around
heads. In a corner of the crowd, latecomers lean against the temple wall. To a steady,
repetitive beat that alternates soft and light strokes of drum and gong, three figures emerge
from the temple and dance through the crowd, which opens allowing them passage.
First comes the gray-bearded Old Farmer moving in slow, careful steps. Behind him
is the Female Farmer. With a pale face and rosy cheeks, she shuffles from side to side
rapidly as the Old Farmer continues forward with bold, deliberate paces. Finally comes the
Young Farmer with a plow and yoke slung over his shoulder. He energetically jogs to and
fro behind the others, brandishing a green switch.
Eventually the Young Farmer puts down the yoke and plow and, as rain begins to
lightly fall, the Old Farmer pulls three village elders from the crowd. They squat by the
edge of the clearing and are given liquor. After offering a few words of advice to the Old
Farmer, a comedic agricultural litany ensues. First the Young Farmer attempts to plow by
hitching the plow in front of two calves, played by two children, rather than behind them.
The Old Farmer slaps his junior around a little and demonstrates how it is done. Next the
crops are weeded by the three lice-ridden wives of a landlord, and finally the field is
harrowed with surprising rapidity by a sprinting Young Farmer.
Later in the day the crowd is much dispersed. Many people watch two huashi
perform, beating drums and chanting in front of the deity's palanquin, enshrined on a
concrete platform near the threshing ground. Others have gone to relatives' homes for lunch,
while still others sit with friends under trees, drinking, playing cards, and chatting. Few
witness the arrival of three colorful, animated figures from the temple.
The first is red-faced and dressed in a flowing red robe. As he circles the
performance area, he repeatedly tugs and twirls his long, black beard. Behind him comes a
yellow-faced character dressed in a long glowing yellow robe. His steps are gentle and
measured and his clasped hands move little from where he holds them in front. As these
two dignified individuals circle, standing in bright contrast against the gray autumn
backdrop, they are repeatedly almost overtaken by a vigorous third character who steps
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with over-stretched strides and waves his arms, tipped in clenched fists, wildly outwards
before retracting them to his waist over and over again. His face is green, lumpen, contorted.
His black robe has red spots.
After circling for some time each of these three distinctive characters crouches
down by the side of the threshing ground and, one by one, they are brought their weapon of
choice. The red figure is brought a long pole with a blade at the end, the yellow figure is
brought twin swords, and the puggish, green-faced figure is brought a thick, ridged club.
The three then dance in turn, displaying their martial skills by twirling and wildly swinging
their weapons, strutting around the threshing ground with puffed chests.
The three finally exit and now, cutting through the swelling crowd, comes a whitefaced figure, leaping in small prongs as he flings his arms stochastically open, a spear held
in one hand. Behind him follow four plainly dressed men carrying spears and imitating his
movements. After the newcomer circles the ground several times, the three colorful
characters re-enter, now dressed in trimmed down battle robes – sleeveless and knee length,
but of the same color. One by one they clash with the white faced prancer. The exuberant
green-faced one crosses his cudgel with the newcomer's spear, but after several rounds of
rhythmic simulated combat he is repelled. The yellow faced figure enters brandishing his
two swords but is similarly dispatched. Finally, the red-faced figure closes in and in the
defining moment of the performance, the white-faced character flees, and an onlooker runs
on carrying the mask of the Female Farmer that he places on the ground at the feet of the
red-faced victor. This man, back arched in pride, circles the head, tugging and twirling his
beard once more. He eventually picks the mask up, hold it at arm's length, regards it for a
few solemn seconds, and then symbolically impales it on the end of his halberd by slipping
the wooden blade under the mask string. He then gravely exits, parting the crowd.
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4.1. Introduction
In this chapter I contend that the Nadun masked dance repertoire represents a deliberate
invention of tradition by the Qing state, dating to the eighteenth or nineteenth century. I
believe these performances were invented and conferred upon the Sanchuan Mangghuer in
an attempt to propagate Confucian values of loyalty and submission to authority, including
a stereotyped model of martial masculinity and respect for government officials, and to
encourage the practice of sedentary agriculture as opposed to itinerant business. This was
done to ensure the legibility of the local population and its produce to state authorities for
taxation, conscription, and corvée. However, I believe that the Qing state's attempt to
transfer this ideological 'package' to the Sanchuan Mangghuer via Nadun performances
largely failed, and by doing so I call into question the state-centered approach of many
contemporary scholars, and the gradualist model of Sinicization such an approach implies.
The evidence that follows relies on data from the literature rather than the field.
After outlining my theoretical approach through a discussion of the concepts of invented
tradition, imagined community, and orthopraxy, I reconstruct the Qing state's motives for
intervening in local culture. I then look at what the state's chosen medium of intervention
was, and why, before providing a summary of the contents of the ideological package the
state was attempting to deliver to the Mangghuer. Finally, I deal with the question of to
what extent this ideological intervention of state authorities into local culture was
successful.
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4.2. State Agency and Local Culture in China
For the majority of scholars writing in English today, the state and state policy provide the
primary lens through which minority and local cultures in China, both contemporary and
historical, are viewed. The assumption underlying such works as Makley (2007), Brown
(2002), Davis (2005), Gladney (2001), Deal and Hostetler (2206), Lipman (1997),
Mackerras (2003), Mueggler (2201), Rees (2000), Schein (2000), Litzinger (2001), Scott
(2009), and Rudelson (1997) is that understanding state policy and attitudes towards
minority and local cultures in China is at least a basic precondition to understanding these
cultures, at most synonymous to actually understanding the cultures themselves. Such a
perspective is predicated on the notion of the state as a spatially and temporally
omnipresent and omnipotent agent within China. There is, as such, no explicit 'statist'
position within the discourse on modern China that sets out a series of theses and positions
for the project. Rather, such 'over-stating' of the case (Shneiderman 2010) is implicitly
embedded in the structure of texts, for example in the adoption of state-centered time
regimes (the Great Leap Forward, the Cultural Revolution, etc.), state-centered spatial
regimes (provinces, autonomous regions, etc), in the use of Modern Standard Chinese in
describing the lived realities of non-Chinese speaking peoples, and in the persistent
recapitulation of policy histories as a heuristic device.
Coherent with such a view of the state are gradualist notions of Sinicization – "the
thesis that all of the non-Han peoples who have entered the Chinese realm have eventually
been assimilated into Chinese culture" (Rawski 1996: 842). Gradualist models of
Sinicization propose that the state as a centralized agent gradually propagates outwards
towards the margins, spreading – the Chinese state and Chinese culture are typically viewed
as liquids – a cultural and linguistic package, totally transforming the populations it
encounters, altering their fundamental character and rendering them Chinese in some basic
way. Crossley et. al. (2006) and Lattimore (1962) characterize such models of Sinicization
with clarity:
The sinicization model assumed a single civilizing vector directed from a China-based
imperial center toward distinct peoples at the margins. This narrative of expansion, migration,
and cultural transformations was predicated on irrevocable assimilation in a single direction,
short and long term, and elided any characterization of Chinese culture as a product of
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unceasing convergences of the divergences from heterogenous sources... In its fixation on 'the
frontier,' the narrative of sinicization marginalized the very populations it purported to
include, and thereby obscured a multiplicity of institutions and networks outside the imperial
imagination that were created by and helped condition the consciousness and practice of
locals (Crossely et. al. 2006: 6).
We increase the illusion of the Chineseness of China by uncritical acceptance of the dogma
that the Chinese absorb all their conquerors. We repeat the formula that "China is a sea which
salts all the streams that flow into it", and let it go at that (Lattimore 1962: 76).

Harell (1996) places the gradualist model of Sinicization within the more general category
of 'civilizing project', which he defines as interaction between central and peripheral
peoples in which "... the inequality between the civilizing center and the peripheral peoples
has its ideological basis in the center's claim to a superior degree of civilization, along with
a commitment to raise the peripheral people's level of civilization to the level of the center,
or at least close to that level" (Harrell 1996: 4). Here he points out the essentially cultural
nature of the sinicization project, also noted by Brown (2004).
There appears to be good evidence for such a gradualist, transformative model of
sinicization through civilizing projects: the adoption of the Daoist pantheon by the Yao
(Alberts 2006), the use of Daoist ritual music and a 'Chinese' kin system by the Naxi (Rees
2000), the widespread adoption of written scripts based on Chinese characters (Zhou 1991),
the standardization of funerary practices during late imperial China (Watson 1983), and the
oft-cited Sinicization of the Manchus following the establishment of the Qing Dynasty
(Crossley 1997). These examples of Sinicization all postulate that the state and its
representatives are and always have been the primary agent of Sinicization, and that
Sinicization is an irreversible process of total transformation and incorporation into the
'Sinic world' (Reischauer 1974).
I argue against the usefulness of the concept of gradualist Sinicization predicated on
an omnipotent and omnipresent state, and contend instead that the state, both contemporary
and historical, is an irregular, eruptive force that makes its presence known and felt in short
but powerful bursts which, though they echo throughout history, are stochastic and often
have outcomes other than those intended. There are numerous analogies that could be used
to represent how I envisage the action of the Chinese state – for example the planned core
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of the city of Brasilia, set about by the contingencies of irregular, unplanned space, or a
volcanic eruption and its aftermath – however, I have chosen to employ an image taken
from interviews with and about Mangghuer huala.
YM: When the huala is dancing, the deity does not possess him every minute. It's just like
the wind. Sometimes the wind is very strong, but sometimes the wind stops; sometimes the
deity is really possessing the huala, but sometimes the deity is gone. However, the huala
must continue to dance even when the deity is gone.
NH2: The deity possessed my body for a while. It's just like the wind. Sometimes it came,
sometimes it left.
BSN: After the deity possesses the huala's body, he comes and goes; he sometimes stays in
the huala's body, and sometimes leaves. It's just like the wind. Usually, Erlang Ye possesses
the huala's body to help the huala dance, but once the huala begins dancing, Erlang Ye
circles above the huala's body several times and then leaves.

What I wish to emphasize in employing this imagery is the temporal aspect of state
presence. Within the contemporary discourse on the Chinese state, the spatial dimension of
the state is emphasized, tellingly revealed in such phrases as 'the reach of the state' (e.g.,
Shue 1988). However, the spatial extent of state territory does not necessarily map with
state presence. Rather the state has an irregular, inconsistent, eruptive presence. In any
given location within state territory, the state appears and disappears, comes and goes,
waxes and wanes – like the wind. One piece of evidence of this is the growing NGO sector
in China, a civil-society sector that aims, in part, to fill the gaps created by the temporal
absence of the state in certain communities (Xin and Baum 2004) by addressing locally
perceived needs when the state temporarily fails to fulfill its purview.
What this suggests for models of Sinicization is that rather than adopting a
gradualist model that depicts cultural transformation as a unidirectional state-to-periphery
flow, we must consider how the temporally inconsistent nature of the state within its
territory creates much space for the operation of local contingencies, and hence for a
diversity of outcomes in the Sinicization process. This requires us to augment our
understanding of Chinese state intentions (i.e., policy) with detailed and nuanced
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understandings of how these intentions are locally received, perceived, and implemented. In
order to support the case for a temporally inconsistent state whose projects have diverse,
contingent outcomes, I now turn to the literature for appropriate models and discuss the
concepts of invented tradition (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983), civil religion (Bellah 1967),
and orthopraxy (Watson 1985, 1988), in order to construct a model for how I see the
Chinese state acting on local, particularly minority, cultures in China.
To begin construction of this model I introduce Hobsbawm's idea of an invented
tradition, which he (1983: 1) defines as "a set of practices, normally governed by overtly or
tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate certain
values and norms of behavior by repetition, which automatically implies continuity with the
past." He furthermore defines three types of invented tradition, the most relevant of which
for my purposes is "those whose main purpose was socialization, the inculcation of beliefs,
value systems, and conventions of behavior" (Hobsbawm 1983: 9). Hobsbawm also states
that the purpose of inculcating such beliefs, value systems, and conventions of behavior is
to create a focused sense of community, an idea which dovetails with Anderson's (1983
[2006]) concept of 'imagined community' – a community in which its members "will never
know their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives
the image of their communion" (Anderson 1983 [2006]: 6). Although Anderson applies this
definition to the modern nation state, traditions invented by such pre-modern states as the
Qing were also intended to create 'imagined communities' as much as contemporary nationbuilding efforts.
Within this context of imagined traditions as tools in creating imagined
communities, the concept of 'civil religion' is also useful. The concept of civil religion was
first articulated by Rousseau, but found its way into contemporary theorizing through the
work of Bellah (1967, 1992) and his description of American civil religion. Since Bellah's
revival of the idea, 'civil religion' has been debated (Gehrig 1981), redefined (e.g. Coleman
1970), operationalized (Flere and Lavric 2007), anthologized (Richey and Jones 1974),
reduxed (Angrosino 2002), and applied in a variety of contexts from ancient Rome (Silk
2004) to Nazi Germany (Diephouse 1975). Given the extent of the literature on the topic, a
full survey is impossible here. In light of this, and considering Bellah's seminal role in this
literature, I begin by summarizing Bellah's original discussion of American civil religion.
In his 1967 text, Bellah argues that American civil religion is characterized by
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beliefs (a belief in God and the special destiny of the USA), sacred sites (Arlington
National Cemetery, the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier), themes (sacrifice, American Israel),
events (Memorial Day, Thanksgiving Day), figures (including Washington, Jefferson, and
Lincoln, who he further divides into prophets and martyrs), scriptures (the Constitution, the
Declaration of Independence, The Gettysburg Address), and symbols (the American flag)
that give the American historical experience a transcendental significance. Bellah also
argues for the integrative function of American civil religion, stating that its main aim is to
give coherence and collective focus to American social diversity, even suggesting that it
provides a model for a uniting, global civil religion. Bellah's description of civil religion as
integrative clearly connects it with Hobsbawm and Ranger's concept of invented traditions,
specifically those that serve to create imagined communities.
Bellah argues that every successful polity throughout history probably had some
form of civil religion, but confines his comments in 1967 and later works to American civil
religion. Linder (1975) provides a broader based overview of the concept by examining the
historical development of civil religions in Europe from classical Greece until the present,
giving the concept historical depth, but not the spatial breadth that anthropologists typically
search for. Flere and Lavric (2007) argue for the 'universality' of the concept in their study
of civil religion in Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, and the USA, but the concept
remains little applied in contexts outside the US and Europe.
A notable exception is Ramble's (2008) Navel of the Demoness that describes the
civil religion of a village in northern Nepal, providing a detailed description and analysis of
the content and history of the village's annual ritual cycle. This demonstrates that the
concept of civil religion does not necessitate a relationship with the transcendental but may
take as its focus of worship the community itself. This enables the concept of civil religion
to be disentangled from its previous associations with God, destiny, the eschaton, and other
Biblical tropes apparent in American and European civil religions.1 This development of
the concept is essential to my argument that at least during the Qing Dynasty, there was
such a thing as a Chinese civil religion.

1 Given this development in the concept of civil religion, there are many fruitful contexts to which the
concept could be applied, including the pre-Buddhist Tiebie state, the Chingghisid empire, and the galactic
polities of Southeast Asia (Tambiah 1977). There are also obvious parallels with Geertz's (1980) portrayal of
Bali as a "theater state".
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In discussing the Chinese civil religion of the Qing state I begin by assuming that,
like contemporary American civil religion, it functioned primarily as a socially integrative
force. At its most basic level, we may define this civil religion as the cultural practices that
integrated diverse social elements into the Qing state. Whereas Bellah focused on beliefs,
sacred sites, themes, figures, events, scriptures, and symbols, not all of these are relevant to
the case of Qing China. In the Chinese case we must rather concentrate on ritual for, as
Johnson (2009: 8) notes, "Chinese culture was a performance culture." I will do this
primarily through a discussion of Watson's concept of orthopraxy.
Although Watson (1988) never employs the term 'civil religion', the practices he
defined as orthopraxy fall under this rubric. Orthopraxy refers to an emphasis on 'correct
practice' and is contrasted with orthodoxy 'correct doctrine or belief'. Watson's original
argument was based on an analysis of funerary rites in the late imperial era that revealed a
'core' of invariable funeral practices found throughout China. He argued that this unity
within the context of large distances and linguistic and cultural diversity was the result of
an active process of the promotion of orthopraxy by elite imperial agents. He further
suggested that orthopraxy was a precondition to the adoption of certain views and attitudes,
and it was essentially these views and attitudes that 'held together' Chinese society.2
The approach has its critics. A 2007 volume of the journal Modern China
anthologized differing critiques ad applications of Watson's orthopraxy approach. Szonyi
(2007) argues that deity cults were often spread as much by the deity's apparent efficacy3
as by official promotion, and that the new standardized official identities of deities were
often only a superficial veneer applied to preexisting identities and their cults. Katz (2007)
argues that standardization could be promoted by non-imperial authorities, some of whom
may have even been antagonistic to the state and hence could counter state attempts at
social integration. Pomeranz (2007) points out the problems of separating practices from
motivating beliefs and ideas, and also discussed the difficulties inherent in identifying the
agents responsible for promoting such ideas and the lines of influence that result in certain
practices becoming prevalent. Brown (2007) follows a similar theme in focusing on the
distinction between behaviors and their motivating ideas, and demonstrates that ideas and
2 He makes a similar argument in Watson (1985) regarding the standardization of deity cults in China,
though does not use the term orthopraxy. His 1988 essay presents a refinement of the ideas developed in the
1985 publication.
33 See Chapter Two.
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practices can be alienated from one another, and practices commonly occur without the
underlying beliefs that are supposed to motivate them. She describes how, for example,
Tujia households in Enshi Tujia and Miao Autonomous Prefecture enshrine ancestral spirit
tablets but have no beliefs about ancestors' spirits inhabiting these tablets. She offers this as
a critique of Watson's assertion that orthopraxy eventually leads to orthodoxy and cultural
integration.
These critiques, and in particular Brown's, bring me to an important point of
divergence with other scholars on the issue of cultural integration in China. Before
outlining how my perspective differs, I recap the ground covered above: I argued that many
contemporary scholars take the state as a central point of reference in examining cultural
integration in China, which leads to a gradualist model of transformative Sinicization. I also
stated that my position on this issue differs and began establishing a model based, firstly,
on the concept of invented traditions that serve to create imagined communities. Insofar as
it functions to inspire a sense of integrated community, Bellah's concept of civil religion is
as a form of invented tradition. I argued that the concept of civil religion may be applied to
the Chinese case, particularly as regards the promotion of orthopraxy. I then mentioned
several critics of Watson's concept of orthopraxy all of whom, perhaps with the exception
of Brown, uphold the importance of orthopraxy in 'holding together' late imperial society.
Where I differ is the manner in which this mechanism – orthopraxy as a
manifestation of civil religion and invented tradition – is seen to operate. I hold that the
Chinese civil religion did not operate by persuasion and gradual conversion, whereby ideas
flowed from enforced practices. The Qing did not wage a war of hearts and minds among
its populations to gradually extend its power base, either politically or culturally. Instead,
cultural integration was achieved through abrupt, protracted interventions in local cultures
through the medium of imperial edicts and injunctions buttressed by threats of physical
force and supernatural sanctions. The outcome of such interventions was largely
determined by the state's often limited ability to maintain these sanctions.
This model of eruptive integration in part explains Brown's astute observation of the
disjunction between practices and motivations. Whereas Brown claims that practices occur
without motivation because of the relative ease with which practices diffuse as opposed to
ideas, I argue that practices occur without underlying ideation because many practices were
instigated and maintained with an ideological, rather than ideational or symbolic motivation.
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This ideological motivation, furthermore, was externally enforced with the intention of
naturalizing certain practices. The whole idea of invented traditions, of which the
orthopraxy of Chinese civil religion is an example, is that the motivation should be
obscured behind a veil of authoritative authenticity.
An eruptive model of attempted cultural integration allowing for the possibility of
failure, not a gradualist model of Sinicization, explains the cultural patterns observed in
China: an enormously unevenly integrated population with some sections integrated into a
Chinese identity without necessarily displaying Chinese cultural traits, and many peoples
displaying Chinese cultural traits but not integrated into a sense of Chinese ethnic identity;
the paradox of "acculturation without assimilation" (Tapp 2002b: 94). The following
provides an example of how such a pattern might have emerged by demonstrating how the
incompletely implemented ideological intentions of the state have produced contemporary
Nadun practices.
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4.3. State Motives
Eruptive state interventions were most likely to occur during times of turmoil in the midst
or wake of natural disasters and civil disturbances. Spatially, such interventions would be
most likely at the perceived frontiers of the Empire. Furthermore, I believe that the
outcomes of such interventions were most likely to have contingent outcomes in regions
where statist pressure could not be consistently maintained in the long term. In such
circumstances the Qing were most likely to recourse to the 'soft' power of civil religion to
integrate the population.
The Hehuang region satisfies both criteria that favor the propagation of civil religion.
It is both spatially a frontier region in terms of physical geography, language distributions,
and orientations to centers of power and, for most of the last two centuries of the Qing
Dynasty, was a politically and socially unstable region.
The instability of the region during the Qing Dynasty begins in 1723-17244 with an
uprising lead by the Mongol Blo bzang bstan 'dzin,5 supported by numerous monastic
polities, and suppressed by Qing authorities. This led to the destruction of all Buddhist
monasteries in the region and a massive reduction in population, followed by the relocation
of lowland imperial subjects into the area. In 1781 an uprising of Wahabists broke out and
was suppressed by the Qing. Forty-one years later, Tiebie from Guide and Xunhua rose up
against local Mongol populations and "a long period of devastation and murder succeeded"
during which "many [Mongols] fled" (Schram 2006 [1961]: 615). 1860-1873 was a
prolonged period of civil strife due to an uprising instigated by Hehuang Saotur, resulting
once more in Qing military intervention. Again in 1895-1896 an uprising of local Muslims
swept the area resulting in state suppression. A final spate of armed conflict of the late Qing
era which carried over to the early Republican period occurred under Ma family warlords
(Lipman 1984) as they attempted to extend their power base throughout Hehuang and
further afield at the expense of other local polities and populations. Every single generation
in Hehuang from 1723 until the establishment of the People's Republic of China witnessed
massive disruption: death, the dispersal and resettlement of populations, the destruction of
property and infrastructure, and the devastation of the local subsistence base.
4 The following brief history is mostly drawn from Schram (2006 [1954, 1957, 1961]).
5 It was, and still is, common for Mongols to have Tiebie names such as Blo bzang bstan 'dzin.
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Although I portray Hehuang history as a single prolonged tumult, it must also be
placed within the context of broader developments within the Qing Dynasty. Fletcher (1978:
35, quoted in Ho 1998) states that: "Before 1800 the focus of [Qing] history was on Inner
Asia-its conquest, its politics, the swallowing and digesting of immense, culturally diverse
areas..." This included the so-called 'ten great campaigns' of the Qianlong Emperor (WaleyCohen 1996). The most relevant of these for the present case were the suppression and
attempted genocide of the Dzungars (1756-1757); the two Jinchuan wars (1747-1749 and
1776, see Greatrex [1994], Martin [1990], Dai [2009]), and; interventions against the
Gurkha's attempted invasion of Dbus tsang (1790-1792).6 The tumult in Hehuang during
the eighteenth century was primarily caused by the expansion of the Qing Dynasty and
Hehuang's increasing incorporation into the empire. During the nineteenth century, by
contrast, the Qing Dynasty began disintegrating. Its vast territory was increasingly the site
of civil disruption and rebellion, most notably the Miao Rebellions in Guizhou (1854-1873),
the Panthay Rebellion in Yunnan (1856-1873), the two Muslim uprisings that affected
Sanchuan in 1860-73 and in 1895, and the widespread disaster of the Taping Rebellions
(1850-1864). The continued disruptions in Hehuang throughout the nineteenth century
should be viewed in this light. The Qing state's motives for interventions in local culture
should be viewed in accordance with this changing context.
The Hehuang region in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries therefore presents a
situation in which we can assume the Qing state would have likely employed aspects of
civil religion to attempt to integrate the region and its population into the central state. This
was particularly the case for the period following the 1723 uprising and continued until the
second Muslim uprising and ended in 1896. In the following sections I examine three
specific state motivations, which culminated in the creation of legible, conscriptable
subjects with state-centered aspirations.

6 The nominal abolition of local self-rule (under tusi 'native chieftains' see below) in Southwest China in
1723, and the ensuing incorporation of the area under direct administration of the central Qing state, should
also be included in the eighteenth century expansion of the Qing, though it was the result of administrative,
rather than military, intervention.
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4.3.1. Creating Legible Subjects
MG: Farming is the most important job among the seventy-two different occupations.
Nobody can live without the five grains. No matter how rich a person is, they must eat food
from farms. Farming is the first occupation in the seventy-two occupations. You can live
without everything except farm produce.

In this section I argue that what we often take to be the most apolitical, natural (typically
because it is seen as adaptive) aspect of community life – subsistence – may in fact be a
political invention, or intervention. The current Mangghuer practice of a primarily
agricultural subsistence pattern was, if not wholly state imposed, at the very least
encouraged by state authorities. This subsistence strategy was imposed or encouraged as an
alternative to itinerant mercantilism, and not, as has been argued elsewhere, to pastoral
nomadism.
In Seeing Like a State, Scott (1998) argues that a main goal of the state in the past
300 years has been to make their subjects legible, that is, visible and measurable by the
state in order to tax and mobilize them. Scott continues this argument in The Art of Not
Being Governed (2009) by arguing that in agrarian societies certain crops, as potentially
taxable produce, are more legible than others: paddy rice is an example of a highly legible
crop and such tuber crops as sweet potato are examples of illegible crops. Paddy rice grows
above ground, fields ripen simultaneously and thus may be easily harvested, and plants
within a field give a predictable yield. Tuber crops, on the other hand, ripen less predictably,
do not produce standard yields, and cannot be easily surveyed. Given the various legibility
of different crops, Scott suggests that we could expect to see certain crops being promoted
by states, and other being adopted as 'state-resisting' mechanisms by populations wishing to
avoid state control.
The distinction between legible and illegible crops may be extended to legible and
illegible livelihoods. Pastoralism, particularly nomadic pastoralism, is a notoriously
illegible livelihood. Throughout history, states have consistently sought to settle such
populations to better tax them (Fratkin 1997). This trend existed in China, reflected in a
general attitude that saw pastoralism and nomadism as 'barbaric' and in active programs to
sedentarize nomadic populations and convert pastoralists to agriculturalists. Such attitudes
and efforts continue today (Goldstein and Beal 1989).
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It should be further noted that compared to agriculture, petty trade was relatively
illegible. An itinerant businessman might have been difficult to locate at taxation time. His
fluctuating stock might have been at an unrepresentative low when the taxman arrived, or
he might have hidden stock at business associates' houses or depots along his trade routes.
Agriculture, as a livelihood, represented an optimally legible livelihood. Unlike
livestock and trade goods, crops are stationary and impose stability on populations. Tax
collectors would have had no problem finding and collecting taxes from agrarian
populations. Secondly, agricultural productivity is relatively predictable compared to the
spoils of pastoralism and mercantilism, which allowed for budgeting to be undertaken by
state authorities. Finally, agricultural produce could be less easily concealed than livestock
or mercantile goods, increasing its legibility.
That the Sanchuan Mangghuer were required to pay a grain tax is attested to by the
following account:
SJE: During my grandfather's generation, people went to Ledu to pay money and grain to the
government. At that time Ledu was called Nianbei. One person from Lajia Village worked in
the grain office. Our ancestors walked there to pay grain to the government. The grain station
had a box with a hole in the bottom. If the workers in the grain station didn't like someone,
they just opened the hole and got more grain from them. But if they knew someone, they
covered up that hole. If they filled up the hole, you just needed to pay three sheng of grain,
but, if they opened the hole, even four sheng of grain was not enough.

The Sanchuan Mangghuer were, conversely, well placed to be fiscally illegible state
subjects. Their physical location afforded such an opportunity, because the Sanchuan basin
is at a key location on the Yellow River, the point at which a prominent ferry crossed the
river along a route leading from Lanzhou to Huozhou and further south to the important
trading town of Songpan and then on to Chengdu.
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Figure 21. Ferry on the Yellow River at Zhaomuchuan. Still image from film taken by the
Christian missionary, Carter Holton, ~1941.
This route provided a short-cut to the south for traders from Xining and all the routes that
fed into that city, including those from Lhasa and India. Goods were also floated down the
river from Reb gong and Xunhua to Lanzhou, and the slow flowing river in Sanchuan
would have provided ample opportunity for locals to join in this trade.
The Sanchuan Mangghuer's role as militiamen for the imperial state (see below for
details) put them in a favorable position for itinerant mercantilism. This often saw
Sanchuan Mangghuer males travel far and wide throughout China, enabling them to reap
the spoils of war and to establish informal social networks among fellow soldiers from
across the country, and among the population in the areas where they were sent to fight.
Such social networks were essential to long-distance trade.
A third factor involved their multilingualism and cultural flexibility. In the religious
sphere, the Monguor, in general, have been known for their capacity to work as
intermediaries between Tiebie, Mongols, and Qidai (Tuttle 2010). Zhu Haishan is an
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excellent example of this; another is the Lcang skya lama Rol pa'i rdo rje mentioned above.
This ability to act as trans-cultural and trans-lingual brokers likely extended into the realm
of business. A modern day exemplar of this is the many Mangghuer businessmen from
Zhaomuchuan engaged in trade in Lha sa. An historical example was Qiao Taiye from
Qiaojia who was referred to by the title of Mangghuerqi – a person who (regularly) traveled
to Mongolia.
The Sanchuan Mangghuer were thus well placed to be illegible state subjects, and
part of the Nadun performance. The masked dance Zhuangjiaqi represents a concerted
attempt by the Qing state to inculcate an ideology valuing agriculture as a form of
livelihood above all others and particularly above business. The content of this ideology is
succinctly captured by MM, "Farmers are the most important people amongst all
professions. Nobody can live without food..." Simultaneous to praising the virtues and
importance of farming, this ideology debases mercantilism and teaches against fiscally
illegible practices.
Such an ideology rendered the population fiscally legible. As persons with fixed
locations, attached to immovable plots of land, the population, primarily adult males, were
also available to perform corvée labor and for conscript warfare, as shown in the next
section.

4.3.2. Creating Conscriptable Subjects
A second aspect of creating legible populations was creating conscriptable male subjects to
participate in wars for the state. The potential for conscription arose among the Mangghuer
primarily as a result of their role in the tusi 'native chieftain' system, described below by
(Herman 1997: 50).
The Native Chieftain system (tusi zhidu) was a unique subbureaucratic institution created
during the early Ming to extend nominal Chinese state control over the non-Han peoples
located just beyond Beijing's administrative reach. When Beijing conferred native chieftain
status upon a tribal leader, it classified him as a civilian native chieftain (tuguan) or a military
native chieftain (tusi) and placed him under the direct supervision of either the Ministry of
Personnel or the Ministry of War, respectively ... Military Native Chieftains (tusi), on the
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other hand, enjoyed a higher degree of institutional and spatial autonomy from China, As a
general rule, a military native chieftain's area of jurisdiction was located along or just beyond
China's recognized political borders, and he was expected to command a sizable military
force in order to assist in the protection of China.

Schram's (2006[1954, 1957, 1961]) work gives extensive details of the exploits of Li tusi,
who resided nearby present-day Chuankou, the capital of Minhe County. However, it is
unlikely that his conscription base extended into Sanchuan. Sanchuan, however, had its
own tusi: Gan, Qi,7 and Zhao.8 In addition to the estates of monasteries, the estates of tusi
formed the basis of Sanchuan confederations.
It is currently difficult to form an accurate picture of the role of the Sanchuan tusi
and their relationship with the local population. The tusi system was in decline by the early
twentieth century, and the Sanchuan region had become a fractured mosaic of miniscule,
interpenetrating, and over-lapping powers – tusi, monasteries, temple networks, clan
affiliations, and communities administered directly by the central Qing administration.
Nonetheless during the expansions of the eighteenth centuries, and the reprisals of the
nineteenth, the Qing government would have called upon the male population of Sanchuan
as conscripts, through the tusi or in the population's role as subjects of the Qing.
The account below indicates the treatment conscripts expected during active
conscript service:
XX: Li Tusi was sent to lowland China to fight and his people passed through this place. At
that time, there was no road from Xining to Chuankou to Lanzhou, so they passed this way.
They came from Nianbei and passed Qili Temple, to Gushan. That's one mazhan – the
distance a horse can be ridden for over one day. It's about eighty kilometers. When they
7 The Sanchuan Qi tusi almost certainly has some historical connection to the Qi Clan who ruled elsewhere
in Hehuang (Sperling 1997). It is unclear, however, what this meant for the practice of rule by the Qi tusi.
8 Potanin (1893) reports that there was also a Xing tusi:
...it is told that the surname group Xingjia, who occupy the territory to the west of Qijia, recently still
had their own tusi (Xing Tusi), but his title was canceled by the Chinese authorities. The last Xing Tusi
took large tributes from his subjects; the Xingjia people lodged a protest with the Chinese leadership,
and the latter removed the title from the profit-seeking tusi and made him an ordinary subject of the
emperor, while the Xingjia people were placed under the direct rule of Chinese officials.
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arrived in Sanchuan, they couldn't cross the Yellow River because of a storm. That night, Li
Tusi had a dream in which an old man with a white beard wearing a white robe told him to
cross the Yellow River the next day, when the river would freeze over. The next morning,
Li Tusi sent two soldiers to see if the river was frozen over, and those soldiers went there
and found that it hadn't frozen. They then returned and told Li Tusi what they saw.
Li Tusi said, "An old man with a white beard wearing a white robe told me that the
river would freeze over, but you told me there that it hasn't frozen, so you must be lying."
Then, Li Tusi killed those two soldiers, and that night he had the same dream again. The
next morning they sent another two soldiers to look at the river.
When the two soldiers came back, they told Li Tusi that the river still hadn't frozen
over, and then they too were killed. On the third night, Li Tusi had the same dream once
again, with the same old man telling him again to cross the frozen Yellow River. Then the
next morning, he sent another two soldiers to look.
On the way to the Yellow River, those two soldiers discussed how Li Tusi had
already killed four soldiers, saying, "If we go to the Yellow River and it isn't frozen, Li Tusi
will kill us. And if we refuse to go, he will kill us, so why don't we just return to Li Tusi
and tell him that the river is frozen?" After they returned, Li Tusi asked them if the river
was frozen and they told him that yes, it was, even though they hadn't even been to the river.
Then, Li Tusi led his soldiers to the Yellow River. When they reached the bank of
the Yellow River, they found that the river had frozen, and they crossed over.

Facing compulsory conscription, arbitrary and severe punishment from commanding
officers, dangerous conflict, long travels, and potentially lengthy periods of time in strange
environs away from home, it is indeed difficult to understand what, other than force, would
have motivated Sanchuan Mangghuer to participate in this system. Desertion was likely
endemic. The account below describes an early twentieth century event that may typify
many conscripts' experience in the preceding two centuries:
GJC: My father told me a story. He was a soldier for Ma Bufang, and his life in Ma
Bufang's army was very difficult. At that time, villagers gave colorful cloth flags as
offerings to our Niangniang Ye. So, when my father decided that he no longer wanted to
stay in Ma Bufang's army, he promised a pair of flags to Niangniang Ye, saying, "If you
help me escape, I will give you a pair of flags." So, one day, he just ran out of the barracks
in Anxi (Gansu Province).
However, when he reached the city gate, it was locked, so he had to stay inside the
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city. He went inside a very small shop to hide. Because he had no other clothes to wear, he
was conspicuously dressed in his soldier's uniform. It was easy for anyone to recognize he
was a soldier. But, that night, Niangniang Ye appeared to him in his dream, riding a white
horse. She shouted my father's name and said, "Get up! It's time to leave!" So my father got
up and went outside.
When he reached the city gate, it was open. As he came out of the city, Ma Bufang's
soldiers were also coming out to do their morning drills. Strangely, not one of them saw my
father, so he just walked right out of the city.
After my father came home, he gave one pair of silk flags to Niangniang Ye. After
he had stayed at home for one or two nights, he escaped to Xing'er and lived in a Tiebie
home, because he was afraid Ma Bufang's soldiers would come capture him.

In addition to being conscripted into military service, the male population of
Sanchuan could also have been expected to undertake corvée labor.9 Although we lack
specific records for Sanchuan in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, we have
contemporary data that might productively be extrapolated backwards:
SH. I didn't finish grade two in primary school. When I studied in school, I was always called
to volunteer in one place or another by Ma Bufang. Ma Bufang always took many people to
do that sort of thing. After ten or eight days of work, I could go back to school, but soon
enough I would be called up again to hu'er zhiki. Hu'er zhiki means going to work without
payment, doing such work as building roads, digging irrigation channels, and making new
fields.

The state's need to procure conscripts for military campaigns and to undertake
corvée, and the desire of the local populace to avoid conscription, most likely provided a
powerful motivation for the state to propagate ideologies engendering loyalty and militancy
among local populations. While ideologies valorizing agriculture rendered the Mangghuer
legible, ideologies valorizing loyalty and militancy rendered them accessible and
deployable for state-centered purposes. The next section describes how the state also
endeavored to recruit Sanchuan Mangghuers into its governing elite by propagating state9 A case of state and minority people interrelations via corvée involves the Yao. The contemporary ethnonym
'Yao' appears to have its roots in the Song Dynasty term moyao – not corvée – applied to any persons who
fled beyond the reaches of the state to escape the burden of performing corvée labor (Alberts 2006).
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centered aspirations.

4.3.3. Creating Subjects with State-Centered Aspirations
The Qing state attempted to create a national cult of officialdom that was propagated and
standardized state-wide by means of the civil entrance examination (Elman [2000],
Miyazaki 1981), which created a relatively homogenous bureaucracy throughout the Qing
empire. As Ward (1985: 55) says in her discussion of local relations with representatives of
the Qing bureaucracy, "... where relationships with the bureaucracy were concerned, one
part to the relationship was everywhere the same." This widespread bureaucracy
accompanied a transethnic cult of officialdom valorizing educational attainment and
obtaining official government positions and titles.10
It is presently unclear what the extent of Qing bureaucracy in Sanchuan was. Until
the late 1800s, much of the population was administered directly under perhaps half a
dozen tusi, but certain village networks also paid tax and performed corvée under the
jurisdiction of Nianbei/ Ledu (as described above). There also appears to have been a
bureaucratic installation in Guanting; the name itself may be interpreted to mean 'resting
place of the official' (Stuart and Limusishiden 1994). XX explains the name of the place as
follows:
Every time an official crossed the Yellow River, officials in Guanting had to welcome them,
so this place was called Jieguanting 'Official Welcoming Hall'. And later, Jieguanting
changed into just Guanting. In Jishi County, there was a Jieguanling 'Official Welcoming
Mountain' located on the border between Minhe and Gansu. So, we call that Dongyou
jieguanling and Xiyou jieguanting 'Western Official Welcoming Hall and Eastern Official
Welcoming Mountain'.

That an official was stationed in Guanting was plausible, as it was the site of a regular
market where large numbers of the surrounding population gathered. It was also a crucial

10 For example, Rees (2000) discusses the valorization of official and educational achievements among the
Naxi of Yunnan, and Ke (2006) does the same for the Hui of southern Fujian Province.
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'choke point' on an important trade route, as described above, and thus an ideal point from
which to both survey and tax local and itinerant populations.
The state had clearly defined vested interests in propagating values encouraging
people to respect and obey official bureaucrats. Not only were these officials agents of the
Qing state in that they likely collected taxes and enforced laws, but also might have been
responsible for propagating Qing civil religion. Bureaucrats were the medium through
which the state and its population interacted.
It is important to note in this context that bureaucrats were not only purveyors of
Qing civil religion, but were also its objects as is clear in the way Sanchuan Mangghuer
aspired to positions of officialdom and coveted official titles, such as Gongye, a term of
address for someone who had obtained rank in Qing officialdom after passing a certain
level of civil examination. The term is no longer used, but the following quote from WG
indicates that the title was previously coveted and contested:
Lü Gongye was very famous in our area. There was also Zhang Gongye in Zhangjia. I
heard that he was not very knowledgeable. There was a Qing Gongye in Qingjia. He
actually failed the exam but got his diploma by going through the back door. My
grandfather was a real Gongye.

This quote illustrates that Qing officialdom was a focus of local aspirations for
certain Sanchuan Mangghuer. Conferral of official titles brought honor to a family, and the
conferral of titles on members of other families was contested.
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4.4. The Medium
The use of dramatic narratives and characters likely played a prominent role in the civil
religion of the Qing state throughout the vast region it controlled and from the time of its
inception in 1644 until its formal collapse in 1912. Theater, literature, and religious cults
interacted in complex ways in Qing Dynasty China, unprecedented in the West (Lai [1992],
Shahar and Weller [1996], Huangpu, Cao, and Schechner [1989], Huangpu, Cao, and
Schechner [1992], Johnson [2009], Yu et. al. [1989,] Mackerras [1983], and Zhao and Bell
[2007]). Characters, narratives, and ideals circulated freely between the three realms. It
could be argued that the Western distinction between drama, literature, and religion does
not apply in the Chinese case (Ward 1979).
Drama in particular provided an ideal medium for the propagation of Qing civil
religion in frontier regions due to its use of para- and non-linguistic communicative devices.
Ward (1979) has pointed out that traditional Chinese theater is 'total theater' in that all
aesthetic elements are given symbolic weight. Such elements as costume detail, gesture,
mask and makeup colors, posture, and voice (not speech) represented elements of
orthopraxy. All these elements had defined values and were performed consistently. For
example, the rank of a character might have been marked by the use of a certain hat, or
their temperament by the use of a certain colored mask or makeup (Scott 1983). Characters
occurred only as the unique intersection of various theatrical practices and their fixed
symbolic value. A theatrical narrative was, in turn, primarily a juxtaposition of characters
as symbolic complexes rather than the ordering of events in sequence; even scripted
narratives remained fundamentally choreographic (Scott 1983). The density of theatrical
symbolic language made it an ideal vehicle for transmitting the virtues of state civil religion
throughout a large and diverse population "in a pragmatic, palatable fashion" (McLaren
1995: 80).
Foremost among the narratives used in such dramas was the Romance of the Three
Kingdoms, and its cast of characters, including the general Guan Yu, later deified as Guan
Di. The Romance of the Three Kingdoms portrays historical events at the fall of the Han
Dynasty in the second century AD and first written down as the Sanguo zhi 'Records of the
Three Kingdoms' by Chen Shou in the third century AD. The narrative describes the
collapse of the Han Dynasty and the attempt to establish a legitimate successor empire
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among the Wei, Shu, and Wu kingdoms and their respective rulers.
The first appearance of the narrative in written form occurred between 1321 and
1323. The narrative also circulated as pictorials during the Ming Dynasty (McLaren 1995)
and oral recitations (McClaren 1985). Oral recitations were also performed during the Yuan
Dynasty, as were dramatic performances of the narrative (Dolby 1983). The earliest
novelization of the narrative dates to 1522 however, this publication has a preface dated to
1494, and the author to whom it was attributed, Luo Guanzhong, lived some time between
1315 and 1400 (Roberts 1998). The version of the novel most widely circulated during the
Qing, however, was a later revision by Mao Lun and Mao Zonggang undertaken in the
1660s, soon after the establishment of the Qing Dynasty. This later revision, in addition to
significantly streamlining the narrative, cast of characters, and prose of the earlier version,
also exaggerated certain aspects of the original. Significant for the current discussion, the
role of Shu loyalists and sworn brothers Liu Bei, Guan Yu, and Zhang Fei was strengthened,
in particular that of Guan Yu. Additionally, the negative stereotyping of the Wei kingdom,
and in particular its ruler Cao Cao, were emphasized (Ruhlmann 1960).
There is some debate as to whether the Mao version of Romance of the Three
Kingdoms was clandestinely pro-Ming or openly pro-Qing, but regardless of the Maos'
intentions, the revised version of the narrative and its characters were undoubtedly
promoted by the Qing state and used as important factors in its civil religion. One example
of such use may be gleamed from the oral culture of the Sibe (Sibo, Xibe) people of
western Xinjiang Province.
The Sibe are an officially recognized ethnicity of China who speak a Tungusic
language and trace their ancestry to the Manchus of northeast China. They migrated to their
current location at the behest of the Qianlong Emperor (1735-1796) to act as frontier guards
who could be conscripted into Qing military initiatives in this remote frontier region
(Zikmundová 2008, 2006, 2005).
In her detailed survey of Sibe music and oral culture, Harris (2004) describes the
tradition of julun halem – recitation of sung narratives. She states that the most popular
sung narrative traditionally performed by the Sibe was the Ilangurun-i Uçun – the Romance
of the Three Kingdoms.11 This narrative was typically recited during winter when villagers
11 See Pang (1994) for more on the Sibe Romance of the Three Kingdoms. McLaren (1995) also states that
Romance of the Three Kingdoms was translated into Manchu in 1650, suggesting that the version translated
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had much free time, was recited by both men and women, and was based on a written
Manchu version of the novel. The ability to recite the text from memory was apparently
widespread, though accomplished singers who could recite sixteen to eighteen volumes of
the story were rare. Harris (2004: 22) states that the origin of the narrative among the Sibe
dates to "a mythical interview with the Qing Emperor Qianlong, where he presents the Sibe
leaders with copies of the classic novels Tale of the Three Kingdoms (Sanguo Yanyi) and
the Creation of the Gods (Fengshen Yanyi)." The author does not make it entirely clear why
the interview with the Qianlong Emperor need be mythical, however. Alternatively though,
if the text was not conferred directly in an interview with the Emperor himself, there is no
good reason not to assume that the text was not conferred upon the Sibe by a representative
of the Qing state.
The recitation of Ilangurun-i Uçun by the Sibe can be viewed as part of a greater
Qing phenomenon, one which underlines the complex ways state, drama, and religion were
intertwined in the Qing – namely, the cult of Guan Yu. The enfeoffment of Guan Yu seems
to have been carried out under the auspices of imperial authority at an unknown point in the
Song Dynasty, after which he continued to receive successively higher titles from
subsequent emperors (Duara [1988], Wang [2007]). The peak of the Guan Yu cult came
during the mid Qing Dynasty when, according to Roerich (1942: 306) "...the popularity of
[Guan Di] became still greater, and he was proclaimed the Military Protector of the [Qing]
dynasty. The Emperors [Jiaqing] (1796-1820) and [Daoguang] (1821-1850) paid him
special devotion" (Roerich 1942: 306). Guan Yu also came to be identified with Nurgaci,
the founder of the Qing Dynasty (Crossley 1990, 1999) and was considered equal in rank to
Confucius (Rees [2000], Ruhlmann [1960], and Clart [2003]). The result of his imperial
patronage was that " ... the border provinces of the Chinese Empire … [were covered] with
[Guan Di] temples … In [Gansu], Mongolia, [Xinjiang], and Tibet alone, sixty-five temples
for [Guan Di] were built through state-subsidies..." (Heissig 1980: 100).
During this time, under pressure from the Qing state and through the patronage of
prominent Dge lugs pa Buddhist figures (particularly the second Lcang skya lama, Rol pa'i
rdo rje [see Wang 2000)]) that Guan Di began to be worshiped by non-Sinitic peoples and
was conflated with the Tiebie epic hero, Ge sar (Heissig [1980], Stein [1972], and Rawski
[2001]). Harris (2004) mentions that the Sibe began worshiping Guan Di (referred to as
was not the Maos' revision of the novel.
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Guan Gong) in 1826. Heissig (1980) discusses the spread of the cult among the Mongols
and Humphrey and Onon (1996) mention the presence of the cult among the Daur, where
Guan Di was also referred to as Guan Gong. Rees (2000) states that the Naxi of Yunnan
also venerate Guan Di, celebrating his birthday on the twenty-fourth day of the sixth lunar
month. Roerich (1942) asserts both Tiebie and Deed Mongol pastoralists of today's Qinghai
Province referred to Ge sar as Guan Di; however, it is unclear in which situations and when
speaking to whom such a conflation was made. Guan Yu's spread to Sanchuan in the Nadun
performances therefore appears to be part of this larger phenomenon.
In addition to his depiction in Nadun, the Qing Cult of Guan Di also extended to
Sanchuan; a temple to Guan Di existed in pre-1958 Gaishang.

Figure 22. Guan Di miao in Gaishang, 1937. From Zhuang (2009).
WG states that the temple was built on a high earthen platform that could only be reached
via a wood suspension bridge from another earthen platform that was accessed by a flight
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of steep stairs. Both WG and WD stated that maniqi went to the temple to chant.12 In
addition, WG stated that operas were performed at the temple, but was unable to remember
what was performed, by whom, or when.13 WD and DX both state that the temple was built
by businessmen from Shanxi and Shaanxi provinces, with DX adding that these
businessmen probably came from Da liushu. Guan Yu temples with drama stages (or their
remnants) are also currently found in Hehuang in (at least) Ledu, Huangyuan, and Guide.
The Qing state, then, used dramatic narrative, particularly The Romance of the
Three Kingdoms, as a medium to propagate its civil religion throughout its frontier regions
and populations. In addition, it also employed the deified figure of Guan Yu – Guan Di –
and hence made use of the long-established conflation of drama, literature, and religion that
has existed in China since at least the Ming Dynasty (see below). In the next section I
examine the ideological content of the Qing civil religion.

12 Chanting presumably took place on the first, eighth, and fifteenth days of each lunar month.
13 Roerich (1942: 308) states that "theatrical representations of king [Ge sar] are known to exist among the
Mongols-[Sanchuan] in [Gansu] Province." It is possible that Roerich is conflating Guan Yu/ Di and Ge sar,
and therefore refers either to the opera performances at the Guan Di miao, or to the Nadun performances.
Potanin (1893) also mentions Ge sar performances in Sanchuan.
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4.5. The Message
The Qing civil religion was basically Confucianism. Specifically, it was the neoConfucianism of Wang Yangming (1472-1529), who first suggested using popular theater
and religion to propagate Confucian ideals:
Wang Yangming once suggested that Confucian literati "use the present repertoire of operas,
but get rid of all the indecent terms and tunes, and only take stories about loyal officials and
filial sons. [Rewrite these operas so that] every ignorant person can easily understand them,
inciting his innate knowledge of the good in an unconscious manner. This should be useful to
transform popular morals and customs" (Guo 2005: 141).

What we see here is Wang exhorting officials to propagate Confucian orthodoxy by
attaching it to vernacular religious practices. Brook (1989) notes a similar development in
funerary rites in eastern China during the Ming Dynasty, when Buddhist monks were
allowed to join Confucian funeral observances. In the late Ming, "the richer symbolic
repertoire of popular culture could be made to enrich the spiritually weaker but normatively
preferable option dictated by Neo-Confucianism" (Brook 1989: 492). This practice of
propagating Confucian orthodoxy through the medium of Buddhism, Daoism, and popular
religious forms resulted in what Clart (2003) and Guo (2005) call popular Confucianism.
This popular Confucian discourse differs from 'elite' or philosophical neo-Confucianism … in
terms of its overtly supernatural message, popular media, audience, and agents. 'Popular
Confucianism' was fundamentally cultural, not intellectual or philosophical … It was
embodied not in philosophical treatises but in symbols, images, and stories, mainly conveyed
through performance of reading of vernacular literature religious tracts and the cultural
environment ... and thus was more persuasive" (Guo 2005: 144).

Before turning to an examination of specific characters and elements and the ends to which
they were deployed in Sanchuan, I will quote Smith (1996: 174) for his characterization of
Confucian 'values, characteristics, and imperatives':
At the head of the list, of course, are loyalty and filial piety, followed in alphabetical order by
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benevolence, courage, decorum, endurance, frugality, harmony, honesty, obedience, patience,
respect, selflessness, and sincerity.

In the following section I argue that the ideological package the Qing were
attempting to transmit in the Nadun masked performances was mostly concerned with
inculcating such Confucian virtues. The purpose was to address the state motives outlined
above, in order to render the Mangghuer into a more legible, accessible, loyal population
that could be counted on to provide taxes, conscripts, and corvée laborers, and whose
family and personal aspirations were state-centered.
Part of the Qing state's strategy for acquiring and keeping conscripts, in addition to
brute force and the fiscal rewards of plunder, was to generate consent among target
populations through the propagation of Confucian virtues of loyalty and submission to
authority. Within the masked dances performed in Nadun, the primary vehicles for this
were the dances Wujiang, Sanjiang, Sanzhan, and Guanwu,14 all of which depict a military
conflict between the forces of good and evil. In the broader Chinese context, the characters
portrayed in these performances, drawn from the Romance of The Three Kingdoms, have
consistently provided templates for behaviors, attitudes, and ethics modeled along
Confucian lines. Their appearance in popular novels, oral epics, and vernacular theater have
served to popularize and propagate a model of individual masculine virtue.15
Before examining specific characters and the models of virtue and behavior they
represent, it is first worth quoting MM, the Dazizhuang artisan who creates most masks
used in Nadun throughout Sanchuan, explaining the difference between Wujiang and other
masks:
MM: I shouldn't change the Wujiang masks, but … I can change other masks if I want to …
I can use my own ideas. I can make them very beautiful, or very ugly. But if I change the
Wujiang masks, people wouldn't recognize them. Many people recognize them by the
different colors.

This indicates that the masks, and by extension the entire costumes, and the dance
14 The masks, costumes, and characters employed in Sanjiang, Sanzhan, and Guanwu, are drawn from those
used in Wujiang. I refer to all these performances with the term Wujiang.
15 For more on traditional Chinese concepts of martial masculinity, see Borretz (2010) and Louie (2002).
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movements, have a fixed symbolic significance that cannot be tampered with, whereas
other masks used in Nadun are not so rigidly imbued with significance. Within this context,
I now describe each Wujiang character in turn: Liu Bei, Guan Yu, Zhang Fei, Cao Cao, and
Lü Bu.
In the Romance of the Three Kingdoms, Luo (2006: 8) describes Liu Bei:
This man, though no scholar, was gentle and generous by nature, taciturn and reserved. His
one ambition was to cultivate the friendship of the boldest spirits of the empire. He stood
seven and a half spans tall, with arms that reached below his knees. His ear lobes were
elongated, his eyes widely set and able to see his own ears. His face was as flawless as jade,
and his lips like dabs of rouge.
This man was a descendant of Liu Sheng, Prince of Zhongshan, a great-great-grandson
of the fourth Han emperor, Jing.

MM describes the mask of Liu Bei as " ... very handsome. His face is light yellow. Not
yellow, but not white." Atop his head he wears a " … a king's hat [that has] two trapezoidal
boards … and two tiers …". According to Luo (2006: 10) he carried a pair of matching
double-edged swords, with which he is often depicted within the Nadun performances.
Liu Bei was able to fulfill his one ambition in life when he became sworn brothers
with Guan Yu and Zhang Fei. Because of Liu Bei's link to royal blood and the fact that he
represented legitimate imperial authority, Zhang Fei and Guan Yu accepted him as 'older
brother'.
Luo (2006: 10) describes Guan Yu as "... a man of enormous height, nine spans tall,
with a two-foot-long beard flowing from his rich, ruddy cheeks. He had glistening lips,
eyes sweeping sharply back like those of the crimson-faced phoenix, the brows like nesting
silk-worms. His stature was imposing, his bearing awesome ..." his weapon was " ... a
Green Dragon crescent-moon blade, also known as Frozen Glory, weighing eighty-two jin."
The depiction of Guan Yu in the Nadun performance follows these lines, as described
below by MM:
[Guan Yu's] mask must be jujube red and very stern; Guan Yu only laughed three times in his
entire life. He was always worried about one thing or another. So, I need to give his mask a
very serious, concerned expression. However, I shouldn't make it look ugly; he should look
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powerful, but not ugly. General Guan Yu wore no hat. At that time, people had long hair and
tied their hair in topknots that they covered with a cloth. Also, I always make a padded,
embroidered cloth worn on the forehead at the hairline for Guan Yu's mask – it looks better
that way.

Guan Yu's red face is key to his perceived personality and character. As Ward (1979:
20) states "... red faces belong always to good characters, upright, uncomplicated, loyal..."
Scott (1983: 87) states that since the Ming, "[r]ed was used for generals of outstanding
loyalty and patriotism." It is for these qualities that Guan Yu is most well-known. Ward
(1995: 45) describes Guan Yu as a "model of loyalty and courage, perfect incarnation of the
spirit of chivalry, impetuous, commanding, and immensely strong..." Chamberlain (2009:
81-2) describes Guan in a similar way: "[Guan] Yu is an altogether ... austere and powerful
figure. From the very first moment he commands respect. He is the personification of
integrity. Nevertheless he remains enigmatic." Louie (1999) has also argued that Guan Yu
provides a prototypic example of heroic masculinity in China.
The third of the three sworn brothers, Zhang Fei, is described in the Romance of the
Three Kingdoms by Luo (2006: 9) as "... a man eight spans tall, with a blunt head like a
panther's, huge rounds eyes, a swallow's heavy jowels, a tiger's whiskers, a thunderous
voice, and a stance like a dashing horse." His weapon was " ... an eighteen span spear of
tempered steel" (Luo 2006: 10).
In Nadun, Zhang Fei's mask may be dark blue, purple, green, brown, or black. He
wears no hat, but generally sports the bristling whiskers described above. Although Luo
describes Zhang Fei's weapon as a spear in Nadun it is usually a club – a thick, ridged iron
pole; wielding it gives the character an appearance of great strength.
Zhang Fei was the youngest of the three sworn brothers, and this is reflected in his
character. He is strong, energetic, impulsive, and impetuous; in the Romance of the Three
Kingdoms he is killed by his subordinates while drunk. In Nadun, his moves are generally
exuberant and somewhat comical.
Zhang Fei, Guan Yu, and Liu Bei thus represent the forces of good, possessing the
virtues of courage, strength, bravery, service, loyalty, and energy, but all made subservient
to a strict hierarchy pinned to imperial legitimacy. Their nemeses, Cao Cao and Lü Bu,
represent the exact same virtues as the three sworn brothers, except these are transformed
into vices due to their lack of association with, and in fact direct opposition to, legitimate
imperial authority.
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In the Romance of the Three Kingdoms, Cao Cao first appears as a relative nobody
who manages, given his great capacity for scheming, to take advantage of political chaos
and quickly become the leader of his own kingdom. Luo (2006: 11) describes him as "...
tall, narrow-eyed, with a long beard … As a youth, Cao had loved to hunt and delighted in
song and dance. He was a boy with ingenious ideas for any situation, a regular storehouse
of schemes and machinations." In the Nadun performances, his mask is colored white
which, according to Ward (1979: 20) signifies a character who is " … crafty, cunning, bad
but resourceful ..." The hat he wears in the performance is a 'county leader's hat' as opposed
to Liu Bei's legitimate 'king's hat' (MM). Often the hat is the only way to visually
distinguish these two characters.
After establishing his power-base, Cao Cao quickly came into conflict with Liu Bei.
Conforming to the rules of Chinese chivalry and military protocol, Cao Cao sent out his
best soldier, Lü Bu, to accept challengers from among Liu Bei's ranks. Lü Bu's impressive
appearance is described by Luo (2006: 45) as follows:
Lü Bu emerged from the opposing ranks. A three pronged headpiece of dark gold held his
hair in place. His war gown was of Xichuan red brocade with a millefleurs design. Armour
wrought of interlocking animal heads protected his torso. A lion-and-reptile belt that clinked
and sparkled girt his waist and secured his armour. A quiver of arrows at his side, a figured
halberd with two side-blades clenched in his hand, Lü Bu sat astride Red Hare as it neighed
like the roaring wind. Truly it was said, 'Among heroes, Lü Bu; among horses, Red Hare...
Everyone agreed that Lü Bu was a hero no one could match.

Lü Bu's appearance in Nadun is less spectacular than described above. MM describes Lü
Bu as "very young and brave" but "not very handsome". He has no beard, and wears a hat
topped by a red pompom on a short stalk.
Cao Cao and Lü Bu, then, are the 'bad guys' of the Romance of the Three Kingdoms
whose misguided allegiance renders their virtues vices. Their intelligence is cunning, their
loyalty stubbornness, their energy frenzy, and their bravery bravado. The three sworn
brothers – Liu Bei, Guan Yu, and Zhang Fei – are, conversely, held up as the 'good guys,'
modicums of Confucian virtue whose characteristics are cast in positive terms because of
their loyalty to legitimate imperial authority. Even the impetuous, drunk, irrational Zhang
Fei is redeemed because of this one defining characteristic. No one reading the Romance of
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the Three Kingdoms, hearing it chanted in its oral epic form, watching it on TV in its
serialized reincarnation, reading it as a children's comic book, or taking on the role of one
of its characters in a massively multiple online game, fails to understand who the 'good
guys' and 'bad guys' are, what virtues and vices they represent, and why.
To make the ethical contrast between the 'good guys' and 'bad guys' even more stark,
the Wujiang performances in Nadun give the narrative a twist that never existed in the
canonical Romance of the Three Kingdoms. In the novel Lü Bu clashes with the three sworn
brothers in sequence, and then spars with all three simultaneously. Nonetheless, Guan Yu,
Liu Bei, and Zhang Fei cannot overcome Lü Bu, and retreat. However, in the Nadun
Wujiang performances, each of the three sworn brothers spars with Lü Bu, and while Liu
Bei and Zhang Fei are defeated and retreat, Guan Yu is victorious, cutting off Lü Bu's head
and exiting the dance ground with it impaled on his sword, cavalierly slung over his
shoulder.16

16 Ruhlmann (1960) describes how the novel Shuihu Zhuan Water Margin was similarly adapted to meet the
Qing's ideological ends; in the 1644 edition of the novel by Jin Shengtan, the honorable surrender allowed the
rebels at the end of previous versions is deleted, and all the outlaws are executed instead.
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4.6. Outcomes – Local Agency and the Limit of the State
The Qing attempt to propagate certain virtues and therefore create legible, conscriptable
subjects through the medium of Romance of the Three Kingdoms narratives and characters
for the most part failed. Most people we interviewed and spoke informally with could
identify the characters of these performances, but could not provide an assessment of the
virtues or attributes these characters represented. The fixed symbolic language of color and
costume described above held little significance for Sanchuan Mangghuer. Orthopraxy
demonstrably failed to lead to orthodoxy in this case.
Perhaps the best way to demonstrate the Qing State's failure to ingratiate Guan Yu
as a model of virtue upon the Mangghuer is by comparison. A locally relevant example
where a heroic figure has successfully been integrated into a local cultural repertoire is the
Tiebie epic hero Ge sar.17 The characters, narratives, and ideas of the Ge sar epic form a
paradigmatic model that is deeply embedded in the cultures of Tiebie societies.18 In what
follows I present some of the different manifestations of this paradigmatic model.19
First, the Ge sar epic provides an explanatory model for the performance of certain
rituals, the significance of certain sites, and the origin of certain relics, for example, the
New Year celebrations in the ethnically Tiebie, Mi nyag speaking village of Bang smad
(Nyag rong County, Dkar mdzes Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture, Sichuan Province) are
considered King Ge sar's birthday (Bkra shis bzang po, personal communication). Another
example is the horse races held in Chu cha Village (Dpa' ris [Tianzhu] Tiebie Autonomous
County, Gansu Province) on the occasion of the renewal of the village lab rtse 'territorial
deity altar'. Locals construe the horse race as a re-enactment of a horse race that Ge sar

17 There is much literature dealing with the Ge sar epic: see Karmay (1993), (1995), Li (2004), Roerich
(1942), Samuel (1991), and Yang (2001) for important contributions. For translations of the epic into English
see David-Neel and Lama Yongden (1934)and Wallace (1991). A general problem throughout this literature,
however, is the tendency to frame Ge sar and the epic generically in terms of 'Tiebie culture' (indeed, as I
have done here). Detailed specific accounts of the role of the epic and performers in the context of specific
communities are unfortunately lacking. Heissig's (1983) treatment of the Mongolian Gesar are an exception to
this.
18 I follow Samuel (1993) in using the plural 'societies' rather than the single 'society' in order to indicate the
diversity in the Tiebie cultural realm.
19 I am indebted to Tshe ring bsam grub for his assistance in compiling the following information.
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competed in when he visited the area during his military tours (Duo Dala, personal
communication).
Numerous sites throughout the Tiebie cultural area are associated with the epic of
King Ge sar. Here I refer specifically to built sites, as I focus on the impact of Ge sar on
natural landscapes below. Ge sar temples are found on the outskirts of Khri ka County
Town (Mtsho lho Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture, Qinghai Province) (Gu ru rdo rje,
personal communication), in Dar lag County (Mgo log Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture,
Qinghai Province) and a third is found in Sde dge County (Dkar mdzes Tiebie Autonomous
Prefecture, Sichuan Province) (Jampa Gyatso 2008). In addition to the construction of new
sites, ruins are also retrospectively attributed to Ge sar and related figures (Yang Jiaming
2004).
In addition to these sites and rituals, the Ge sar epic is also employed as a model to
explain the origin and significance of various relics. Good examples of these are the relics
at Rta rna Monastery in Nang chen County (Yul shul Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture,
Qinghai Province) (Gruschke 2004, Tanma Jamyang Tsultrim 1991).
The Ge sar epic also provides a model for the construction of gendered identities. In
Tsha ngu thang Village (Bsang chu [Xiahe] County, Kan lho Tiebie Autonomous
Prefecture, Gansu Province) locals wrap newborn males in goatskin, in the hope that the
coarse fibers will make the child as tough as King Ge sar. In contrast, newborn females are
wrapped in lambskin (Ban+de mkhar, personal communication). Another example of Ge
sar as a model of masculinity comes from Mgo log Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture.
Following Samuel's (2005) argument that Ge sar provides a model for the untamed,
shamanic aspects of Tiebie belief systems, Pirie (2008) argues that Ge sar provides a model
for the local construction of an aggressive masculinity. Hillman and Henfry (2006) state
that local males in Bde chen Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture (Yunnan Province) use Ge sar
as a model of masculinity, and quote the following saying, "When men of low level come
together they speak of eating and drinking, but when men of a high level come together
they speak of Ge sar" (Hillman and Henfry 2006: 262).
The Ge sar epic additionally provides a model for the construction of landscape. At
numerous sites throughout the Tiebie cultural region, the appearance of local landscape
features are explained by recourse to the Ge sar epic. For example, in Siyuewu 'Stone Mill'
Village (Puxi Township, 'dzam thang County, Rnga ba Tiebie and Qiang Autonomous
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Prefecture, Sichuan Province), the eponymous millstone was said to have been used by
King Ge sar to sharpen one of his arrows and was hence considered sacred (G.yu lha,
personal communication). A second example is a large stone passed on the road from
Xining City to Khri ka County town, which King Ge sar purportedly used to tie his horse.
King Ge sar's horse's footprint can be seen in many locations, for example, in the Dge lugs
pa temple of Mati Temple in Zhangye Municipality (Gansu Province (Gruschke 2001).
Rnam rgyal mtsho (personal communication) also reports that two stones in Gcan tsha
County are said to be Ge sar's throne and a stone where he sharpened his sword.
Fourthly, the Ge sar epic provides a lens through which history is viewed and
reconstructed. Numerous locations within the Khams Tiebie cultural region compete for the
distinction of being King Ge sar's birthplace. Speakers of the Tibeto-Burman Qiangic
languages are often construed as descendants of the Byang (Bkra shis bzang po, personal
communication), whereas Turkic, Sinitic, and Mongolic peoples of A mdo are often
construed as and referred to as Hor20 (Huo'er 1998, Edgar 1932); both Byang and Hor
kingdoms were subdued by King Ge sar in the epic.
Fifthly, the Ge sar epic provides a source from which other elements of expressive
culture are generated. Apart from the telling of the Ge sar epic in its various forms,
numerous other Ge sar-related genres of story and song are performed within the Tiebie
cultural area. One example is the 'Brug mo tales told in Xunhua Salar Autonomous County
(Qinghai Province) which feature Ge sar's wife 'Brug mo as the protagonist ('Phags pa don
grub, personal communication). Another example is the Ge sar rnam thar 'theatrical
hagriography' performed in Gtso, the capital of Kan lho Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture,
Gansu Province.
The Ge sar epic also provides a source for ontological elaboration for it provides a
source from which the existence of various numina are proliferated. Ge sar's wife 'Brug mo
and his generals are all deified to various extents and in the same way as Ge sar, are used as
explanatory models for landscape and other phenomena. David-Neel and Lama Yongden
(1934) also report the existence of reincarnations of figures from the Ge sar Epic – Sdigs
chen bshan pa and the King of Hor.
20 Belezza (1997: 86 n.82) says of the Hor, "The name Hor was first given to the Uighurs of Kanchow
around 800 by Tibetans and was later used to describe the Mongols of Genghiz Khan..."Tiebie in Xing'er refer
to local Mangghuer as Hor. Ahmad (1970) translates Hor as 'eastern Mongol'.
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Finally, the Ge sar epic continues to be a source from which contemporary practices
are drawn. Contemporary pop songs, such literary works as the Tiebie author Alai's (2009)
most recent novel, and television programs all feature Ge sar and his epic as prominent
features and sources of improvisation for new narratives.
In summary, the epic of Ge sar is a paradigmatic model deeply embedded in the
cultures of the Tiebie culture area. It provides an intellectual and ideological resource from
which numerous other cultural manifestations are elaborated. I have described how rituals,
sites, relics, gendered identity, landscape, history, expressive culture, numina, and
contemporary popular culture all draw on this model for inspiration.
In stark contrast, the Romance of the Three Kingdoms does not serve as a model for
aspects of Mangghuer folk culture other than Nadun masked performances. There are no
rituals associated with the characters or narratives of the Three Kingdoms. That the Guan
Di miao was not reconstructed after its destruction in 1958 is telling. In contrast, there are
numerous sites and relics associated with Guan Yu and other Three Kingdoms characters
that were reconstructed elsewhere, for example, Wuhou Temple in Chengdu City (Sichuan
Province) where relics said to have belonged to the historical Guan Yu are kept. Apart from
the lack of sites and relics, there are also no rituals performed in Sanchuan that make
reference to Guan Yu.
Furthermore, the Three Romance characters do not provide a model for gendered
identities in Sanchuan, where parents do not provide character-based gender models for
their children. Such phrases as 'A man hard enough to break nails on' are used to encourage
young boys to obtain a certain masculine vision, but they do not use Guan Yu, or any other
figure, as a character model of masculinity to emulate.
As discussed above, the primary ideological model referred to in the construction of
landscape in Sanchuan involves ideas of meiqi; flows and interconnectivities of prosperity.
There are no landscape features in Sanchuan that are interpreted as evidence of the action
of Three Kingdoms characters, nor as evidence for events in the epic. What we do find,
however, is the construction of landscape through the figure of Lu Ban, the mythological
founder of carpentry. HS provided the following descriptions of local landmarks as we
walked together through Sigou Gorge near Sangbura on 18 May 2010.
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This is the place where Lu Ban lived with his family. He always sat on this stone, so now it
looks like a chair.

Here, in this groove on this stone, Lu Ban's family members ground their grain. This is where
they milled their millet.
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Lu Ban used to sit here, and he often stepped on this stone, so now we can see his footprint
here.

Lu Ban invented the saw. Before him, people didn't use saws to cut wood. Once, when he was
climbing up a mountain, a blade of grass cut his finger and it bled. He was very surprised –
how could one blade of grass cut his finger? He took the blade of grass in his hand, looked at
it very carefully, and saw that there were many tiny teeth along the edge of the blade. So, he
put that blade of grass on his finger and tried to cut himself with it. Sure enough, he cut his
finger and it bled again. Then he went back home and made a saw out of metal. When he
finished it, he used the saw to cut wood, and it worked very well – he could easily cut wood
with it. So, that's how Lu Ban invented the saw.

This is where Lu Ban used to rest when he got tired. At that time, millet was the main crop.
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There is other evidence of the significance of Lu Ban in the region. Potanin (1893)
reports that Sanchuan locals attributed the building of Bingling Monastery to Lu Ban. There
is a Lu Ban miao in Ledu, and a stone in the Huangshui River at the same point is referred
to as Lu Ban ting. Mangghuer folklore does not refer to the Three Kingdoms as a source for
the construction of history. The supposedly Tang Dynasty figures of the princesses
Dangyang and Shuangyang are referred to in Chen et al. (2005) and Limusishiden and
Stuart (1994). Relations with imperial China are a frequent topic, but the period of the
Three Kingdoms appears to be outside the frame of reference, which terminate in the Tang
Dynasty.
The characters and narratives of the Three Kingdoms appear only rarely in
Mangghuer expressive culture. For example, the wedding song cited in the previous chapter
referred to Guan Yu and his imprisonment in Cao Cao's camp. The extensive folktales
collected in Chen et al. (2005) and Stuart and Limusishiden (1994) make only a single
mention of Guan Yu. This can be contrasted with the case described by Heissig (1994),
wherein characters from the Three Kingdoms appear in Mongolian folklore. Most
Mangghuer folktales deal with themes related to kin and family, particularly the fate of
younger brothers and daughters-in-law.
In addition to this absence from folktales, apart from the wedding song mentioned
above, none of the songs collected in Hu and Stuart (1992b), Ma (1990), Zhu et al.(1997),
Zhu and Stuart (1996), Wang and Stuart (1995a, 1995b, and 1995c), or Qi et al. (1999)
mention Three Kingdoms narratives or characters, though WD mentions that the yangguo
song Xia Sichuan does mention such characters. The epic was never recited in Sanchuan, as
it was by the Sibe (Harris 2004) and Qidai (McLaren 1985).
In terms of sources for ontological elaboration, the Three Kingdoms again plays a
noticeably limited role. Instead, we encountered many references to the Fengshen Yanyi
when inquiring about the origin and history of various gods. DU stated, "They are deities.
You can see many deities in the Fengshen Yanyi… If you want to know the details, you
should read the Fengshen Yanyi." CY concurs, saying "The Erlang Ye we believe in here is
General Yang Jian in Fengshen Yanyi; his story is in that book."
Contemporary popular culture provides a more complex case. Although a written
system does exist for Mangghuer, only a handful of individuals can read and write it. It is
not taught in schools. There are, none-the-less, at least two relatively well-known
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Mangghuer authors who write in Chinese: the short story author Bao Yizhi (1991) and the
poet Lü Xia. Neither have written on topics related to the Three Kingdoms. In terms of
audio-visual culture, there is currently no Mangghuer indigenous media – no Mangghuer
television or radio broadcasts, and no Mangghuer Video CDs (a common form of media
dissemination in northwest China). Televised serials of the Three Kingdoms are popular in
Sanchuan, but no more so than elsewhere in China where they are broadcast.
Despite Guan Yu's demonstrably limited role within the general sphere of
Mangghuer traditions, most Sanchuan people recognize him in the Nadun performances,
and significantly, determine his relative ranks based on the order in which the characters
walk, sit, and dance. However, this is a localized interpretation employing the ideologies of
age and gender ranking, expressed through the idiom of hospitality, explained in the
previous chapter. Most Sanchuan Mangghuer have a sense that Guan Yu, despite being
lower in rank than Liu Bei, is more important than the other characters. He is regarded, in
some vague way, as a deity, but for whom he is a deity is unclear to most Mangghuer; he is
certainly not beseeched or venerated in the same way that local miaoshen are.
Despite the limited impact of the cult of Guan Yu on the Mangghuer, there is
evidence that neo-Confucian Qing civil religion was elsewhere more successful – regarding
the propagation of state-centered personal aspirations. When asked about meiqi, SJE replied:
If someone buries his ancestor's coffin over a very big subterranean spring in a new graveyard,
many very knowledgeable and powerful people will appear in that family – college students,
engineers, doctors, PhDs, high officials … but if someone buries the first tomb of a new
graveyard on a place that is merely damp, then some officials will appear in that family, but
those officials will not be very highly placed.

Sanchuan Mangghuer currently aspire to officialdom and care is taken with placement of
tombs and graveyards to ensure that ancestors are comfortable in their 'new homes' so that
they will confer success, in the form of official appointments, on descendants. Most parents'
dreams for their children may be summarized as, 'go to school, get an official job, get
married, and have children'; the prosperity and security conferred by official government
jobs remain attractive enough to maintain a modern 'cult of officialdom'. Such
attractiveness motivated people to become officials, but also to respect and obey officials.
During the Qing Dynasty, bureaucrats acted as agents of a state civil religion that sought to
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integrate the population into the Qing empire, and as objects of a state religion representing
the state as a source of well-being and prosperity.
It is, however, impossible to say to what extent the successful spread of this
ideology was due to the impact of the Nadun masked performances. For at least the past
fifty years there have been multiple sources from which this ideology has been propagated,
with far more force and nuance than found in the Nadun masked performances. Most
Sanchuan Mangghuer consider officialdom to be the ideal form of employment and the
maximal outcome of state education. At present the Nadun masked performances appear to
play little role in propagating the cult of the official as part of Chinese civil religion, but in
the past they may have had a more significant impact.
The ideology of valorizing the practice of sedentary agriculture, though influential
in the past, seems to currently hold little sway over Sanchuan Mangghuer. The next chapter
explains how almost every able-bodied Sanchuan Mangghuer leaves Sanchuan to undertake
migrant labor in urban centers for at least half of each year. In addition many individuals in
Zhaomuchuan spend some or all of the year in Lha sa engaged in small business. There is
no sense that farming is a noble occupation that should be given precedence over other
forms of subsistence or income generation. Undertaking profit motivated labor also seems
to have been common in the past; one example of this we were able to collect was villagers
going to Xunhua to earn money by making bricks (BJH).
In summary, Nadun masked dances depicting characters and narratives from the
Romance of the Three Kingdoms appear to be essentially a graft, and, by association, the
other masked dances are also likely grafts, and ideologically unsuccessful ones at that. A
final piece of evidence for this is the fact that in many Sanchuan locations, the entire
masked dance repertoire functions as an optional component.
BJE: When I was very young, Zhujia people also came to dance with us. Only Gaishang
people danced Sanjiang and Wujiang: Baojia, Lajia, and Zhujia didn't dance masked
performances. I heard from elders that once our ancestors did dance masked performances,
but Lao Ye cut off Lu Bu's head with a wooden sword. After that we stopped dancing all
masked performances. But I don't know when this happened … Lao Ye cut off Lü Bu's real
head with nothing but a wooden sword.
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GH: We Guojia people don't dance masked performances because if we do, dancers will die.
Once, villagers danced with masks and later, all those dancers died. After that, we stopped
all the masked performances … Since I was young we have never danced masked
performances here. I just heard this story from elders, but I don't know if it is true.
PBG: We never dance masked dances here. Our Nadun is asiqi Nadun 'herder's Nadun'.
DZH: We never dance Huishou or masked dances. During our Nadun we just burn paper
and light lamps for Erlang Ye.
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4.7. Conclusion
In this chapter I have argued that the masked dance repertoire of Nadun is essentially a
graft by the Qing state – an attempt to render the local population legible, deployable, and
favorably disposed towards the state and its representatives. Due to lack of documentation,
the precise mechanism by which this graft took place is unclear. It certainly need not have
been by direct force. Imitation of performances by surrounding populations may have
spread the performances to Sanchuan, or they may have been conferred as a reward to local
populations by Imperial authorities. What seems clear, however, is the degree of hegemonic
intention in the performances.
I began this chapter by discussing the temporally inconsistent nature of the Chinese
state throughout its territorial expanse, and argued that this necessitates abandoning the
gradualist, transformative model of Sinicization generally adopted by contemporary
scholars. I also argued that the Qing state's attempted interventions in local cultures may be
understood as the propagation of a state-centered civil religion, a body of invented
traditions that attempted to integrate diverse populations into an imagined imperial
community. The Qing state's motives for deploying its civil religion were related to its
desire to create legible subjects that could be utilized in military and civic enterprises, and
who had state-centered personal aspirations; the creation of such subjects was seen to be
particularly important in the context of Hehuang's tumultuous history over the course of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The medium used to spread the Qing civil religion was
the cultural realm where literature, drama, and religion intertwine – the performed narrative
of the Romance of the Three Kingdoms and the deified historical figure cum fictional
character, Guan Yu. The message embedded in this narrative and embodied in its central
characters was essentially a neo-Confucian one of loyalty, submission, and obedience.
However, I concluded the chapter by arguing that this message largely failed to take among
the Mangghuer, as seen in the comparison between the differing roles of Ge sar in Tiebie
culture and Guan Yu in Mangghuer culture.
In light of the materials presented here, a few concluding remarks about the Qidai
state and Sinicization are required. The concept of Sinicization employed in the West often
conflates a process of identity transformation – becoming Qidai – with the adoption of a
delimited ideology – Confucianism. Ho (1998: 143) makes the same conflation when he
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states that "... the unprecedented exaltation of Confucius [is] the very quintessence of
Siniticism." Whatever it might mean to be Chinese, it is certainly more than adopting
Confucianism, and it is therefore necessary to untangle the processes of Confucianization
from Sinicization.
Secondly, the ability of the state to successfully spread its civil religion was severely
limited by its ability to maintain consistent cultural pressure on local populations. Although
the state was successful in this case in splicing its ideological content into local practice, it
was unable to control how this material was locally interpreted and integrated. As shown in
the artifacts below, the result of the state's inability to maintain temporal integrity was the
incorporation of its practices into the locally hegemonic ganyan ideology. This, therefore,
demonstrates that establishing state motives and defining the medium and message of state
civil religion are insufficient in demonstrating Sinicization, Confucianization, or any
successful statist cultural intervention. Local agency must be taken into account in
describing cultural dynamics, and the western tendency to 'over-state' the case must
therefore be tempered by detailed investigations of how state intentions are mediated
through local agency in the absence of a temporally consistent state. Although the modern
state's capacity to 'be there' is far superior to that of the Qing state, the recommendations
herein apply equally to contemporary investigations of cultural dynamics as they do to
historical investigations.
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4.8. Artifacts
Artifact 1: Keshiman 25 October 2008.
WX: Did elders ever tell you the meaning or origin of Sanjiang or Wujiang?
DW: Never. We never heard of such things.

Comment: Such denials in responses to questions about Wujiang dances were typical,
suggesting that the Qing state was successful in covertly propagating its orthopraxy but
failed to propagate an explicit orthodoxy.
Artifact 2: Wenjia 22 August 2008
WD: I think that Wujiang is like a drama in yangguo. There's no deep meaning. We don't
perform the dance to worship the generals. We dance Nadun just to entertain Sky, Earth, and
deities, but not for the generals.

Artifact 3: Dazizhuang 1 December 2008
WX: Why do we dance Wujiang and Sanjiang?
MM: It's like opera. It has no real meaning.

Artifact 4: Yangjia 22 August 2008.
WX: Do you know the origin of Wujiang?
YM: I just know there are five generals, but I don't know why we dance it. But this story is
from Sanguo Yanyi – the four generals tried to kill Lü Bu, so Wujiang shows the war between
them. They were fighting each other.

Artifact 5: Dazizhuang 18 December 2008.
MG: Zhang Fei, Liu Bei, and so on were famous generals. We think they were very brave and
they can protect us.
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Comment: Rather than direct non-responses many respondents phrased their reply in the
terms above. The content is basically the same – the Sanjiang and Wujiang performances
are largely meaningless to Sanchuan Mangghuer. This does not imply that Sanchuan
Mangghuer are ignorant of their own traditions. It instead implies that the traditions were
conferred upon them with an emphasis on orthopraxy rather than orthodoxy.
Artifact 6: Wenjia 22 August 2008.
WD: Wuguan is second, but sometimes we dance it and sometimes we don't. We don't need
to dance it every year.

Comment: The fact that dances such as Wuguan can be freely added and removed, and that
the entire masked dance repertoire can likewise be removed and added, suggests their
limited integration into Nadun.
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Artifact 7: Shanzhaojia 5 September 2008.21

Artifact 8: Doujia 7 September 2008.22

21 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
22 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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Artifact 9: Longbu 22 August 2008.

Comment: The three sworn brothers of Romance of the Three Kingdoms – Liu Bei, Guan
Yu, and Zhang Fei. Despite their various appearances, the three always appear in strict
hierarchical rank: Liu Bei is placed in the center as the most senior, Guan Yu to his left as
the next most senior and Zhang Fei in the lowest position on the right or at the rear.
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Artifact 10: Dazizhuang 11 September 2008.23

23 Photograph by Rahima Hayes.
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Artifact 11: Mujia Temple 13 October 2009.24

Artifact 12: Hulancher 6 October 2009.

24 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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Artifact 13: Yangjia 3 September 2009.

Comment: There is a remarkable degree of uniformity among these Guan Yu masks,
though they come from widely separated villages. The color, basic shape, facial hair, and
hat remain constant. This indicates a high degree of ideological intention on behalf of the
initiators of this tradition.
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Artifact 14: Dazizhuang 11 September 2008.25

25 Photograph by Rahima Hayes.
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Artifact 15: Longbu 22 August 2008.26

Comment: Liu Bei's appearance, though still consistent, shows more variation than Guan
Yu's, signifying a lesser degree of ideological intention on behalf of the tradition's initiators.
The aesthetic expression of ideology through Liu Bei's character is important, but not as
important as Guan Yu's. Liu Bei's hat is the most consistently represented feature.

26 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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Artifact 16: Sijia, Enduba Valley 3 October 2009.

Artifact 17: Baojia 25 October 2009.
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Artifact 18: Dazizhuang 11 September 2008.27

27 Photograph by Rahima Hayes.
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Artifact 19: Mujia Temple, 13 October 2009.28

28 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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Artifact 20: Sangbura 2 September 2009.

Comment: Zhang Fei's depiction shows the greatest variation of all the three sworn brothers
from Romance of the Three Kingdoms. This great variation – in color, size, shape,
expression, features, and facial hair of the mask – are offset by the consistent nature of his
hat, indicating rank, and his weapon and gestures.
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Artifact 21: Yangjia 3 September 2009.

Comments: Cao Cao's hat, similar to Liu Bei's, is consistently represented, as is the color of
his face, his full beard, and scheming facial expression.
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Artifact 22: Gaishang 26 October 2009.
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Artifact 23: Hulancher 6 October 2009.

Artifact 24: Wangjia 6 September 2009.
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Artifact 25: Mujia Temple, 13 October 2009.29

Comments: Lü Bu is portrayed relatively consistently. His headgear is consistent in form,
indicative of his rank. His beardless face connotes his youth. Importantly, the expressive
language used by this character is remarkably consistent – high leaps, out-flung arms, a
swishing fan – all indicative of his impetuous nature.
29 Photograph by Wenxiangcheng.
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Artifact 26: Gaishang 26 October 2009.

Artifact 27: Mujia Temple, 13 October 2009.30

30 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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Artifact 28: Wangjia 6 September 2009.

Comment: When Lü Bu is killed at the climax of the Sanjiang/ Sanzhan performance, his
head is carried off, slung over Guan Yu's back, representing a stereotyped victory of good
over evil, of the imperial over the insurgent. Significantly, however, Lü Bu's mask is never
used to represent his decapitated head – the mask of a female farmer or an official, or a
burlap sack tied in a colored cloth, is used instead. This is done because Lü Bu is regarded
in certain ways as a deity, and carrying his mask in such a manner is considered
disrespectful. This is a poignant example of the failure of Qing civil religion to completely
impact the Sanchuan Mangghuer, and of how local ideologies, in this case of deities'
ganyan, interrupt such transmissions.
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Artifact 29: Sangbura 14 August 2008.31

Artifact 30: Nuojie 13 August 2008.32

Comment: During the Huishou, particularly in Hachuan, dancers move in regular patterns
called zhen 'military formations'. These zhen are perhaps part of the attempt to foster the
same martial values that the Wujiang dances were intended to convey.

31 Photograph by Deng Yulong.
32 Photograph by Deng Yulong.
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Artifact 31: Wangjia 18 August 2008.33

Comment: During Huishou elders carry weapons that will later be used in the Wujiang
performances.

33 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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Artifact 32: Mujia Temple 13 October 2009.34

34 Photography by Wen Xiangcheng.
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Artifact 33: Majia 21 August 2008.35

35 Photograph by Deng Yulong.
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Artifact 34: Hulancher 6 October 2009.

Artifact 35: Taiken 26 August 2008.36

36 Photograph by Deng Yulong.
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Comment: The old farmer in the Zhuangjiaqi performance may be yellow, gray, or brown;
hirsute or bald; smiling or grimacing; decrepit or dignified. What is essential is that he
farms.
Artifact 36: Sijia, Enduba Valley 3 October 2009.

Comment: As though to make the meaning of the performance crystal clear, Zhuangjiaqi
concludes with the elder farmer plowing the Chinese character tian 'field' in the
performance space. 37 This practice, once widespread, is now only rarely performed,
another example of the atrophy of intention.

37 Snying bo rgyal and Rino (2009) describe a similar practice as part of Klu rol in Reb gong.
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Artifact 37: Baojia 25 October 2009.

Artifact 38: Sangbura 2 September 2009.
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Comment: Zhuangjiaqi is now largely a comedic performance that relies on kin ideologies
for its humor. In the first picture, villagers watch as the ignorant younger farmer attaches a
plow to a yoke in front of two oxen (rather than behind). The elder farmer subsequently
comes and beats and berates the younger farmer with much improvisation. In the second
image, the younger farmer (back center) performs a botched kowtow by bumping his head
against the elder farmer (back left). The female farmer meanwhile butts her head into the
younger farmer's buttocks.
Artifact 39: Gaishang 26 October 2009.

Comment: In this example of how imperial ideologies have been co-opted by local
ideologies, the elder farmer burns paper as an offering to the Earth before he begins
plowing. This small ritual is incorporated into many Zhuangjiaqi performances. The
Zhuangjiaqi performance was, in turn, incorporated into rituals associated with the
beginning of plowing and the propitiation of the earth deity.
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Artifact 40: Qijia 4 September 2009

Artifact 41: Shanzhaojia 13 September 2010
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Artifact 42: Jianling 22 September 2010

Comment: These three performances – Shaguojiang, Cunxiao da ha, and an unnamed
performance held only in Jianling Village, Gushan Town – all enact the same martial
masculine virtues performed in Wujiang. All involve displays of martial physical prowess:
leaping, cartwheeling, brandishing of swords, running, and wrestling.
Shaguojiang is a narrative depicting the victory of the eponymous character, the
Tiger Killing General, over tigers and monkeys which plague a village. As with other
masked performances, the focus is on characterization rather than narration. The tigers and
monkeys are typically played by young men, often bare-chested, who cartwheel, run, and
adopt martial arts poses, their movements accompanied by constant loud clapping. The
Tiger Killing General brandishes a pair of swords, and generally moves leaping forward
from a crouching position. The high point of the performance involves wrestling between
performers and audience members.
The narrative of Cunxiao da hu 'Cunxiao Beats a Tiger' is drawn from a Yuan
dramatic performance of the same name.38 It also bears many similarities to the story of
Wu Song da hu 'Wu Song Beats a Tiger', an episode from the Ming epic novel Shuihu

38 Tian (2005) provides a brief description of this performance.
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Zhuan, The Water Margins, and paragon of martial masculinity.39 Both tell the story of a
lone male figure defeating a wild tiger with nothing more than a simple staff. Before the
entrance of the tiger and the beginning of the narrative, the performance is primarily a
presentation piece in which Cunxiao rapidly and energetically parades around the
performance space brandishing his staff, which he occasionally lays on the ground, and
leaps over while clapping.
In the Jianling performance, a Tiebie attempted to run into the tent and kowtow to
the deities, while the two tigers attempted to stop him. For several minutes, one of them
would attempt to tackle or trip the Tiebie, while the other cartwheeled or ran, dove, and
lunged around the performance space. Eventually the Tiebie was successful in his endeavor,
but then had to dodge the tigers once more as he came out of the tent. The performance
ended with the Tiebie catching the tigers, untying the flags from their backs, and tying
these to a stick that he carried while exiting.
Although these three performances vary greatly in characterization, narration, and
performance process, they all basically tell the same story in valorizing martial masculinity
and demonstrating its efficacy.
Artifact 43: Dazizhuang 1 December 2008.
MM: Wuguan are five officials, so I should make them white-faced and with great, peaceful
faces and a bazihou [an 'eight' mustache – long and wispy in two strands].

39 See Louie (2002) for a lengthy discussion of this story and the image of masculinity it portrays. Børdhal
(2007) also offers a discussion of this episode focusing on the character of the tiger.
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Artifact 44: Mujia Temple 13 October 2009.40

Comment: The attempt to portray officials positively is evident. The mustache and other
trim personal groomings are signs of high social status. The pale skin reflects a life indoors
and an absence of manual labor. The long earlobes are intended as signs of a fortunate
rebirth. The wielding of the fan, and the overall gestural language suggest poise and grace.
Artifact 45: Zhuangjiaqi speech excerpt, Taiken 7 September 2007
Laozher A: OK, let me say something to him. [To the son:] Please work hard in the fields.
It's not good to gamble. Do you understand?
Father: Son, please listen carefully to what the laozher grandfathers are saying!
Son: OK, I will.
Laozher A: If you cultivate crops as best you can, you can have a very good harvest. Then
all of you will have enough food to eat.
Laozher B: Please don't visit gambling houses. Cultivate your crops as best you can.
Laozher A: As a farmer, you should cultivate your crops carefully. You shouldn't just hang

40 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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around doing nothing.
Son: He doesn't give me any money. How can I live if I don't gamble?
Father: If I give him enough money, he spends it recklessly. Sometimes he even goes to
visit prostitutes.
Artifact 46: Zhuangjiaqi speech, Wenjia 12 August 2003
Father [to laozher]: Please tell my son which is best – doing fieldwork, gambling, or doing business?

Laozher: Of course doing fieldwork is the best. You have only one son. You spoiled him and now
he has many bad habits. When you have a grandson, please take good care of him and help
him grow up to be a good person. We are farmers – crops are our life. We should work very
earnestly in the fields. If we plant one sheng, we will get one dou. If we plant one dou, we
will get thousands of dou.

Comment: The speeches given in the Zhuangjiaqi performance not only valorize the
practice of sedentary agriculture but also simultaneously denigrate mercantilism and other
forms of profit motive (as exemplified by gambling)..
Artifact 47: Lajia 26 October 2001
A: Burn biao! Burn biao!
B: Old Man, please tell us if you want to say anything.
Huala: Chuanhuang Erlang with seventy-two forms! Today in Lajia Village, Nadun was
held. Both Sky and the Earth were pleased. However, you villagers don't believe in
me.
[He then jumps and motions his hand for qianzi, but qianzi are not given]
C: Hushen, we believe in you! We believe in you! We trust you, Hushen.
Huala: The deity Erlang comes to the human world and visits the Nadun ground. You sit in
your sedan and watch us dance Nadun. Then you collect your qianliang when Nadun
finishes, and go up to Heaven and tell the Jade Emperor what happened. After that, all
Lajia people benefit from great goodness and great auspiciousness, and everything
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goes well.
D: All of us believe in you very deeply, please collect your qianliang happily. Collect your
qianliang! Collect your qianliang!
[The huala then runs to indicate the order the huangan should be taken down.]
Huala: All Lajia people invited Chuanhuang Erlang, and Silang Daidi to Nadun. All deities
and all people are very happy. The deities expel quarrels, battles, bad things, illnesses,
pain, disasters, evil wind, storms, and hail to a wild, empty, lifeless plain. From today
on, all Lajia people will benefit from great goodness and great auspiciousness, and
everything will go well.
All: Great!
Artifact 48: Nanjia 10 September 2010.
A: We all believe in you very sincerely. If Didi has something to say, please ask the huala
to translate for us. Please collect your qianliang after you have said something to us.
Old Man, please tell us what you want to say. [To villagers around him]: Right?
B: Please collect your qianliang. Please ignore any small mistakes we've made in the past
year. There are many people in our village and it is inevitable that in a year, someone
makes some small mistakes.
C: Please tell us what big mistakes we have made, but please ignore any small mistakes
we've made, because you're a deity and you have a very big heart.
D: We are burning biao for you. You should say something to us.
C: Please borrow the huala's mouth to tell us if we did something wrong. And then, please
start to collect your qianliang.
E: If you always pay attention to our small mistakes... well, we are many people from
different villages, and you are a deity. You shouldn't worry about such things.
Huala: You don't believe with one mouth and one heart.
F: What did he say? What did he say?
Miaoguan: Beat the gongs!
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[Then the huala pierces himself and runs outside. He indicates which huangan should be
taken down in which order.]
Miaoguan: Then, you, Old Man, have collected your qianliang, and we villagers have
finished our duty today. So, if you have something to say, please tell us. Please
hunhula. Did you get your qianliang? Is this the time to collect your qianzi? Please
hunhula to us. If we didn't make you very happy, or if we didn't make you happy
enough, please don't punish us villagers.
Huala: You people with many different surnames... it is a very big village, and most people
are poor. But you believe in me with one heart and one mind. On Nadun on the
thirteenth of the eight month, I collected your qianliang. From today on, elders will
not meet disasters, nor will youths meet with disasters. Many educated men will
appear and people who go out to make money will get rich; they won't meet with any
disasters. I will bring peace and security for all of you.
Miaoguan: Great! [To villagers:] Please beat the gongs!
Comment: We once again meet the huala's orations at the climax of Nadun. The deity, in
addressing the villagers' concerns, intervenes in place of the Emperor and the state as the
ultimate source of protection and benevolence. In the context of the attempted propagation
of Confucian state-centered ideologies by the Qing state, such an absence of Imperial
figures is telling. It should also be noted that in the second oration, state-centered personal
aspirations appear in the form of the deity's blessing manifesting as the appearance of many
educated men in the village. Here 'educated' is short-hand for 'government officials'.
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CHAPTER FIVE: REVOLUTIONARIES, LABORERS, AND YOUTHS
On a bright cloudless day, a table is set up in the shade of a temple high on a mountain
terrace. Behind the table are two men in white lab coats, squinting out at the bright space
beside the temple. On their table are scattered a selection of dental products – floss, gels,
false teeth, and brushes. Above them, from one mountain peak to the next over the valley
floor far below, stretch high-tension electricity cables. The temple behind their backs looks
new. It is made of red bricks with mortar seeping out of the cracks; the doorway into the
temple ground still lacks a wooden frame.
About half a dozen men in their fifties and older are inside the temple courtyard. All
are dressed in dark blue suits and sitting on planks of wood on the ground, offering each
other liquor and smoking cigarettes. In the midst of a round of drinks, one calls the others
to silence. Everyone turns to crane their heads towards the courtyard door. Dimly in the
distance, the sound of drums and gongs can be heard. The men rush onto the temple porch
to grab brightly colored flags and then race outside.
The men, now formed into a Huishou team, cross the ground in front of the temple,
pass a few straggly huangan, and enter the lane leading to the village, where they meet the
neighboring village's Huishou team: four elders and about half a dozen primary school
students, aged between six and ten. No firecrackers are set off. Having made a few cursory
greeting gestures to their guests, they follow them onto the empty ground in front of the
temple.
A few curious onlookers have meanwhile gathered near the temple. They are mostly
village mothers coming to see how their neighbors' children dance. These women do not
need to be at home preparing food for guests, because no-one has come to visit. A few
elders, too old to dance even at this lackadaisical pace, have also come to sit and watch.
After circling in front of the temple for no more than fifteen minutes, the Huishou
performance is over. The children dash off to play with each other, running across the
empty fields to sit in the shaded lanes and play at being their favorite cartoon characters:
wolf and sheep. An elder unceremoniously pulls down the papers and carries them into the
temple courtyard where they are lethargically burned. When the huangan are pulled down,
there is no-one there to leap and struggle for the bundle of grain at the top of the mast –
everyone has already gone home to watch television.
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The two men in lab coats look at each other with bemusement and squint. Slowly,
they pack up their table and leave.
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5.1. Introduction
Contemporary ideologies – modernism, globalism, and consumerism – and how they
impact on local cultural expressions in Sanchuan are the focus of this chapter. Operational
definitions of each of these terms are given; the literature on each is enormous and
contradictory and no taken-for-granted position on any of these issues can be adopted.
The section on modernism discusses the Cultural Revolution as an expression of
modernist ideology par excellence, and then continues by discussing how the tradition
over-turning figures of Mao and Jesus Christ have, ironically been incorporated into local
traditional ideologies following China's reform and opening. The discussion on modernism
includes an investigation of how locals accommodate the seemingly opposing ideologies of
science and local religion. The section on globalism discusses how the world-wide spread
of the neo-liberal economic agenda impacts China's heavily managed economy, and its
effect on cultural continuity in Sanchuan, primarily through the practice of migrant labor.
The final section deals with consumerism, which in Sanchuan is expressed primarily
through the creation of boredom and the dynamic of the local versus the exotic.
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5.2. Modernism
Definitions of modernity and modernism, and debate over their history, nature, and extent,
are endless. Scholars writing today agree that modernity is both a pervasive and significant
agent for change in the contemporary world, but few agree on why and how. A prominent
aspect of the debates surrounding modernism regards the debate over whether modernity
constitutes a single phenomenon or whether there are, in fact, multiple modernities – local
adaptations of a global phenomenon (Comaroff and Comaroff 1993, Sahlins 1999).1 In this
section I contribute to this debate with a case that suggests that whereas modernity is a
single phenomenon (Hayden 1925), it has multiple outcomes. This argument is coherent
with the assertion made in the previous chapter that the outcomes of cultural interventions
are often unpredictable and are based on a range of contingencies external to their intended
effects.
It is first necessary to adopt a definition of modernity, which I take from Scott's
(1998) work Seeing Like a State. Scott tracks the rise of centralized government planning
initiatives over the past 300 years, systematically documenting their tendency to have
consequences other than those intended. Within this work Scott (1998: 89-90) uses the term
'high modernism', which he defines as:
''a strong (one might even say muscle-bound) version of the beliefs in scientific and technical
progress... At its center was a supreme self-confidence about continued linear progress, the
development of scientific and technical knowledge, the expansion of production, the rational
design of social order, the growing satisfaction of human needs, and, not least, an increasing
control over nature (including human nature) commensurate with scientific understanding of
natural laws.''

Scott consistently refers to high modernism as a set of beliefs or an ideology focused on a
definitive rupture in history and a rejection of tradition based in a linear aesthetic of
progress requiring a shift in temporal emphasis from past to future. He portrays high
modernism, above all else, as rooted in the assertion of humanity's capacity to attain
1 For specific case studies of localized modernities, see, for example, Figal (1999), Harutoonian (2001), and
Dong and Goldstein (2006). I do not delve into the literature on localism and modernity as my purpose here is
to provide a case-driven exploration of the issue rather than one derived from the literature.
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progress through the deployment of ever-developing technology in efficiently and
rationally controlling nature, both human and environmental.2
This picture fits neatly with the observed facts of the Chinese case. The history of
the post-Liberation era may be interpreted entirely as a drive for modernization under the
terms of linear progress and the technological control of nature, with such diverse periods
as the Great Leap Forward (1958 - 1961), the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), and the
period of Reform and Opening (1978 - present) being seen as relatively synonymous in
their goals, differing only in the extent and manner in which they were pursued. Though the
present era is supposedly post-modern, modernism remains the prevailing ideology of the
Chinese state. This is attested to by the pervasive linearity seen in the gridding up of
everything from human settlements to 'natural' landscapes and the audacious technological
dominance of nature exemplified by the preponderance of such centrally planned megaprojects as the Three Gorges Dam, the Shanghai Yangshan deep-water container port, the
Lha sa railway, and the planned diversion of the Brahmaputra River to provide irrigation
and drinking water for communities in arid north and northwest China (Duara 2010).3 The
quotes below make it difficult to discern any lapse in faith in high modernist progress from
Mao Zedong to Hu Jintao. My purpose in the following comparison is not to suggest that
Mao Zedong and Hu Jintao follow identical ideological programs but rather to highlight the

2 Scott's views on modernism are by no means novel or unique. His use of the term high modernism is
borrowed from Harvey (1989) and his characterization of modernism as a fundamental temporal rupture with
the past and tradition is also to be found, most notably, in Berman (1988). The following quote from a
documentary on the type font Helvetica (2007) is testimony not only to the ideology's widespread nature, but
also to the intensity with which it was adopted:
I imagine there was time when it just felt so good to take something that was old and dusty and
homemade and crappy looking and replace it with Helvetica. It just must have just felt like you were
scraping the crud off filthy old things and restoring them to shining beauty … that must have seemed
like you had just crawled through the desert with your mouth caked with filthy dust and then someone
has offered you a clear refreshing icy distilled glass of water to clear away all of this horrible burden of
history. It must have been fantastic.
3 Additionally, Ambramson (2008) notes how the 'super-block' style of contemporary urban design in China
reflects the high modernist theories of Le Corbusier.
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persistent orientation towards linear temporal progress in Chinese modernist ideology from
1949 to the present day.
Whereas Hu (2007: 9) speaks of ''the Chinese nation's ceaseless efforts to make
progress and become stronger'' (emphasis mine), Mao (2000 [1966]) states that ''man has
constantly to sum up experience and go on discovering, inventing, creating and advancing.
Ideas of stagnation, pessimism, inertia and complacency are all wrong'' (emphasis mine).
And whereas Mao (2000 [1966]) spoke of ''transforming backward agricultural China into
an advanced industrialized country,'' Hu (2007: 12-13) extends China's linear
developmental trajectory onto the world stage, saying ''The country's achievements in
political, cultural and social development have captured world attention. China's
development has not only enabled its people to move steadily toward prosperity and
happiness, but also contributed civilization. substantially to the growth of the world
economy and the progress of human civilization.'' While Hu (2007: 10) speaks of ''people
of all ethnic groups ... striding forward on the great journey of reform and opening''
(emphasis mine) Mao (2000 [1966]) employs the same metaphor when he stated that the
Communists' goal was ''to carry China forward to socialism and communism... a future of
incomparable brightness and splendor'' (emphasis mine). What we see here is a congruence
in ends and in metaphors of linearity to express them, with Hu and Mao differing primarily
only in appropriate means.4

4 Shue (1988:129) makes a similar assertion of congruence between Mao and early reform-era thinkers:
Mao, too, after all, had shared just that commitment to continuously renewing the vigor, the authority,
and the revolutionary legitimacy of the party/state, so that it might continue confidently pointing the
way to China's progress. His serious differences with the modernizers [of the Deng era] on this were
always over means, not ends.
Mueggler (1999: 468) points to the tendency of political discourse in China from Mao onwards to
conceive of history as a road along which unilinear progress takes place.
Official historiography in post-Liberation China has been preoccupied with metaphors of time as a path,
a daolu [M], uniting the idea of an intellectual or moral way, doctrine, or method with that of a road
leading forward.
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As Scott implies, the focus on progress and a temporal fixation on the future require
a radical break with the past. In typical histories of modern China, this rejection of the past
is seen to have been expressed in the widespread destruction and suppression of traditions
during the Cultural Revolution. In Hehuang and Sanchuan, however, the break with history
and the destruction of traditions began earlier, in 1958, 5 and although the Cultural
Revolution officially ended in 1976 with religious freedoms re-instituted in 1978, the
revival of tradition did not begin in Sanchuan until the early 1980s. This represents a
quarter-century forced proscription of Mangghuer tradition, including the Nadun. The
section below outlines the impact that this period of 'high modernist' rejection of tradition
had on Mangghuer culture.6

5.2.1. 1958 – 1980: The High Modernist Heyday
The destruction of religious infrastructure and paraphernalia throughout Sanchuan was as
widespread as it was absolute. It is now primarily through the lens of this physical
destruction and absence that this period of time is remembered.

5 It is unclear why 1958, which Makley (2007: 104) describes as a ''.. point of historical rupture leading to
unprecedented fear and suffering'' was such a definitive turning point. Earlier, in 1956, the institution of
'democratic reforms' throughout Qinghai brought violent resistance that precipitated an even stronger reaction
from the state (Patterson 1960). The destruction may have been linked to the beginning of the Great Leap
Forward and to the implementation of an Antifeudal Campaign (Makley 2007). It was certainly exacerbated
as a retaliation against CIA-sponsored Khams pa insurgents, especially for their involvement in the Nyemo
incident in Lhasa in August 1958 in which 700 Chinese soldiers were killed (Tsering Shakya 2000, Peissel
1972). The destruction of 1958 took place throughout Tiebie areas and whilst targeted initially at Tiebie,
Mangghuer and others were swept up in this violent attempt to forcefully integrate this problematic region
into the newly formed Chinese state. The year 1958 is also certainly remembered because it was the beginning
of a devastating four-year famine throughout China (see Becker 1998).
6 1958-1980 also saw numerous other massive changes – economic, social, demographic – however, my
focus in the ensuing discussion is on modernism's impact on religious practices and institutions, as these have
the most relevance for Nadun.
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MJSE: During that time, there were no lama, no Nadun, no huala. Wenjia and Zhujia
monasteries were empty then. The government destroyed all the temples and statues inside
the temples. Nothing was left.

The totality of this destruction is often stressed in local accounts: DH, "During the Cultural
Revolution, the government destroyed everything – even the gardens in people's
courtyards."7 The majority of miao and ximie were destroyed (GJC, BJH). Although much
of the destruction was based on the ideological rejection of the traditional regime, much of
it also served the prosaic need to provide material support for the new ideological order, for
example the walls of an already abandoned benbenzi temple in Enduba Valley were
dismantled to provide building materials (DU). Private property was also destroyed. Huashi
and yinyang's nanzi were burned (SY, CHL) and such other paraphernalia as gongs used by
yinyang in rituals were also destroyed.
Religious practitioners were persecuted. Some were outright murdered and others
starved to death.8 The following accounts are illustrative of their persecution:
SH: In 1958, the Chinese government punished many religious specialists, and I was
punished too, because I was a huala. In those days I always received a zhengbing after
Nadun. I was asked, ''Why did you become a huala?'' I replied, ''My family is very poor, so
I became a huala to get that big loaf of bread. If I just dance for a little while, I can get that
big loaf of bread and it can feed my whole family for one day." But actually, I became a
huala because I was chosen by Erlang Ye.
BJH: When the former huala danced during the Cultural Revolution some bad people
rubbed his qianzi in their hair, putting hair grease on them before the huala pierced himself.
After he took out his qianzi his cheek became swollen and soon afterwards he died. We
huala should keep our qianzi very clean. If someone puts hair grease on qianzi, then the
qianzi will kill him or make him very sick.

7 Gardens in courtyards were destroyed because they often had benba 'protective vases' buried underneath
them.
8 MH1 states, "Many huashi starved to death in 1958."
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Despite this persecution, several huala lived through the years of religious repression.
Some practiced secretly, while others ceased their practice altogether.
GH: During the time when religion was suppressed, I had no special feeling,9 but after
China opened again, the feeling returned to my body.
DH: I had no special feeling at the time when religion was suppressed. That feeling only
came back after China opened again.
MH2: I stopped dancing when the government suppressed religion and began dancing again
after China opened. But during that time I felt very uncomfortable every year at Nadun
time; sometimes I even danced. The deities missed me a little bit at that time.
BJH: Villagers continued to invite huala secretly during the Cultural Revolution. My
grandfather was the huala and when he got too old he found a new huala for the villagers.
The new huala's name was Bater and after my grandfather died, Bater huala helped people
to treat their sicknesses secretly. Deities continued possessing huala while the government
was destroying religion.

There now exists a feeling that much was lost in continuity of religious traditions due to the
widespread persecution of yiren and destruction of infrastructure and paraphernalia.
SY: There are many secrets in Daoism. Even we yinyang don't know everything very
clearly. After 1958, religion was destroyed and so then religion's power decreased. After
China opened again, all the old masters had died, so we couldn't get the secret words from
them. We can read the scriptures, but they're powerless – dead.
SJE: My grandfather was a great huashi in this village, but he died when I was seventeen or
eighteen years old. I didn't learn what he knew. Then in 1958, the government burned my
grandfather's scriptures, and destroyed the images of our family deities. The government
burned our huashi nanzi, so now we have no nanzi, but we light lamps for our deity in our
homes.

9 Here the speaker is referring to the 'special feelings' that occur prior to possession – anxiety and agitation.
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Despite the extensive material destruction, the persecution of yiren, and the lack of
continuity in religious tradition, the period from 1958 until the early 1980s was not one of
total destruction. As already noted, some religious practices continued clandestinely and
certain religious paraphernalia were relatively easy to hide:
ZH: The two qianzi I use now were handed down to me from my ancestors. A man called
Mingjing Laohan took my qianzi to his village during the Cultural Revolution. We are
relatives. Sometimes he danced as a huala so he took my qianzi to his home and took care
of them.
NH1: My ancestors hid our nanzi somewhere during the Cultural Revolution.
MY: After the Chinese government suppressed religion, Nuojie Guishan's grandfather took
the nanzi from the Yangjia yinyang's home… and after religion opened again, Guishan's
grandfather put that nanzi in his house. Then that deity became his family's deity.

The preservation of infrastructure required more fortuitous circumstances, however:
DU: Our temple wasn't destroyed during the Cultural Revolution. The government decided
to destroy it, but later they found that the wood of the temple was very thin, so they
changed their mind.10
MG: We kept our temple as a store-room, but our village monastery was destroyed.
SJE: We have our own temple near the village. That is a very old temple which was not
destroyed in 1958. Only Zhujia miao and our temple were not destroyed in 1958.

Given the severity of the suppression and the exceptional circumstances and measures
required to preserve elements of local religion, it is no surprise that people in Sanchuan
were wary about resuming religious practices when China re-instituted religious freedoms
in 1978. DU states that, "When China opened many people thought that the country would

10 The temple was to be destroyed in order to use the lumber for a new construction project, however, the
temple was saved from destruction because of the poor quality of the lumber.
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close again two or three years later." Many practices were not re-instituted immediately, or
were revived secretly at first.
In situations where religious practitioners had survived the persecutions, they were
once again able to publicly resumed their previous role in the community. Many of them
had much work to do, compensating for rituals that were not performed following 1958.
MY: When I became a yinyang in 1981, I went to perform many rituals with my friends,
because after 1958, many people's ancestors had died unnaturally, and those people were
buried randomly without the help of yinyang.11 So, after China opened, many people invited
us to chant scriptures for those ancestors. Many people moved their ancestors' tombs.

In many cases, however, yiren had been murdered or had died and new practitioners had to
be found.
CH: The government suppressed religion after the former Niangniang Ye huala died, and
so no new huala appeared for a long time. After China opened, villagers tried to find a
Niangniang huala. All the villagers went to the monastery and prayed for the deities to
choose a new huala from among them. One man started to dance and became possessed.

Though the role of huala was revived with comparative vigor, few huashi reappeared. We
could identify only one Mangghuer huashi in 2010.
Somewhat more complicated than the re-instituting of religious roles was the
rebuilding of temples and other large infrastructure.
NE: The government destroyed the temple and everything in it. After China opened again, I
led villagers to rebuild the temple. But, when we started to work, a local leader came to stop
us. I said, ''Everywhere has become open, all people have started to rebuild their temples,
not only our village is building a temple. It is impossible for the Cultural Revolution to
return. If a second Cultural Revolution comes, we will make our temple into a storehouse.''

11 Yinyang are needed to choose auspicious dates, times, sites, and orientations for burials. The reference to
unnatural deaths is in relation to the many people who were murdered or starved to death during this time;
their deaths were unnatural because, as described in Chapter Three, they were unable to complete the
idealized Mangghuer life cycle.
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But the leader insisted, and said he was going to inform higher government leaders. I
answered, ''OK, please go tell them. If you don't want us to build this temple, please don't
contribute any lumber, food, or money.'' Then he went to tell the government leaders, but,
halfway there, one of our villagers got him and brought him back.

Despite the revival of many practices and the rebuilding of much infrastructure that
continues today, 12 certain practices were not revived after China reopened. We have
already discussed the case of the monastic trance mediums, kurten, who no longer practice
in Sanchuan. Below, WD gives another example:
When Mangghuer get sick, we make a triangular shape out of terha 'roasted barley flour' and
tie one qianliang to each corner and use it to purify the house. We also used to enshrine a
deity that looked just like that. We put it on some wheat grains in a box, and also put three
small bowls filled with terha beside it. We also made three bali 'dough effigies' and put one
on each of the bowls. Then, we'd call that Duerma Di.
Actually Duerma Di are two deities. We made a wooden box for those two deities and
put it in the northwest corner of the main room.13 A divider separated the two deities. That
box also had a cover, and normally we hid the deities behind the cover. Some families didn't
have a box, but had a shelf hanging from three pieces of string and then hid the deities from
sight behind a paper screen.
People renewed those two deities on the last day of each year. We invite a lama to
come and chant scriptures when we renew Duerma Di. We burn the old Duerma Di and make
new ones. We call that ritual Duerma Di Aruerji 'Changing Duerma Di'.
Before Liberation, almost every family had Duerma Di. If a family member got sick,
they invited a lama to chant. People said that someone in the family had hurt or polluted
Duerma Di, and the lama chanted to purify it.
People didn't light lamps or burn incense normally for Duerma Di. Whenever
people invited a lama to chant scriptures, or during festivals, they lit lamps and burned

12 Continued reconstruction is particularly visible in the case of the ongoing reconstruction of such large
monasteries in Hachuan as Wenjia and Zhujia monasteries.
13 The northwest corner of the main room of a house is the same place where the Daur enshrined ''a piece of
cattle hals, a thin, transparent skin. It was a bag, something like a membrane, and it was nailed up high on the
wall in the main room. It represents your sacrifice to tengger'' (Humphrey and Onon 1996: 147).
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incense. Whenever people burned incense or lit lamps on the baxian table for deities, the
Duerma Di also benefited from that.

Despite delays, misgivings, and the disappearance of certain practices, local religious life in
Sanchuan has for the most part resumed and, according to QN, ''deities in Heaven now
smell the blue smoke of incense.''
What we see in this two and a half decades of destruction and killing is a classical
modernist project – an attempt to obliterate tradition and break with history, to wipe the
slate clean and lay the foundations of a new ideological order. Although there was some
clandestine resistance, the modernist project of repression begun in 1958 was largely
successful, at least temporarily.
Today's situation is different. The Chinese state continues to be committed to a high
modernist program of linear, technologically-mediated progress. Contemporary examples
of this in Sanchuan include: the Jishi Gorge hydroelectric dam; the Sigou Gorge
hydroelectric dam, which has necessitated the building of levies, approximately two meters
high, along the course of the Yellow River through the Guanting Basin (once the dam is
built, the majority of Sanchuan's population will reside below water level); the
establishment of model villages with brick houses laid out in grids, mostly to house
residents resettled from mountain villages; the extension of paved roads throughout
Sanchuan, including the widening and rerouting of the main road through Hachuan; the
extension of high tension electricity cables from the Liujia Gorge dam in Gansu (see Jun
1998, 1999) across Sanchuan (including a large transfer station near Gaishang); and the
rationalization (and commodification) of agriculture through the installation of grids of
greenhouses, the replacement of subsistence agriculture with state-subsidized cashcropping of corn and walnuts, as well as the introduction of more productive crop varieties,
for example dongmei 'winter wheat' that enables an extra growing season each year.
However, the approach of violent repression is no longer adhered to. Instead of acting
antagonistically to the modernist program, local models have now co-opted it, by
integrating modernist and other figures.
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5.2.2. The Local Integrates Modernity: Mao, Jesus, Faith, and Science
Mao Zedong, avowed atheist and initiator of massive cultural transformations that
attempted to lay to rest entire pantheons, is now being deified throughout China. Da Col
(2007) reports that Tiebie in Bde chen Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture (Yunnan Province)
venerate Mao as a srung ma, a class of familial protector deities; and Jensen (2008) has
charted the incorporation of the Chairman into the folk religious system among Qidai
across China, and the widespread belief that Mao will 'be a god one day'. Chau (2006) also
reports of a room within the compound of a local deity temple in Shaanxi, in which lit
cigarettes are placed between the figures of a statue of the Great Helmsman. Although Mao
Zedong has not yet been deified by the Mangghuer, he has nonetheless been integrated into
their folk religion model.
Pictures of Mao Zedong are common in Mangghuer homes. On posters, his image is
found above the baxian table in the main room, and as a statue Mao's bust is found on the
baxian table or in the gonggarawa. Regarding this, YM states that:
Chairman Mao did a great job for people and so in the future, he will become a deity. A
person who does many good things for others will become a deity, but if a person does many
bad things, he will become a ghost.

The reason for Mao's deification are related to the scale and scope of his
achievements in improving the basic economic conditions of the Chinese people. NH2
states that, ''We have such a nice life now, and that is because of Chairman Mao.'' It is
telling, however, that the ultimate proof of Mao's power is not that he was able to
completely transform Chinese society and economy, but rather that he was able to suppress
traditional religious practitioners without any negative consequences for himself, as
explained by one huala:
PBH: Chairman Mao destroyed all religious things and nothing happened to him. He wasn't
punished by the deities because Chairman Mao, Grandfather Mao, was more powerful than
the deities... Grandfather Mao, Chairman Mao, controlled all religious specialists for thirty or
forty years. He also made Saotur people feed pigs in their own homes and nothing happened
to him. Chairman Mao was more powerful than deities. He controlled all the deities...
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Here we see Mao Zedong, the ultimate high modernist figure who sought to
completely destroy local traditions, being co-opted into a local traditional framework that
contextualizes the person of Mao within the realm of efficacious, powerful deities. Despite
his impressive material achievements, it is for his display of power in suppressing religion
and religious practitioners that Mao is remembered and venerated. This demonstrates how,
in the absence of extreme repression, local vernacular models accommodate and co-opt
even the most extreme antagonistic elements.
Another example of this is the Mangghuer reaction to Christianity, which I discuss
in relation to the high modernist destruction because as with modernism the defining
feature of Christianity in Sanchuan is also the total rejection of tradition.
Although the Hehuang region has had a Christian presence for at least three
centuries,14 Christian communities seem to be a recent phenomenon in Sanchuan, probably
first arriving some time in the mid to late 1980s. Currently, there are no Christian churches
or priests in Sanchuan. The Christian community consists of approximately 500 people, of
whom approximately thirty are active proselytizers. Local people refer to Christianity as
Yesu jiao 'Jesus religion' and to Christians as daogaoqi 'those who pray'. Local government
refer to Christianity as mentu hui, 'disciple communities'.
Mangghuer Christians are to a large extent estranged from the wider Mangghuer
community and are considered somewhat abnormal. The term daogaoqi is often used
pejoratively. The Christian community among the Mangghuer is an underground
community, subject to periodic police crackdowns. Because of political oppression and
local disdain, Mangghuer Christians do not show any such overt signs of Christianity as
wearing crucifixes or displaying Christian images in the home. Nonetheless, Mangghuer

14 (Schram 2006 [1954, 1957, 1961]), himself a missionary, notes the presence of an Armenian church in
Topa (contemporary Duoba, to the west of Xining) in the late 1600s. In fact, in addition to Schram, the three
other Westerners responsible for bringing the Monguor to international attention – Schröder (1952/3),
Mostaert (1931), and de Smedt (de Smedt and Mostaert 1929-31, 1933, 1945) – were also Christian
missionaries. For more on missionaries in the region, Horlemann (2009) provides useful bibliographic
information on the activities of Divine Word missionaries in Qinghai, Gansu, and Xinjiang from 1922-1935.
It is worth noting that Samtindjimba, the Mangghuer translator and guide who worked with Huc, Gabet, and
Potanin in the late 1800s, was a Christian convert. See Rondelez (1953) for Samtindjimba's biography.
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Christians say they can sense when another Christian is present, for example, by a sudden
increase in body temperature.
Mangghuer Christians do not go to the miao, do not place pictures of non-Christian
deities in the gonggarawa on their baxian table, do not marry non-Christians, and avoid, as
much as possible, participating in all aspect of traditional Mangghuer life, especially
funerals and rituals associated with the miao. However, as many Mangghuer Christians are
individuals within non-Christian ger, their ability to exclude themselves from traditional
Mangghuer life is limited. For example, one Christian who wanted to hold a Christian
burial for his father and place a crucifix over his grave was harassed by laozher and jiawu
members and threatened with expulsion from his village until he agreed to conduct a
traditional funeral. A female Christian, married to a non-Christian man and in an entirely
non-Christian household, tolerated deity images in the gonggarawa in her household and
participated in such minor festivals as Wuyue Dangwu.
In addition to their rejection of traditional Mangghuer practices, Mangghuer
Christians are distinguished by the fact that they say grace before meals, meet, usually
weekly, for prayer meetings, and possess hand-copied condensed Bibles. Ideologically,
they are distinguished by a complete reliance and faith in the all-providing, protective
nature of Jesus. Missionaries tell other Mangghuer that if they believe in Jesus, they will
not need to work hard, and their family will always prosper. For example, a Christian
woman, upon finding a piglet by her front gate, assumed it to have been sent from heaven
by Jesus and took it into her pig sty; the next day, however, the rightful owner of the piglet
(from whom it had escaped) came to collect it.
Ironically, this emphasis on the person and salvational capacity of Jesus essentially
recasts Christianity as an extension of local religious models. Of the numerous possible
ways that Christianity could be phrased – as, for example an ethical or ontological system –
the form of Christianity that has taken root among the Mangghuer is essentially that most
similar to local religious ideologies.15 Jesus is portrayed and thought of as an extremely
powerful and efficacious pughang.
Mao and Jesus thus demonstrate the ability of local models to accommodate new
elements, even when those elements have the stated purpose of destroying the local model.
15 See Veliz (1994) for a description of how different forms of Christianity – British Protestantism and
Spanish Catholicism – took root and shaped communities in the Americas.
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Such is not always the case, however. I now focus on a more complex set of interactions
between modernism and local Mangghuer models, beginning with a discussion of
Mangghuer concepts of faith.
Westerners talking about faith are typically referring to a cognitive conviction in the
absence of evidence. Faith typically means belief in the unseen, or belief in the existence of
something beyond the realm of proof. 'A leap of faith' (into the unknown, of taking a risk),
and 'Having faith' in a person (to achieve something in the future, beyond the realm of
current knowledge) or in an unseen god or in the existence of realms beyond death are
common expressions.
The Mangghuer concept of faith suggests faith in the efficacy of deities, rather than
faith in their existence. This link is eloquently expressed by the Baojia huala: "I became
possessed and scolded villagers, 'You half believe and half doubt me. You think I'm not
powerful.'" The majority of Mangghuer accept the existence of deities, ghosts, and so on, in
a pragmatic, evidence-based manner: the spectacular embodiment of deities through the
figure of the huala is particularly salient proof, as are women's violent fits of madness
during ghost possession. Where faith comes into play, however, is in deciding if such
entities are actually efficacious in intervening in human affairs – whether or not their
ganyan is sufficient to render them lingyan in affecting the diandiar of individuals and
corporate social groups.
An examination of the attitudes of huala is revealing in this regard. Many huala
expressed a lack of faith in the efficacy of deities. The following accounts illustrate this
attitude.
MH2: It is difficult to not believe in deities, but it's useless to believe in them too deeply.
Sometimes, what the deities say is true, but sometimes not.16 For example, if I go to a sick
person's home, sometimes I do what the deity says and the patient recovers, but sometimes
what the deities say isn't helpful. I feel very conflicted about this. It is difficult to believe
very deeply in deities.

16 He refers to the deities' ability to diagnose the cause of sickness or other mao and recommend treatment
through the possessed huala.
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HQH: I have been a huala for more than twenty years, but sometimes I don't trust my deity.
I don't like to go to treat people's sicknesses because I worry that my deity won't be able to
help them, and then villagers will laugh at me.

These discussions of faith and efficacy were given in the context of discussions with huala
about treatment of disease. Other yiren who treat disease are similarly conflicted about
issues of faith and efficacy, as illustrated by the following quote from a yinyang:
CY: Sometimes I believe in our deity, but sometimes not. If I am really able to treat
someone, then I have faith … but if I tried my best but couldn't help, then I don't have faith.
For example, the year before last I went to treat a mad woman. She had been mad for
fourteen years but I made her madness disappear very quickly. So after that I believed in
my deities very deeply.

For yinyang, however, the concepts of faith and efficacy relate not only to deities, but also
to scripture.
SY: People cannot see it with their eyes, cannot hear it with their ears, cannot feel it with
their hands, but the function of scriptures is undeniable – it is the function of faith. Faith is
like a signal in the air.

The conceptualization of faith expressed in these quotes accords with attitudes of believers
described in much of the literature on Chinese folk religion. Chau (2006), following Harrell
(1974), describes devotees of local religion in Shaanxi as 'practical believers' whose
concept of faith is summarized in the saying, "If you worship (literally 'honor' or 'respect')
him, the deity will be there; if you don't worship him, he won't mind" (Chau 2006: 68).
Overmeyer (2009) considers 'practical belief' to be a general characteristic of local religion
in north China. Such a conceptualization of faith is very much at odds with the Western
binary existential approach to belief and faith with its implicit exclusivity (Bruun 2003).
In addition to this pragmatic view of deities, it is important to note that the efficacy
of deities is related to people's faith in them, as the following quote illustrates.
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GH: I just do whatever the deity tells me to when treating sicknesses. Sometimes I can cure
the disease, but sometimes I can't. It is very easy to cure their sickness if a person believes
deeply in the deities, but it is very difficult if they don't believe deeply. For example, it is
very easy to treat Tiebie, because they believe in their deities very deeply. Every time I go
to treat sickness in a Tiebie village, all the villagers come to burn incense and kowtow, even
very young children, so I can always cure Tiebie's sicknesses.

HQH: When people don't believe in deities, deities cannot find their dizi among the people.
When people believe in deities, deities help people and care about them. But when people
do not believe in deities, they don't help people and don't care about them. Deities' power is
just like leaders' power. If many people trust a leader and like him, he becomes very
powerful and he will be able to control many people. But if people don't like a leader then
that leader's power is very weak and nobody will listen to him
SY: Deities' power is decreasing. If many people have faith in the deities, then their power
is great, and deities' huala are very powerful. But now, very few people have faith in
deities. For example, if these three people have faith in you, you will just have three
people's power, but if there are five people don't have faith in you, in the end, those five
people's power would be stronger than the three people's power. If there are eight people
who have faith in the huala, then he can be very powerful because of them.
Last year, I went to treat a sick boy with a kurten. The kurten tried to stab a spear
into his body, but he couldn't. In the past, huala could pierce with qianzi any time,
anywhere into their body. But nowadays, it is very difficult to pierce with many qianzi. The
qianzi for the sizhu through the tongue is the most difficult.

So, although many Mangghuer hold a pragmatic view of faith that is based on the evidence
of deities' efficacy, there simultaneously exists an idea that the deities' efficacy is directly
related to people's faith in them. Much anxious contemporary discourse amongst
Mangghuer elders focuses on how the efficacy of deities is threatened by younger
generations' lack of faith.
BJH: When I am possessed, I always scold young people and adults, because they don't
believe in the deity deeply enough. I never scold elders.
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EH1: When people take down baogai, I feel very agitated. Young people don't believe in
Erlang Ye very deeply, so when they pull down the baogai they pull them down very
slowly, and I get angry with them.
DH: Young people don't believe in deities deeply. So, Erlang Ye doesn't like to choose
young people to be his huala. If descendants say, "It is very rigui" then they won't become
huala.

This tension may, however, have existed for a long time. In the context of the ideal
Mangghuer life-cycle, it is precisely the elderly who should pay most attention to deities
and have the most faith in them.17 Mangghuer life goals for young married people should
ideally focus on production – of descendants and agricultural produce – and it is only after
having supported one's family by contributing such production, and then having arranged
funerals for one's parents and weddings for one's children, that one ideally should begin
concentrating on venerating deities and faithful contemplation of their efficacy. Perhaps the
modern lengthening of the pre-marriage phase of life has exacerbated this situation, but the
basic structure of attributing different goals to different phases of life remains essentially
unchanged. It is thus reasonable to expect that disparaging comments about youth's lack of
faith have been made for many generations in Sanchuan. However, what has undoubtedly
changed is the presence of viable alternatives to faith in deities – modernism, typically
represented by science, education, and the rule of law – that are seen not only as direct
sources of efficacy in themselves but also as threats to the efficacy of deities.
As alternative sources of efficacy, modernity is generally seen as complementary to
faith in deities. The following quotes from yiren illustrate this co-existence in the context of
treatment of disease.
17 The following exchange supports this, in relation to Nadun participation:
WX: When you were young, were the dancers elders or young people?
DD: They were elders. Young people didn't like to learn. Now, young people always go outside to
make money in summertime.
WX: When you were very young, did people go outside to make money?
DD: No. But they didn't like to dance. Elders liked to dance very much. At that time, we were young
and elders didn't give us the chance to dance. Later, I learned how to dance by myself. I went herding
and danced there in the mountains after Nadun.
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SJE: I first check my zodiac almanac when people come to ask me for treatment. I go to
treat a sickness if I find that it was caused by ghosts, deities, or sha, but if it needs to be
treated by modern medicine then I won't help. If someone's sickness is caused by earth, then
medicine is not helpful and that person needs to invite a yiren. Earth cannot make someone
sick according to science, but according to our religion, if someone digs a hole in the
ground at the wrong time, he will hurt Tushen Ye, who will punish that person with
sickness.

BJH: When people invite me to treat sicknesses I ask, "Did you treat your patient with
science and doctors? If you haven't treated your patient in that way then please go to the
hospital first and ask doctors to treat them. If doctors cannot help them, then I will help.''

HQH: If someone has cancer and almost dies, no yiren can treat him. No tusha or musha
have hurt him – that's just cancer. So, we yiren shouldn't go treat him. We shouldn't go but
people in those families come to invite us over and over again, saying, ''We also know yiren
cannot help, but we want to invite you to comfort the patient.'' In the end we must go.
Once someone came to invite me to treat a sickness in their family. The patient was
called Zhang Yu. I knew him, and called him Brother Zhang Yu. He was from
Khuosengghuer Zhangjia. He got cancer and went to Xining for treatment. Doctors in
Xining drained blood from the tumor three times, but after that the tumor continued to
grow, and became as big as a cow's udder.
Doctors in Xining advised him to treat his cancer in Lanzhou. He went there and
they told him that they couldn't help and advised him to go home. His family took him
home and came to invite me to comfort him. His son came to invite me, saying, ''I know it
is useless to treat cancer with yiren, but I need to invite yinyang and huala to comfort him.''
I answered, ''Your father arrived home last night. The doctors told him he will die soon. I
shouldn't go.''
I was doing some work at home when the son came to invite me. He waited for me
from morning until afternoon, waited in my home. He cried so much, so I went to his home
in the late afternoon. I was very good friends with Zhang Yu, and so I made some jokes
with him when I saw him. Then I treated his sickness and when I finished he said, ''I feel
much lighter than yesterday.'' I think he felt much lighter because we were very good
friends and I made some jokes with him, not because I treated his disease. I think I just
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treated the sickness in his heart. I have treated many people, but I think they recovered
because their heart was comforted.
Actually science and faith help each other. When science is very weak, faith is very
strong and can help people instead of science. And when science is very strong, faith is very
weak and science is able to help people. Before Liberation when sicknesses or bad people
hurt someone, he invited a yinyang or huala to treat the sicknesses or to ask the deities to
punish the bad people. But now if someone gets sick, he goes to the hospital and if bad
people hurt someone, he tells the police to punish those people.

One view of the relationship between modernity and traditional religion is
complementarity. Examining the relationship between science and religion in Western
societies, Gould (1997) called such arrangements 'non-overlapping magisteria', ''a sort of
explanatory federalism, where the scope of human experience is carved in water-tight
compartments in which each type of explanation – scientific, religious, aesthetic,
metaphysical – is sovereign within its own competency'' (Potter 2010: 25). In the
Mangghuer case, deities are seen as efficacious where modernity is not, and vice versa, and
hence may comfortably co-exist. A contrasting view, also expressed in Sanchuan, is that
modernity actively decreases the efficacy of deities, as evident in the following quotes.
SY: Electro-magnetic force decreases deities' power. Science's position is getting higher
and higher now. So, science has disturbed deities' power. Now deities have lost their power
and are becoming weaker and weaker.
BSN: I can see many strange things if I walk or ride a horse when I go treat disease, for
example, people without heads.18 But if I take a car or a bus, I can't see them, because the
power of a car or bus is much greater than those things' power.

A synthetic solution that seems to resolve this conflict between complementarity and
conflict is expressed in the quotes below.
MY: Many people think that yinyang religion is based on faith, but, actually, it is a science.
One day, everything about yinyang will be proven true by science.

18 The nianjiangui is referring to his ability to see ghosts, gods, sha, and other numina.
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SJE: I am sure that there are meiqi underground. It is not faith. Our government also
believes in meiqi. Our country always buries soldiers' bodies in places with good meiqi. The
Communist Party is much cleverer than people in the past, but they still believe in meiqi.
They even check the meiqi when they build a bridge. When the government makes a
building, they also choose an auspicious date and the direction the building should face. If
one car has two or three accidents, then the government drives that car somewhere, ties it
with iron cables, and shoots it.19 Sometimes they pull the car to pieces and use the parts to
make new cars.
NE: There are no nianjiangui. I don't believe in them. If somebody got sick in the past, we
invited a huala or yinyang to dance or sing, but they couldn't help people. Now, medical
science is very powerful – it can save a person who is on the verge of death. However,
sometimes deities are also very powerful.

Such perspectives deal with the contradiction between local religious models and
modernity by asserting that the two are essentially the same, and by validating each in
terms of the other: the government suppresses but practices religion, yinyang are scientists,
and science is religion.

5.2.3. Conclusion: Mangghuer and Modernism
The early Chinese state modernist project sought, from 1958 until the early 1980s, to
violently obliterate Mangghuer traditions. The contemporary modernist project, though less
antagonistic, is equally aggressive in its continued pursuit of linear technologically-driven
progress and the domination of nature. Modernism continues to be the dominate state
ideology in China.
The impact of the modernist ideology has been locally accommodated in a number
of ways. In the cases of Mao and Jesus, these antagonistic figures have been incorporated
into the model of deities based on power and efficacy. In the relationship between science
and deities, locals express perspectives ranging from non-overlapping magisteria
19 This is done because the car is considered to be possessed.
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(complementarity), to direct antagonism, to a complex intertwining and co-identification.
There is no necessary single outcome to these interactive processes; they are likely to
continue accommodating one another in complex ways. The interaction between
modernism and traditional Mangghuer models certainly cannot be characterized as a
collision of opposing forces, an interaction from which only a single victor emerges.
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5.3. Globalism
Globalization is seen today as one of the most significant factors of culture change around
the world. And yet, very little consensus exists as to what globalization actually is. The
range of definitions makes it very difficult to use the concept in a rigorous fashion, and so
before attempting to describe the impact of globalization on the Mangghuer, it is first
necessary to clarify what I mean by the term.
In doing this, three closely connected terms – globalization, globalism, and globality
– must be distinguished (Robertson 1995). Globality refers to a physical state of increasing
interconnectedness in which, due to developments in transport and communication
technologies, space is of an increasingly diminished significance. This allows for an
increased 'flow' of people, imagery, ideas, goods, finances, and technology (Appadurai
1996), creating the familiar 'global village'. Globalism, on the other hand, refers to the
ideological underpinnings of this physical transformation, the motivations necessary to
drive such change, the ethical stance or value system that attaches positive value to such a
condition of increased inter-connectivity. Globalization, confusingly enough, can refer
either to an increase in globality (a physical condition), or to the spread of globalism (an
ideology).
Globality is generally seen as resulting in one of two outcomes. The first is the
hegemony of ''an emerging global culture, most of it of Western and indeed American
provenance, penetrating the rest of the world on both the elite and popular levels'' (Berger
2002:2). The other option is hyper-syncretism, a de-centered mélange in which everything,
everywhere is hybridized, in which the world is replete with ''...phenomena such as Thai
boxing by Moroccan girls in Amsterdam, Asian rap in London, Irish bagels, Chinese tacos
and Mardi Gras Indians in the United States'' (Pieterse 1995:45-46).
One problem with the globality approach to globalization is that social and cultural
interconnectedness of various scales has long been a fact of life. Scholars employing a
globality model of globalization typically reply by suggesting that globalization is
characterized by the scale and scope of interconnectedness. Another response has been to
push back the temporal limits of globalization, suggesting that the formation of a global
network of exchanges actually dates back to, for example, the seventeenth century (Brook
2008), the colonizing of the Americas in the fifteenth century (Dussel 1998), the Mongol
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conquests of the thirteenth century (Weatherford 2005), or the Silk Road of the Hellenistic
era in the fourth century BCE (Foltz 2010).20 Such expansions of the concept effectively
void it of its historical specificity and its relevance to contemporary cultural processes, and
therefore of its explanatory power.
My analysis thus focuses on globalism as the defining aspect of contemporary
globalization processes. What, then, is globalism? Saul (2005: 19) defines it as a ''form of
internationalism in which civilization is reformed from the perspective of economic
leadership. The leadership here is provided not by people, but by the innate force of
economics at work; that is, the marketplace.'' Steger (2002: 9) similarly defines the central
tenets of globalism as ''the primacy of economic growth; the importance of free trade to
stimulate growth; the unrestricted free market; individual choice; the reduction of
government to regulation...'' The defining feature of globalism is faith in the free market to
regulate itself while simultaneously and optimally serving all human interests.21
Saul traces the history of globalism from it roots in the British repeal of the Corn
Law in 1846, during which Richard Cobden and John Bright argued for the abolition of
trade tariffs and for the ability of markets to regulate themselves while serving the people's
best interests. 22 After failed experiments in free trade in the late nineteenth century,
globalism effectively reemerged in 1971 with the founding of the World Economic Forum23
in Davos, Switzerland; became internationally consolidated in the mid 1970s with the
founding of the G7; was formalized through the development doctrines of the Washington
Consensus in 1989; and reached its peak with the formation of the WTO in 1995.24 Among
the hallmarks of globalism are deregulated markets, privatized industries, trans-national
20 Davis (2003) also provides a relevant example of this approach in 'Pre-modern Flows in Postmodern
China: Globalization and the Sipsongpanna Tais', arguing that contemporary globalized cultural flows among
the Tais of Yunnan Province are essentially structured on previous trade, pilgrimage, and migration networks.
21 Lanier (2010) in his critique of Web 2.0 and its dominant cybernetic totalist ideology, describes
developments in information technologies that mirror globalist, neoliberal ideology and its faith in the
capacity of systems to self-regulate – cloud computing, wikis, and content aggregators.
22 Brook (2008) traces the origin of free trade ideology to the 1609 Dutch law, drafted by Grotius (Huig de
Groot) in The Freedom of the Seas or the Right Which Belongs to the Dutch to Take Part in the East Indian
Trade when, ''for the first time, the freedom of trade [was] declared a principle of international law...'' (Brook
2008: 68).
23 Originally called the European Management Forum.
24 See Harvey (2005) for a more detailed history of globalist, neo-liberal ideology.
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corporations, the dominance of financial speculation over commodity trade, and a belief in
the diminishing importance of nation-states.
As is clear from the title of his book The Collapse of Globalism, Saul considers this
ideology to have gone into decline in the late 1990s, and to have publicly failed and been
abandoned by the early twenty-first century. The occurrence and instantaneous spread of
the 2008 global financial crisis seems to suggest otherwise. I would suggest that the global
economy is still predominantly led by speculation rather than trade and that trans-national
corporations are still significant players in the global arena. More importantly, the response
of governments all around the world to the 2008 crisis – to pour more money into the deregulated market – suggests that faith in the ability of markets to regulate themselves has
not diminished (Zizek 2009). The face of globalism has certainly changed, having adopted
a more market-friendly, humanitarian image to deal with its previous image problem as a
neo-colonial, socially and environmentally destructive force. Zizek refers to this new
globalism as '''socially responsible' eco-capitalism'' built around ''[c]ollaboration with and
the participation of employees, dialogue with customers, respect for the environment, [and]
transparency of business deals'' (Zizek 2009:34). However, the central tenet of globalism –
that markets regulate themselves in everyone's best interest, and therefore deregulation, free
trade, and increasing market access are all good for people – remains essentially
unchanged.
It is misleading to suggest that globalism is an important part of everyday
Mangghuer life. Mangghuer do not generally work for predatory trans-national
corporations, do not invest their money in speculative hedge funds, and do not consume
goods in such non-places (Auge 1995) as malls, airports, fast food chains, theme parks, or
urban sprawl where nothing – in the sense of ''generally centrally conceived and controlled
social forms that are comparatively devoid of distinctive content'' (Ritzer 2003:xi) – is
globalized. The Mangghuer are not enmeshed in commercialized, de-territorialized virtual
social networks, and the government services they receive are part of a system that was
'privatized' from a government monopoly, to a government oligopoly.
Globalism impacts Mangghuer life more indirectly. Unlike many other countries
today, China's economy is heavily regulated. The most conspicuous sign of this in the
international context is the rigid government regulation of the exchange rate of the national
currency against the US dollar, amid prolonged international pressure to revalue it. This
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regulation means that the state interacts with the global market and mediates the impact of
globalism on people through the institution of domestic policy.
In the context of the present case the Gaige kaifang 'Open and Reform' policy of
1978 and the Xibu da kaifa 'Develop the West' policy of 2000 (Lai [2002], Sines [2002],
Goodman [2004a, 2004b], and Holbig [2004]) have been the most significant policies. The
first essentially deregulated the Chinese economy from a centrally planned Soviet-style
collectivized economy to a centrally planned capitalist economy 'with Chinese
characteristics'. The Develop the West policy then aimed to distribute the positive
economic impacts of the Open and Reform policy into China's impoverished western
regions that includes Qinghai Province and, therefore, Sanchuan. These two policies have
been key components in the Chinese state's management of globalism that allows China to
participate in deregulated international finance and commodity markets, while maintaining
a regime of economic and labor regulation within China, an aim of many developing
nations:
Many states pursue the neo-liberal dream of a borderless economy and at the same time
barricade their borders to keep out the specter of international crime networks, terrorist
organizations, and individuals, trafficking in illegal objects, substances, human beings, and
ideas. The contradictions between state ideology and border praxis, between the border as a
categorical divide and the border as an interactive process, can be startling (Abraham and van
Schendel 2005: 23-24).

In terms of cultural continuity, the most serious impacts of this mediated globalism
have been a massive increase of the population's participation in migrant labor, and the
influx of allochthonous media – radio, cassettes, TV, VCDs, DVDs – into local
communities. The following discussion deals with the impact of migrant labor on cultural
continuity in Mangghuer communities.25

25 My purpose is not to examine how Sanchuan Mangghuer contribute to national patterns of migrant labor,
but rather to examine how national patterns of labor impact the Sanchuan Mangghuer. I thus do not consider
the issue at a national level. Issues of scale impact this decision as well: Murphy (2002:1) calls migrant labor
in China ''the largest peacetime movement of people in history.''
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5.3.1. Migrant Labor: Mediated Globalism in Sanchuan
Villagers typically return to their village prior to the New Year festivities; they may return
as late as the day before, but if they have earned sufficient money, most prefer to return a
week or two earlier, so as to avoid the New Year transportation crush and so they can help
their family prepare for the celebrations. The villager may return triumphantly with cash
and gifts for the family or, if they have met with bad luck, may return empty-handed.26
Earned income is spent on clothes for children and elders, cigarettes and liquor for adults,
and food to serve to guests.
Workers are always paid in cash. They might be paid monthly or, if they get along
with and trust their boss, they might allow payments to be deferred for the entire working
period – up to twelve months. Payment varies depending on the work, but currently (2010)
100 RMB per day is considered a good wage for an unskilled laborer doing construction
work. In addition to construction work, unskilled labor includes: factory work (cement and
coal processing plants being common sites where Mangghuer work); odd jobs such as
minor repairs or house painting; picking cotton in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous
Region; building and maintaining roads and railways; working as a security guard, cleaner,
or maintenance personnel in an apartment complex; street sweeping and; waitressing.
Another form of migrant labor, digging caterpillar fungus (Cordyceps sinensis), is
discussed below. Regardless of the work, people generally work seven days a week, about
twelve hours a day, only resting on days when the weather prevents them from working –
for example, during heavy rain or snow. The work site typically provides food and
accommodation for workers.
Mangghuer typically go to places in northwest China to undertake migrant labor,
rather than eastern China. They consider lowland cities to be too crowded, and Xiabier kun
too cunning, and typically do not work even in Lanzhou City (the capital of Gansu
Province) five hours by bus from Sanchuan. Common destinations for migrant labor
include: Xining; the prefectural and county towns of Qinghai Province; Lha sa and (less
commonly) other urban centers of the Tibet Autonomous Region, and; rural sites
throughout Xinjiang. Most Mangghuer consider it easiest to make money in Tiebie areas;
26 Returning home empty-handed is less common since the advent of migrant labor advocacy groups during
the first decade of the twenty-first century.
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they consider Tiebie somewhat naïve in matters of finance and therefore easy to exploit.
Sanchuan people do not commonly say, ''I am going to work in a Tiebie place,'' but instead
''I am going to go trick Tiebie.'' The inverse is true for Mangghuer in going to Qidai places
– they worry about being exploited by cunning Xiabier kun, and avoid working in such
places.
The two-week New Year period is utilized by villagers as a chance to exchange
information about working conditions in different areas and at various specific sites. Prior
to the New Year, a villager has typically settled everything at their previous job, and only
returns if conditions were good or the work easy. When preparing to leave to undertake
migrant labor, villagers spend much time talking with their relatives, friends, and
neighbors, weighing the advantages and disadvantages of various jobs, bosses, co-workers,
and sites. During this period and in the following months, site bosses for construction
projects sometimes come through villages looking for workers. Such people are generally
treated with suspicion. The assumption is that their workers must have abandoned them
because of poor conditions or personality clashes. Such a person may however be looking
for workers to come to a new site in the local area. In such cases Sanchuan villagers are
often willing to accept lower wages so that they can work locally rather than traveling to
distant, unfamiliar places.
People generally leave the village in groups that are a mixture of friends, relatives,
and neighbors, but generally from within a benjia. Husbands and wives almost always
travel and work together, leaving children at home with the husband's grandparents.27
Certain individuals prefer to undertake migrant labor by themselves, but they are
considered unusual. In terms of timing, some groups leave after just a few days at home,
thinking that the earlier they arrive in an urban center, the better their chances of finding
work with favorable conditions. Many groups wait until they have plowed and planted their
fields, and then leave for urban centers. Having left the village, most such groups stay
together until they return for the next New Year celebrations. If the job they arrive at is
unsuitable, they generally send a member out in search of a new job, and then quit together.

27 If a couple has married during the New Year period they typically do not go to undertake migrant labor
immediately after the New Year, but instead wait several months at home, so that the new bride has a chance
to become familiar with her new family.
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If the job that they are working on is completed, they will generally do the same, though
sometimes a large group may split into several smaller groups at this time.
Certain groups of villagers may decide to wait in the village until caterpillar fungus
season, which last from May to July. Alternatively, they may leave construction or other
work in urban centers at this time to go to high altitude areas to dig this valuable medicinal
substance. Common destinations are Mgo log and Yul shul. During the caterpillar fungus
season, additional bus services to these areas are organized; for example, a bus service from
Huozhou to Mgo log, passing through Sanchuan, operates every second day during this
time. Digging caterpillar fungus can be lucrative, with an individual earning several tens of
thousands of RMB during the short digging season, and then returning home to their village
and avoiding migrant labor for the remainder of the year. However, some villagers are
unable to earn any income digging for this difficult to find commodity on the high altitude
grasslands. Additionally, several Sanchuan villagers die every year due to complications
brought on by high altitude, or become ill and return home before earning any money.
Money earned from migrant labor is typically pooled by a family. Sanchuan
villagers often save to build new houses or rooms or to renovate existing ones, for example
by inviting local carpenters to fit window frames with carved wooden decorations, or
covering a dirt floor with bricks or a brick floor with tile. The second most common
expense that locals save for is tuition for children, siblings' children, or other children in
their jiawu. Weddings are large and necessary expenses; a family typically contributes
income earned throughout a single year to cover the costs of a wedding. Beyond these large
expenses, if surplus cash is available, the first thing many Sanchuan villagers buy is a
television, satellite dish, and DVD player; next is a washing machine – houses with a
washing machine but no television are almost never seen.
The impacts of these labor patterns on cultural continuity and local demographics
are numerous. Some migrant labor results in permanent migration:
GJC: There are twenty-two households in Shang Ganjia now. Some people went to earn
money elsewhere and never came back. Many young people go outside to make money. If
they find a good place to live, they come back here to get their family and take them there.

However, migrant labor more commonly results in seasonal exoduses during the year:
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MJSE: After young people start to go outside to make money, only elders and children stay
in the village. At Nadun time, only women and children are left in the village.
GJC: Almost all villagers go outside to make money now. Only old people and children
stay in the village throughout the year.

Traditional life, however, seeps into migrant work in many ways. First, we may
note how patterns of migrant labor reinforce local kin and social structures. The corporate
nature of the family is reinforced by the fact that all money earned by individual members
is pooled. Benjia membership plays an important role in where one goes and what one
does; jiawu membership does not. Jiawu membership may, however, play a role in how
money earned in migrant labor is spent. The largest territorial grouping, the confederation,
has a limited role in patterning migrant labor in certain cases; for example, villagers from
the Zhaomu qi hu are much more likely than villagers from elsewhere in Sanchuan to go to
Lha sa to engage in trade, particularly the butter trade, in lieu of undertaking unskilled
migrant labor. Above the level of the confederation, Mangghuer stereotypes of other groups
also determine where villagers go to undertake migrant labor: work amongst the pious,
naïve Tiebie is considered a much easier way to earn income than work among the crafty
Xiabier kun.
Mangghuer ganyan ideologies also penetrate into contemporary migrant labor
practices. If a construction site has a Qidai or Mangghuer site manager, Mangghuer
workers typically consider them to be responsible for burning incense and papers for the
earth deity when construction begins. To not do so invites disaster on the construction
project as a whole, but specifically the site manager. However, if the boss is a Tiebie (and
this is rarely the case), Mangghuer workers do not insist on such rituals being performed, as
they are unconcerned for the fate of Tiebie people or their projects. Upon the completion of
a construction job, another small ritual, thanking the earth deity, is held. This usually
involves burning incense and papers, and setting off firecrackers.
In a general way, the efficacy of the deities is seen to extend to assisting people
when they leave to undertake migrant labor, in the same way that it extends to providing
good harvests.
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MG: Our Mojie Ye is very good for people who are going outside to make money. He
always helps them make money, and whenever villagers have a problem, they just need to
think about Mojie Ye, and their problem will be solved. It is very strange. Our Mojie Ye's
eyes are always watching from afar.

NE: Many villagers can feel the deity's power when they go outside. They can earn much
money with the deity's help.

In this context, many Sanchuan Mangghuer engage in traditional deity venerating practices
in order to increase their success in undertaking migrant labor. In order to harness the
deities' efficacy and increase their earning capacity, Mangghuer make offerings to the deity:
MG: Before someone leaves to undertake migrant labor, they come here to burn incense
before they leave. When people come back from undertaking migrant labor, they come to
the temple to burn incense to thank the deities.
GJC: Before going out to work, people go to burn paper in the monastery or temple.
CMG: If someone goes outside to make money, they come to the temple to make a gua. If
the deities give someone a bad gua, he will not make any money. However, if the two gua
face one up, one down, that means that you can get lots of money.

In requesting the assistance of the deity's ganyan, villagers may promise something to the
deity, which they will later repay if their migrant labor venture is successful.
GJC: Sometimes people promise a flag or a chicken to the deity. Some people ask the
deities to help them make money and, after they return, they give a pair of flags or a gong.
Many people don't promise anything, but after making some money they give something to
the deity anyway. Our deities always help villagers.
DW: If you go outside to make money, or if somebody in your family gets sick, people
always say to the deity, ''If you help me earn lots of money or help the sick person to get
better, then I will give you a chicken or a sheep.'' So then those people need to give the
chicken or sheep on the ninth day of the ninth month.
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Deities are also thought to be capable of helping people who meet misfortune while
they are undertaking migrant labor.
DZ: Several years ago, one of my wife's brothers went to mine gold. At that time, mining
gold was forbidden and one night the government sent people to catch the illegal miners.
When the police came, my brother-in-law hid behind a pile of gravel. As he crouched there,
he silently prayed, ''Please help me! If you save me, I will give you a baogai when I return.''
People hiding in other places were caught and beaten by the police. One man was shot and
killed. But my brother-in-law, hiding behind that pile of gravel, wasn't caught. When he came
back to the village, he went to the temple and gave a baogai to the deity.

In addition to the ganyan ideology, traditional concepts of luck and fortune are also called
into play when Mangghuer interact with the market economy:
PBH: If someone's gate faces a good mountain or if the location is auspicious, then people
from that family can earn much money when they go outside to make money.
HQH: [After describing how a new village temple was built]. Hangtou Qijia villagers make
much more money than other villagers from that temple, and when villagers go outside to
make money they don't have any problems. Hangtou Qijia people benefit from that temple a
lot since the temple was moved there. We always say that our deity is very lingyan. Since
we moved our temple here we made lots of money. There are about forty households in
Hangtou Qijia Village, but our villagers earned between 600,000 and 700,000 RMB last
year.

Like other villagers, huala also undertake migrant labor. For them, however, the
undertaking is complicated by their close relationship with local deities:
CH: Whenever I undertake migrant labor, I go to the temple to tell the deities. I tell them that I
will never forget them, and ask for their forgiveness. I promise to give them a baogai after I
return.
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This is especially the case if the huala undertakes migrant labor outside their community on
their Nadun day.
TH: This year I didn't dance in our Nadun because I went outside to make money.
However, it was very difficult for me on the Nadun day.
On the twenty-second day of the seventh month I went to a wind power station in
Guazhou (Anxi County, Gansu Province). I started shaking at three o'clock on the twentysixth day, our Nadun day. Before the twenty-sixth I had no special feeling. Even on the
morning of the twenty-sixth I still didn't have any special feeling, but at about three o'clock,
when I would usually collect baogai, I started to feel different. That's when the dizi came on
my body. I started to shake and so people cut baogai and made qianzi very quickly.
One man from my village, and several people from other villagers in Zhaomuchuan
worked with me there. They helped me do everything. They cut baogai, and they hung it
up. I had given my friends 100 RMB to buy paper for baogai and also the boss at the power
station spent several thousand RMB so we could hold a celebration. He also invited many
elders from nearby villages.
On that day we didn't dance Nadun, we just hung up baogai. One of the Shang
Majia yinyang's nephews was there, working with us, and he was able to write paiwei and
put them on a table.

What we see here, and throughout Mangghuer migrant labor practices, is a co-option, rather
than a clash, of ideologies. Migrant labor and the market economy have for the most part
been incorporated into local ideologies of causation based on deity ganyan and human
diandiar. Migrant labor practices have also been incorporated into local kin and life-cycle
ideologies.
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5.4. Consumerism
In this final section I tease out one last thread of the complex processes of contemporary
Mangghuer culture change. In the preceding two sections I made a distinction between
modernism and globalism, thereby refuting Appadurai's (1996) thesis that globalization is
'modernity write large'. I now further distinguish both modernism and globalism from
consumerism, an ideology which is intimately involved with the first two, and which it is
often conflated with.
Consumerism is a way of defining persons within a framework of a capitalist
society. Within the consumerist framework, people are not defined (for example) within kin
and social networks, within the history of a certain place, or at a point in age or gender
hierarchies, nor are they viewed within the context of economies of fortune that posit the
self as being made up of a nexus of waxing and waning forces. Rather, consumerism
constructs a self based on likes and dislikes, of personality, desire, patterns of habits, and a
self-created social world consisting primarily of peers and 'friends' (as opposed to kin).
Schaefer (2003:1) summarizes this self as concerned with ''the entitlement of private,
individual subject[s] to pursue a dream or 'get ahead,''', thus also entailing the valorization
of ''the self-made entrepreneur whose spirit and drive are combined with a boundless
energy for work into an equation for singular enrichment and success.'' This consumerist
self is constantly faced with choice – choice of every kind except the choice to choose
(Barber 1996). Whereas the focus of modernism's 'constant revolution' was temporal and
collective, the focus of consumerism's crusade is individual and existential. The goal is to
create infinitely diverse and granular markets, a tailor-made consumer profile, and the
commodification of everything of interest to all 6.8 billion people on the face of the earth.
As such, consumerism ideally meshes with both modernism and globalism.
Modernism (in theory at least) wipes the slate clean of kin, ethnic, religious, territorial, and
other identities, and sets the stage for a process of radical individuation. Globalism, on the
other hand, is set up precisely to meet the needs of this new individual. Consumerism
generates the desires that link the tabula rasa self of modernism with the free markets of
globalism.
In contrast with the blatant violence of modernism, consumerism works on a more
subtle level, by promoting as its central tenet ''a generalized superego injunction, the
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command 'Enjoy!' (Zizek 2009: 76), an ideology which''... manufactures as among its chief
and most profitable products that very ideology itself'' (Barber 1996: 77).28 This involves
abandoning traditional concerns: maintaining and manipulating diandiar; accessing the
power of deities through unmediated interaction; providing for the funerals of parents and
weddings for children; and accumulating ami in old age. These are then replaced by the
concerns of consumerism – namely, ''finding meaning, contentment, and acceptance
primarily through consumption of goods and services'' (Assadourian 2010:8). The genius of
such an idea is that once the seed – to want to want – takes root, it simply propagates itself.
To want to want means to want specific things: fashionable clothes, to live in an exciting
place, to meet interesting people, to eat good food, and so on. The only thing antithetical to
this ideology of compulsive choice is sameness, and it is therefore through the mechanism
of boredom, of dissatisfaction with the present, that consumerism is primarily spread.
Although a detailed treatment of the subject is beyond the scope of the present
work, it is worth noting that boredom, in the Western context, is a phenomenon with
historical roots that can arguably be traced back to the emergence of capitalism.29 The
basic argument is that prior to the Industrial Revolution, boredom was primarily confined to
an elite, whereas after the Industrial Revolution boredom as a mass phenomenon
appeared.30
Among the Mangghuer the logic of boredom is primarily expressed through the
distinction between tu 'local' and yang 'exotic' (but usually with the implication of 'modern'
28 An incident in November 2010 suggests the ideological character of consumerism. Online books-seller
Amazon made available for purchase on its website a book that was publicly perceived as a 'how-to' manual
for pedophiles. The company's response to the public backlash revealed the choice-imperative nature of
consumerist ideology. "Amazon does not support or promote hatred or criminal acts, however, we do support
the right of every individual to make their own purchasing decisions.'' ABC News Australia.
29 See Spacks (1995) and Svendsen (2005) for details of the history and philosophy of boredom in the West.
30 The quote from Voltaire's Candide below is ample evidence that boredom was certainly not an invention
of the Industrial Revolution.
''I would like to know which is worse: to be raped a hundred times by Negro pirates; to have one buttock
cut off, to run the gauntlet among the Bulgarians, to be flogged and hanged at an atuo de-fé, to be
dissected, to row in a galley, in short to go through all the miseries that we've gone through, or to remain
here doing nothing?'' (Voltaire 1993 [1759]: 161).
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and also 'fashionable'). Schein's (2000: 253) description of attitudes towards (what she
calls) modernity among the Miao also holds true for the Mangghuer in Sanchuan:
...to be 'modern' means to consume or reproduce rather than to produce, to watch rather than
to do, to be urban rather than rural, masculine rather than feminine, to do things mechanically
or with machines rather than with one's body, and to standardize or routinize rather than to
improvise.

In this neat series of binaries, the first in each pair is yang (to consume or reproduce, to
watch, to be urban, to be masculine, to do things mechanically or with machines, to
standardize or routinize) while the second half of each binary sums up the nature of being
tu (to produce, to do, to do things with one's body, to improvise).31 All that is tu inspires
boredom, creating a constant thirst for the new, for anything, as long as it is different; this
dynamic is the lynchpin of consumerism.
Among the Mangghuer it is not the mani-chanting elders who are bored, nor is it the
adults undertaking migrant work. It is, rather, the youths who are bored, and in this they are
part of a global dynamic that
...has as its first arena neither the city nor the countryside, neither pressured inner cities nor
thriving exburbia, but the conflicted soul of the new generation. Nations may be under
assault, but the target audience is youth. In Okinawa, in Tokyo, in every country around the
world the young generation is being fractured by the contrary pulls of past and future. For it
is the young who carry the guns for the I.R.A. And the Serbian militias and the young who
wear the headphones of the Sony Corporations and Nintendo. It is the young who rock to the
hard music of MTV and Star Television and the young who roll to the still harsher siren song
of ethnic identity and other-hatred. They run to do battle with corrupting commercial
colonialists on swift synthetic cushions manufactured by Nike and Reebok. They pause amid
the tribal carnage to refresh themselves with a world beverage like Pepsi or Coke. …
Dragged reluctantly from a past defined by culture and tribe into a future where velocity is
becoming an identity of its own, they are accelerating towards the limits of nature- the speed
of light that defines the interactions of cyberspace – in quest of a palliative to (or is it a

31 For another treatment of the emergence of boredom in a non-Western context, see Hutheesing's (1990)
discussion on 'pseudo-work' among the Lisu of northern Thailand.
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catalyst for?) their restlessness. The outcome inside their struggling souls will likely
condition the outcome for global civilization, whose prospects, consequently, do not seem
terribly promising (Barber 1996: p193-4).

The following discussion explores further the dynamic of boredom, of the local and the
exotic, and its impact on cultural continuity in Sanchuan.

5.4.1. Boredom in Sanchuan
The poles of boredom in Sanchuan are tu 'local' and yang 'exotic'. Consumerism as
ideology creates constant repulsion with all things tu and an attraction to all things yang. In
the discussion below, the features of tu and yang are outlined, and certain of the
manifestations of the consumerist dynamic they create are explored.
To describe someone or something as tu is to fix that object in time and space.
Spatially, although tu means local, it is generally used to mean rural. A village is the most
typically tu location. Urban centers are less tu, but are hierarchically arranged so that, for
example, a township is more tu than a county town, but less tu than a village. 32
Temporally, tu refers to the backward, undeveloped, and primitive. The temporal nature of
tu is also marked by an emphasis on fashion – a tu person is behind the times, both in the
way they dress and present themselves and in the way they speak – using a local language
or dialect that comparatively few can understand. A typical tu place is therefore a
comparatively undeveloped rural village that is likely to be dirty and remote. A typical tu
person is someone who not only lives in such a place, but, someone who probably could not
live elsewhere. Such a person speaks a local language, cannot speak Modern Standard
Chinese (or if they do so, speaks with an accent), and dresses unfashionably. The following
quotes, collected from Mangghuer middle school and college students, are illustrative of tu
people and places. Each is a response to the request 'Describe someone who is tu'.33

32 Pastoral and natural settings are, somewhat surprisingly, yang, as described below.
33 We administered a written survey in Chinese to twenty-six Mangghuer middle-school and college students
in Xining and Zhongchuan in November 2010. The survey asked respondents to discuss their attitudes and
experiences of Nadun and their ideas about tu and yang.
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A person who speaks Mangghuer, and lives in the countryside. He or she looks bad.
He speaks Mangghuer and has a very strong local accent. He lives in a village.
He wears a gray hat, full of wrinkles. His dress reveals he is out of style. He squats and
smokes a cigarette.
I think my mother is very tu. She is not beautiful and speaks Mangghuer. She lives in my
village.
My father is quite tu. He was born in Sanchuan and has never been to a big city. He can't
speak Chinese well and always wears a Mao suit.34
They wear a suit and a pair of leather shoes. They speak a language that people do not
understand, and live in a dirty house.

In contrast, yang implies the antithesis of all these things; it means spatially
centralized and urban, and temporally contemporary to the highest degree possible, i.e.,
fashionable. Yang is applied to items of foreign provenance, for example the local Chinese
name for potato is yangyu 'foreign root'. Korean Soap operas and Hong Kong and
Taiwanese pop music are all by definition yang. However, since items of Tiebie, Uyghur,
and Mongol provenance are also designated as yang 'exotic' rather than 'foreign' appears to
be a more appropriate translation.
Exoticism is a crucial, perhaps defining component of consumerist ideology.
Exoticism is herein defined as the practice of appropriating stereotypical imagery of other
people, places, practices, and things in order to construct one's own identity. This bears an
obvious relationship to Said's (1978) now-canonical notion of Orientalism and its opposite,
Occidentalism. Schein (1997) has added to this discourse by proposing the notion of
internal orientalism to refer to the stereotypical imagery generated by the Chinese state
about its minority peoples. For the purpose of the present discussion, all three phenomena –
Orientalism, Occidentalism, and internal orientalism – are taken as varieties of exoticism.
34 These dark blue suits became common throughout China after Liberation, but today are more commonly
seen in the countryside than urban centers.
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What these theories consistently support is the notion that exoticism is a fundamentally
power-based relationship that occurs between powerful agents and subaltern subjects as
seen in the way that young, fashionable Qidai in Xining sometimes say farewell to each
other by saying, ''Wo xian dan le''. The etymology of this phrase is interesting. It is based on
the Modern Standard Chinese phrase, ''Wo xian zou le,'' ''I am going now.'' However, in
place of the Modern Standard Chinese zou, the term dan is used. Dan is thought by the
speaker to be a Tiebie term synonymous with zou. In fact, dan has no such meaning. The
Tiebie sentence the urbanites are deconstructing is ''Da 'gyo,'' ''Now (I'm) go(ing),'' which
sounds similar to da njo. Since the second syllable of the phrase is prefixed with an 'n,' it
creates an auditory illusion for those unfamiliar with the way that the A mdo dialect
clusters consonants, that the phrase consists of the syllables dan jo. The yang urbanites,
imposing Modern Standard Chinese grammar on this phrase, translate dan as zou 'go' and jo
as le, a transitive particle. This then gives rise to the expression, ''Wo xian dan le'' in which
the speaker imagines they are inserting a Tiebie word meaning 'to go' into a Modern
Standard Chinese framework.
It is hoped that the following discussion of exoticism in Sanchuan may broaden our
understanding of the concept beyond the unilateral power dynamics outlined above. Such
broadening is needed to understand, for example, the appropriation by Sanchuan
Mangghuer of overtly marked Mongolian, Uyghur, and Tiebie performances into New Year
and other celebrations, such as those held on International Women's Day. We also need to
broaden our vision of exoticism to understand the conspicuous consumption of Tiebie,
Mongol, and Uyghur music (as well as Michael Jackson) in restaurants in Gaishang, all of
which have TVs and DVD players. In order to distinguish such appropriations from the
hierarchical Orientalist appropriations, I refer to them as 'horizontal exoticisms', i.e., those
which take place between two subaltern groups.
Following are descriptions of yang people offered by our survey respondents that
display features of exoticism in various ways.
He is handsome and neat and lives in Xining.
He lives in Xining City and has a nice appearance. He can speak very good Modern Standard
Chinese.
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His or her appearance is nice, they have a strong personality. He or she can express
themselves very clearly and is good at public speaking.
I think I'm very yang, because I found a real job with my hard work. I'm proud of my job
because I got it without any guanxi!35 I'm very yang because I always have dreams. I'll try
my best to fulfill my dreams. In my office, people think I'm very yang, since I can speak a
special language they can't understand.
I think my music teacher Miss Huang is very yang. She can speak Modern Standard Chinese
very well and she is pretty, even though she is a little fat.
My brother has a round face and big bright eyes. He speaks properly and lives in Zhongchuan
Township.
My teacher Xiang Huangzhun is very yang. She has dark hair, attractive eyes, a high nose
and, a cherry-like mouth. She speaks Korean and is from the northeast of China.
My uncle is a yang person because he can speak English. He lives in our village.
They are knowledgeable and experienced and dress fancily. Our administrative village leader
is handsome. He always wears fashionable clothes and he speaks standard Qinghai Chinese
dialect. He lives in Huangyuan.
They wear fashionable clothes and speak nicely; it doesn't matter where they live.

A comparison of descriptions of yang people with those of tu people provided
above yields several things. In appearance, a yang person is fashionable, neat, and tidy, as
opposed to the out-of-date, dirty appearance of a tu person. Where location is deemed
important, it is inevitably an urban location. Language is also significant. The ability to
speak Modern Standard Chinese is yang, as is the ability to speak a foreign language such
as Korean or English. Ironically, speaking Mangghuer in an urban Chinese context is also
yang, because nobody understands it (hence lending weight to the idea that yang is best
translated as exotic rather than foreign). However, it is not simply the language one speaks,
35 Guanxi, usually translated as 'connections', here means something more like nepotism.
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but how one speaks it. Clarity of expression and an ability to speak 'nicely' or 'properly' are
also emphasized. In contrast, tu people not only speak a tu language, it seems that they
cannot even speak it well.
One surprising aspect revealed in our survey regards yang as it refers to locality.
When respondents were asked where they would like to live if they could live anywhere in
the world, these are the exotic (i.e., non-local) responses:
America, because it's a prosperous and advanced, and also I can improve my spoken English
there.
Germany. I like German people. They do everything very seriously and work very hard.
Guilin City, China, because of the beautiful mountains, rivers, and environment.
I want to live by the sea, because it is fascinating there.
I want to live in a city, because I can learn a lot in a city. Living in the city would be good for
my children to get an education.
I want to live in a city. Living in a city is better than in a village.
I want to live in Beijing because of its fascinating sites.
I want to live in Beijing so I can see Tiananmen every day.
I want to live in Beijing. If I lived in Beijing, I could join the activities held in Tiananmen
Square.
I want to live in Hong Kong or Macao, because of the beautiful sites there.
I want to live in South Korea, because Korean people are very rich and fashionable.
I want to live in the countryside, because I love the life there – the fresh air and flowers. It is
much better than the city.
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I want to live near the ocean.
I would like to live on the Yul shul grasslands because of the peaceful, leisurely life there.
I would like to live near Qinghai Lake. There are beautiful sites there and fresh air.
Qinghai. There are beautiful grasslands, and snow mountains in Qinghai. It's the source of the
three greatest rivers in China.
Somewhere I can be close to an ocean, so that I can see the ocean.
The seafront, because I like to watch the sea.
Tokyo, because of the language and culture.
Xining, because it is the largest city.

Apart from the constant interest in urban centers and foreign countries, what is
striking about these responses is the frequent appearance of the ocean, which I interpret as
an example of exoticism. What could be more exotic to people living in a landlocked region
on the edge of the Tibetan Plateau than the ocean? This fascination with the ocean neatly
mirrors the Western fascination with mountains, particularly the Himalayas.36 Seen in this
light, discussions of grasslands, and, ironically, of the countryside as an idyllic natural
space, should be included along with the culturally exotic in local yang discourse.
The primary vector of the exotic in Sanchuan is the television, coupled to a satellite
dish and a DVD player. In the account below, WD describes the arrival of electricity, and
then television, in Hachuan. Of particular interest in his account is the interest that
television generated when it first arrived.
36 Macfarlane (2003) traces the transformation of mountains in the Western imagination from abhorrent
abodes of evil to mystical, earthly paradises reflecting the indomitable spirit of the rugged individual. Such a
development was related to the emergence of Orientalist images of Tiebie and Tiebie as discussed in the
extensive literature on Western Orientalist fascination with Tibet (Anand [2007], Bishop [2001], Dodin and
Rather [2001], Lopez [1999], and Schell [2001]). See Stuart (1999) for application of a similar approach to
Western Orientalist imagery of Mongols.
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When the power plant near Nuojie was finished, we Sanchuan people started to enjoy
electricity. They started building the power plant in the second half of 1966, and in 1968 it
was operational. However, most villagers didn’t get electricity right away. My family was the
first one to get electricity in our village. Tongter bought an electric threshing machine at the
time, but I forget the exact year. Later the government built a transfer station, and then
villages started to get electricity.
Before villagers got electricity for lighting, we had radios powered by the township
government. At that time Chairman Mao was still living and the first leader in our township
was Dang Shuji. He gave each family a radio and asked people to listen to Chairman Mao’s
voice, but, we only needed one electric cord for that.
The first TV sets arrived in our village in 1995. Wen Xiuyuan bought the first TV set
in our village. He was a teacher, so his family was richer than others. His home is in the
unirrigated part of the village, and many villagers went to watch TV there. Most villagers
didn't understand what was being played on TV - they just went to see the pictures. Villagers
didn't understand Chinese well and they couldn't visit Wen Xiuyuan's home up in the
unirrigated fields every night, so it was very difficult for them to follow the serial dramas.
But, people went there for fun anyway. Later, another villager in the unirrigated part of the
village, Luozang, got a TV. Then, Xiansheng bought a TV, also in the upper part of the
village. I bought the fourth TV in our village. At that time, all the TVs were black and white.
Many people came to my home to watch how the Chinese government collected Hong Kong
in 1997. That was in the summer and there were many beetles everywhere, but villagers didn't
care about them – they just sat on the ground to enjoy watching TV. Many villagers went to
watch TV at Xiansheng's home, but their family didn’t like to have guests, so sometimes they
poured water on the ground so nobody would have a place to sit. After I bought a TV most
villagers from the upper part of the village came to my home instead.

Practically every home in Sanchuan now has a television. Of note is the almost complete
lack of local indigenous media, specifically, the limited extent to which local media is
created, despite the ease with which it could be made and distributed. 37 Watching

37 There are three 'media shops' in Gaishang, two run by locals, and one run by a Qidai from Linxia. These
stores generally focus on taking and printing photo portraits, but also create, edit, and produce VCDs (video
compact disks) and DVDs. VCDs and DVDs are typically created of such household events as weddings or
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television almost inevitably means consuming the exotic; not simply an exotic language
(Modern Standard Chinese), but also exotic locations, habits, relationships, manners,
aesthetics, and so on. Much more so than the radio broadcasting Chairman Mao's voice, the
television is an efficacious vector for ideology. This is because rather than explicating its
ideology (as did Mao via the radio) it embodies and enacts (in a reflection of McLuhan's
[1967] famous adage that the medium is the message) the ideology of exoticism by
providing a constant, dazzlingly attractive stream of representations of no-localness. This,
in turn, generates boredom and provides a context within which the local, instead of being a
pervasive and all-encompassing context, becomes simply tu. Watching television
nonetheless also involves certain aspects of the local, for example, the way that the choice
of what to watch is generally a corporate household decision enacted by the (male)
household head.
A final aspect of Sanchuan discourses of exoticism is what I term 'self-exoticism',
i.e., the practice of adopting the exotic stereotypes of others as legitimately representative
of one's self. The accounts below provide two examples of self-exoticization of the
Mangghuer. The first describes a small group of Sanchuan Mangghuer's willing
participation in a cultural display in Beijing, and the second explains the origins of the
Nadun Anzhao Festival, a bi-annual pan-Monguor celebration.
XX: One of my friends from Shidie Valley works in Xining, and knows some rich
businessmen from Beijing. In Beijing they have a magazine called Dafuhua, and some
wealthy people associated with that magazine invited us to come to Beijing and dance. They
had some kind of project to invite authentic performances to Beijing. Their project is to
protect 'natural' cultural phenomena. At first they planned to come see Nadun but, time is
money for them, so they changed their plan and invited us to dance in Beijing. They paid
everything for us. Fourteen or fifteen of us went, and we just danced Huishou and
Zhuangjiaqi.
XX: In the 1990s, Monguor officials in Xining held a meeting. At the meeting they discussed
how all Hui people have Eid ul-Fitr and all Tiebie have Tiebie New Year. Almost every
minority group has a festival which they all share, except for we Monguor. In Sanchuan, we
sixtieth birthday parties. Wen Xiangcheng has also created and distributed VCDs of Nadun performances and
Dr. Wang Xianzheng has produced a health information program in Mangghuer.
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have Nadun, so Monguor officials decided to start a new festival for all Monguor based on
that. At first, they titled this festival 'Monguor Nadun Festival', but then some Monguor
officials from Huzhu said we should call it 'Anzhao Nadun Festival', because they have the
Anzhao dance in Huzhu. All the Monguor officials agreed that it was a good idea.
Sanchuan Nadun starts on the twelfth day of the seventh lunar month, so at the
meeting they decided that the date of the Nadun Anzhao Festival should be the twelfth of
July. They all agreed that every Monguor community should celebrate on that day, and it
would help create solidarity among Monguor. So, the first Nadun Anzhao Festival was held in
Huzhu, the second was held in Datong, the third was held in Xining, and the fourth was held
in Minhe in 2002. When they hold the festival in Huzhu, the Anzhao dance is the main
performance, but in Minhe, Nadun is.

The Nadun Anzhao Festival is a true spectacle including elements of Tiebie circle dance,
Qidai yangguo, and a simulacra of Nadun that simultaneously miniaturizes (i.e., the
individual performances are shortened) and amplifies (i.e., the Wujiang dance is performed
with half a dozen each of Guan Yu, Zhang Fei, and Liu Bei).
The consumerist ideology of exoticism is taking hold in Sanchuan. When asked if
they would rather be described as tu or yang, our survey respondents replied as follows.
I don't care about others' opinions. I have my own ideas, aims, and dreams.
I hope people describe me as yang, because I'm a person who has dreams.
I hope people describe me as yang.
I hope they describe me as yang, because that would indicate my knowledge.
I hope to be described as yang- because I am yang.
I hope to be described as yang, because I'm a person who has dreams.
I look forward to people calling me yang.
I think it is better to be described as yang.
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I would be happy if people said yang.
I would like people to describe me as yang, because I speak standard Chinese.
I would rather people didn't describe me as tu or yang but as kind, hospitable, and
knowledgeable.
It doesn't matter, because I'm living for myself, not for others.
It doesn't matter, so long as one has their own personality.
Tu – it's simpler.
Yang – everyone hopes that.
Yang, because that's what the environment requires.
Yang, because yang people are always modern and advanced.
Yang. Yang people are more confident and have a nicer appearance.

Five further respondents simply wrote yang. Out of twenty-three responses, only one
person replied that they would prefer to be described as tu. Those who replied that they
were indifferent tended to focus on their individual personality, characteristics, or dreams,
all of which are remarkably consumerist positions. This is perhaps the ultimate success of
consumerism – its ability to spread itself under the guise of personal choice.
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5.5. Conclusion: Modernism, Globalism, and Consumerism in Sanchuan
This chapter investigated how three of the current era's most significant ideologies –
modernism, globalism, and consumerism – have impacted cultural continuity in Sanchuan.
Modernism, an ideology explicitly focused on the destruction of tradition,
ultimately failed to achieve its ends in Sanchuan; indeed two 'modernist' iconoclastic
figures, Mao and Jesus, were seen to have been very much co-opted by local ideologies.
Discussion of local discourse on science also revealed that Sanchuan Mangghuer adopt a
variety of stances to integrating the traditional and the modern, from antagonism,
integration, co-identification, and the establishment of non-overlapping magisteria –
exclusive domains for each system of thought enabling them to peacefully co-exist.
Some degree of local accommodation was also seen in the discussion of globalism.
Globalism – an ideology favoring the ultimate opening of all markets (economic and
intellectual) to foster self-regulation – does not impact directly on Sanchuan. However,
through the mediation of the state, the globalist neo-liberal agenda does impact the
Mangghuer through an increase in opportunities and incentives to partake in migrant labor.
This was shown to have a significant impact on cultural continuity in Sanchuan by
effectively removing the entire able-bodied adult population from communities for up to
three quarters of the year. However, migrant labor was also seen to paradoxically enforce
certain aspects of local culture, for example by extending the purview of deity's efficacy
and power into the cash economy.
The final section of this chapter dealt with consumerism, an ideology which seems
to be dramatically more destructive than the sweeping changes brought about by
modernism and globalism. This is partly due to its ability to resist incorporation or cooption into local ideologies. Consumerism operates by creating a vacuum, called boredom,
by setting up a simple binary between the local (unattractive, unfashionable, rural,
undesirable, minority, backwards) and the exotic (attractive, fashionable, urban, desirable,
mainstream, advanced), thus establishing an ideological engine that continually grinds
away at all forms of local expression, creating a constant wellspring of desire. More than
any other ideology that has been brought to bear in Sanchuan, consumerism and its
intolerance of the local seems to have the most serious potential for dramatic and
irreversible culture change.
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5.6. Artifacts
Artifact 1: Dazizhuang 30 November 2008.
DPB: There is an old man called Qishi ba.38 The first year that China reopened, our village's
huala went to herd sheep with a gong on the day of Nadun, so he could dance secretly. After
he went herding, villagers decided to dance Nadun, but there was only one gong, because the
huala had taken the other one. We sent one villager to get the gong from him and then later
the huala returned. We all drank together and once the huala was drunk, one elder villager
said, "Today you should dance as our huala." Then, villagers danced Huishou. But the huala
didn't dance – the deity's didn't ask him to dance. The old man Qishi ba told the huala, "If
you don't want to dance, I will." As soon as he finished speaking, he jumped up to dance
immediately, just like a huala. The villagers restrained him and took him to his home. I saw
that happen. After villagers took him home, they tied a woman's sash around his body to
prevent the deity from possessing him. Then, he stopped dancing. From that day onwards, he
never went back to Nadun. At that time, the deity's power was very strong.

Comment: This account describes the resumption of Nadun in the early 1980s. Despite the
central government's proclamation of the re-establishment of religious freedoms, locals in
Sanchuan were hesitant about openly resuming such a visible display of traditional culture.

38 Seventy-eight. In the past, though increasingly less so today, Mangghuer were named according to the age
of one of their grandparents at their time of birth.
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Artifact 2: Zhujia 1 November 2009.

Artifact 3: Nanjia 10 September 2010.

Comment: Non-overlapping magisteria; bio-medical displays at Nadun.
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Artifacts 4 and 5. Yongjing County, Gansu Province 8 October 2009.39

YJC: We should dance on the twenty-second of the seventh month, but we stopped dancing
because people went outside to work as migrant laborers. Many old people who knew how
to dance have died.
Comment: The photograph shows newly made masks to be used in the local Nadun.
However, despite having created these masks, they have not been used because of a lack of
dancers. The speaker also expresses his concern over the impossibility of cultural
continuity because of the loss of knowledge incurred with the death of elders.
Artifact 6: Keshiman, Wushi Valley 25 October 2008
DW: In recent years there are not enough people to dance Huishou, because young men always go
outside to make money.

39 Photograph by Wen Xiangcheng.
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Artifact 7: Miansogou 19 December 2008.
MH1: Many years ago many young people didn't go outside to make money, so there were
many young people at Nadun – they carried the palanquin to the Nadun ground. When young
people carried the palanquin to the Nadun ground, some huashi came to sing and dance, but
now, only elders and children are left in the village at Nadun time. Nobody carries the
palanquin outside. We don't invite huashi anymore and elders just hang up a few baogai.

Artifact 8: Chuangkor 7 March 2009.
CHL: Many young men went outside to make money this year, and only some old men and
students are left in the village now. So, when we old men dance Nadun, we ask some
students to dance with us. If only we old men dance by ourselves, it would be very boring.

Comment: These artifacts are testimony to the widespread nature of the impact of migrant
labor practices on cultural continuity.
Artifact 9: Ganjia Chuan 4 October 2009.
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Comment: The turnout for this Nadun is typical for most in mountain areas – village
children and a few elders. This picture shows the entire crowd which had gathered for the
Nadun that day. Mountain villages are particularly affected by the annual migrant labor
exodus. Whereas chuan residents are near such urban centers as Gaishang and Dahejia, and
can therefore easily travel back home for Nadun, mountain village residents cannot.
Artifacts 10 and 11: Mujia Si 19 November and 13 October 2009.
MJSE: In the past, once our villagers finished dancing Nadun, then Tianjia villagers would
start dancing yangguo. Then, when they finished, villagers would pull down the huangan.
However, we only did this for about ten years after China opened. When China first opened,
there was always many people here for Nadun. But later, more and more people went outside
to make money, and there were not enough people to dance yangguo, so they stopped.

Comment: While the fire in the picture above burned, elders knelt and threw shuoghor to
assess if the deity was satisfied with the day's offerings. They received repeated negative
replies. They therefore began to investigate what the problem was, and a series of yes-no
questions revealed that the deity was unhappy because Tianjia villagers had not danced
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yangguo for many years. The elders then promised that they would dance yangguo next
year, to which the deity finally gave a positive shuoghor. However, when we visited in
2010, Tianjia villagers were again unable to dance because of insufficient numbers.
Artifact 12: Hongzhuer 19 December 2008.
HD: In recent years, many young villagers go outside to make money. If we have enough
dancers we dance all the dances, if not, we just leave some out.

Comment: This response to the shortage of performers caused by migrant labor practices is
to simplify the performance repertoire.
Artifact 13: Niejie 5 October 2009.

Comment: Masks are brought out to the Nadun ground and placed on top of the sedan;
masked dances were not performed however, due to an insufficient number of performers.
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Artifact 14: Hulancher 6 October 2009.

Comment: Elders take down baogai at the end of Nadun. The local huala had gone out to
undertake migrant labor.
Artifacts 15 and 16: Wangjia 6 September 2009.
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Comment: Such games contribute to the general hong'huo atmosphere but are also evidence
of many participants' lack of interest in Nadun's central activities.
Artifact 17: Baojia 25 October 2009
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Comment: Representatives of a Hong Kong NGO sit at the table in the foreground with
their backs to the camera. In front of them, in the midst of a large crowd, elders offer liquor
and a group of women in a creative reinvention of Mangghuer women's traditional dress
perform a Tiebie circle dance. This was followed by performances of yangguo, local folk
songs (dao), and the Zhuangjiaqi dance. These performances actually took place on Nadun
day after Huishou and prior to the masked dances. They represent a complex mix of
horizontal exoticization – the incorporation of Tiebie elements – and self-exoticization –
the pseudo-traditional costumes, the stereo-typed hospitality, and the miniaturization of
local traditions.
Artifact 18-20: Nadun Anzhao Festival.40

40 Photographs by Deng Yulong.
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Comment: The Nadun Anzhao Festival diverges from many aspects of traditional
performance practice but also displays continuity in the emphasis on creating hong'huo at
communal celebrations. The multiplication of performers can also be interpreted as a form
of self-exoticization in that this amplifies stereotyped, local characteristics.
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Artifact 21: Lajia 26 October 2001
A: Burn biao! Burn biao!
B: Old Man, please tell us if you want to say anything.
Huala: Chuanhuang Erlang with seventy-two forms! Today in Lajia Village, Nadun was
held. Both the sky and the earth were pleased. However, you villagers don't believe in
me.
[He then jumps and motions his hand for qianzi, but qianzi are not given]
C: Hushen, we believe in you! We believe in you! We trust you, Hushen.
Huala: The deity Erlang comes to the human world and visits the Nadun ground. You sit in
your sedan and watch us dance Nadun. Then you collect your qianliang when Nadun
finishes, and go up to Heaven and tell the Jade Emperor what happened. After that, all
Lajia people benefit from great goodness and great auspiciousness, and everything
goes well.
D: All of us believe in you very deeply, please collect your qianliang happily. Collect your
qianliang! Collect your qianliang!
[The huala then runs to indicate in which order the huangan should be taken down.]
Huala: All Lajia people invited Chuanhuang Erlang, and Silang Daidi to Nadun. All deities
and all people are very happy. The deities expel quarrels, battles, bad things, illnesses,
pain, disasters, evil wind, storms, and hail to a wild, empty, lifeless plain. From today
on, all Lajia people will benefit from great goodness and great auspiciousness, and
everything will go well.
All: Great!
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Artifact 22: Nanjia 10 September 2010.
A: We all believe in you very earnestly. If Didi has something to say, please ask the huala
to translate for us. Please collect your qianliang after you have said something to us.
Old Man, please tell us what you want to say. [To villagers around him]: Right?
B: Please collect your qianliang. Please don't pay any attention to any small mistakes we've
made in the past year. There are many people in our village – it is inevitable that in a
year, someone will do some small thing wrong.
C: Please tell us what big mistakes we have made, but please don't pay attention to any
small mistakes we've made. Because you are a deity, you have a very big heart.
D: We are burning biao for you. You should say something to us.
C: Please borrow the huala's mouth to tell us if we did something wrong. And then, please
start to collect your qianliang.
E: If you always pay attention to our small mistakes... well, we are many people from
different villages, and you are a deity. You shouldn't worry about such things.
Huala: You don't believe with one mouth and one heart.
F: What did he say? What did he say?
Miaoguan: Beat the gongs!
[Then the huala pierces himself and runs outside. He indicates which huangan should be
taken down in which order.]
Miaoguan: Then, you, Old Man, have collected your qianliang, and we villagers have
finished our duty today. So, if you have something to say, please tell us. Please
hunhula. Did you get your qianliang? Is this the time to collect your qianzi? Please
hunhula to us. If we didn't make you very happy, or if we didn't make you happy
enough, please don't punish us villagers.
Huala: You people with many different surnames... it is a very big village, and most people
are poor. But you believe in me with one heart and one mind. On Nadun on the
thirteenth of the eight month, I collected your qianliang. From today on, elders will
not meet disasters, nor will youths meet with disasters. Many educated men will
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appear and people who go out to make money will get rich; they won't meet with any
disasters. I will bring peace and security for all of you.
Miaoguan: Great! [To villagers:] Please beat the gongs!
Comment: In the context of the materials presented in this chapter we may note villagers'
claims to have faith in the deity, and in his efficacy. The deity also chastises them for
lacking faith. The second thing to note is the deity's statement that his blessings will extend
to success in migrant labor.
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CONCLUSION: NADUN AND THE DYNAMICS OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY
"... the outcome of research, surely, is new objects of research" (Dumont in Auge 1995:
14).

Three generalizable conclusions mark the end of this study. Briefly stated, these
conclusions are:
1. The locus of cultural diversity is ideologies not groups (noospheric diversity).
2. Cultural similarity is generated by the circulation of ideologies within regional
systems, thus inter-regional diversity is another important element of diversity
(areal diversity).
3. Cultural variation within a regional system is generated by individuals dealing
with multiple, sometimes conflicting ideologies, and attempting to reach
publicly acceptable solutions to such contradictions.
These conclusions are illustrated with reference to materials presented in this study, making
them more widely available for application and assessment in other contexts.
I have demonstrated an approach to the dynamics of cultural diversity that takes
ideologies1 as the unit of analysis rather than cultural groups. The density of acts and
symbols in the Nadun ritual was used as a provocation to interrogate the broader cultural
context for the motives of ritual action, and thus establish through a 'native exegesis' the
content of the relevant ideologies. Although my focus was the Mangghuer, many of the
ideologies that impact Nadun were seen to arise outside of Sanchuan: Dge lugs pa
Buddhism, Neo-Confucianism, Modernism, Globalism, and Consumerism. Although
untraceable in origin, other ideologies – ganyan, age, and gender ideologies – are clearly
1 Throughout the text I have used the term 'ideology' to refer to these streams, elements, or aspects. As stated
earlier, the choice of the word 'ideology' is relative and based on the inappropriateness of other available
terms. 'Paradigm', for example, may serve equally well. This work strove to undertake a native exegesis of
Nadun – to describe the localized contents of the constituent streams. I have not attempted to define the nature
of these basic elements and their interactions and have proceeded through the study with a fuzzy definition of
ideology.
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shared among diverse regional populations. This perspective, construing ritual as a
congeries of ideological intentions, suggests that ritual is not a text to interpret but a
palimpsest that must be reverse engineered. Nadun resists any attempt to read it simply as
an expression of Mangghuer culture.
Although the topic of the study has as its central concern cultural variation and
change, the main body of the text has been mostly concerned with describing invariance in
Nadun practice and explaining this invariance by recourse to a 'native exegesis' of local
ideologies. The following summary of the preceding materials outlines the relationship
between hegemonic invariance and cultural variation in Nadun.
Chapter Two described the ontological and ideological foundations of Nadun – the
existence of benevolent pughang and malevolent mao yama that impact human affairs
indirectly through manipulating their worldly fortunes – diandiar. Nadun allows Sanchuan
locals to partake in direct, unmediated communication with pughang to ensure continued
good luck for the community and its individuals in the coming year. This chapter also
described the impact of Dge lugs pa Buddhism in Sanchuan and on Nadun. This was seen
to be limited primarily to the charismatic persons of lama and reincarnate lama and their
ability to manipulate fate – ami – in contrast to the ability of deities to manipulate worldly
fortune.
The minimum Nadun performance always involves at least some aspect of
communion with pughang. In Ganjia Chuan Village, Minzhu Valley, Nadun consists of a
few villagers gathering at the local temple, burning papers for the deity while a speech is
orated, and distributing bread to those who have gathered. This is also done in Xiawan,
Shidie Valley. Nadun in Hulijia Village, Hachuan, consists of inviting yinyang to chant for
the deity. The same is done in Ganjia Village, Hachuan. Without some form of communion
with the deity, there is no Nadun.
The deity is somehow always made to be present at Nadun. The deity's statue may
be brought outside in a palanquin, the paiwei of the deity may be brought out, or a flag with
the deity's image painted on it may be displayed. In Zhaomuchuan, where deities are
enshrined as images painted on interior temple walls, Nadun is held in front of the temple.
The huala is also an important aspect of Nadun in this regard as he embodies the deity for
whom the Nadun is held. His responsibilities are to collect the papers that have been
offered by villagers, and to orate a short speech stating that the offerings have been
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received and that the deity will reciprocate by protecting villagers. Communion with the
deity through the huala, a person imitating a huala, or such means as throwing divination
blocks, is a stable feature of all Nadun.
Nadun also entertains the deity. That the deity should be entertained, rather than
certain performances be performed, is the source of the majority of superficial variation
among Nadun. It is unimportant which performances are held, how they are held, in what
order, or how long they are held for, but performances must be held to delight the deity and,
along with the offerings, create an obligation for reciprocation. This is the core of Nadun.
The deity communicates to the community that reciprocity has been successfully activated
after being delighted by the community's entertainment and offerings.
Chapter Three dealt with social structure. Offerings at Nadun are typically made to
deities by corporate households. Every household within a bingjia – a territorial unit of two
or more villages united by participation in a common deity cult – must contribute offerings.
Offerings include specially prepared papers representing grain and money for the deity, but
may also include oil (which is burned in lamps), liquor (a small portion is offered to the
deity by pouring it onto the ground, and the rest consumed by dancers), and large loaves of
steamed bread.
The offering of papers and their relationship to social structure exhibits much
variation. Papers may be strung together on a single rope stretched between two poles; may
be hung from a number of poles corresponding to the number of work units in the village;
may be hung on poles corresponding to the number of villages in the bingjia; or may be
hung on a locally fixed but regionally variable number of poles.
Chapter Three also dealt with local constructs of persons according to gender and an
idealized life cycle. Women are excluded from performing in Nadun because of their
incomplete integration within their marital minimal lineage, which results in a permanent
liminal status rendering them somewhat dangerous, similar to a bride or corpse in transit
between both locales and statuses. This exclusion of women from Nadun performances and
their relegation to audience members (and producers of hospitality for guests and offerings
for deities) is a stable Nadun feature. Female roles, where dictated, are performed by men.
A hierarchy based on age is also observed throughout Nadun. For example, in Huishou,
elders always precede adults who precede youths and children. The core roles in Nadun –
both organizers and performers – are typically held laozher, males in their fifties and above.
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The patterning of inter-group relations based on the idioms of hospitality and
etiquette are also invariable. Hosts come out to meet guests and welcome them through
generous (and by Western standards) forceful expressions of hospitality that involve much
hyperbole, to which guests respond with hyperbolic resistance.
A final stable element discussed in Chapter Three was the creation of a joyous
atmosphere in which to offer hospitality to the deity, facilitating a direct binary relationship
between the community and the deity. This is evident in the widespread noise-making
technologies used in Nadun – drums, gongs, firecrackers, and participants' shouts. These
are universally present though there is variation in the number and type of instruments
used, the rhythms employed, the way firecrackers are used (quantity, type, timing), and
shouting done by participants may vary melodically and lyrically, though it invariably
employs unison and maximal volume. The collapse of the community into a single unit is
also seen in the interlocking, overlapping, and parallel patterning of Huishou performances
and accompanying music, though the actual formations used and the number of times
various moves and maneuvers are repeated both vary.
Chapter Four discussed the probability that the masked danced repertoire in Nadun
embodies the ideology of neo-Confucian Qing civil religion with the aim of producing
martially masculine male subjects available to the state as conscripts and laborers, and who
moreover had state-centered aspirations revolving around the Confucian education system
and the state bureaucracy. The performances also attempted to valorize settled and hence
legible agriculture.
Variation was seen to be directly correlated to degree of ideological intention and
hegemonic maintenance. Therefore Guan Yu, the Qing paradigmatic model of statecentered loyalty, is depicted with a high degree of regularity. Zhang Fei, a relatively
unimportant bit-character, is represented with much variation, the primary stable features
being that he is grotesque in appearance and energetic in behavior. The masked dances vary
in terms of performance process, but they display much regularity in characterization. For
example, there is no set number of times that the characters circle or parade across the
Nadun ground, but there is a definite fixed order relative to one another in which they do
this. There are also fixed mannerisms they must adopt while performing. The same is true
for the masked performances Zhuangjiaqi, Shaguojiang, and Cunxiao da hu. The characters'
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performances are relatively unimportant compared to their representation and the virtues
such characterizations embody.
The final chapter examined how contemporary ideologies of modernism, globalism,
and consumerism impact Nadun. These ideologies of technologically mediated linear
progress, neo-liberal economics, and choice-compulsive individuation were seen to have
differing impacts on Nadun. The high modernist project of a radical break with history
manifested primarily though the repression of Nadun and related practices between 1958
and approximately 1980 produced variation in accordance with communities' varying
abilities and willingness to revitalize Nadun practices. The globalist economic project
diminishes the number of Nadun participants, resulting in a simplification of the
performance repertoire and a diminished capacity to attain a lively atmosphere. Finally,
consumerist ideology has primarily manifested in youths' tendency to find Nadun boring,
un-entertaining, backward, and even embarrassing. Among other things, this has impacted
Nadun by simplifying the performance processes. Both modernism and globalism were
seen to be undergoing a process of transformation in contact with local, particularly ganyan
ideologies, whereas consumerism was not.
The evidence from this treatment of Nadun suggests that the processes of change
underlying cultural diversity are best understood as interactions between ideologies, rather
than groups of people.2 Chapter Two described the niche-like segregation of yiren and
deities concerned with diandiar, and lama concerned with ami 'luck'. Chapter Three
described how ideologies of guest-host relations and social personhood impacted relations
with the divine. Chapter Four examined the actions of the state as an eruptively powerful
2 The view being presented here is not novel. Glissant (1989), for example, has suggested that culture is
everywhere contains diverse mixtures of local and non-local elements. Specific examples from the region
abound. Much of Himalayanist anthropology, for example, has construed local cultures as composed of
elements of divergent origin and translocal nature, typically shamanic and Tiebie Buddhist or Indian caste
elements (Balikci [2008], Holmberg [1989], Mumford [1989], Ramble [2008]). Samuel's (1993) distinction
between clerical and shamanic Buddhism and recognition of Bodhi, karmic, and pragmatic orientations in
Tiebie Buddhism have likewise presented an 'assemblage' view of culture in Tiebie societies. Such a
perspective is less common in studies of Chinese culture, where a monolithic view of 'Chinese culture' still
persists: Hymes (2002), Johnson (2009) and Guo (2005) present useful exceptions to this case. Leach's (1973
[1954]) work on trans-local cultural manifestations in Northern Burma set the tenor for much of Southeast
Asianist anthropology and began a trend that continues to this day – see (Culas and Robinne 2010) for a
recent example of the continued importance of the transethnic in Southeast Asianist anthropology.
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agent, and how state intentions had atrophied in the presence of local ideological
hegemony. Chapter Five described a variety of ideological interactions between
modernism, globalism, consumerism, and local ideologies, including the production of nonoverlapping magisteria, co-option, and conflict. These descriptions of how the numerous
ideologies present in ritual have interacted to produce contemporary Nadun performance
therefore suggest that the dynamics of dominance, submission, and resistance that continue
to frame discourse on culture change fail to adequately describe the complexity of what
actually happens.3 The numerous potential outcomes of such complex interactions also
suggest that perspectives positing symmetry and equilibrium in cultural practice and
structure are misleading.
Due to the complexities of such ideological interactions, cultural change should not
necessarily be characterized as the process of one group of people becoming another –
Americanization, Sinicization, Kinhization, Tibetanization, Tai-ization, globalization,
modernization, Sanskritization, or Westernization. A more useful way of conceptualizing
cultural diversity may be noospheric diversity – the diversity of paradigms, cultural
'streams,' or ideologies. Such an approach contrasts with contemporary approaches to
cultural diversity that characterize it as being a diversity of peoples (see Brower and
Johnston [2007], Davis et. al. [2001], Maybury-Lewis [2001], and Sponsel [2000] for
examples of this approach)4 – what Davis (2001) terms ethnospheric diversity.
A useful compliment to the concept of noospheric diversity is areal diversity. The
present case is illustrative. The ideologies that motivate Nadun co-occur, circulate, and take
on unique forms within a limited region though they originate and are dispersed throughout
disparate areas. It is worth first examining the diverse origins and distributions of the
differing ideologies in Nadun.
Mangghuer religion, centered on the ganyan of local deities, shares much both
Chinese folk religion (e.g., Chau 2006) and the mountain deity cults found throughout the
3 Such a view is most strongly represented by Huntington's (1993) 'clash of civilizations' thesis, but can also
be detected in post-colonial and subaltern studies.
4 Contemporary approaches to cultural diversity are primarily drawn from linguistics (Crystal [2002], Evans
[2009], Nettle and Romaine [2002], Harrison [2008, 2010], and Hagege [2009]) that in turn, draws its models
from biology, primarily conservation biology. Contemporary conservation biology however recognizes
diversity at genetic and ecosystem levels in addition to species diversity. Linguistics and anthropology are
still to develop comparable concepts
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Tiebie cultural realm (Blondeau and Steinkellner [1996] and Blondeau [1998]). The
founder of Dge lugs pa Buddhism was born in Hehuang, established his order in Lha sa,
and founded an ideological network that now spans the globe. Traditionally it stretched
across the Tiebie and Eastern Mongolian cultural realms, with outposts from Kalmykia to
Beijing. The kin and gender ideologies described in Chapter Three are extremely
widespread and diffuse, being found among, for example, Qidai, Tiebie, Saotur, Daur, and
Mongols. The neo-Confucian ideologies described in Chapter Four are found across China
(and among Japanese, Vietnamese, and Koreans), but their propagation through drama and
the cult of Guan Yu are specific to regions where Qing imperial control was weak. The
ideologies of globalism, modernism, and consumerism described in Chapter Five all have
global distributions.
Nonetheless, these diverse non-local ideologies all take on unique localized forms
within the regional meshwork. Returning to the model of regional meshworks as autocatalytic loops presented in Chapter One, individual ideological streams can be considered
as the diverse elements interacting within the system. The processes outline in Chapter One
– pilgrimage, trade, recreation, migration, and the practice of mixed subsistence strategies –
were the intercalary elements that interconnected these diverse elements. The Hehuang
region is defined by these repeated, interconnecting, and overlapping processes rather than
physical, linguistic, or ethnic boundaries. In constant, complex interaction with one another,
these ideologies have diverged from their original ideological forms, and converged with
one another, defining a substantive region within which similar cultural practices occur
across ethno-linguistic divides. These practices, then, form the stable behaviors of the autocatalytic loop. This cultural common ground is created first by the overlapping patterns of
individual actions that constitute local cultural spheres, and secondly by the way that local
cultural spheres overlap to create a regional meshwork.
Local cultural spheres in Sanchuan were valleys or plains containing several
villages within a day's walk, e.g., Wushi Valley, Zhaomuchuan, or Shidie Valley. These
local spheres constituted the daily reality of Sanchuan Mangghuer. Ties of kinship,
language, commerce, and ritual tied these local spheres together to form the Sanchuan
region which, in turn, was incorporated into the Hehuang region. The integration of these
local spheres into the regional meshwork occurred through the institutions described in
Chapter One: vernacular and institutional religion, petty trade and markets, agro-pastoral
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subsistence strategies, and pervasive kin networks that made extra-village territory an
attractive recreational space. These overlapping and intertwining processes associated with
these institutions created a meshwork centered on the Tsong kha Mountains. It was through
the networks of this region that ideologies flowed and interacted, creating unique local
forms. For example, although neo-Confucianism entered the region along imperial,
bureaucratic hierarchies, it took its present, local form after being circulated throughout and
interpreted within the regional meshwork. An ideology may therefore be distributed across
a large area but the local form it takes depends on processes of divergence and interaction
occurring within regional systems.
Regional meshworks, rather than bounded geographic, linguistic, or ethnic units
appear to be the substantive unit of large-scale cultural diversity in the present case.
Unfortunately, very little study has been conducted into the nature and extent of other
regional meshworks in China. Moreover, such units are rapidly vanishing5 as individuals
engage in regional systems of different orders of scale – county-level, prefectural,
provincial, national, and trans-national. As the processes binding these regions unravel and
local spheres diffuse, the regions themselves dissipate, perhaps permanently extinguishing a
substantive element of human diversity. China's 'frontier region' stretching from eastern
Qinghai and western Gansu in the north to western Yunnan in the south, with its diverse
populations and numerous regional vernacular traditions, presents particularly fertile
ground for research on regional systems. 6 However, fieldwork identifying regional
meshworks in areas traditionally conceived of as homogeneously Chinese or Tiebie need to
be conducted.7

5 See van Schendel's (2005) discussion of scales we almost lost.
6 For more on the general ethnography of this 'frontier zone' see Makely et al. (1999), Kolas and Thowsen
(2005),Stevenson (1932), Chirkova (2007, 2010), Sun (1990), Hua (2001), Mathieu (2003), and Wellens
(2010). Much work done in this region is linguistic, rather than ethnographic. For material on 'Qiangic' groups
see Sun (1990), Libu Lakhi et al. (2010a), Libu Lakhi et al. (2010b), Libu Lakhi et al. (2009), Libu Lakhi et
al. (2007), Sun (2007, 2004, 2000a, 2000b). For a summary of the linguistics of Lolo-Burmese languages see
Bradley (2001).
7 Sułek (2010) is suggestive of the work to be done in documenting the cultural diversity of supposedly
homogenously Tiebie regions. Johnson's (2009) work on the Qidai cultural realm reveals the immense
variation in that region.
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Finally, it is important to examine the role of individuals in determining the
outcome of interactions between ideologies within regional meshworks. In the case of
Nadun, the most important individuals are the pai tou – the ritual organizers – who decide
what is danced, and by whom.8 It is they who stalk the borders of the performance space
monitoring dancers' movements, postures, costume, and facial expressions. It is the ritual
organizers who must make the decision to cancel elements of the performance repertoire or
to simplify the performance procedure of individual dances. It is the ritual organizers who
ultimately make the decision to cancel Nadun temporarily or permanently. An avenue for
further valuable research is therefore an examination of the myriad decisions made by ritual
organizers.
Barth's (2007) discussion of ritual organization among the Bakteman of Papua New
Guinea might be drawn on to illuminate the decision-making process that Nadun ritual
organizers engage in. Barth suggested that diversity among initiation rituals performed by
the Bakteman could be explained by ritual organizers' conceptual clarifications,
enrichments of idioms, and harmonizations between key symbols. A series of detailed
interviews, based on the content of ideologies described in this thesis, could be conducted
to see how Nadun ritual organizers engage in these three processes to produce the current
diversity seen in the ritual's performance. Such a study could be extended to investigations
of decision-making processes by other key cultural figures: wedding organizers, household
heads, embroiderers, agricultural experts, yiren, and villagers expert in understanding the
complex webs of kinship that knit individuals and communities together.
This study therefore suggests that the roots of cultural diversity lie in the interplay
of ideologies, individual agents, and regional systems. Continued insistence on envisioning
human diversity as constituted by types is unhelpful. Humanity is not a menagerie.
Particular attention must be paid to regional systems that once structured the flow of
ideologies available to individuals, and therefore structured much of human diversity. Such
regional systems are now rapidly disappearing after long encountering ideologies seeking
to re-imagine patterns of unity and diversity: modernism, globalism, and consumerism.

8 Huala also have an important role to play in shaping the ritual form.
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GLOSSARY
I. PERSONAL NAMES AND TITLES
Abudur – common Saotur name
Bao Yizhi – Mangghuer author
Bater – former huala in Baojia Village
Beihu – former hereditary leadership position in Wushi Valley
Cao Cao – historical figure and Romance of the Three Kingdoms character
Chen Shou – author of the Sanguo zhi
Chunhulong – a Qijia villager who disagreed with Qijia Guiyin Baozhang's suggestion to
permit Wenjia to have their own laozher
Confucius – 551-471 BCE, also known as Kongzi
Daidi – Great Emperor
Daiwang – Great King
Dan Shuji – former township leader in Zhongchuan
Dangyang – mythical Mangghuer princess
Daoguang Emperor – 1782-1850, r.1821-1850
Didi – grandfather
Erlang Hua – a woman who claims to have been possessed by Erlang Ye
Gabet – Joseph Gabet. A French Christian missionary who travelled to Lha sa in 1846,
accompanied by Samtindjimba and Évariste Régis Huc.
Gan Tusi – a local hereditary leader in Sanchuan
Glang dar ma – r. 838-841, the last Tiebie King
Gongye – term of address for someone who has obtained a rank in the government's official
examination system during the Qing Dynasty
Guan Yu – deity, historical figure, and Romance of the Three Kingdoms character
Guoyuanlu – from Wenjia. His father became a huala.
Huc – Évariste Régis Huc, 1813-1860. A French Christian missionary who travelled to Lha
sa in 1846, accompanied by Samtindjimba and Joseph Gabet.
Jiaqing Emperor – 160-1820, r.1796-1820
Jiliang – villager whose Sixtieth Birthday Party was described
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Lajia Taiye – a Sanchuan Mangghuer living Buddha
Lcang skya lama Rol pa'i rdo rje – 1717-1786, a Mongghul Dge lugs pa lama who acted as
a broker between the Qing court in Beijing and various populations in the Hehuang
region
Lha lung dpal gyi rdo rje – assassin of Glang dar ma
Li Tusi – a local hereditary leader based in the vicinity of Chuankou
Liu Bei – historical figure and Romance of the Three Kingdoms character
Longwang – Dragon King
Lü Bu – historical figure and Romance of the Three Kingdoms character
Lü Xia – Mangghuer poet
Luo Guanzhong – author to whom the Romance of the Three Kingdoms is attributed
Luozang – the second villager in Wenjia to buy a television
Ma Bufang – 1893-1975, warlord ruler of Qinghai Province from 1938-1945
Mangghuerqi – a person who regularly travelled to Mongolia for business
Mao Lun – edited and revised Luo Guanzhong's Romance of the Three Kingdom
Mao Zedong – 1893-1976
Mao Zonggang – edited and revised Luo Guanzhong's Romance of the Three Kingdom
Mingjing Laohan – hid qianzi during the Cultural Revolution
Miss Huang – a very yang teacher who speaks Modern Standard Chinese. She is considered
very pretty, even though she is a little fat.
Nuojie Guishan – his grandfather hid the Yangjia yinyang's nanzi during the Cultural
Revolution
Nurgaci – founder of the Qing Dynasty
Potanin – 1835-1930. Russian explorer who resided in Qijia in Sanchuan during the winter
of 1884-1885.
Qianlong Emperor – 1711-199, r. 1735-1796
Qiao Shengcai – former huala in Dazizhuang
Qiao Taiye – former local leader in the vicinity of Kadiga Monastery
Qijia Guiyin Baozhang – a Qijia villager who suggested that Wenjia should be permitted to
have their own laozher
Rin chen – Tiebie woman, attendant at the Xiera Nadun in 2009
Rje tsong kha pa – 1357-1419, founder of the Dge lugs pa sect of Buddhism
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Sa skya – a Tiebie clan
Samtindjimba – a Mangghuer from Qijia who, in early 1800s converted to Christianity. He
later accompanied several foreign explorers through the regions of contemporary
Qinghai and Gansu.
Shuangbao – a miller in Baijia Village whose wife was nearly killed by a huala
Shuangyang – mythical Mangghuer princess
Tongter – a Wenjia villager who bought an electric threshing machine
Uncle Guanshou – was involved with the dispute after which Ganjia and Songjia villages
established separate Nadun performances
Wang Yangming – 1471-1529, first suggested using popular theater and religion to
propagate Confucian ideals
Wen Xiuyuan – the first person in Wenjia to buy a television
Wushi Zhighe – a Sanchuan Mangghuer living Buddha
Xiang Huangzhun – a very yang Mangghuer woman. She is said to have dark hair,
attractive eyes, a high nose, a cherry-like mouth, and to speak Korean.
Xiansheng – term of respect for a literate person
Xiying – his son was previously the leader of Wenjia
Ye – grandfather
Yousihur – common Saotur name
Zhang Fei – historical figure and Romance of the Three Kingdoms character
Zhang Yu – a Mangghuer villager who died from cancer, but was comforted before death
by his friend who was also a huala
Zhao Tusi – a local hereditary leader in Sanchuan
Zhu Haishan – 1894-1980
Zhu Yuanzhang – first emperor of the Ming Dynasty
Zhu Lama – locally famous Mangghuer lama who lived in the early twentieth century
Zhujia Lama
Zushi – Ancestor
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II. DEITIES
Bazha Ye
'Brug mo – deified wife of Ge sar
Chuanhua Erlang –Colorfully Dressed Erlang
Chuanhuang Erlang – Erlang Wearing Yellow
Dizangwang Pusa
Duermai Di
Erlang Daidi
Erlang Shen
Erlang Ye
Ge sar rgyal po/ Ge sar
Guan Di
Guan Gong
Guanshiyin Pusa
Hechi/ Heichi Ye
Heihu Ye
Henan Erbei Xitian Dasheng Chuanshu Daidi
Huoro Daiwang
Huozhou Didi
Jinlong Ye
Jiutian Shengmu Niangniang Ye
Lu Ban – the deified mythical founder of carpentry
Luozi Tianwang
Mani Laoye
Mawang Ye
Mojie Ye
Pusa Ye
Qiguru Danqian – from the Tiebie, Chos gu ru dam can
Qinglong Daiwang
Riza Ximao
Sdigs chen shen pa – deified character of the Ge sar Epic
Shanshen – 'Mountain Deity'
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Shanshen Daiwang
Shuicao Ye
Silang Ye
Suojie Ye
Tiangere – sometimes conflated with Tiang tang 'Heaven'; sometimes though to refer
simply to the sky; sometimes thought to be a supremely powerful deity that dwells
in the sky
Tudi – 'Earth Deity', also Tuzhu, Tu Ye, Tushen Ye
Wobo Laoye
Xiansheng Ye
Yangsui
Zhenwu Zushi
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III. PLACES
Anxi – a county of Gansu Province, precise location unknown
Badaola – a Sanchuan sub-region
Badaola – a Sanchuan village confederation
Baijia – a village in Sanchuan
Baitu hang – a site near present day Nanjiing, said to be the origin of certain Sanchuan
Mangghuer
Bang smad Township – in Nyag rong (Xinglong) County, Dkar mdzes Tiebie Autonomous
Prefecture
Banuan Sanchuan – alternative name for Sanchuan
Baonan Wutun – another name for the region of Tho skyA Town
Baojia – a village in Sanchuan
Baojia Shawar – a village in Sanchuan
Bde chen – a Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture in Yunnan Province
Beijing – capital city of China
Bingling Temple – a Buddhist monastery located in Yongjing County, to the east of
Sanchuan
Bod skor – a village in the vale of Reb gong where residents speak the Mongolic Bonan
language
Brag dmar nang – a village in Khri ka County
Chab cha – a county in Mtsho lho
Chaizi – a village in Sanchuan
Chenjiaola – a village in Sanchuan, also called Chenjiashan
Chu cha – a village in Dpa' ris (Tianzhu) Tiebie Autonomous County, Gansu Province
Chuangkor – a village in Sanchuan
Da liushu – mythical origin village of many present day Sanchuan residents, said to be
variously in Shaanxi or Gansu
Dahejia – an administrative town of Jishishan County
Damajia – see Saotur Aruer
Dan tig Monastery – the monastery where the assassin of the last Tiebie king meditated
Danma – a village in Sanchuan, possible spelling: Brtan ma
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Dar lag – a county in Mgo log Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture
Dati – village passed en route from Sangbura to Juetan Si
Datong – Datong Saotur (Hui) Autonomous County, Haidong Region, Qinghai Province
Dawang Village – one of the reported origin sites of the Mangghuer
Dazhuang – a village in Sanchuan
Dazizhuang – a Sanchuan village confederation
Dengjia – a village in the Wushi Valley
Dgu chu – a tributary of the Yellow River. This river flows through the vale of Reb gong.
Dkar mdzes – a Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture in Sichuan Province
Dongshan – refers to villages in the mountains east of the Minzhu Valley
Doujia – a village in Sanchuan
Dung dkar – Tiebie name for Huangyuan
'dzam thang County – a county in Rnga ba Tiebie and Qiang Autonomous Prefecture,
Sichuan Province
Enduba Valley – a Sanchuan village confederation
Erjia – village passed en route from Sangbura to Juetan Si
'Gag pad ma – a village in Chab cha County
Gaishang – also referred to as Guanting. The major urban center of Sanchuan.
Gamaka – a village in Sanchuan
Gangou – a Sanchuan sub-region
Gangou – an administrative town of Minhe County. Gangou Town has a small Mangghuer
population.
Ganjia Chuan – a Sanchuan village confederation
Gansu – a province of China. Alternative names include Kansu.
Gcan tsha – a vale of the Hehuang region. Alternative names include Jianzha (Qidai).
Ge'ermu – municipality in western Qinghai where some Mangghuer go for migrant labor
Ghada Doro – village passed en route from Sangbura to Juetan Si
Ghada Ximie – Dge lugs pa monastery in Wushi Valley
Gnyan thog – a village in the vale of Reb gong where residents speak the Mongolic Bonan
language
Gtso – capital of Kan lho Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture. Alternative names include Hezuo.
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Guanjiang Cheng – a city in Sichuan and supposed original hometown of the historical
figure who became Erlang Ye
Guanting – an administrative town of Minhe County. Guanting Town is home to a
significant Mangghuer population. The administrative center, also called Guanting
but locally referred to as Gaishang, is the Sanchuan region's major urban center.
Guanzhou – in Anxi County, Gansu Province
Guojia – a village in Sanchuan
Gushan – an administrative town of Minhe County
Ha san hu– a Sanchuan village confederation
Hachuan – a Sanchuan sub-region
Haidong – an administrative region of Qinghai Province. Alternative names include Mtsho
shar (Tiebie).
Hanshanjia – a village in Dahejia
Hehuang – a region formed around the Tsong kha Mountains, consisting of the drainage
basins of the Huangshui and Yellow rivers
Hongtai Village – a village in Sanchuan, birthplace of Zhu Lama
Hongzhuer – a village in Sanchuan
Hualong – a vale of the Hehuang region. Also a county in the Haidong Region, Qinghai
Province. Alternative names include Dpa' lung and Ba yan (Tiebie).
Huang He – the Yellow River. Alternative names include Moran (Mangghuer) and Rma
chu (Tiebie).
Huang'guang Mountain – a mythical mountain in an unspecified location
Huangshui – one of the two rivers whose basins form the Hehuang region
Huangyuan – a vale in the Hehuang region, also a county of Xining Municipality.
Alternative names include Dung dkar (Tiebie).
Huangzhong – a county of Xining municipality
Hulancher – a village in Sanchuan
Hulijia – a village in Sanchuan
Hulijia Monastery – a Dge lugs pa monastery in Hachuan
Huojia – a village in Sanchuan
Huzhu – Huzhu Mongghul (Tu) Autonomous County in the Haidong Region of Qinghai
Province
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Jianling – village in Gushan where Nadun is performed by Qidai
Jieguanling – 'Official Welcoming Mountain', supposedly in Jishishan County
Jieguanting – 'Official Welcoming Hall', alternative name for Guanting
Jielong – one of two supposed birthplaces of Zhu Lama
Jishi Xia – a canyon on the Yellow River at the western end of Sanchuan. The site of a
large hydro-electric dam.
Jishishan County – Jishishan Bao'an, Dongxiang, and Salar Autonomous County is in
Linxia
Juetan Si – a temple in Gansu Province, south of the Yellow River from Sanchuan
Kadiga – a Sanchuan sub-region
Kadiga Monastery – in present day Gangou Town
Kalmykia – a Mongol region in eastern Russia, northeast of the Caspian Sea
Kan lho – a Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture in Gansu Province, also referred to as Gannan
Kanggeda Forest – forests on the slopes of Kanggeda Mountain in Manping Town
Khams – one third of the traditional tripartite division of the Tiebie cultural realms. Khams
refers to the eastern and southeastern portions of the Tiebie cultural realm.
Khri ka – a vale of the Hehuang region. Alternative names include Guide (Qidai).
Khuaiter – village passed en route from Sangbura to Juetan Si
Khuosengghuer Zhangjia – a village in Sanchuan
Lajia – a village in Sanchuan, and also the name of an archaeological site nearby the village.
This archaeological site is the location of a well-preserved agricultural community
dating to over 4,000 years before present.
Lama shancheng – former site of Dge lugs pa monastery near Lajia Village
Langjia Valley – in the vale of Reb gong. Alternative names include Gling rgyal (Tiebie).
Lanzhou – capital city of Gansu Province
Ledu – Ledu County in the Haidong Autonomous Region of Qinghai Province. Alternative
names include Nianbei.
Linxia – Linxia Hui Autonomous Prefecture is in Gansu Province. Alternative names
include Huozhou and Hezhou.
Liuhejia – a village in Gansu Province. Da liushu was reported to have been near this
village.
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Liujia Xia – a canyon through which the Yellow River flows to the east of Sanchuan. A
large hydroelectric dam is built on the river in this canyon.
Longbu – a village in Sanchuan
Luotuo Mountain – a mountain in the Puba Valley
Ma lamani cha – village passed en route from Sangbura to Juetan Si. This phrase also
means 'to not receive what is expected'.
Mahan Shan – a mountain at an unknown location in Gansu
Majiawan – a village at an unknown location in Gansu. Certain present day Mangghuer
residents of Enduba Valley claim descent from this Sautor community.
Mang ra – a county in Mtsho lho
Mani Ghazher Sanchuan – alternative name for Sanchuan
Mati Temple – a Dge lugs pa monastery in Zhangye Municipality, Gansu Province
Maying Sanchuan – alternative name for Sanchuan
Me tog lung ba – a village in Chab cha. Residents are descended from the population of
Hualong.
Mgo log – Mgo log Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture, Qinghai Province
Min River – a river in the Chengdu Plain of Sichuan Province
Minhe – Minhe Hui and Mangghuer (Tu) Autonomous County in the Haidong Region of
Qinghai Province, China
Minzhu Valley – a Sanchuan sub-region
Moran – an alternative name for the Yellow River used by Sanchuan Mangghuer
Mtsho shar – alternative name for Haidong
Mujia Temple – a Sanchuan village confederation
Nang chen – a county in Yul shul Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture
Nanjia – a village in Sanchuan
Nanzi Mountain – alternative name for Luotuo Mountain
Nianbo – Alternative name for Ledu
Niejie – A Village in Sanchuan
Nuojie – a village in Sanchuan
Ping'an – a vale of the Hehuang region. Also a county in Haidong Region, Qinghai
Province.
Puba Valley – a Sanchuan sub-region
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Puxi Township – in 'dzam thang County
Qi zhuang wu miao – a Sanchuan village confederation
Qian Shan – an unidentified mountain
Qianhe – an administrative township of Minhe County. Qianhe Township has a small
Mangghuer population.
Qiaojia – a village in Sanchuan
Qijia – a village in Sanchuan
Qili Si – a temple and Dge lugs pa monastery in Gushan Town. Also the site of a locally
famous medicinally spring.
Qinghai – a province of northwest China. Alternative names include Kokonor (Mongolian)
and Mtsho sngon (Tiebie). In romanized Mangghuer, Qinghai is spelled Qing'hai.
All these terms mean 'blue lake'.
Qinjia – a village in Sanchuan
Qutan Si – a Dge lugs pa monastery in Ledu County
Reb gong – a vale in the Hehuang Region, on the Dgu chu River, a tributary of the Yellow
River. Reb gong may also refer to Reb gong County, also known as Tongren
(Qidai).
Rgya tshang ma – a village in the vale of Reb gong where residents speak the Sinitic Wutun
language
Rka gsar – a village in the vale of Reb gong where residents speak the Mongolic Bonan
language
Rma lho – a Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture in Qinghai Province. Alternative names include
Huangnan.
Rong bo – the administrative center of Reb gong/ Tongren County
Rta na Monastery – in Nang chen County
Sanchuan – this name literally translates as 'three rivers'. This region is on the north bank of
the Yellow River in the southern portion of today's Minhe county.
San'erjia – a Sanchuan sub-region
Sangbura – a Sanchuan sub-region
Saotur Aruer – 'Muslim Valley', refers to the valley north of Gaishang where several Saotur
villages are located
Sde dge – a county in Dkar mdzes Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture
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Seng ge gshong – a village in the vale of Reb gong where residents speak the Sinitic Wutun
language.
Sgo dmar – a village in the vale of Reb gong where residents speak the Mongolic Bonan
language
Shaanbei – northern Shaanxi Province
Shaanxi – a province of China
Shaliuhe – a site in western Qinghai where certain Mangghuer have dug gold in the past
Shancheng Monastery – a Daoist monastery in Sanchuan
Shang Lajia – a village in Sanchuan
Shang liu hu – a Sanchuan village confederation
Shang Majia – a village in Sanchuan
Shangchuan – a Sanchuan sub-region
Shanxi – a province of China
Shanzhaojia – a village in Sanchuan
Shidie Valley – a Sanchuan sub-region
Shijia – a village in Sanchuan
Sichuan – a province of China
Sijia – a village in Sanchuan
Sijiaola – a village in Sanchuan
Siyuewu – 'Stone mill' Village in Puxi Township
Ske ba – Village in present-day Mang ra County. Residents are descended from the
population of Ske ba Village in Khri ka County.
Songjia – a village in Sanchuan
Taiken – a village in Sanchuan
Tho skyA – an administrative town of Reb gong County
Tianjie – a village in Sanchuan
Tiegong – village passed en route from Sangbura to Juetan Si
Toba – Duoba, in the Xining vale, to the west of Xining City
Tsha ngu thang – a village in Xiahe County
Tshe brtan Monastery – a Dge lugs pa Buddhist monastery in Hualong County
Tsong kha Mountains – this range forms the watershed between the Huangshui and Yellow
rivers. Alternative names include Laji Shan (Qidai).
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Wangjia – a village in Sanchuan
Wangjia Monastery – a Dge lugs pa monastery in Hachuan
Wangjiler – village passed en route from Sangbura to Juetan Si
Weijiashan – village located in Minzhu Valley
Wenjia – a village in Sanchuan
Wenjia Monastery – a Dge lugs pa monastery in Hachuan
Wofo Monastery – a Dge lugs pa monastery between Sangbura and Enduba Valley in
Sanchuan
Wu zhuang wu miao – a Sanchuan village confederation
Wudabu Sanchuan – alternative name for Sanchuan
Wuhou Temple – in Chengdu City. A site where relics associated with Guan Yu are
enshrined.
Wushi Monastery – a Dge lugs pa Monastery in Wushi Valley
Wushi Valley – a Sanchuan sub-region
Xiahe – A county in Kan lho Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture, Gansu Province. Also referred
to as Bsang chu and Bla brang.
Xi'an – capital of Shaanxi Province. Also known as Chang'an.
Xiawan – a village in Sanchuan
Xiera – a village in Sanchuan
Xiera – a village in Sanchuan
Ximiaola – a village in Sanchuan
Xing'er – a Tiebie autonomous township in Minhe County. Xing'er has a significant
Mangghuer population.
Xining – the capital city of Qinghai Province. Alternative names include Zi ling (Tiebie).
Xinjiang – Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region
Xunhua – Xunhua Salar Autonomous Count in the Haidong Region of Qinghai Province.
Also a vale of the Hehuang region, on the south bank of the Yellow River. The
Xunhua vale furthermore contains the vale of Rdo sbis.
Yangjia – a village in Sanchuan
Yangjia – a village in Sanchuan
Yongjing County – is in Gansu Province, adjacent to the Sanchuan region
Yuantong baofo Monastery – a Dge lugs pa monastery in Badaola
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Yujia – a village in Sanchuan
Yujia – a village in Sanchuan
Yunnan – a province of China
Zhangjia – a village in Sanchuan
Zhaohua Shancheng – the site where the deity Mojie Longwang was either born or deified
Zhaojia – a village in Sanchuan
Zhaojia – a village in Sanchuan
Zhaomu qi hu – a Sanchuan village confederation
Zhaomuchuan – one of the local regions of Sanchuan
Zhongchuan – an administrative township of Minhe County. Zhongchuan Township is
home to a significant Mangghuer population.
Zhujia – a village in Sanchuan
Zhujia Monastery – a Dge lugs pa monastery in Hachuan
Zhujia River – separates the Hachuan and Shangchuan sub-regions of Sanchuan
Ziger – a generic Mangghuer name applied to monasteries
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IV. LANGUAGES AND ETHNIC GROUPS
Bao'an – one the officially recognized ethnic groups of China. This thesis uses the
Mangghuer term Saotur to refer to Bao'an, in addition to other Hehuang Islamic
groups. The language spoke by these people is also referred to as Bao'an.
Bonan – the Bonan language is spoken by Monguor in the vale of Reb gong and by Bao'an
Saotur
Byang – one of the territories conquered by Ge sar. This term is now often applied by
Tiebie to speakers of certain Qiangic languages in Sichuan Province.
Daur – a Mongol sub-group, and one of China's officially recognized ethnic groups
Deed Mongols – Mongols residing primarily in Qinghai Province's Haixi Mongol and
Tiebie Autonomous Prefecture
Dongxiang – one the officially recognized ethnic groups of China. This thesis uses the
Mangghuer term Saotur to refer to Dongxiang, in addition to other Hehuang Islamic
groups.
Dor rdo – this term is used by Reb gong Monguor to refer to themselves, but its use by
outsiders is considered offensive
Han – the dominant ethnic group of China. In this thesis referred to by the Mangghuer term
Qidai.
Hor – one of the one of the territories conquered by Ge sar. Ahmad (1970) applies the term
to Eastern Mongols. Tiebie in Xing'er use this term to refer to Mangghuer.
Hui – one the officially recognized ethnic groups of China. Also known as Sino-Muslims.
This thesis uses the Mangghuer term Saotur to refer to Hui, in addition to other
Hehuang Islamic groups.
Huozhou Chinese – a dialect of northwest Mandarin spoken in the vicinity of Huozhou.
The Chinese language variety spoken in Xunhua is a variety of Huozhou Chinese.
Kangjia – language spoken by Saotur residents of Kangjia Village in Jianzha County
Lanzhou Chinese – a dialect of northwest Mandarin spoken in the vicinity of Lanzhou City,
capital of Gansu Province
Laohou'er – 'monkey draggers', lowland Qidai
Mangghuer – classified as Tu in contemporary state discourse
Min nyag – language spoken by certain Tiebie residents of Bang smad Township
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Monguor – the preferred synonym for Tu, one of the officially recognized ethnic groups of
China
Naxi – one of China's officially recognized ethnic groups. Naxi reside primarily in
northwester Yunnan Province.
Qinghai Chinese – a dialect of northwest Mandarin spoken in Qinghai Province
Salar – one the officially recognized ethnic groups of China. This thesis uses the
Mangghuer term Saotur to refer to Salar, in addition to other Hehuang Islamic
groups.
Sherpa – an ethnic group in Nepal studied by Ortner
Sibe – also Sibo or Xibe. One of China's officially recognized ethnic groups. Sibe reside in
the Tian Shan Mountains in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region.
Tiebie – Tibetan
Tu – one of the officially recognized ethnic groups of China. This thesis employs the word
Monguor as a synonym for Tu, and where possible employs more specific local
variants: Mangghuer or Mongghul.
Tujen – alternative spelling of Turen (Monguor)
Uyghur – one of China's officially recognized ethnic groups. Uyghur reside in the Xinjiang
Uyghur Autonomous Region.
Wadala – lowland Qidai
Xiabier kun – lowland Qidai
Xianbei – an ancient people of northeast China
Yao – one of China's officially recognized ethnic groups. Yao reside in south and
southwestern China and northern Vietnam.
Yugur – one of the officially recognized ethnic groups of China. The Yugur are found
primarily on the northern slopes of the Qilian Mountains and grasslands at the foot
of these mountains in Gansu Province. Yugur populations speak at least four
separate languages.
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V. RITUALS AND PERFORMANCES
Abudur Yousihur – former name for the performance Wu da minzu
Bayue shiwu – the Fifteenth Day of the Eight Month. On this day, people in Sanchuan cook
cakes that are thirty to forty centimeters in diameter. These cakes are made from
wheat flour with crushed walnuts and much sugar. A plate of fruits and a dish of
cold noodles are also prepared. These three dishes are taken onto the roof of the
house before the moon rises, where they are left overnight as offerings to the moon.
People eat cold noodles on this night.
Bog – an annual ritual held primarily by Mongghul communities in Huzhu and adjacent
areas
Cunxiao da hu – Cunxiao Beats a Tiger, one of the masked performances of Nadun
Duerma Di Aruerji – ritual to replace the Duermai Di effigy in a family home
Duolang sara nadun – Nadun of the seventh month, an alternative name for Nadun
Eryue er – the Second Day of the Second Month. This celebration is considered the
birthday of the 'five crops': rice, wheat, corn, beans, and sorghum. On this day the
family members eats dishes of fried beans and fried wheat.
Guanwu – one of the masked performances of Nadun
Hanshi – 'tomb-sweeping' day
Huancai – party held on the completion of an elder's coffin
Huishou – one of the performances of Nadun. This performance involves male members of
involved communities moving in pseudo-military formations in age rank. Some beat
drums and gongs, others carry flags.
Kaiguang – investiture ritual held for huala. Kaiguang rituals are also held to empower new
nanzi or deity statues.
Klu rol – an annual ritual held by Tiebie and Reb gong Monguor throughout the vale of
Reb gong. Alternative spelling: Glu rol.
Lang Qingmiao – also known as Zhuanshan. During this ritual, held in Spring, villagers
circumambulate their fields carrying a deity image or in certain cases Buddhist
scriptures.
Layue ba - Mangghuer people eat meizhuer 'wheat porridge' on this day. Wheat grains are
soaked and left outside overnight, after which it has hardened. The hard grains are
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beaten with a wood mallet to crack and remove the seed cases, then the mixture is
winnowed. This grain is boiled with either pork or mutton and then eaten.
Liushi dashou nuoqi – Sixtieth Birthday Party
Nadun – an annual ritual held primarily by Mangghuer communities in the Sanchuan region
Nadun Anzhao – bi-annual festival organized to create and express Monguor solidarity
Nanshen – Deity Pacification Ritual, held the day after Nadun
Niuniu – a merit-making fasting ritual typically held in Dge lugs pa monasteries and
attended by maniqi. From the Tiebie smnyung gnas.
Qingming – alternative name for Hanshi
Sanguan – Three Officials, one of the masked performances of Nadun
Sanguer Sanniang – Three Officials and Three Women, one of the masked performances of
Nadun
Sanjiang – Three Generals, one of the masked performances of Nadun
Sanzhan – Three Battle Formations, one of the masked performances of Nadun
Shaguojiang – Tiger Killing General, one of the masked performances of Nadun
Wu da minzu – Five Great Ethnicities, one of the masked performances of Nadun
Wuguer Wuniang – Five Officials and Five Women, one of the masked performances of
Nadun
Wujiang – Five Generals, one of the masked performances of Nadun
Wuyue dangwu – the Fifth Day of the Fifth Month
Zhengyue shiwu – the Fifteenth Day of the First Month. Each family makes a wood torch
stuffed with at dusk on this day. The torch is taken into the main room of the house
and lit, and then carried into every room of the house. Seven piles of dry straw are
then arranged outside of the courtyard gate, lit, and then jumped over by each
family member. Then, one person from each family takes a torch to the top of a
nearby hill or mountain and waves it for several minutes. When several people have
gathered on the mountain they make a bonfire from their torches which they then
jump over while calling before returning home.
Zhuangjiaqi – Farmers' Dance, one of the masked performances of Nadun
Zhuangzang – an empowerment ritual for miaoshen in which they have their 'organs'
renewed
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Zhuanshan – also known as Lang Qingmiao. During this ritual, held in Spring, villagers
circumambulate their fields carrying a deity image or in certain cases Buddhist
scriptures.
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VI. DYNASTIES AND OTHER REGIMES
Han Dynasty – 206 BCE-220 CE
Ming Dynasty – 1368-1644 CE
Qing Dynasty – 1644-1912 CE
Shang Dynasty – 1600-1046 BCE
Sui Dynasty – 581-681 CE
Tang Dynasty – 618-917 CE
Tuyuhun – 285-670 CE
Wei, Shu, and Wu – competing kingdoms after the fall of the Han Dynasty
Zhou Dynasty – 1046-256 BCE
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VII. TEXTS
Fengshen Yanyi – Enfeoffment of the Gods. This novel describes the decline of the Shang
and rise of the Zhou dynasties. It is said to contain the origin story of many deities
presently venerated in Sanchuan.
Mani Ganben – scripture book chanted by maniqi
Molan – scripture chanted by lama on the first and fifteenth days of each lunar month.
From the Tiebie smon lam.
Ping'an Jing – both lama and yinyang chant a scripture called Ping'an Jing to ensure the
peace and well-being of communities. Though these scriptures have the same name
and function, they are almost certainly different scriptures.
Sanguo Yanyi – Romance of the Three Kingdoms. This novel describes events after the
collapse of the Han Dynasty.
Sanguo Zhi – Records of the Three Kingdoms, historical records of the period described in
the Romance of the Three Kingdoms
Shuihu Zhuan – The Water Margins, a popular Ming Dynasty epic novel
Wu Song da hu – Wu Song Beats a Tiger, a famous episode from the novel The Water
Margins
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VIII. OTHER NON-ENGLISH TERMS
A zhang zhang bo – Tiebie term for maternal uncle
ahong – an Islamic spiritual and communal leader
ajia – elder sister
ajiu – maternal uncle
ami – fate. Ami is the result of accumulated deeds in one life that is transferred to one's next
incarnation.
amitu laoye – reincarnated lama
asiqi Nadun – herder's Nadun, a pejorative term used to refer to a small Nadun
bali – 'dough effigies'
banshen bangui – 'half deity, half ghost,' an alternative name for zashen
baogai – 'parasols', long yellow and white papers burned as offerings for deities
baohui – alternative name for Nadun
baxian – this table is place in the main room of a family compound opposite the entrance
and is generally where incense is lit and lamps lit to deities who may or may not be
enshrined on the table. Guests' gifts are also often placed on the baxian table.
bazihou – an 'eight' moustache, a wispy moustache
beilong ma – 'white dragon horse' said to have the ability to shape-shift. Such beings are
said to be ridden by deities.
benba – protective vases, from the Tiebie 'bum ba
benbenzi – tantric practitioner. In literary Tiebie referred to as sngags pa. In local oral
Tiebie referred to as dpon.
benjia – village
benkang – earthen constructions containing ca ca used to suppress mao yama
benshi – talent, capacity, or skill
bershijia – large scale misfortune, see also wershijia
biao – 'petitions', yellow papers burned to deliver the supplicants' requests to deities
bingjia – two or more villages which participate in a common territorial deity cult
bla ma – Tiebie term for a respected spiritual teacher or practitioner
buzi – fort or walled city
ca ca – stamped clay Buddha images, from the Tiebie tshwa tshwa
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chapai – hail preventing effigies
chersi – a generic name for paper
chi – a measure of distance equal to 0.333 meter
chihui – see momohui
chisi chimiao – the system of enshrining of Buddhist deities in village miao while
simultaneously enshrining temple deities in Buddhist monasteries
chouzang – 'stinking organs' used to empower miaoshen, consisting of living animals which
are placed inside the deity's statue and eventually rot
chu ma – irrigated fields. This terminology is used by Tiebie in Rdo sbis.
chuan – plain
chuanshanjia – 'pangolin'
da paitou –leader of paitou
dad pa – Tiebie for 'faith'
dahula – to 'farewell'. This also refers to the portion of the wedding ritual in which the
bride-to-be- leaves her natal home and departs for her groom's family's home.
dajian – obligatory hospitality offered on ritual occasions, or a short informal visit
dao – Mangghuer songs sung at celebratory gatherings
daogaoqi – 'those who pray', Christians
daolu – Modern Standard Chinese term for 'road', 'way', 'path', commonly used in
modernist narratives as a narrative for progress
dasini gi – 'our language', used by Mangghuer to refer to their language or, in certain
circumstances to varieties of the Qidai language
dasini Guanting kun – 'we/our Guanting people'
dasini kun – 'our people', used by Mangghuer to refer to themselves
dasini Xing'er kun – 'we/our Xing'er people'
dayan – 'rich, wealthy, abundant'
dengyun xue – 'cloud-mounting boots' said to be worn by deities that enable them to fly
dian huishou – to call the roll of Huishou performers
diandiar – luck
diao – younger brother
diaoli – 'dancing', refers to the activities of huala during possession. The nominalized form
is diali-kuni.
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didi, yeye – terms of address for grandfather
dizi – 'base', can refer to either the possessed huala or the deity that possess him
dmar mchod – Tiebie for 'red offering', referring to the practice of animal sacrifice
dongmei – 'winter wheat', a recently innovated wheat variety that allows farmers to plant a
second annual wheat crop
dou – a measure of volume equal to ten liters
dpa' po – Tiebie trance medium
dughuli – ghosts
dui – 'work teams', a government administrative territorial division
duizhang – 'work team leader'
erhu – a two-stringed upright bowed fiddle
fa – scripture for invoking the deity's power
fala – trance medium. See also huala.
fuzhang, fudao – Daoist paper charms containing traditional Chinese characters written by a
yinyang
gaga – elder brother
Gaige kaifang – 'Open and Reform' Policy
gang – large earthenware pots used to store liquor
gangbian – metal flail wielded by huala
gangdao – ax wielded by huala, also referred to as yuedao
ganyan – deity's power
ganying – probably etymological origin of ganyan. Chau (2008) translates this term as
'responding upon feeling.'
geigan/ shuguo geigan – reincarnated lama. Geigan is from the Tiebie, dge rgan 'teacher'.
Shuguo is Mangghuer for 'big' or 'great'.
ger – may refer to a 'family,' 'household,' 'home,' 'house,' or 'room'
gezai – good
gnas ri – holy sites, including the birth place of holy persons and locations where these
persons meditated or performed miracles
gonggai – 'curve cover' the best quality coffin
gonggarawa – cabinet placed on the baxian table in which images of deities are placed
grub thob pa – Tiebie yogins
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grwa ba – Tiebie for monk
gter ston – Tiebie 'treasure revealers'
gua – divination blocks
guanbing – communal misfortune
guanhuan – papers prepared collectively by the community as an offering to their deity
guanjilie ghadar – 'quilt covers', silk bolts offered to deities and respected persons
guanxi – social connections
guizhen kun – respected persons
ha – terrible
haila – 'to torture', this verb is used only in association with mao yama
hanti – unirrigated field
hao – deity invocation scripture
haozi – a malodorous grass approximately one and a half meters tall
heng – onomatopoeia for an exclamation of surprise or pain
hong'huo – a lively atmosphere created by much noise and large crowds
hua'er – courtship songs
huala – trance mediums that embody miaoshen
huama – worldly power and the ability to achieve set goals
huan – 'parasols', long yellow and white papers burned as offerings for deities
huang – ranked lineages descending from the founding brothers of a village
huangan – poles on which huan are hung on formal ritual occasions
huangshu – see jiawu
huar – 'tombs'
huashi – text-recitation specialists who memorize and recite scriptures while dancing to
delight deities. Also called fashi.
hu'er zhiki – the Mangghuer term for corvée labor
huitan – refers to the place where Nadun is held
hunhula – verb form of hunhu, an oration given by huala during Nadun, or oration given by
elders when advising younger villagers or settling disputes
hushen – protector deity
Ilangurun-i-Uçun – Sibe term for Romance of the Three Kingdoms
jiapu – 'kin almanac'
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jiashen – 'home deities'
jiawu – 'minimal lineage', also referred to as huangshu
jierbai – to pray by clasping the palms together in front of the face
Jihua shengyu zhengce – China's national family planning policy
jijiu wangmin pai – '10,000-people-saving board. Such boards are said to be used by deities
to stop the passage of storms and misfortunes.
jin – a measure of weight equal to half a kilogram
jingshui – purified water offered to deities
jingzang – 'scripture organs', see xiangzang
julun halem – Sibe term meaning recitation of sung narratives
kang – a heated sleeping platform
keng – onomatopoeia for knocking a spear into one's body
khadeghe – white silk scarves, usually offered to deities. From the Tiebie kha btags.
khara Tiebie – 'black Tiebie' a derogatory term used to describe local Tiebie
kuguerjia – courtships songs
kuji – physical strength
kulturkreis – literally, culture circle. The theory that all human societies fall into discrete
fields of influence emanating from a limited number of global cultural centers.
kun – person
kurten –mediums that embody Buddhist deities
la yi – courtships songs. Spelled la gzhas in literary Tiebie.
lab rtse – mountain deity cairn
lama – Mangghuer term used to refer to monks of the Dge lugs pa Buddhist order, derived
from the Tiebie term bla ma
lama nadun – masked dances held in local Dge lugs pa monasteries. In Tiebie referred to as
'cham.
lamardeghe – Oriol, (Oriolus spp.)
laomiao – the founder or ancestral temple of a branch temple
laoshangpu bulai – youngest son, also called diandianwar
laozher – respected male elders vested with ritual and communal authority
leibu – thunder department
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leitai – mounds of earth approximately one meter high, containing consecrated stones, that
suppress sha
lha pa – Tiebie trance medium. This term is used by Tiebie in Xing'er to refer to huala.
lha sde – Tiebie term referring to lay communities associated with a monastery
li – a measure of distance equal to 500m
lingpai – a wooden board used by yinyang to suppress evils
lingyan – 'efficacious'. For deities this means able to offer protection and ensure prosperity
for peoples. For yiren this refers to their ability to cure people. For shuoghor this
refers to their ability to provide correct answers to supplicant's questions.
lingzhi cao – 'efficacious grass'
mani hui – a meeting of manqi
mani kurleghe – prayer wheel, from the Tiebie ma Ni 'khor lo
maniqi – elderly, lay religious practitioners who main responsibility is to gather in local
temples to chant scriptures from the Mani Ganben on the first, eighth, and fifteenth
of each lunar month
manla – the disciple of an ahong
mao – 'disasters, misfortune'
mao yama – 'bad things', refers to malevolent numina
mazhan – the distance a horse could ride in one day and therefore also the distance between
administrative posts during the Qing Dynasty
meiqi – a subterranean force perceived to flow like a liquid in streams. Interconnection and
connectivity of such streams creates prosperity.
meizhuer – wheat porridge eaten on Layue ba
Mentu hui – 'disciple community', the collective term for practitioners of Christianity
miangan – 'thin, unsubstantial', used to describe a formal hosting occasion on which there
was insufficient food, liquor, or cigarettes
miao – temple where territorial deities are enshrined
miaoguan – a temple keeper at a communal miao
miaoshen – 'temple deities', territorial cult deities
minzu – ethnicity or nationality
mo ba – Tiebie diviner
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momohui – 'bread meeting', somewhat derogatory term to refer to a small Nadun without
Huishou or masked performances. Also called a chihui 'eating meeting'.
moyao – 'not corvée', supposed etymology of the ethnonym Yao
mubei – alternative name for gua reported by Kuah-Pearce (2006)
mula – small
musha – sha released by cutting trees
nadu – Mangghuer term meaning to play, joke, dance, or perform. The noun for is nadun.
naichun – from the Tiebie gnas chung. Previously used in Sanchuan to refer to one of the
huala in Wushi Valley. Also refers to a prominent Tiebie medium previously
resident in Lha sa.
nanzi – a deity's image painted on a silk canvas
nasi bersang kun – 'people who became aged'
nasitai kun – 'people with high age'
nianjiangui – 'seers' capable of seeing ghosts, deities, and other numina
nini, nainai – terms of address for senior elder women
nüxiang – female family members who have married out of the family
Om mani padme hum – mantra of Avalokitishvara, Bodhisattva of compassion
paitou – ritual organizers, also called shuipai and turaoqi
paiwei – a deity's image or name pained on a small wooden board
pao – onomatopoeia for biting a cock's back
pu – onomatopoeia for spitting liquid, for example blood or liquor, from one's mouth
pughang – deities
pughangni bie – deity's statue
qi – 'colored triangular cloth flags'
qianliang – 'grain and money', yellow and white papers burned as offerings to deities
qianshu – a book used to interpret the significance of qianzi received in a divination session
qianzi – divination sticks. Also refers to the metal skewers with which huala pierce
themselves
qixing – literally 'seven stars'. Qixing are deity-praising songs sung during Nadun in certain
locations.
ri ma – unirrigated fields.This terminology is used by Tiebie in Rdo sbis.
rigui – 'fuck ghost', refers to something or someone of dubious quality
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ruala – 'to torture', this verb is only used in association with deities
rwa mo – Tiebie name used for shuoghor in Reb gong reported by Buffetrille (2008)
sa la – shit and piss, homophonous with Salar
sao – Mangghuer term for 'goodbye' that literally means 'stay' or 'sit'
sar – from the Tiebie gsur. Sar consists of incense offerings consisting of food.
sha – harmful microbes, gas, wind, beings, or energy that emanate from earth, trees,
corpses, and new brides
shan – mountain
shangko – funeral bread burned for the deceased
shazhuang – wooden sticks of varying length inscribed with scriptures written in classical
Chinese characters. Shazhuang are inserted into the ground by yinyang to suppress
mao yama.
sheng – measure of volume equal to one liter
sheng'huo qu – 'go to the living quarters', but figuratively, go to visit prostitutes
shentong – see ganyan
shigheba – 'juniper'
shousi – propitiatory offerings of animals made to deities
shuguo – big
shuoghor – divination blocks
sizhu – deities in Dge lugs pa monasteries
sku rten – see kurten
sngags pa – see benbenzi
sprachbund – a linguist area
sprul sku – Tiebie term for amitou laoye, geigan, or shuguo geigan
srung ma – Tiebie familial protector deities
sudai – irrigated fields
sumuqi – persons who hold a stick, spindle, or rolling pin that become inhabited by a deity
ter – stupa
terdi – Mangghuer term referring to lay communities associated with a monastery
terghai mergu – 'kowtow', a bow in which the person kneels down places their knuckles on
the ground, and touches their forehead to the ground several times
terha – roasted barley flour, referred to as rtsam pa in Tiebie
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thang – high altitude pastures
tian – Chinese for 'field'
tu – literally means 'earth' and is homophonous with Tu Monguor. Tu may also be
pejoratively used to mean local, backwards, or boring.
tuguan – local civil native official, the civil (i.e., non-military) equivalent of tusi
turaoqi – ritual organizers. See also paitou and shuipai.
turen – local people
tusha – sha released by digging in the earth
tusi – 'native chieftains', hereditary local leaders in Qing empire's frontier regions
wanzi – a bowl-shaped depression or cirque on a mountain or hillside where villages are
often located
wanzi – a high quality tea cup with a saucer and lid, also called sanpaotai
weijia – a person's mother's jiawu
weng – onomatopoeia used to describe the sound of a deity possessing someone
wershijia – large scale misfortune, see also bershijia
wobo – mountain deity cairn. Also called obo/ oboo (Mongolian).
wuhuang pai – a five lobed hat worn by tantric specialist during rituals and by the guest-ofhonor at a sixtieth birthday party
Xiahuang – Hell, 'purgatory', the underworld
xian, xiannü – immortals
xiangzang – 'fragrant organs'. Scriptures are placed inside a miaoshen image to empower it.
xianren – ancestor
xiaohui – 'small meeting', referring to the day before Nadun, when paitou usually meet to
discuss the events of the following day. Villagers may also rehearse performances
on this day.
Xibu da kaifa – 'Develop the West' Policy
xidiersang kun – 'people who became old'
xieshen – 'bad deities'
xijun diao – younger sister
ximie – Dge lugs pa monastery
xinren –'new person'. This term is used to refer to the in-marrying party in a new couple.
This is generally, though not always, the bride.
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xinren sha – sha produce by the xinren en route from the natal home to their new marriage
partner's family home
xuedao – the auspicious placement of buildings within the landscape; fengshui
yang – exotic
yangguo – danced and sung performances that take place during the New Year
yangyu – local name for potato
Yesu jiao – 'Jesus religion', Christianity
yinyang – literature householder Daoist practitioners
yiren – religious specialists
yuan – fate
yuedao – alternative name for gangdao
yunqi – see diandiar
za – onomatopoeia for cutting off one's own head or performing other miraculous feats
zaligudong – literally, 'odds-and-end' or 'bits and pieces', but also used to refer to noncanonical scriptures chanted by maniqi
zang – dirty, homophonous with Zang, Tiebie
zangfeng – 'dirty wind' that can cause paralysis
zashen – 'mixed deities'
zhang – silk cloth with calligraphy written on it given to grooms at weddings
zhang lwa – Tiebie term for a robe given by an A zhang zhang bo to his niece at her
coming-of-age hair-changing ritual
zhangguidi – household head
zhen – 'military formation'. This term is used to describe the patterns danced in Huishou.
zhengbing – large steamed loaves prepared specially for Nadun
zhigheling – a reed wind instrument
zhou – secret miaoshen tantra used to protect the recite from evil
zhuangguidi – household head
zongshen – public, communal deity
zuoyi – a slight bow made from the waist with arms bent in front and the hands clasped
together as fists, one hand covering the other
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APPENDIX 1: NADUN SCHEDULE
Lunar Date
(Day/ month)
7.12
7.13
7.14
7.15
7.16
7.18
7.20
7.21
7.22

7.26
7.28
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.6
8.8
8.11
8.12
8.13
8.14
8.15
8.16

8.17
8.18
8.19
8.20
8.21
8.22
8.23

Village
Songjia
Nuojie
Ganjia
Sangbura
Wenjia and Yangjia
Qijia
Wangjia
Xinjia
Majia
Songshuwan
Jiaohua
Yangta Township
Hongquan Township
Guoyuan
Taiken (Zhaomuchuan)
Zhaojia (Zhaomuchuan)
Yujia (Zhaomuchuan)
Longbu
Zhangjia
Nanjia (Zhaomuchuan)
Shanzhaojia (Zhaomuchuan)
Doujia (Zhaomuchuan)
Hongzhuer (Minzhu Valley)
Dazizhuang (Minzhu Valley)
Badaola
Guojia (Zhaomuchuan)
Zhaizi
Xiawan
Enduba Valley
Jianling
Hangtou Qijia
Ganjia Chuan
Xia Wangjia (Shidie Valley)
Sijiaola
Niejie (Shidie Valley)
Hulancher
Lajia (Shidie Valley)
Wangjia Ping and Ganjia (Shidie Valley)
Xiera
Miao'erla
Tumuqi
Hanjia Shan
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Town/ township
Zhongchuan Township

Yongjing County

Guanting Town
Qianhe Township
Guanting Town
Zhongchuan Township
Guanting Town
Qianhe Township
Zhongchuan Township
Gushan Town
Zhongchuan Township
Qianhe Township
Guanting Town
Qianhe Township
Zhongchuan Township
Qianhe Township
Xing'er Township
Qianhe Township
Xing'er Township
Yongjing County

8.24
8.25
8.26
9.1
9.4
9.6
9.8
9.10
9.12
9.15

Tianjia
Mujia Temple
Dazhuang
Gamaka
Chenjiaola
Wushi Valley
Puba Valley
Baojia
Lajia
Gaishang
Zhujia

Qianhe Township
Xing'er Township
Xing'er Township
Guanting Town
Guanting Town
Guanting Town
Zhongchuan Township
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APPENDIX 2: RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AND INTERVIEWS

TABLE 1: RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

DATE
21 February 2008
8 June 2008
22 June 2008
12 August 2008
13 August 2008
14 August 2008
20 August 2008
21 August 2008
22 August 2008
23 August 2008
31 August 2008
6 September 2008
7 September 2008
11 September 2008
13 September 2008
24 September 2008
29 September 2008
10 September 2008
13 October 2008
25 October 2008
11-12 November 2008
16 November 2008
24 November 2008
30 November 2008
1 December 2008
18 December 2008
19 December 2008

LOCATION
2008
Guojia
Wenjia
Wenjia
Songjia
Nuojie
Sangbura
Xinjia
Majia
Yangjia
Wenjia
Guanting
Yujia
Longbu
Guanting
Doujia
Dazizhuang
Xiawan
Mujia Si
Chenjiaola
Hongzhuer
Zhujia
Baojia Wanzi
Keshiman
Keshiman
Keshiman
Zhujia
Qijia
Dazizhuang
Dazizhuang
Chaizi
Dazizhuang
Dazizhuang
Dazizhuang
Dazizhuang
Hongzhuer
Miansougou
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ACTIVITY
Yanguo
Wuyue dangwu
Shuguo wobo
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Interview miaoguan
Interview laozher
Interview fortune teller
Nadun
Nadun
Interview laozher
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Interview huala
Interview laozher
Interview huala
Dajiao
Interview Majia yinyang
Interview nianjiangui
Interview paitou
Interview laozher
Interview laozher
Interview mask maker
Interview dancer
Interview miaoguan
Interview miaoguan
Interview dancer
Interview huala

20 December 2008
21 December 2008
1-4 Jan 2009
6 March 2009
7 March 2009
8 March 2009
14 March 2009
16 May 2009
27 May 2009
2 September 2009
3 September 2009
4 September 2009
6 September 2009
3 October 2009
4 October 2009
5 October 2009
6 October 2009
8 October 2009
9 October 2009
13 October 2009
14 October 2009
16 October 2009
23 October 2009
25 October 2009
29 October 2009
1 November 2009
18 November 2009
19 November 2009
20 November 2009
21 November 2009
22 November 2009
8 April 2010
9 April 2010
10 April 2010

Doujia
Taikeng
Shangmajia
Guojia

Interview huala
Interview huala
Interview female elder
Interview huala

2009
Jishishan County
Nanjia
Chaizi
Chuankor
Baojia Shawar
Yangjia
Jishishan County
Wushi miao
Sangbura
Yangjia
Qijia
Wangjia
Sijia
Ganjia Chuan
Niejie
Hulancher
Yongjing County
Xiera
Mujia Temple
Dazhuang
Gamaka
Puba Valley
Baojia
Gaishang
Zhujia
Gamaka
Mangla
Mujiasi
Dazhuang
Sijiaola
Xianshi
Baojia
2010
Nanjia
Wenjia
Badaola
Hanjiashan
Zigur
Hangtou Qijia
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Temple consecration
Interview huashi
Interview yinyang
Interview huala
Interview nianjiangui
Interview female elder
Interview huashi
Wuyue dangwu
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Visit, interview miaoguan
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Interview laozher
Interview huala
Interview laozher
Interview huala
Interview laozher
Interview huala
Interview laozher
Interview huashi
Interview laozher
Visit
Interview huashi
Interview huala
Interview huala

29 April 2010
30 April 2010
1 May 2010
17 May 2010
18 May 2010
19 May 2010
20 May 2010
21 May 2010
28-29 May 2010
30 May 2010
15 June 2010
16 June 2010
23 June 2010
10 September 2010
13 September 2010
22 September 2010
01 October 2010
29 November 2010

Xin nongcun
Sanerjia
Hulijia
Hulijia
Sangbura
Yangjia
Qijia
Songjia hanti
Sangbura Gorge
Wenjia hanti
Kadiga
Qijia
Songjia hanti
Qijia
Qijia
Wangjia
Wushighuer
Wushighuer miao
Jishishan County
Xin nongcun
Xin nongcun
Nanjia
Shanzhaojia
Jianling
Tianjia
Shanjiaojia
Nanjia
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Interview laozher
Interview laozher
Interview miaoguan
Interview laozher
Interview laozher
Interview miaoguan
Zhuangzang
Observe mask making
Zhuangzang
Interview Badaola huala
Interview monks, miaoguan
Zhuanzang
Observe mask making
Zhuanzang
Zhuanzang
Interview huala
Sacrifice at Niangniang Chi
Wuyue dang wu
Hua'er hui
Observe mask making
Pay mask maker
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Nadun
Interview huala
Interview huala

TABLE 2: INTERVIEWS
Interview Code
ASJ
BDH
BDL
BJC
BJE
BJH
BSN
CH
CHL
CMG
CY
DD
DH
DP/DPB
DU
DW/DX
DZH
EH1
EH2
EM
FT
GH
GJ
GJC
HC
HD
HQH
KJG
MG
MH1
MH2
MJS
MJSE
MM
MW
MY
NE
NH1
NH2
NJH
NJH2
PBG
PBH
QJV1

Details
paitou
huala
female elder
laozhe
laozhe
huala
nianjiangui
huala
laozhe
laozhe, miaoguan
yinyang
laozhe, paitou
huala
laozhe, paitou
laozhe
laozhe
huala
female elder
huala
lama, miaoguan
fortune teller
huala
laozhe
laozhe, paitou
paitou
laozhe, paitou
huala
huashi
laozhe
huala
huala
paitou
laozhe, paitou
mask maker
huashi
yinyang
laozhe, paitou
huashi
huala
huala
huashi
laozhe, miaoguan, paitou
huala
laozhe, paitou
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QJV2
QN
SEJ
SH
SJ
SJE
SY
SZH
TH
WD
WD2
WG
WJH
X
XWM
XX
YJC1/YJC2
YM
ZH

laozhe, paitou
nianjiangui
laozhe
huala
laozhe, paitou
laozhe
yinyang
huala
huala
laozhe, paitou
laozhe, paitou
female elder
huala
loazhe
laozhe, miaoguan, paitou
laozhe
laozhe, miaoguan
laozhe, miaoguan, paitou
huala
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APPENDIX THREE: MANGGHUER FAMILY COMPOUND

Illustration by Wen Xiangcheng.
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